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.
It hasalwaysbeen my belief that it is not enough for somebody to claim that
be is Greek, if he cannot prove that he is indeed Greek and that it is not
enoughfor somebody to live in Greece to be called a Greek. If tbe present
populationof Greece left the country and Chinese arrived to reside, does this
meanthat the Chinese residents would be Hellenes? Of course not. And what
if the Chinese learned the Greek language, as have the Romany here in
Greece,would they then become Greeks? The answer is again, no. Thus,
racialconstitution is the decisive factor of nationality, But this point needed
to beproved,verified scientificallyand to be followedby research focusing on
theGreek people and their racial and thus national identification. Only in this
waycould anyone say that he is Greek - if he really is one - and that he
descendsfrom the ancient Greeks- if he really does. The lack of such a study,
though,has led the international community to call "Hellenes" the inhabitants
of ancient Hellas, and "Grecian" its modem residents- a distinction with no
ethnologicalmeaning,which simplycircumvents the problem.

Sincemyyouth I have flirted with the idea of conducting a tborough ethno
logicalresearch of the Greeks. This work would illuminate the Greek make-up
and its idiosyncrasies,in part through a comparison of Greeks and their neigh
bouringpeoples as well as through a diachronic study of Greek history from
pre-historyto the present day. I was aware that such an enormous task should
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be undertaken by a state ethnological institution, where researchers of various
fields such as historians, anthropologists, archaeologists, sociologists, linguists,
and others, could collaborate. But Greece apparently was not interested in fill
ing the great void of knowledge in this area. Thus, twenty years ago I made the
great decision to undertake this task as my life's work.

[ began the work by collecting, filing, and processing a variety of evidence.
I was running from one book and source to another. It was tiring, massive
work, but at the same time pleasant. Step by step] was discovering the make
up of Hellenism. I distinguished it from other peoples and tracing its historic
route, not just through a superficial examination of facts and dates, but
through a macro-historic examination, through space and time.

As I was working on the subject and as it took shape, 1 realized that this was
going to be a two-volumework. In the first volume I would scientifically examine
in general terms the concept of the "nation"; while in the second volume I would
study the "Hellenic nation". In 1987, however, I finally decided to split the sub
ject into two separate books, because a two-volume work is alwaysmore expen
sive and harder to read. Thus, in 1987 I published the first book Introduction to
Biopolitics and in the mean time I continued to work on the second, which is now
in your hands.

The publication of the Introduction to Biop.Q[ltiJ:sin 1987 had a pleasant
surprise in store for me. In this book I stressed the significance of the concept
of nation as a primordial, historic factor, proclaiming tbat nationalism was
and will be again on the rise, and that the principle of nationalities would be
the arbiter of history, even within Europe itself. Thus, in the book I predict
ed the break up of the Soviet Union, the former Yugoslavia, and other states.
The book contained a prophetic phrase from an unforgettable friend, Helmut
Siindermann, about the future dissolution of the I\VO world powers, the Soviet
Union and the USA. In 1987,when Introduction to Biopo.litics was published,
there was not even a sign of what history would bring to bear; two years later
the world held its breath as it witnessed the collapse of the Soviet empire as
well as the dissolution of Yugoslavia, and Czechoslovakia. After the trans
gression of Jalta, nationalism spread again among peoples and across bor
ders. Thus, what no political analyst or secret society had foreseen was con
tained in the simple pages of my book.
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Introduction to Biopolitics presents the structure and the meaning of
"nation".TIle work clarifies that the nation is composed of two basic factors,
race and consciousness. When I speak of race, I mean that the "origin" of
individualswho compose a nation should be of a common descent. It is not
enoughfor them to share a "consciousness about a common descent". In
otherwords, it is not enough for them to believe in tbeir common descent, but
theymust be of the same descent, since only this common "racial ranking"
entailscommon hereditary and mental characters. When people are of a com
mondescent, they share more or less the same language, religion, civilisation,
customsand history.These secondary elements do not constitute individually
a necessaryelement for the formation of a nation. However, when all these
elements coexist, they contribute to the unity of the community and to the
creationof a unified consciousness-which is the second factor in the forma
tion of a nation. Thus, racially homogeneous people who have a conscious
nessof their existence constitute a nation. Consciousness exists in a nation
when homogeneity causes the appearance of all these secondary elements.
Thus,in a sense, homogeneity is necessary for the creation of a nation.

When there is not homogeneity among the people (when people are not of
the same descent), while there are some common secondary elements, which
are imposed by historic reasons, then it is possible for a "pseudo-nation" to

That gave me some courage. Not of course that I believed that I had
prophetic powers, but I became certain that I was on the right track, that
indeed, the nation is the primordial image-making factor of history, and that
wehad better pay more careful attention to its impact. We have to focus on
borderscontaining more than one nation, or borders at which national units
intersectin order to avert wars and crises. Some people insist that nationalism
is the causeofwars,but this is not true. Contempt for the principle of nationa
litiescauseswars.The unification of Europe should not, by anymeans, expro
priatenationalities, but on the contrary, it should recognize them and bring
themmore to the forefront. In Introduction tgj3iopoliti.£lj,I suggested tbat a
unifiedEurope should be founded on this principle of nationalities so that a
"Europeof the Peoples" could be created and not a liberal, economic, indi
vidualistic"Europe of the Citizens" that would destroy the nations.
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emerge. Heterogeneous people with pseudo-national consciousness may
regard religion (Islam for example), language (such a~Panslavism), or coexi
stence (for instance, the USA, or the former Soviet Union) as factors making
them a "Nation". These pseudo-national loops, however, are alwaysvery fragile
and more or less ephemeral. Consciousness alone does not shape a real
nation. In the past, religion was the leading factor in the creation of national
consciousness, but today its role, at least in the civilized world, is diminishing.
Language was and is still considered an eminent factor in the formation of
national loops. But time does not attest to the stability of such nations - they
are just pseudo-nations. Real nations, with a diachronic power of con
sciousness, have a unified descent and a host of secondary elements such as
language, customs, civilisation, eic., which gives them consciousness of their
unity.

As we have already noticed, (Tom the secondary elements, religion
constituted once, and in a less degree today, the most important element,
designating the manners and the customs of the people as well as in many
cases its art, Today language forms the most important secondary factor in
the creation of consciousness. Language creates the unified civilisation that in
turn creates the unified consciousness. Common customs result from long
term cohabitation and from the common religion that the latter had shaped
through worship.

Another important secondary factor is the long co-existence of people in a
unified state organisation - !Lloneor together with other people - inwhich case
there is a common history and memories. Thus, it is possible for two peoples of
the same descent to form distinct national communities, if in the historic past
they belonged to separate States, or if they were filled with different religious
doctrines. Moreover, it is almost certain that they will form separate nations if
they speak different languages.

Generally, while the shaping of consciousness constitutes a complicated
phenomenon, its existence is easily proved - even-though it contains a certain
degree of fluidity. On the contrary, it is difficult to testify tbe "origin", it is
rigid, though, in !ts authenticity - it exists or it does not exist!

Descent and consciousness should coexist in the formation of a nation.
When two branches of the same race have lived for a long time in different
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Thus, the present study constitutes an ethnological research inwhich the origin
factor is also examined. Usually, ethnology abstains from racial ISsues

places or under different conditions, then it is natural for them, in spite of the
resemblance of their characters, to have developed distinct memories and a dif
ferent history, and perhaps even separate language and civilisation: they would
fonn thus distinct nations despite their racial identity. That is why both descent
and consciousness form two isobaric and necessary factors of nationality. Using
the language of mathematics one could say that this pair of factors constitutes
an "essential and adequate condition" for the existence of a nation, while each
one of these factors constitutes by itself only an "essential condition."

Bearing these principles in mind we can examine the different types of
minorities which exist in a national society. Generally speaking there are three
types of minorities:

a) Those who are racially alien and have an alien consciousness. These are
the real minorities, which can never be assimilated.

b) Those who racially belong to the national family, but do not have a
nationalconsciousness.These form a type of "pseudo-minority", since it is pos
siblewith a proper strategy to adapt their consciousness to the national con
sciousness(without any pressure though, since consciousness cannot be forced).

c) Those who are racially alien, but nevertheless have a national con
sciousness.It is about people who do not have a consciousness (who are not
-aware)of their differentiation. For example, people who consider themselves
Greeks without being in reality Greeks, are "pseudo-Greeks".

On the basis of these qualitative differentiations, the several probable
minorities in Greece can be examined. We could examine for instance
whether the Albanians, the Vlachs, the Jews, the Romany, the Pomacs, the
Slav-speaking,the Moslems, etc., are foreigners or pseudo-Greeks or pseudo
minorities or very simply genuine Greeks.

We realize of course the seriousness of this hot issue. Not that we are the
first - many have supported the Greek character of this or that supposedminority.
Butvery few dared write for the minorities who are not really Greek. And what
ismore, so far, no one has dealt with allof Greece's minority issues, inquiring, at
the same time, both national faith (consciousness) and origin (racial).
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because, on the one hand, these issues are not adequately studied, system
atized, and popularized, and on the other hand, because these issues are not
compatible with current political correctness. However, ethnology without a
racial inquiry can never be complete, since a nation is "a race that possesses
consciousness". Indeed, ethnology in our days has become too shallow, and
as a result it is confused with ethnography.

Ethnography examines and describes the intellectual and cultural mani
festations and peculiarities of a nation, such as manners and customs, art,
clothing, etc. It differs from folklore in so far as its breadth is concerned.
Folklore examines the above elements in somewhat limited places such as a
village or a geographic area.

Ethnology, if it is to maintain its reputation, must dare to examine the
nation in its totality, as an entity in space and time. Ethnography isjust a branch
of ethnology. The latter, though, is a composite science, one that is based not
only on ethnographic elements, but also on historic, archaeological, linguistic
and anthropological elements. Anthropological elements are basically the
physical characteristics of a race that are examined by "anthropography" (to
borrow the term coined by professor I. Koumaris), without disregarding,
though, the systematized psychical racial features. Without these elements eth
nological inquiries-especially in the field of etbnogenerics= are narrow and
possibly imprecise.

Anthropographical elements unlike other ethnological data, cannot be
altered over time. They are stubborn. They verify or reject this or that origin
in such a way that does not allow for any doubt. Under certain historical con
ditions, all the other elements of ethnology (ethnographical, linguistic etc.)
can emigrate. The anthropographical elements, however, cannot emigrate.
They always accompany every nation. As Rice states "tireskulls areharder than
tire consonants and the vowels". Thus, ethnologists should begin to educate
themselves about anthropographical data.

Thus, with the aid of such elements we examined the continuity of Hellenism
from the remotest past to the present and we certified the uninterrupted racial
succession. Studying especially the Hellenic prehistory we shed unexpectedly
new light Oilan unknown era. We found out that the notorious Aryan Race, that
mythical people who had culturally shaped the whole of Europe, were the
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Hellenic people. It was a shattering discovery, one that is based on unshake
able paleo-anthropological data. Then, we also studied geographically the
Hellenic people within their surrounding space and we distinguished them
from the other European people. Very important conclusions also emerged
and for other similar issues, for the Slavs for instance, for our neighbouring
people, and for the unredeemed Hellenic homelands, and for the future
national perils which surround Hellas. Generally, we could remark that the
followingpages give a complete ethnological description of the geographical
space that surrounds Greece.

This book, however, written in the narrow margins of the individual life
that we live, cannot be considered infallible and complete. Let others come
and carry mywork further, to make corrections and bring it to perfection. And
the greatest wish for Greece is to create a Centre for Ethnological Research,
a centre tbat our country desperately needs.



b. The White stock, as Skla
vounos has stated, bas a larger
crnninl C31)8City than other races.

a. I avold the term "Caucasic'
because, on the one hand, it
has not been proved that the
European race originated in
the Caucasus, and on tbe other
hond, because Ido not want to
cause n confusion with tbe
Cauensic race which belongs to
the White stock.

It would be worthwhile to present first some
basicelements of racial anthropology, so that the
reader can understand the relevant principles
whichare referred to later in the book. It is about
some necessary anthropological and psychologi
cal concepts of ethnology presented in a concise
and easily understood manner. The understand
ingof these concepts would enable the reader to
distinguish the European stock from other
stocks,but most importantly to differentiate the
several races that exist among the European
stock,races which in various combinations creat
ed the nations of OUT continent.

Inanthropology, the European stock is called
Europidic or Wlrite orA 1)'011 a).The European stock
ischaracterized by thin and delicate bones, white
skin,orthognathism, large cranial capaciry», lep
torhiny(high, thin noses), thin ups, considerable
facialand body hair growth, and straight or wavy
hair.

The European Races
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The above characteristics distinguish the Eu
ropean stock from tbe other primary stocks,
which are the following:

- Mongoloid or Yellow: characterized by
facial flatness with pronounced zygomatics,eyes
slanted and not deep with a strong epicanthic
fold, straight dark hair, sparse body hair and
beard, pale ivory skin, and a broad nasal root.

- Negroid: characterized by small cranial
capacity, black tightly curled hair, platyrrhiny
(broad flat noses), thick lips, black skin, hair and
eyes, thick bones, profatnism, and thin legs.

- Australian: characterized by small cranial
capacity, profatnism, dolichocrany, thick bones,
opisthometopy (inclined, retreating forehead),
broad face, wavyand curly hair, and brown skin.

- Choisanid: characterized by tightly curled
hair, small cranial capacity, platyrrhiny (broad
flat nose), slanted eyes with a thick epicanthic
fold, brown-yellowskin, triangular lace, and in
women exoteric genital organs, and a great
deposit of fat in the hips.

- American. Indians (partly Originating from
the Mongoloid): It differs from the Mongoloid
stock inskin colour, which is brown-yellow (cop
per-brown); also, the eyes are not slanted with a
strong epicanthic fold, and the blood type which
dominates is not type B but type O.

- Indian or Weddid:This race will be examined
in a separate chapter. Generally, the Indian race
differs from the White race (from whom it origi
nates) mainly in itsmesorrhiny, the longer length
of the legs, dark skin and several blood character
istics.
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d. The measurement is con
ducted from basion to bregma
(b.·b). The Finish anthropolo
gist, G. Kayava, argues that the
measurement should also be
conducted on living people
(rom the middle of ihe tragi <at
the ear) up to the top of the
head. but this measurement is
not comparable with the era
nial heighI measurement.

c. I will examine later on in
delait the phenomenon of
brachycephalism.

Inorder to distinguishand classifythe races of
IheWhite stock we have to use other than the
above-mentionedtraits, which are common to all
Europeannations. TIle selected characteristics of
theEuropean nations should be primary, that is,
toshowthedifferentiation of the nations, but they
shouldalso be diachronically stable. Thus, for
instance,the known breadth/length cranial index
(BfL), althoughthe most well known characteristic
is an insecure feature because cranial breadth
increases0) with time. Based on this B/L index,the
skullsaredistinguishedto short, medium and long.
An examinationin plain view of the skull deter
minesif it is round (brachycephalism) or oblong
(dolichocepbal.ism).

On the contrary, one of the most stable racial
characteristicsis the height/length Cranial Index
(HILl, because, as Lundman insistsl42, both the
heightand length of the skull are features which
remainalmost unchanged over time.

Thus, for H/L indexes less than 73, we have
chamaicrany, for 73-76 indexes orthocrany, and
forgreater than 76 indexes, hypsicrany.

The disadvantage of this H/L Index is that
cranialheight measurement can only be taken
00 skullsof non-living persons d). Unfortunately
theanthropological measurement of the conte
mporaryEuropean people has been conducted
onlyon the living population, and not on skele
tonsthat would allow researchers to draw paral
lelswith paleoanthropologic measurements.

Another important diachronicallystable racial
characteristicis the so-calledmorphological facial
index. This is the quotient of the morphological
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beight (MH), (from the root of the nose to the
jaw) by the facial breadth (FB) (counted in the
zygomatics). With indexes less than 84 we have
euryprosopy; with indexes of 84-88, we have mesa
prosopy; and with indexes greater than 88, lepta
prosopy.

Because the lower jawbone and teeth do not
usually exist in ancient skulls, paleoanthropolo
gists measure the so-called upper facial height or
facial height (PH) from nasion to prosthion.
Thus, in the skulls there is the so-called facial
index (quotient of facial height by the breadth of
the zygomatics) in which curyprosopy corre
sponds approximately to indexes lesser than 51,
mesoprosopy to indexes of 51-53, and leptopro
sopy to indexes greater than 53.

Indexes alone, however, are 001 enough for
racial comparisons, given the fact that the indexes
are quotients. Also the absolute length and height
of the skull as well as the breadth and height of
the face are of great importance - since the quo
tient, for example, of two lesser sizes could be
equal to the quotient of two greater e).

e. To make Ihe comparison oC
the breadth of the zygomatics
between a living (ace and an
old skull, 12-15mm should be
abstracted from Ihe first. Also
by Ihe cranial length, 7mm
should be abstracted.

Left: Measurement of facial breadth Or zygomatics. Middle: Mea
surement of the morphological height. Right: Indicated OD the skulls,
the dimensions of the cranial height (CH) and facial height ()i·H).
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Some other stable racial characteristics are:
the dimensionsof the nose and the nasal index
(quotientof breadth/height of the nose); the flat
nessof the face, tbat is, its horizontal profile; the
extent of hair growth; tbe nature of tbe hair
(straightOrwavy),and the physique.

On the contrary, anthropology does not con
sidervery reliable the characteristics of hair and
eyecolour. Initially,all European races shared a
dark deep colour, but later on, through a muta
tion,a discoloration took place in some of these
races(somewherebetween 7000 and 4000 Be).

Bearing all these basic principles in mind, we
canproceed to a general view of the diversifica
tion that existswithin the White stock. I stress,
however,that I am talking about anthropological
races and not about nations or people. The
nations and the people of Europe originated
fromthe fusionof usuallymore than one race, r
am referring to historical races53• The anthropo
logicalraces that I will present here have there
fore some particular appellation unknown to
non-specialists.However,without the knowledge
of these anthropological races and their history,
thediversificationof the historic races cannot be
comprehended.

Thus, at first we discern three stocks: The
Periactic, the Continental and the Caucasic. The
Periacticstockwas spread to all European coasts,
from Scandinavia to the coast of the Atlantic
Ocean, to the Mediterranean coasts and the
Europeancoasts of the Black Sea. This stock is
distinguishedby its large cranial length (with a
tendencytoward dolichocranyand chamaicrany),
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small facial breadth (Ieptoprosopy), and by its
marked horizontal facial profile that forms an
acute angle. This stock also expanded from the
Middle East up to India. From the Periactic
stock three branches arose: the Northern orNor
dic, the Mediterranean, and the East-Mediterra
nean (Olielltal).
It is noteworthy to add, though, that palaeon

tologically speaking a common ancestor of the
Periactic stock cannot be traced. It seems that a
part of this Periactic stock, the Nordics, was CUI
off in northern Europe 70,000 years ago, when
the last phase of the Ice Age began. These three
stocks (periactic, Continental and Caucasic)were
probably formed before the genesis of humanity,
and their ancestors must be traced to pre-human
stocks (Neanderthals). This is most certain in the
case of the White stock. After the appearance of
the Homo Sapiens, there was not any other
common ancestor of all Europeans. The phe
nomenon of the polygenesis of the races is not
only a universal one, but also a European one.
Thus, despite the apparent relationship of the
European races, their genetic differences are
considerable.

The Caucasicstock l) (or Taurian), having the
Caucasus as a geographical centre, is divided
into two branches: the Armenoid race, which
extends to the Near East, and the Dinaric which
extends 10 the North Balkans and to part of
Central Europe, The Caucasic stock is generally
characterized by hypsicrany (short lengths and
big cranial heights), and a long, usually hooked
nose.

OF TliE HEi-l_ENES
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g. Bunak does not seen} to
believe lhal the EaSiern Euro
peans originate from the EUlY
prosopic population thai resi
ded in Russia during tbe Neo
lithic period (facial index about
50), because of the same eury
prosopy also in Western Euro
pe (in Steinheim the zygomatic
breadth was 145, in Combe Ca
pelle 142,in Oberkassel 143, in
Brunn J48). This Euryprosopy,
however, proves the whole
range of the maternal "Conti
nental" race, which in Northenl
Russia, (hough, had an ancient
Mongoloid admixture, as we
will discuss later. .

L 11.e Soviet scientists Rosinski
and Levin coined this term
(1955).
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L The lower face means a low
positionof the eye-holes(orbiia),
and as 0 consequence a large
Corehead. This is in fact the look
of the Alpine, \yho have a rela
tively big forehead because of
onhocrany, and a low position
of the eyes and whole fare. Cro
magnoid is also the so-called
Faelisch race thnt was detected
by the paleontologist Coon in
Southern Denmark and can stili
be found there today mixed
with Nordics.

h. The Lapps have" morpho
logical hcisht of only 114mm

Oriental

The Continental stock extends through all cen
tralcontinental Europe, from the west (France) to
the east (Ukraine), going further to the White Sea.
The general characteristics of this stock are eury
prosopy (small height and large facial breadth)
and a round skull (with brachycrany and ortho
crany). 111isstock has been divided into smaller
races,of which the most important are the A/pine
in Western Europe, the Bailie in Central Europe,
and the Eastern European in Eastern Europe.si
Because many anthropologists believe that the
Lapps are the purest (unmingled) representa
tivesof this race,h)they also call this race Lapanoid.
Some other anthropologists call il Cromagnoid,
since the Alpines are characterized not only by
euryprosopy, but also by chamaiprosopy (like the
pre-humansCromagnonsr',

Therefore, the main races today in Europe
couldbe considered the Nordic, theMediterranean,
theDinanc, theA/pille, and IheBalric (a variation

BuilieAlpineDinaricArmenold

!;uUClIslc

Mediterranean

Nordic

Periactic

INTROD
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A diagram of cronial height-length. In the abscissa the cranial length (of.
skeleton), und in the ordinate the cranial height. This dingrom as well as in all the
other anthropometric elements of the book indicates only the dimensions of men.
Women in all races nre slightly different than men (for example, tbey are less
leptoprosopic, less dolichocranic etc.) AR=Armenoid race, AL=A1pioe race,
B=Balt.ic,D=Dinaric, M=Mediterranean, N=Nordic.
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A diagrnm of facinl hreadtb - height OD skulls, ill the ubsclssn the
zygomatic breadth (ZB) and in the ordinate the facinl height (FH).

Adiagram of facioI breadth - height (of living people). In the abscissa,
Ibe faclol breadth (FD) nnd in the ordinate the morphological height
(MB). AR=Armelloid. AL=AJpine, D=BaJUc, D=Dinaric, "'I=iVledi·
terranean. N=Nordic.

, .,., .
•
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The Mediterranean race is characterized by:
a) Chamaicrany, closer to the limits of

orthocrany (index H/L 72-74).
b) Mesoprosopy, also close to the limits of

leptoprosopy (index 86-89).
c) A medium somatic height, but the most

slightly-build in Europe and the world.
d) Leptorrhiny (nasal indexes on livingpeo

ple 65-67,and on skulls 47-48,5).

The Nonhem or Nordic race is mainly char
acterized by the following:

a) The longest cranial length (about 190
mm) and very small cranial height (about 131),
it is the most chamaicranic race.

b) A great morphological height (exceeding
126mm) and the smallest facial breadth in
Europe (about 139mm on living), it is the most
leptoprosopic race (with a morphological index
of about 91).

c) A high leptorrhiny, t.i. long and narrow
nose, (on living people, an index of about 60)n.

d) A great somatic height.
e) Light eyes, skin, and hair colour.
f) A weak body and facial hair growth, and

straight, thin hair.

of this is the Eastern-European). 10 the Near
East there are still the Armenoid and tbe
Oriental. The diagrams below illustrate the mOSI
basic characteristics of the European races (era
nial height and length, facial breadth and height;
nasal length and height) and make the differen
tiation obvious.

OF THe: HEI_LENES

j. The nasal index is the quo
tient of the highest nasal brc
adth by the nasal height (mens
ured from the selion). \Vith
indexes bigger titan 85,we have
platyrrhiny, mesorrhiny with
indexes 7(}'85, leptorrhiny with
indexes 60·70, and hyper-lept
orrhiny with indexes lower than
60. On the skulls the greatest
breadth of the apertura piri
formis is divided bY the height
(between nasion and nasospi
nale). The nasal indexes of the
skulls do not correspond of
OOUJSe to the nasal indexes of
livingpeople.



k \Vo can sec here that the
morphological index would be
inadequate to show the differ
entiation between the Dinaric
and the Mediterranean races,
since both have indexes around
87. The simultaneous presence
in the diagram and of the
absolute faciol dimensions
(sizes) makes obvious the sig
nWennt differentiation.

The basic characteristics of the Dinaric race
are:

a) With the highest cranial height in Europe
(about 139 mill) and small length (about 176), it
becomes the only hypsicranic race of the
European continent (index about 78).

b) The highest facial dimensions in Europe,
withmesoprosopic, though, morphological index»

c) Excessive brachycephaly-due to the
small length of the head -the biggest in Europe.
The combination of a broad skull and narrow
jawcreates a triangular face.

d) A long and often hooked nose, with very
small nasal indexes, about 59 in living people
(but more than 48-in skulls), that is, to the lim
itsof hyper-Ieptorrhiny.

e) Deep eye colours and hair (from brown to
black).

I) Excessive facial hair growth, and straight
or wavybair.

Nordic, il'lediterrnneu.D and Dinaric types (HCC. to Lundman)
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The Armenoid or Near-Asian race extends to
AsiaMinorand all ofNear Asia.It ischaracterized
by:

a) Excessive hypsicrany (the biggest in the
world), with cranial length of 175 only and
height of more than 138rnm.

b) Brachycephaly.
c) Mesoprosopy, with facial dimensions,

though, smaller than the Dinaric.

ears.
f) Great somatic height.

,) p (
the backside of the skull), often with protruding
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The Alpine race is to a great extent inter
mingledwith other races in Western Europe;
therefore, its characteristics in pure form are a
bit precarious. However, the characteristics of
theAlpine race should be the following:

a) Orthocrany, with medium cranial length

d) The highest nasal dimensions (in living
people),with open nostrils. I-Iooked nose. The
nasal indexon skulls is only 47.

e) Excessive facial and head hair growth,
usuallywith curly hair.

t) Small physical build, particularly small
feet.

Nasal diagrams. LeO:on
Livingpeople. Righi: on
skulls. In Ihe abscissa, the
nasnl breadth, and in the
ordtnatc the nnsnl height
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The Baltic race resembles, of course, its rela
tive race, the Alpine, but it has:

a) Smaller cranial dimensions (but again
with an orthocranic index).

b) A thinner nose (nasal cranial index 49),
with a concave profile.

c) Light hair and eyes (particularly the iris of
this race are considered the bluest of Europev).

d) Weaker face, body, and bead hair growth.

and breadth. Brachycephalybut without occipital
flatness.

b) Euryprosopy (morphological index about
83), due mainly to its small facial height.

c) Short nasal height, with nasal index of
about 65 (on skeletons 50).

d) Compact body (medium stature, broad
chest, thick bones).

e) Excessive hair growth (bald-headed peo-
pIe are rare). .

f) Brown hair and light eye colour.

Alpine and Baltic types (ace. to Lundman)

OF THE HELLENES



A combined dingrnm of skull-face. 111the ubsclssa the cranial index height/length
and in the ordlnatc lbc facial index height/breadth (on skulls). AR=Armenoid,
AL=Alpioc, B=llaltic, D:Dinarie, lI1=lI1cdilerranean, N:Nordic. In this diagram
appear also Ihe three primordial races, Pcrluclie, Continental and Caucasian.
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Generally, the Periactic stock (Nordic and
Mediterranean) combines dol ichocephaly with
leptoprosopy, while the Continental (Alpine and
Baltic) combines brachycephaly with eury
prosopy. TIIUS, if we exclude the Dinaric race
(whichentered Europe in later years), we ascer
tain the linkage of, on the one hand, the long
skull with the long face, and on the other, of a
round skull with a round face. Thus the aesthetic
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appreciation that the Europeans have for the
combination of these characteristics I) is under
standable. Indeed, Haddon had first discerned
these combinations, which he called harmonic,
compared to other combinations, such as
euryprosopy - dilichocrany of Eskimos or lepto
prosopy - brachycephaly of Dinarics, which he
called disharmonice,

Over time there were some slight develop
ments in the main characteristics of the Euro
pean races, as well as various interbreeding. The
given diagrams do no! have an absolute
diachronic application. They give, however, a
basic perception, a first approach. From the gi
ven combined diagram of the two indexes (skull
and race), one can also get one more general
idea, that is, one first impression of the racial dif
ferences in Europe.

Recently, according to the new research on
DNA we have verified that human races do
indeed differ genetically- even though some po
liticians claim the opposite. The "THO!" DNA
index, which Stanford University has studied, is
now a new tool, since it offers proof of genetic
differentiation between the people of Europe.

OF THE HELLENES

L Every nation considers as an
ideal beauty his or her typical
racial physiognomy.As Plutarch
notes (IloA". naQ<lYY. 821 F),
the Armenoid Persians consid
ered the booked Dose beautiful.
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In order to conclude this general description of
the European races, I need to say a few words
about their psychic characteristics, since it is
knownthat racial differentiation extends not only
to physical characteristics, but also to psychic
onesSl,As Plato notes, "no two persons are bon.
exactlyalike, but each differs from each in natural
elldowlr.ents"'); thus, in communities there is a
respective differentiation of characters and
morals», I will touch upon a few elements from
the fieldof racial psychology.

Whatever relationship has been noted
between Nordics and Mediterraneans in the
physicalsection has also been detected inthe psy
chicsector, Ihave touched upon the same point
whereIwrote about Constitutional psychologySl,
The German psychologist H. Burkhardt also
mentions that, "the morphological similarities
between the Northern and the Mediterranean race
areclearlyproved"JJ. He also points out that both

,

Spiritual Characteristics
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races are characterized by intellectualism and by.
an excessive consciousness of the ego, which
breeds an excessive individualism and an intense;
sense of property. According to Burkhardt, the
consciousness of the ego is more powerful in the
Nordic ra<:e,a fact which in tum causes internal
isolation and independence, a high degree of in
troversion, and an endurance to loneliness. This
trait gives the Nordic "the talent of the explorer,
who goes into Ullknown places", as Me Duggal
notes. This talent is also intensified by his techni
cal skills. Lenz also attributes the technical incli
nation of the Nordic to his well-developed optical
perception and to his ability to perceive the space
and movement. According to Burkhardt, "the
Nordic lives in an intense conflict between the inta
nal and the external world, the subject and the
object". Thus, Burkhardt continues, "from this IIIV

cleus of personahty, the thought and the will of the
Nomic, splings out of the exiemal world, a world
that he tries to shape in accordance with his internal
picture. The dynamic CO!l~eof this manijestauon iJ
perceived by the distance between the ego and the
extemai world".

The Nordic, with his intense intellectualism,
is distinguished by his great caution, contem,
plat ion, and his methodical nature. Thus, he hal,
a talent for the physical and technical sciences.

This strict attachment of the Nordic, though.
to his ego results in a series of disadvantageoui ,
characteristics. "When he finds himself in a plaa .
ill which he does not know if his relations are call- ,
trolled and certified, he always feels alienated and ,
restrained':». The Nordic cannot adapt easily tD •
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the environment. He is also characterized by a
rigidobstinacy,the famous German 'Sturheit', On
theother hand, Burkhardt insists that the Nordic
"distrusts the feelings and pains which. spring am
from the deep impersonal psychic strata of his psy
cheorof the psyche of the others". Abou t this indif
ferenceof the Nordic toward Ius fellow human
beings,Burkhardt notes that "generally identifica
tion wilh his fettow human beings is of little impor
ronceto the psychic life of the Nordic. Any fellow
human being with whom Iredoes nOI have any par
ticularintemal link is of little significance 10 him in
comparison 10what nature means for him".

Furthermore, the Nordic "is at a dlsodvantage
as for as his verbal expression is concerned; and Ire
ispanicu1arlyweak in Ilrought processes other titan
reason, 10 the purely conceptual and dialectic,
[while] feelings of magic and ecstasy are usually
alien 10 hi","3). Thus, the Nordic lacks psychic
uplifts,artistic feelings, and he cannot go beyond
naturalphilosophy.He livesmore with logic and
lesswitbexperiences.

On the contrary, the Mediterranean race
expresseshis intellectuality not so much in me
thodand organisation, but in his very high intelli
gence.Having also a stronger awareness of ego
thantheNordic, the Mediterranean does not jux
tapose hisEgo to the environment, but tries with
his intelligenceto achieve a compromise. "One
notable differellce between tire Nordic and the
MedilelTOnean is "'01 lite latter's inclination is
towardgrace and agiHty. 171e awareness of his Ego
is quite strong and intense, but it is conceived as a
shape that call be easily changed and adapted har-
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moniously to the environment. Wt/h grace and sim
plicity he lakes positions analogous 10 the given cir
cumstances. One basic characteristic of this race is
its quick perception combined with spontaneity (a
combination of senson=motoriy'». It is worth
remembering the speeches made by the Roman
senator recorded in the Oxyrhynchus Papyri21
about the Greeks: "Non-aligned, rebellious, arlJi.
trary, but tnHhfid/y free is the Ego of the Hellenes.
1111IJIks 10 that, their relation wilh the universe, wiJ)(
things, and with people does not grow stale, btu i!
always fresh and new, and everything, thanks to tlris
Ego, is presented as new, first-revealed to their PSJ
che.: This hypel1rophy of their personality has ih
good side; its bad side is called egocentricity. 111t
good side is creative in philosophy, poetry, the alt!,
sciences, and even in trade and war. From this pos
itive side of egocentricity springs all the glory of thl
Hellenes".

Egocentricity, however, constitutes the nega
tive aspect of the Mediterranean temperament
ILO aspect that is fully described by the same
papyri: "Egocentricity takes away the Hellenes
ability to be fair. He is illdifferent to his fellow
human being. The passion of egoism prevents him
from dealing with another, to collaborate with him.
Because of the lack of solidarity in Hellenic soo
eties, all CO/lll11onattempts are thwarted. 17,e actiJ
of the Hellene is destroyed in individual attempe
which very often clash and eliminate each other".

According to the German psychologist E
Jens, people are divided into two categories, tht
fulfilled,and the unfulfiIIed69•The former, havin1
the Mediterranean as representatives, have aI
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c. For Ihe \Vestem CelIS (a
mixture tben of Ibe Nordics
and the AJpics) Sirabo DOles
Ihal, """'>' arrogalll,lrey are and
[oolish ", and "I"ey call be hand
led ellJ'i/y by tnose .'01/,0 .val'( 10
;,,[riIl8' them" (C 195).

d. nO~'Tlx(1H7.

their psychic faculties in joint; therefore, their
personalityis whole and in close relation to the
environment.The larter, with tbe Nordics as typ
icalrepresentatives, have their psychic faculties
out of joint, and II wcak connection witb tbeir
environment; in other words their psychic facul
ties are disproportionate. Thus, according 10

Jens, the energy of the Nordics is best directed to
the service of specific purposes. As Burkhardt
Doles,the races which aspire towards tbe ideal
"ha!'ea specific wealth of hereditary traits, acute
fIoibility, and do not live only within the limits of a
IUlJTOW specified environment". The advantage of
theMediterranean in this area is obvious. That is
why. the Nordic, with his lack of adaptability to
his environment and witb his slow reactions, is
characterized by the Mediterranean as "dull
frank"c).

As I have already indicated about constitu
tionalpsychology!3,the Mediterranean race pos
sesses a spiritual equilibrium. Aristotle noted,
"tneHellenic nation is choracterized by both sensi
bility and illtellectllalily"d). TIle Mediterranean
raceisalso superior to the Nordic one in the con
ception of abstract ideas and in the richness of
feelings,which is one reason why the Mediterra
nean race was always the pioneer in spirit and
finearts in Europe. But it cenainly bas as a dis
advantageits lack of social co-operation and sol
idarity.

According to the psychologist Burkhardt, the
Alpinerace is characterized by a weak and super
ficialawareness of the ego which stays, in a way,
constantlyto the phase 01' trials and reactions.

INTRODUC'TION



Thus, the Alpine type aims easily towards ap
proach and mistrust at the same time. The Alpine
type is extroverted and cyclothymic, adapting and
manipulating its environment to the best of his
interest.

The so-called Faelic type that is found in
northwestern Germany and is far stouter than the
Nordic, does oot form a branch of tiris race, but is
a mixed Alpine-Nordic. This type, according to
Burkhardt, corresponds to Kretchmer's 'athletic
type', and is the most athletic of the Nordics, but
not a distinct race. L.F.Clauss, however, pointing
OU[43 a serious psychic distinction between the
Nordic and the Faelic race - notes an "antithesis"
- that indicates a racial differentiation.o

Racial admixture is often discovered with psy
chological or psychiatric traits. Germany, for
example, has a different racial corupositiou-cas
we shall see later OJ) -by area. Waebler:M2bas
indicated such an admixture i.nThuringen, Sieber
in Sacbsen219, etc. Furthermore, Lundman notes
that in Northern Germany schizophrenia is far
more common, while in Southern Germany rna
nia-depression psychosis is commonl42. It is weU
known tbat the former disease is characteristic of
the Nordic race, while-the latter of the Alpine.

Burkhardt notes of tbe Baltic race that, "in
spite of its light colours, it differ'S completely from
the Nordic race". Psychically speaking it resem
bles its relative Alpine race. Its insecure self
awareness pushes it to the admixture of all limits
and shapes, while it is characterized by resistance
to pain and suffering, and by its ability to learn.

Finally, the Dinaric race resembles somewhat

OF THE HELLENES

e.As ;t is shown from the consti
tutionaJ p"ychologySl, the mixed
type ofNonhern-Alpic is indeed
vel)' athletic (Mesomorphy 4,84)
with excessive energy (daring,
resistance to pain, extroversion).
Burkhardt moreover accepts that
"usually in the Nonhem popula
tions a C0111paci panicipotion is
presented", and that "in sucn
Faelic people tvit/J compact
charaaenstics, the JI'(IPPY side of
thelr being is usually for more
developed". The happy side,
though, means gluttony which is
not a nordic characteristic.



the Nordic from the psychicpoint of view,while
ir is the exact opposite of the Mediterranean in
that it aims toward some kind of stiffness and
fanaticismand isdistinguished by the seriousness
of its expression and outlook. Burkhardt writes
that, "aDinaric trait can be considered a somewhat
psychichardness that has something cruel and wild
ill it", and he adds, that "while the Mediterranean
rnce is characterized by a certain refinement, tact,
we could attribute 10 the Dinaric mentality an incli
nation (0 cruelty",
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THE ARYAN RACE



HomoSapiens have lived in Europe for about
30,000yearsnow. Before Homo Sapiens, and for
manyhundred thousands of years, there lived in
thePalaeolithic age the pre-human, the Homo
Erectus,who was a stone-tool maker. The pre
humanat that time Jived mainly as a hunter of
wildanimals;he was therefore a nomad, follow
ingtheanimals and their movements.

\Vith the emergence of Homo sapiens, the
Palaeolithicagecame rapidly to its end. Within the
'short'timespan of 15-20,000years, human beings
movedinto the Mesolithic age, a period during
whichhuman beings became food collectors and
thus had permanent residencies. After the Me
solithicage,whichonly lasted ca. 3000 years there
was a great rural revolution. Human beings
began to cultivate the ground, to have permanent
residencies,and of course to build better tools.
This rural age is also known as theNeolithic period,
anditcould also be called the Rural age.

The Unknown Prehistory



As arcbaeological research has established,
not all of Europe moved simultaneously into
the Mesolithic and then to the Neolithic period.
The Balkan Peninsula entered early the Me
solithic period (about 12,000 years ago), and the
Neolithic period, which started about -7000 ·l.
In the rest of Europe the Mesolithic period
begins in certain places after -9000, while the
Neolithic period begins after the -5000. The
Rural period, of course, seems to have begun in
the Middle East about 1000 years earlier than in
the Balkan Peninsula.

These archaeological facts could lead us to the
hasty conclusion that the reasons for cultural
progress were due to the climate - from warmer
to colder terrain. However, that would not answer
the question why the Neolithic period started in
the Ukraine -5000 and in Germany -4500,while in
warm Spain it started just after -3000. My view is
that cultural progress is due basically to genetic
reasons, that is, to the people who realise that
progress, and less to the environments.

It is even more dangerous to support the
research only on linguistics. Because of the
detection of many analogies, similarities, and
common linguistic roots in many languages of the
Indo-European area,b) it was believed that this
area was inhabited by only one tribe, the Indo
European tribe. AnthropologicaJJy speaking, this
erroneous theory did not stand, and therefore
later there prevailed the view that the 'Indo
European' homoglossy originates from some un
known prehistoric race, also caJJed Indo-Eu
ropean, a very wise and illuminated race, which
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b. For example, the syllable
'sta' always conveys stand, tbe
consonant 01 corresponds 10
the first person, etc.

a. For simpUcity's sake, I use
negative dates to indicate before
Chris~ and positive dates after
Christ. Thus, the date -7000
means 9000 years before the
present time.
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sometimeago lived in this area spreading linguis
IicaI elementsand thereafter disappearing myste
riously. Comparative linguistics has managed the
seeminglyunachievable, that is, to restore this pri
mordiallanguage.
Oneproblem, however, is that Paleoanthro

pologyhas never found skeletal fragments of
Ibissupposed,and today non-existent Indo- Eu
ropeanrace. The British archaeologist Colin
Renfrewstresses that the main reason for the
failureto isolate the Indo-Europeans is due to
"anunwiserelianceon linguistic palaeontology" 188.

Dumezilhas also indicated, with a dose of exag
gerationthough, that "there is not even one name
of a god conllllOIl to the Indo-Europeans; nor a
rommon word that exists ill the Indo European
/nnguIlgeswhich renders the sacrifice or any other
rimar. Meillet comes then to doubt not only the
existence' of a common Indo-European ideology,
butalso the existence of a common languagew.
And the non-existence of an "Indo-European
race"has become today commonplace for an
thropology,but furthermore, a common Indo
European ideology cannot stand in a multi
nationalarea. Every nation had its own gods and
religiouscustoms and this is the reason that a
oommonname cannot be detected among them.

Therecan be only one answer to the problem:
inprehistorictimes one civilized race bad spread
(II'eT theentire Indo-European area, sharing with
thelocal uncivilized people llnguistic elements=
an existingrace and not an imaginary one. I sball
argue that this race was the Hellenic race which
spread to the almost non-linguistic then-known
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world, offering linguistic and vanous other
cultural elements.

Ethnology cannot be based exclusivelyon cul
tural elements, that is, archaeological, linguistic,
etc. Bilchi notes that "the archaeological findings
do not reveal whether the ideas alone spread, or if
together with the presence of new tools, new human
groups also appeared. No matter how precious the
conclusions of archaeology are, ill tire ultimate
analysis, the biological history of the population oj
one country can only be unraveled through.somatic
remains?n, Cultural elements many times are
spread by trade; for instance, the obsidian stone
of Melos could be found throughout Greece
even from the Mesolithic age. The linguisticele
ments could be transplanted even with limited
emigration of the population. Thus, ethnology
without anthropology, likeethno-geneticswithout
palaeo-anthropology, is inconceivable.

Thus, to examine the cradle of Hellenism,
one must firstly refer to Palaeoanthropology,
Using skeletal fragments of the Stone age, this
science attempts to represent the living habitat
and the probable movements of several human
races in order to shed some lighton ethnogenesis:
to find, in other words, the anthropological races
which served to create the several nations of
modern history.

This attempt is certainly difficult; many con
clusions are vague or based on insufficient evi
dence.') There are, however, many conclusions
based on sufficient evidence that are considered
cerrainries today.

Of course, anthropological conclusions are

c. TI,e archaeologists disregard
ing the work of Anthropology
were 110t preserving before
some time ago the skeletons
found in the excavations. This is
the main reason for the problems
that Paleo-anthropology faces.
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d. Professor Sklavounos writes:
"The position of the h1l1l1011skull
is in such n position that the latter
lies beyond the face covering this
from abol'Cand behind, whik in
the animal tile skul! fits just
behind the foce".I97 Thus, the
inclined forehead forms an ani
mal remnant.

alwaysmuch more certain tban archaeological
andlinguistic ones, because they are based on
tangibleevidence. We discover the people self,
who are carriers of the civilisation. The contribu
tionofarcbaeology and linguistics to ethnogenet
ies isonly a supplementary one, since they study
titecultural products of the racial carriers.

Palaeoantbropology, striving for exactness,
excludes those anthropological cbaracteristics
whichpresent a somewhat diachronic flexibility,
insistingmainly on tbe evidence of skeletal frag
mentswbich have remained almost unaffected
by time. I have already determined in the intro
ductionsome of these racial characteristics.

Among the basic osteological characteristics
whichbear some interest for palaeoantbropology
isthe degree of the gracility of the skeleton: the
thicknessof the bones, whether the forehead is
inclined(opisthometopy) or verticular, if the or
bitalarehes are diminished, etc. The gracility of a
humantype reveals how far the latter is removed
fromthe animal and the degree of his "humaniza
OOn"4),In Europe the first human race that
becamegracile \V"dS the Mediterranean one. The
rapiddevelopment of this race toward gracility is
noted right after the emergence of the Homo
Sapiens;the skeletal fragments of this race clearly
differ from all other White European races.
Poulianosalso insists that the Mediterranean race
had already begun 100,000 years ago, tbat is,
beforethe emergence of humanity, to differentiate
anddevelop itself from the other European races.
To this particular Mediterranean race the
Hellenicnation belongs.

THE UNKNOWN



Linguisticand cultural developments aswell
the role of the Indo-Europeans must be exarninedl
from a genetic and not environmental perspective]
In other words, it wasnot the suitable geographit]
or climatic environment that contributed to
development, but it was the human being,
race. So, let us not let it surprise us: itwas not
beautiful Hellenic land that gavebirth to progress]
and civilization,but the Hellenes themselves.

Let us, then, consider the cultural finljinjl!.Sl
which exist or do not exist in Hellas as a side
sue, and let US go back to the presence of .
Hellene Fore-anthropos, wherever the latterexi-]
sted. Using palaeoanthropology as a guide,
can follow tbe presence and movements of
Hellenic race to discover when and where'
race brought spi.ritual progress to the """,In I
Thus, we should face the problem in this wall.f
that "in the beginning there was tbe race"
not the country.
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Thusfar, the oldest skeletal fragments of the
Mediterranean race have been discovered in the
southernand eastern Balkan Peninsula (Hellas,
Bulgaria,Rumania) as well as in Asia Minor and
theMiddleEast. They date from the early Neo
lithicage (ca. -10,000 to -5,000). More specifi
cally,in Hellas, an old human skeleton dated
-7600 (asweUas fragments of another 7 people)
wasfound in the Franchthi Cave of Ermionis.
JJ.Angel classified this HeUenic finding as part
of theMediterranean race, not only because of
itsmorphology,but also because it suffered from
thalassaemia,a typical Mediterranean disease.
Older findings of the Mediterranean race

fromthe Palaeolithic and the Mesolithic age (or
theso-called Proto-Mediterranean race) have
alsobeen found in Moravia (findings in Brno Il,
DolniVestonice, Stare Mesto) and in Austria
(inKlein-Hadersdorf Il), even-though because
oftheir hypsicrany, their direct ancestral rela-
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tionship with the Mediterranean race is disj:JO!
table.

Except for the Petralona Man (a pithecanthro!
pus that belongs to the class of homo erectus, druf
ing 700,000 years), Pro-Hellenes, that is,skeletos
which belong to the Palaeolithic age, still have mt.
been found in Hellas, However, a plethora ~
tools and encampments have been discoverei
which lead US to conclude that Hellas was dense~
inhabited (Epirus, Thessaly, Macedonia, Thrace
Peloponnese, etc.) at that era.

Thus, before -5000 Mediterranean peopk
have been traced to the geographic area J
Hellas, Bulgaria, and the Danube Basin,»

During the Palaeolithic and Mesolithic pen
ods, Cro-Magnons, that is, the ancestors of th{
Alpine race, dominated the rest of southern all
central Europe. Even in Serbia, near the Bulge!
rian borders, as well as in the Italian and Iberiil)
peninsula Cro-Magnon skeletons have beet
found dating from -5400. In every area th

findings from the Mesolithic civilization,»
Meanwhile, the Mediterranean anthropos jj

discovered the value of land: The rural revolutie
started in the Balkan peninsula around -7000
while in the Middle East it started somewhat eas
Iier.c)However, this new age did not spread froG;
the Middle East. The Bulgarian anthropologs
Boev writes that "while earlier on scientists used £
bdieve that the Middle East was the place of origiJ.I
of the Neolithics of S.E. Europe, today the view
vails that the Neolithic populations are intiigt~nolq
and that Bulgaria belongs to that wide

ELLENEOFT H E

c. The Medltcrtaneans were
also inhabiting the Middle East
then.

b. Such Cro·M88Jloid type set
llements perhaps existed in
Southern Greece as well, but
they have not been discovered.

a. The Mediterranean race had
of course expanded outside
Europe vi. Asia Minor and to
Asia and Africa.



d. Mediterranean thalassaemia
was also detected in those ske
letons.

MediteTTaneanspace, where the Mediterranean
developedfrom the Proto-Meditemlnean''2j.

The oldest Neolithic site in Europe was dis
coveredrecently in Hellas, in Nea Nicomedia,
Macedonia. Unearthed were skeletal fragments
dating-6200, the majority of which belong to the
Mediterranean race.e At the same site car
bonizedseeds were discovered - the oldest rural
finding in Europe! The British archaeologist
Renfrewnotes that "there arejust a lew intriguing
indicationsof cerealgrains from much earlier lev
els UI theFranchthi Cave ill Greece. But at present
iJ seemssafe to say that the first fanners of Europe
were settled in Greece (and Crete) before 6000
BC"I8S.
InRumania the Rural periodl58 began ca. -6000,

whileinBulgaria25and in the area of the former
Yugoslaviait is dated ca. -5000. It was during this
period that Mediterranean people flooded the
WesternBalkan Peninsulat'. According to the Ru
maniananthropologist Necrasov, "the data of the
teeuch leadsIll' to conclude thatfrom an anthropo
logicalpoint of viewa greatpari of the Neolithic sites
inourcountrybelonged to the largeMeditetranean
roce,whichformed the basisof the Neolithicpopulo
tion in areas bordering on the Danube, the
Carpathian,and theBalkans"IS9.

Indeed, in the entire Balkan Peninsula, the
anthropological and archaeological findings
agreethat the Mediterranean anthropos was the
carrier of the new Neolithic (Rural) civilization.
TheSerb anthropologist Gavrilovic notes: «The
oldestrural European civilizations developed in
South-easternEurope. To the north 01the Balkan
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Peninsula these civilizations are represented by a
wide, somewhat homogenous, and extended en·
semble of findings, which in Yugoslavia is called
"the civilization of Starcevo". It continues in Bulga·
ria as "Karanovo I and II'; in Hungary with the
"Koros" civilization, in Rumania with the "Starce
vo-Cris" civilizotionnn. Thus, this civilization, in
spite of its lack of anthropological homogene
ity,c)is recognized, as Schwidetzky asserts213, <<lJS

Mediterranean [civilization] that has not yet been
refined completely». Furthermore, skeletons
found south in Antsa, near the present Hellenic
borders, have been classified as Mediterra
neanl60•

According to Garasanin, over time a slowt
progress of the limits of this Balkan cultural
group from the southeast to the northwest has
been observed, a fact that also indicates movement
of the population there73• Indeed, this progress
of the Mediterranean people has been cross
checked and certified by palaeo-anthropologists
of several COWltries, whose testimonies I will later
cite. However, back in those days the geographical
spaces were still lightly populated and that
population movements were almost unhindered.

The Koros civilization developed in Hungary
later on, after -3500, when the Mediterranean
entered the country. As the Hungarian anthro
pologist Kiszely notes, "litis civilization emered
Hungary front the south"'26. Skeletal fragments
reveal that at that particular time the country was
inhabited mainly by Cro-magnons and to a lesser
extent byMediterranean. Some time later, when
the rural civilization was at its height, the

RICIN OF T~tE HELLENES
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e. The relative skeletal lack of
homogeneity in the Starcevo
civilization is due of course to
the assimilaticn of the Cro
Magnons of the Mesolithic
period by the Mediterranean
who had moved there.



Mediterranean anthropological presence became
moreobvious especially in southern Hungaryl26.
InAustria, fragments of Mediterranean skeletons
show,as the Austrian anthropologist Weninger
reports, that "the Mediterranean type constituted
thegreatestand the most homogenous element" of
the population at that time2A2•

Before that, however, in an eartier time, at
about -5000, the Mediterranean people had ex
panded to two other countries, to the Ukraine,
viaMoldavia, and to Italy via the Adriatic, trans
portingthere the agricultural revolution. Accor
ding to the Russian anthropologist Bunak, to
getherwith the local tribes with the thick bones,
in the Ukraine during the Neolithic period, we
findthe Mediterranean race, the carrier of the
so-called"civilization of Tripolis", characterized
by "slightly-bllildbodies, and similarities with the
othercarriersof the Linear Pottery Culture". Bu
nakfurther notes that this civilization of Tripolis
was"anagricultural one; it also seems to have had
connectionswith the carriers of the Linear Pottery
of lhecountries bordering 011 the Danube'ut,

Besides the artificial smoothing of stones,
potteryconstituted one of the basic cultural ele
ments of the Rural period, samples of which
havesurvived up to the present time. Thus, pottery
was first developed in Hellas at about -7000, and
gradually progressed to the rest of Europe
together with the expansion there of the
Mediterranean race and its agricultural civili
zation. On the mainland of Hellas and in Crete
there first developed the so-called linear pottery
(Bandkeramik,ceramique rubanee). The Neolithic
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site of Sesklo reveals the uninterrupted progress
of pottery without any external influence - human
or cultural Pottery was initially plain, with linear
panerns, then it became decorative with mean
ders, spirals, foldings, etc.

According to the known principle that people
differentiate foreign cultural elements in accor
dance to their own psychosynthesis, Renfrew sta
tes that "the linear pottery moved 10 lite north, and
at about ·3000 ill Scandinavia il was transformed

The Mediterranean presence of the MeditcrranclIn race (M) and its firs!
CXI)UDSionat about -5000 to the northwestern Balkan Peninsula, to tb,
Italian Shu)'. nod the Ukraine.
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h. This tradition is captured in
archaic Hellas in the verseof the
poet Asios (pausanias 'Ag-/.(l
b,y-u' 1,4): "71.. black eonb bore
011 ,lie wooded mountains the
godlike Pelasgos lor the /111111011
race 10 btl bonl"!

g. This skull (rom the early
Pleistocene period was fouod in
the Petralona caveof Chalkidiki
with numerous other findingsof
• greater or lesser age. Also sig
nificant was the discovery of
traces of fire, dating 1million
years) t110t is, the most ancient
fire on enl'ch! Porthcrmore, ill
Perdica Macedonia stone tools
dating 3 million years have been
discovered, the most ancient
tools on earth. Most rightfully
then Pitsios asserts, that possibly
",/le Hellenic area contnbused to
Ille ...'OIlIllon and lo""ation 01
man Irlmst1rln.

f. Even Ihough the Alpines
were then the main population
of central Europe, they did not
develop their own pottery tech
nique, 8S the Nordics did who
were still living then in Scan
dinavia and to the northern
shores of Europe, and the
Dinarics who entered Europe
at that particular period from
the east,

ro a kylix form, while the progress to the east
/Jrollglzlllze civilization ofTripolis and, on the other
hand,ihe incising pottery of Hellos reached Italy,
soluhemFrance and the Iberian coast via the
seal~JS1.

Indeed, the Nordics developed the kylix form
of pottery (Trichterbecherkcramik), while the
Dinarics the globular type (caliciforme, Glocken
becherkeramik}, Whenever the cylixes appear in
Europe,they are usually accompanied by skele
tonswiththick bones and long, low skulls, where
as tbe globular type pottery is usually accompa
nied by small skulls with occipital flatness, as De
Froestates", According to Torgersen, in central
and southeastern Europe the skulls of the linear
pottery culture differ {Tom the larger di
mensioned sl..'1I1I5of Scandinavias". In other
words, they are the skulls and skeletons of Medi
terraneanpeople. At that particular period there
is a considerable conjunction between the ar
chaeologicaland palaeoanthropological data, as
thePenrose indexZllproves; thus, their certified
conclusionsare absolutely valid.!}

Thus,beyond any doubt we can assert that the
BalkanPeninsula, as the 'Petralona man'g) proves,
11'35 a cradle of humanization.v Furthermore, as
archaeological and anthropological findings
reveal,the Mediterranean race sprung from that
peninsula.This race, which has dominated this
area, first developed the agricultural civilization
that then spread to the rest of Europe.

The spread of Hellenic agriculture to the
worldissymbolized by the ancient myth ofPlutos,
thesonof Demeter, who was born in Crete, from
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j. Diodorus SiculusA.27,5.

i,Hesiod Ugeoyov(a", 969.

where be "traveled around the earth and t/u
immense breadths of the sea" I) and by the myth
Triptolemos, whom the Goddess Demeter had
ordered to sowwheat to the entire earth with the
help of a winged chariot. According to Egyptiar.
theology, Triptolemos assisted Dionysos (Osiris~
in matters concerning wheat, while the latter hac
taken Triptolemos on his international expeditionJ
On the grave of Dionysos the foUowingwas wriJ·
ten: .<10111King Osiris who campaigned to allcoun
tries up 10 the uninhabited places of India and thoz
places in the north.to the springs of the Danube, alli
to other places up to the ocean. Alld there is not G

country ill the world that I have nOI reached, at
transmitted what I have invented»! j)
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As bas been noted, the first Mediterranean popu
lationsappear in the Italian peninsula ca. -SOOO-
before that date the Cromanoids dominated the
area The fOIIDcr, as Passarello attcstsl81, appear
lir.it on the shores of the Adriatic, later spreading
slowlyto Italy and Sicily.The Rural period in Italy
beginswith these populations.

The fact that initial settlements were detected
first on the shores of the Adriatic shows that the
Mediterraneanpeople moved there via the sea from
lheadjacentDalmatian shores. The Mediterraneans
were seafarers even from the Mesolithic period, a
time during which they bad settled Crete and
C)'jlIIIS.

Fromthe beginning of the Rural period the entire
Balkan Peninsula,from Crete and the Aegean islands
up to the BlackSea and the Danube, was dominated
by thePottery Culture of the Mediterranean race, the
ancestorof the Aegean-Cretan civilisation. However,
it did oot remain only in that area.

-The First Empire
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At about -4500, the movement of the M(:dH
terranean people towards Central Europe bel~anl
via the Moravian Gates. While Bohemia is
closed,geographical area, Moravia with its
Moravas forms a natural route to the North,
to the so-called lron Gates, which lead from
south of Europe to Poland and Germany,
riverMoravas, which flows into the Danube
se to Vienna, rises near the springs of the
Oder, Thus, "even from the Palaeolithic periodI
there is a plethora of evidence thai this route
well known and often used''w'.

At ca.-4500,.andsincethe entire area borderiml
the Danube hadbeen cultivatedagriculturally,
massive exodus of the .Mediterranean to the
of Europe began, in search of new lands. This
proved by thousands ·of Mediterranean sk,:let'~t
fragments dating from that period in alhthe coun-t
tries. The presence, of the Mediterranean
Europe is so catholic that the American anthro]
pologistAngel named this a 'basicwhite' type.

The Czeck paleoanthropologist J.
notes with surpr-ise that "the. M~~dil!en:'aneanl
anthropological type of the Neolithic period aPJ7e{L~1
everywhere in Europe, even more north. than
would expect, compared 10 today's spread of
race in the Mediterranean area. We find this
front northern Spain, northern France, norlh.~ml
Germany to Poland and the Soviet Union.
phenomenon in the northern. areas would pn~suj)'1
pose spontaneous movements of,rheM,~dil'e17'Qm?arit
populations 10 the breadths of the European con,ii'l
nent, a thing which seems 10 be unbelievable'w'.
matter how Incredible it might seem, it is realityl]

OF THE HELLENES



b. Even the Alpine race, which
was Cromanoid then, \\'3S do
lichoceplmbc, Only the new com
ing race of the Dinarics was
mesocranie from the beginning.
The proto-mediterranean race
is easily distinguished from the
other mainly by its gracility.
Moreover, the Mediterranean
race differs (rom the Alpine
race in itS high position of the
eye holes, and also differs from
the Dinaric race from its smaller
cranial height.

a, Indeed, the linguists were
debating among 4 positions, one
wascloser to the Himalayas, one
was between tbe Oural and the
Northern Sen, one was SOme
where in Scandinavia, and the
last one was between Southern
Russin And Czechi ••

It was not an imaginary 'indo-European' race,
butthe known Mediterranean race which spread
after-5000 to all of Europe, creating the first
worldempire and bringing the agricultural revo
lutionto the then backward continent.
In 1967, the Swedish anthropologist Lund

manwrote that "after long-winded discussions, re
searchers,who were shifting the cradle of the Indo
Europeansfrom CentralAsia to Scandinavia (and
eractlyat the peninsula of Gioutlandi.c now tend
10believetnat the original cradle must be sought
Ilear the Moravian Cales - or a little bit to the
solitheasl"I'l. Furthermore, Scbwidetzky writes
that,"many indexes support the view that this civi
lizationcame to Germany from the southeast, from
Bohemiaand even lower, from the Balkan area of
die Dallllbe"212. Indeed, the views of palaeoan
thropologistsnow converge Proto-Mediterranean
on the belief that that famous race was that it
startedfrom the Balkans and proceeded through
theDanube valley towards the north beyond the
MoravianGates. At the beginning, that race was
moremakro-cephalic and more dolichocephalic
asallthe races of that earlier nme,»

Fromthat time, however, the Mediterraneans
are detected throughout Europe - with osteologi
cal elementsthat match tbe typical characteristics
of therace-with such an intensity, that massive
population shirtings are testified. While, for
example,during the Palaeolithic and Mesolithic
periodin Poland, as Wiercinsky testifies>...., we do
not have any traces oflhe Mediterranean race
and the CUStomsare absolutely primitive (with
cannibalism,etc.), with the appearance of the
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Mediterranean people the Rural period begins.
The appearance of the Mediterranean is at that
time massive, about 60% of the total populations

In Germany, the palaeoanthropologicaJ find
ings are clear. Up 10 -4500, the Cromanoid (Alpi
ne) type dominates; from that lime though Medi
terraneans appear On a massive seale, while si-

c. Even todaya tributary of the
Vistoula river is called Radon,
which is 0 corruption from the
ancient Heridanos (Herodotus
r115).

After -4500, the Mediterranean Proto-Hellenes spread to the Nortb and West
conquering the European continent

HEL.L.I!NEST H I!o F



d. Settlements of Bischleben,
Sondershauen, Roessen, Alten
dorf, etc.

multaneously,"the Neolithic civilization of linear
pottery which came from tire Southeast, from the
areaof tire Danube, appeon"212. This civilization
also reachesHolland, and the skeletal fragments
01theMediterranean are detected in Maastricht".
TheGerman anthropologist I. Schwidetzky stress
es that "theMeditenanean ell/Tiersof the linearpot
tely,havinginvaded 011a massive scale from the
Balkalls,also introduced agriculture to Central Eu
rope". Gerhardt asserts" that a plethora of pa
laeo-anthropological findings d) prove the coo
necuon between the Neolithic civilization of
Germanyand the gracility of the skeletons, which
Hebererwithout the slightest hesitation classifies
asMediterranean92• Only towards the end of the
Neolithic period do there begin to appear to the
northand northeast of Germany Nordic popula
tions with their characteristic cylicoid pottery
(ceramics),as well as Dinarics to the south with
their characteristic occipital flatness in the skulls
andwith their own globular amphora technotropy,
later on in the chapter we will deal with the
appearance of the Dinarics in Europe.

In France, the first Mediterraneans arrived
even belore -4000, as the French anthropologist
HenriValJoisbelieves, when the Mesolithic civi
lizationstill reigned. The Rural period starts in
france a little bit after -3500 (when in the Balkan
peninsula the new Bronze Age period had started).
Valloisstates that "during the Neolithic period a
Proro-A1editermneanrace conquered Europe from
d,e Danube valley and managed /0 give to England
the Long Bar/'Ows"1Js.Simultaneously, though,
the Mediterraneans invade southern France
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from the sea, introducing engraved pottery.
France, this pre-historic race became known 2!
'ligourio'o. According to ancient Greek mythologs
Galatis was the son of Heracles and his mother
was a princess of the Celts-a myth that reveal!
the memory of the Hellenic involvement in. the
formation of the Galatian people.

The Mediterraneans reached the British Isle
ca. -4000, and thus, "from the English channel", ill
Renfrew assertsl88, "the Neolithic civilization. sto»
ted". The macro-cephalic skeletal fragments were
named Long Barrows-in contrast to the late
coming round-headed Alpines - and, as Baker SIll·
tes17, they belonged to the Mediterranean raoe.

Some people dispute the fact that the Me
diterraneans reached the British Isles through
continental Europe, and they think it more pos
sible that the Mediterraneans reached that place
via the sea from Spain. However, as I have ex
plained, the skeletal fragments clearly prove the
slow progress of the Mediterranean people
through all of continental Europe.1) As a matter
of fact, around -4000, Spain was not yet con
quered by the Mediterranean. The Iberian and
Scandinavian peninsulas were the last European
lands the Mediterraneans reached. Maurois adds
that "generally, they call Iberian this primitive pop
ulation of England and they suppose that il origi
nated from Spain. However, Sponish or not, it is a
population witl: a Mediterranean descent")».

In Spain, the earlier massive presence of the
Mediterranean is not clear. At the start of the
Neolithic civilization, just before -4000, engraved
pottery begins to appear in the east coast of

OF TNE HELI.ENES

r. In the so-called "TI,. Book of
Invasions' I an ancient Celtic
manuscript, it is reported thar
after the great flood, Ihe Hel
lenes came to Ireland, under
tbe oommand of Parthclon, and
they dominated Ireland for 3
centuries, Furthermore, Dio
dorus Siculus reports the exis- /
renee of a temple of Apollo in
Britain. Moreover, in (he an
cient •AQyovc:nmy.(i', both Ire
land and Britain are mentioned
(as Hlernides islands), as well as
other places of the Atlantic
ocean (1174, 1213, etc.), and
middle Europe (as the Mora
vian Gates, 1084).

e. Vallois describes it as being 10
the limits between dolichocranic
and mesoeranic, leptoprosopic
and leptorrhinic, He characte
rizes it as a Genay type and con
trusts it to the other anthro
pological types of that particu
lar period, which were all
broadfaced and mesorrhinic.
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Spain.\Vedo not have evidence, however, of any
Mediterraneaninfluence. Probably, at that time
Ibeimmigration of the Mediterraneans by sea
couldnot have reached a massive scale because
of the great distances. The Alpines still domi-

Inlb. 3rd miJIeoium the Meditcrrnnions reached Ihe Iberian and Scandinavlan
peainsulas,
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nate. But the initial anthropological findings 01
the pottery period, as the Spanish anthropologis!
X. da Cunha reports, "are registered as distinctive
Iy Mediterranean and show origin from the east,
through the Danube and nonhem Italy"48_

Indeed, the Mediterraneans multipLied so
much that at about ·3000, they dominated com
pletely the peninsula. Cunha stresses that "thepres
ent racial structure of the Iberian peninsula seems to
have been shaped ill general terms; at the latest at the
beginning of the Bronze Age, per/raps a little bit earli
er, at the end or during the Neolithic period". From
that time on, tbe Iberian Peninsula CODStantly
remained a part of the Mediterranean raoe.

The Mediterraneans reacbed Scandinavia at
about ·3000, or a little bit later, wben the Neo
lithic civilization &) started there as well. The
Mediterranean settlers brougbt with them the
recent megalithic civilization, that is, the archi
tecture with enormous stone boulders. Many
tbings have been written about the megalithic
civilization and its carriers; the truth, however,
as Palaeo anthropology has proved, is iliat the
megalithic technique was Mediterranean. In
Sweden, for example, the skeletal fragments of
this civilisation are clearly Mediterranean; they
differ completely from the other Nordic com
munities.» Analogous findings in other areas of
the Megalithic civiLization in Europe prove thai
it was indeed Mediterranean. Anthropologists,
such as ValIois2J5, Riquetl90, Cunha4B, and otb
ers who discovered Mediterranean skeletons
around megalithic buildings testify to this fact.
Of course, the first who had supported the
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i. Capitan asserted that even Ibe
megalithiccivilizationof America
was of Aegean origin. We cannot
actually dismiss this possibility,
that is, the proto-Medite.rrnnean
to have moved to America
through ancient Atlantis. The
similarity that exists between
LinearA and Mnyan script offers
further evidence, as Tsatsorniros
alfumsW,aswell as. plethora of
other findingsfound there of poi
tery with Minoan emblems.

h. See the table on page 109 in
Torgersen's "Rassengeschichte
von Skandinuvien'''23I,

g. The cold Scandinavian eli
mate did not allow earlier a
convenient settlement for the
primitive human being. Before
-8000 ice covered the area and
only after -6000 did the climate
start to get warmer and the set
tlements were made better.
TI,e Scandinavian climate be
came cold again after +1000.



J. Professor P. Theoharis, using
the method of thcrmotumines
cence has dated the Helliniko
pyramid at -2720. This dale,
however. was enraeted as the
average of the received samples,
which the laner could not be
isochronic. Thai is, the building
after an earthquake oould have
been repaired. or during an
earthquake the jotnts could have
momentarily opened and al
lowed light to enter, The south
and Ihe eastern pun of the pyra
mid is dated at some points at
-3500, and IIIothers al -6000!

\

Aegean origin of the megalithic civilization was
!heFrencharchaeologist Josef Capitan,»
Thiscivilization came to Spain again from

!he east coast (at about -3000), together with
Iheincrease of the Mediterranean, and pro
gressedto the west (Almeria civilization). Later
onat the end of the Bronze Age it arrived in
France.At the Hellenic mainland there is a
plethoraof megalithic buildings, some of them
famous,such as Tiryns, Kythnos, Orhomenos
etc,and others less famous such as the Hellini
koofArgolis) Fichtia, etc. The Hellenes then
were buildingnot with perpendicular stones but
llitbpolygonal stones of various shapes which
tbeyincisedwith tremendous precision, so that
!he joints were perfect and the buildings built
~ilhoutmud were very stable.
Beforethe appearance of the Rural period

in other European countries, the Metal Age
hadmade its appearance in the Balkan Penin
sula.The oldest Bronze findings have been
foundin northern Thrace (-3600), in Rousse,
Bulgaria,and in Crete. There even exists gold
enjewellerythat dates before -5000. During the
5~millennium,in the mines of Lavrion, silver
aadleadwere extracted. After -3000, the new
BronzeAge culminates in Hellas with the cop
pertechnique (that presupposed the transport
of tin (rom northern Europe). Thus, at that
timein the Aegean, the Cycladic, the Minoan
and theMycenean civilisations developed. Later
on,the Bronze Age spread slowly to the rest of
Europe,in Central Europe at about -2200 and
10Scandinaviajust about -1500.
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Indeed, as Livas comments, "between the
ryans, the oldest civilization was that of the
gean-Cretes, that is, those who remained ;11
common racial cradle'ow. Even from tbe carlie]
Bronze Age, as Buchholz emphasizes, the
pie of the Aegean dominated the entire Me·dfj
terranean Sea, Where a bigh level of civilization
is notedw,

The Mediterranean race, at that time,
having settled the whole European continent]
seems to have kept as permanent places of
dence only the temperate peninsulas of the
tinent, tbe Iberian, the Italian.s) and, of course]
'the.Balkan peninsula whichhad formed.its Das~1
Everywhere else, in central and northern
rope, the Mediterraneans decreased and wei".
absorbed by other European races. S.ometbiJJgf
analogous happened, as we willsee, on the oth«]
side~f the Aegean, from which tbe Mediter]
ranean race bad moved to Asia, to be absorbed
later on by other races and finally to be
densed into Asia Minor.

From that Mediterranean domination
Central Europe, not all of the traces have be(~nl
lost. Many population groups here and then]
testify- even today- to Mediterranean descent]
The Celts, for example, a mixed race withNordic]
and Alpine elements, had an intense Mediterl
ranean racial participation, as Gerhardtts
Vallois235 assert, and as the paleoanthropologics]
findings of the Hallstatt civilizationreveal, espe
cially the latter's Eastern branch. Today, as
Deniker statesw, the Vallons of Belgium ale
considered a Mediterranean population, and

ELLENES
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k. According 10Hellenic myth,
Latinos was the son of Odys
seus and Circe. However, the
first Hellenic settlement in
Italy, ca. -5000, seems to have
been established before the
time of Zeus, when Kronos was
still God (plutarch, P(l)IIUt~a
u!tLO, 34). That is why, the
country was called 'Kroaia'. For
the ancient Romans the age of
Kronos was the Golden Age,
while, thcy considered the age
of Zeus or the SilverAge Oneof
unhappinessl99.
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perhaps are the only solid population group that
bas survived until today in northern Europe.
Furthermore, the Mediterranean involvement in
the population of Wales is considered a serious
one,whileBaker insists that the slight increase in
black hair (melanotrihia) of the British today
originatesfrom those first Mediterranean settlers
of the island!" Specifically"thollgb, in southern
France the Mediterranean share is estimated at
more than70% of the population.

The ancient spread of Hellenism to the
entireworld survived as legend till the classical
age,as several extracts of ancient writings show.
For instance, Hesiod writes that, "Father Zeus,
theson of CroIlUS, sent lite heroes to live for away
from Ille gods, to the edge of the Earth, where
CrollllS reigns" I). lsokratis elaborates on this fact
somewhat more extensively m), saying that
Athens "seeing that the barbarians held the
greatestportion of the world, and while the Greeks
well? limited Ollly to a very small part of it, Athens
sent to several towns leaders who took charge of
those tOWIISwith the greatest need, and when
they became generals they triumphed over the
barbarialls, they built 'liallY cities on both conti
nenuand filled with colonists all of the islands".
Also, the tombstone of Osiris (see p. 56) descri
bes the conquering of the whole world, not of
course by the Egyptians, but by Dionysos and
the Hellenes of that prehistoric time.

We should clarify though, that what lso
kratisbas said about the domination of the bar
bariansby force, represents a posterior boast.
Inreality, this first Hellenic empire was created
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in an entirely peaceful way.As ancient artifaee]
show, all numerous Mediterranean communi]
ties in the whole of neolithic Europe were
tirely unfortified and without any defensive
mation. With only their agricultural and cultu~~1
civilization, Hellas was at that time acknow]
ledged as the reformer of human life.
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The BronzeAgemarks the 'de-Mediterranization'
of central and northern Europe. The Nordics
strengthenedtheir position on the northern coast
and theAlpinesin the centre of the continent But
mainly, theDinaricscontinued to grow in numbers
inthenorthernBalkans and moved to the south
west TheBronzeAge is the ebb tide for the Aryan
rare.

It seemsthat the Dinaric race was the main
causeor one of the main causes for the decline of
theMediterraneanreign in Europe, as the former
racecameand pushed the Mediterraneans back
into theircradle, the Balkan peninsula. Starting
from the Caucasus at about -4000, the Dinarics
1OOI'td quickly to the west. Th'e palaeoanthro
poIogical findings show Dinaric groups from the
Ukraineto Spain. The fast movement of the
Dinarics wasdue to their use of horses, since they
covered in a somewhat brief time the whole of
Europe.Their expansion was thus violent and
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accompanied bywar, in contrast to the expansion]
of the Mediterranean that was at the same time
cultural expansion.Toward the west they reached
up t6 the northern Iberian Peninsula, where the
Basques form their borderline wig,»

The descent of the Dinarics to the Balkan
Peninsula starts at about -3000. The palaeoan
thropological evidence speaks for itself
Rumania and Bulgaria and especially in
former Yugoslavia. After -2000, the Dinarics]
mixed in part with the Mediterraneans to formI

one solid population, which resided in
largest part of the northern and north-western ~
Balkan peninsula: they were the Illyrians.

Because at that time cremation was intro
duced, only a few skeletal fragments exist today;
however the increasing Dinaric presence in tbe
n.orthern Balkans is obvious. At the start of the
Iron Age the Illyrian nation had already formed
and extended, as Gavrilovic srates», to the
north of Macedonia up to the river Savos, while
to the east it bordered on Thrace.

According to Boev, "the Illynans and the
Thracians are relatives to the Greeks, bUI the
Thracians, because of their closer lies with tire
Greeks, are better known to US"25. This is no!
absolutely correct; The IIIyrians were Dinarics
with some relative mixing with the Mediter
raneans, The Thracians, on the contrary, were
absolutely Mediterranean with only some rela
tive Dinaric mingling. Boev adds that "the fell'
skeletal fragments of Thracians that we have reveal
a Mediterranean-Dinaric structure, alia prove that
there is a continuity with the older pre-Thracian
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a. Besides, as Srrabo asserts, they
brought the name 'Iberian' from
their far Caucasian home (IA
SOO).Today, in the Basquian lan
guage, linguists trace some Cau
casian remnants, while the Greek
words in this language are rem
nants of their cohabitation there
with the Aryans Proto-Hellenes.
From an anthropological per
spective, the combination of rna
croprosopy and brachy-cephaly
made Haddon consider the Bas
ques the typical sample of a
disharmonic type (see p. 32)_The
Basques are also taller than the
Mediterranean Spanish (military
statistics of 1927), while the
Basques of France, as Vallois
records2.15, have been found as
the most leptorrhinic in the
entire country: all these are typi
cal Dinaric characteristics,
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population". However, his opinion that the same
Mediterraneanrace had been 'dinarized' is erro
neous, A~we shall see, the phenomenon of bra
chycephalismcauses an increase of the cranial
width,bill not an increase of its height. The
Thracians,as Georgiev insists74,are indigenous
andbelongbasicallyto the great Mediterranean
race;Iheywere forming all along the northern
branchof the latter.
According to Pausanias», the Thracians,

afterthe Celts, were the most populous race in
Europe,covering the entire eastern Balkan Pe
ninsula,that is, the modern areas of Hellenic
Thrace,Bulgaria, and Rumania, but even north
upto theMoravian Gates. In time, the Dinarics
intermixedto a great degree with the Thracians

TheCaucasie race, known as the Kurgan people, spread in011directions.
In lbe Balkan Peninsula it becomes known as the nation orlb. 1Ilyrions.

Northern
Cauceslans

THE



c. C:296.

d. D. 9-10.

to the north of the Danube, forming the race 01
the Agathyrsus.The latter, ethnologically speak
ing, belonged to Skythia 0), in spite of their
Thraclan customs. The main Skyths, having also
a Mediterranean mixture, resided in the
Ukraine-White Russia, while to the northeast at I

the Dnieper the fair-haired Boudins (Baltic race)
and the Mediterranean Gaelons were cohabit
ingl89• Herodotus refers to the myth of Heracles
and the local goddess Echidne, who were the
parents of Scythes,Agathyrsus and Gaelonus cIJ.
This myth details the racial contribution of the
Greeks to that area. The Hellenic contribution
to the main Scyths,which Strabo also supported
oj, has been proven with palaeoanthropological
evidence, as Bunak notes», since their skullshad
a length of 186, height 134, leptoprosopy, etc.

Therefore, (rom the Iron Age the Thracians
proper limited themselves to the south of the
Istros River, and of course to the east of the
lllyrians and Macedonians. However, some
Thracian isles still remained to the north, such
as the Getae and the Dakians.

Because of a lack of written documents, what
language the Thracians spoke at that time is
uncertain. From the few existing pieces of evi
dence, it bas been proved that theywere speaking
a pro-Hellenic dialect similar to the Pelasgian
dialect, as Kapsis assertsl15•

Abel stresses that "the Thracians constitute
undoubtedly a Hellenic race. They transmitted to
the Greeks the worship of Dionysos and the Mu
ses, which so much influenced their intellectual
and spiritual life, while Orpheus and other bards,

c. Herodotus D.99-104.
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whoare considered the fathers of Hellenic poetry;
signalthe beginning of Hellenic poetry. Wouldn't
it be then incongruous-and as a matter of fact
doublyabsurd-for the Hellenes 10 receive the best
parr of their language, their poetry, from an
absolllleJyforeign nmion?'s.

From the Thracians the Hellenes received
nOI onlypoetry but also the Orphic creed, a very
deep religious stratum, on which Hellenic re
ligiousand philosophical thought was built. Be
sidesOrpheus, many other Thracian artists, sci
entistsand generals, with absolutely Hellenic na
mes,participated substantially in the common
Helleniccivilisation (Linus, Eumolpus, Thamy-

Thewithdrawnl of tbe Thrnclans after the expansIon of the Illyrtans
(nctordlng to WIesner).

••••••..,..... ....... ...
••••••••••••••••••••.................. ,
••••••••••••••••• 0'
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ris, Musaeus, Democritus, Protagoras, Oloros,
Eurnenis, etc.). The Thracians were fully aware
of their relationship with the Hellenes f) and
often cohabited I) and worked together with
themhl. Furthermore, Polyvius calls them "the
Greeks who were living in Thrace'tb.

Palaedanthropologically speaking, there is
some evidence from the Iron Age that proves
the Mediterranean roots of the Thracians, witb
a possibility of a Dinaric admixture to tbe
north2S• The fact that the southern Hellenes
describe the Thracians as tall and occasionally
with light-coloured beards, is attributed by
Boev to the racial segregation of the Thracians,
and to the fact that the Hellenes knew the gen
tle horsemen better. Besides the existence of a
relative ligbt-colouredness in the Thracians, the
northern branch of the Mediterranean race,
was, as we shall see, natural.

The invasion of the Dinarics in the Balkan
peninsula, which started after -3000 and ended
at about -1500,was directed mainly at the west
ern part of the Balkan peninsula» The Dinaric
descent toward the south placed continuous pres
sure on the Mediterraneans, who were pushed
to the south. Thus, the Hellenes gradually lost
their swayover the areas bordering the Danube
and were restricted to the Hellenic mainland. As
a result, there were gradual waves of descent by
the Achaeans, the Ionians, the Dorlans, etc.
Those were several stocks of the same Aryan
race which, forced by foreigners, retreated to
their Mediterranean cradle. The Hellenes were
not new foreign people that descended to the

R1GtN 01' THE J-rELI.ENES

j.The Dinaries alsomoved across
to the Italian coast. Herodotus
testifies that the Venetians were
speaking TIlyrian(A196). Indeed,
Palaeoanthropology recognizes
the Dinaric influence in that area
at that timet which conunucscven
tod.1Y,as Passarello arguestSl.

i.•IatOQiwo KH.29

h. B.29

g. Herodotus H.1l6

f. Xenophon .KUQou A\'ajlaO'9'
Zb31



k. Hesiod (,0eoyov(a. 339,
Pindar I"O).UjL.,.14-16.

1.Theword 'Achaeans'derM:s from
the proto-geneS 'Acb' (waler), and
thus, "I: ba\" the names of the
rivers Achetous, lnachos, etc,The
word 'Ionians' derives, according
to Sakellariou, from the rool 'is'
(rush and rushing rivers), and
thus, 'he: word 'lstros': "tiu: lonians
adored die Tin". "iUd, dll!)' called
loniI1ns"l9<.

Aegean;they were part of the same great Medi
terranean race, the Aryan race, which, because
of the pressure of the 1Ilyrians, returned, not as
invaders,but as refugees, abandoning the valleys
andthe coasts of the Danube. In their traditions,
though, they would keep for a long time the
memoryof the "beautiful Danube?». But also
tbeir names reveal their riverside origin.u

The Achaeans arrived first at about -2500. A
littlelater (at -2100), the lonians, the Arkadians
and the Aeolians reached Epirus and western
Macedonia, and moved later on to southern
Greece(-1900). Finally, at about -1500, the Ma
cedonians,pushed by the Illyrians, descended to
Epirusand the central mainland (where Doris
existed);known then as Dorians, they flooded
thePeloponoese at about -1100.

Between -2000 and -1000, due to the same
Dinaricpressure new Mediterraneans invaded
France and Austria. They were probably refu
geesfrom the northern parts of the Balkan Pe
ninsula.

Thus, paJaeoantbropology restores in general
terms,a long, unknown prehistoric period. The
Aryan Proto-Hellenes of the Rural period
spread to the whole of Europe, and with them
broughtthe agricultural civilization.They inhabited
the three Mediterranean peninsulas, but during
theBronze Age, were pushed from the Balkan
Peninsulaby the invading Dinarics, They were
thus restricted to the areas of Bulgaria (Thra
cians)and the Greek mainland.

\VhypaJaeoanthropology has not yet detailed
this prehistoric Hellenic expansion is a simple

THE



question to answer.Severalpalaeoanthropologiss
have detected this expansion in his or her own
country, but are not daring enough to assert that
a small and 'insignificant' people today were
once the drivingforce of history.As a matter of
fact, the researchers themselves have their own
country.They do not haveanyreason to campaign
for this. Jelinek considers it "incredible for this
race (0 appear far /0 the north where it was not
expected (0 appear in relation (0 irs expansion
today". Thus, most anthropologists adhere to the
Irido-European theory of the linguists, despite
their inability to verify it. Other anthropologists
have not "yet" discovered the remnants of this
Indo-European race, but they identify these with
the Proto-Hellenic and label them differently
(Proto-Mediterranean, for instance), without
any further explanation of the phenomenon. Of
course, many adherents of the 'Indo-European'
theory have marked the Moravian Gates as the
cradle of their imaginary race, which is partly
correct in the sense that the Hellenic Aryans
passed through these Gates from southern to
northern Europe.m)

Now, the mysterious 'descent of the Hellenes'
can be explainednot as the invasion of a northern
European people to foreign Greece, but as the
return of refugee Hellenes to their cradle,
Hellenes who once had expanded to the north.
The Dorians called their return to Metropolis,
the 'refilm of the Heracleides', remembering thus \
that they were the ancestors of the hero He
racles, and that they had once set out from the
Hellenic peninsula 0). This descent of the
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n. The myth of Hyllus is similar;
Hyllus had once migrated (or
set out) to the north from the
Peloponnese. See also p.l03 a
bout Hylaeans.

m. Livasmarks the etymological
relationof the Karpathianmoun
tains with the Greek island
Karpathos and the Karpasya of
Cyprus, in order to show the
geographical expansion of the
HellenicAryans.



O. The term 'Iapetic' which is
more appropriate than ihe term
'Indo-Europeao', ongmates
from the mythic Iapetus, the
father of Atlas and Prometheus,
Iapetus was considered the first
ancestor of the Greek people of
Europe and the Near East. The
Hebrew people changed the
name of Iapetus 10Japhetb.

Achaeans,Ionians, and Dorians was until today
an enigma because of the lack of knowledge of
thiswonderful prehistoric Hellenic empire. Now
it is understood that this descent indeed took
placefrom the north, without forming, however,
a foreignincursion.

That theAchaeans were tbe returning northern
Greeks and the Dorians the southern can be
explainedby the descent of the Dinaric IlJyrians
",topusbedHellenismfrom the north to the south.

TheHellenes of the Rural period, who were
thecarriersof a pioneering civilization, spoke of
course a language. It is impossible that such a
highly developed civilization existed without a
language.Progress cannot exist without tradition,
and tradition without speech is inconceivable.
Quitethe contrary, one can safely assume thai
glossogenesis, the first articulated voices, must
havesprung from the remotest past, from the
Palaeolithicperiod, after the appearance of the
homosapiens.
The creation and the structure of the Greek

languagemusthavelasted in thisway for thousands
ofyears, slowly progressing along witb culture.
Duringthe Rural period it would of course be
faster,and toward its end, the Greek language
wouldhavebeen fullycomposed.

ThisMediterranean world domination which
look placebetween -5000 and -3000,caused ma
nyHelleniclinguistic elements to infiltrate other
Europeancountries and to create the 'Iapetic
homoglossia' - the family of languages which
they baptised 'Indo-European'o). Plutarch re
marksthat "we should 1101 wonder 01 the lise of



Hellenic there, as colonists front Hellas transferred
abroad thousands of Hellenic words which stiR
remain there"p>.Thus, this Iapetic homoglossia is
secured on these carried Hellenic words and
remained in the foreign lands.

Colin Renfrew recently reached the same
conclusion: "The Indo-European languages of
Europe would thus be traceable back to the first
fanners of Greece who would themselves have
spoken an early form of Indo-Europeanrvs. This
imaginary "Indo-European race" was the Proto
Mediterranean race, which had as its base the
Balkan peninsula and was the Aryan race that
civilized the world. Thus, Kapsis justly asserts
that "the hypothesis about the Indo-Europeans
and their descent [rOIlI the north to the south. is
absolutely baseless". On the contrary, "as has
beenproved by archaeological research and written
documents, all these 'Indo-European' people were
Greek-born and spoke the Greek language'w».
This last statement can be verified today by
anthropological evidence.e Thus, even the term
'Indo-European' (invented by linguists),as Childe
emphasizes, is "awkward and unscientific'w,

Consequently, given that the Indo-European
racewasHellenic- an assertionwhichstands from
an anthropological point of view-comparative
linguisticsshould now reconsider their positions.

It iswell knownthat the Greek language is the
richest language in the world, employingmillions
of words, and multifarious rules to its grammar
(with eight cases and three noun numbers, eight
tenses and four verb moods, participial phrases,
etc.), with a plethora also of exceptions. All
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q. \Vith great clear-sightedness,
Livas was the first to detect that
the Aryan race was Greek and
that its cradle was Aegiist36.
However, because of his lnade
quate anthropological know
ledge,he reached the concl...sion
that the Hellenic raceconstituted
a mixture of all European races,
which had infiltrated Heilas at
even older periods, and that the
Aryan expansion was the return
to the north of these mixed
stocks. Inother words, Jjvas was
carried away by the detection of
bmchycranieskeletons in ancient
Greece without knowing other
more important craniometric
elements and iSnoring the phe
nomenon of brachycephulization.

p. 375 F.



ibese characteristics testify to a language with a -
structurethat evolved over an enormous time.
Theform of the Greek language is known to us
fromthe oldest written documents. Is it possible
thatthis language was created within the time
frameof 1000-1500 years, from the arrival here
ofthesupposed 'lndo-Europeans', and nowhere
elsein the world? The absurdity of this hypothe-
sisconstitutes the only sound basis from which,
liaguistics should have started its research. On
(becontrary, only a linguistically rich people
could have influenced other peoples with a cer
tain degree of its linguist wealth. This logical
positionis now verified by anthropologieal evi
dencetbat reveals the expansion of the Proto
Hellenesthroughout the whole of Europe - and
Indiaaswell, as we will see.

Inthe rest of Europe, what remained of pre
historicHellenism absorbed or eliminated in
placesby foreign, racial elements, did not keep
itsprimordial Aryan language. However, in all
the resulting languages, the Aryan (or the Ia
petie)root is obvious. Furthermore, the spiritu
al remnants of that prehistoric Hellenic disper
sioncontinue to be present even to this day - for
instance,God in the Romance languages (Deus)
is a continuation of Zeus (Dios). Besides, the
Hellenic spirit is nowhere foreign, not only
becausepeople recognize the glory of the classi
cal Hellenic civilisation, but also because in
almost all Europeans there flows a certain
degree of Hellenic blood, which allows them to
recognizeand understand the Hellenic civiliza
tion.Perhaps, that was the reason why this civi-
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lization acquired such glamour, since the criteria
for civilization are always reduced to the space of
racial psychology. PhileUenism - a universally
unique phenomenon of devotion to and self-sacri
fice for Greece-is due to the Greek blood which
Oowsin the veins of some gifted Europeans, and
awakens in them the primordial HeUenic suboon
scious.

ELLENESOFT H E



Thegreatspread of tileHellenic languagecreated
a sensationin ilie growing world of the Medi
terraneanat that time. Of course, this presup
poses the racial homogeneity of the carrier,
which is a fact that can be proved by palaeoan
thropology.Thus, we cannot determine a specific
placefrom which the Hellenic language sprung.
Theentire area from Hellas to the Black Sea
and the river Danube must have been its place
of fermentation. As Strabo remarked, "the
Pelasgiformed a great nationv».

In such a large geographical area there were
certainlymany local dialects. And the Pelasgian,
that is, the language of the Mediterranean in
southernHeUasbefore the descent of oilier Me
diterraneanstocks, was certainly one such dia
lect.Of course, from an ethnological point of
viewwhat language the Pelasgians spoke is not as
importantas the make up of their racial con-
sciousness.Racially speaking, the Pelasgians a. ill,620.

Pelasgians and Hyperboreans



were undoubtedly Mediterranean, as the anthro
pologists Buxl5, Sergi217,and others testify. Ne
vertheless, while some time ago it was believed
that the Pelasgians spoke some other Medi
terranean language, today most linguistsbelieve
that Pelasgian was also a Iapetic language. Be
sides, Ventris' interpretation of Linear B, which
proved that the populations of the Peloponnese
and Crete spoke the Hellenic language even
from the second millenium,» leads us to the con
clusion that the Pelasgian languages were Hel
lenic linguistic types. ITthey were not Hellenic
linguistic types, the Greek of the Acheans would
have mixedwith old, non-Iaperic elements; how
ever, this has not been detected. All Pelasgian
glossicalelements merged harmoniouslywith the
new Hellenic dialects. As Dionysiosof Alicarna
sus points out') "and the ancient nation of Pela
sgians, which derived from the Peloponnese, was
Hellenic". Although Herodotus admits d) that he
does not knowwhat the Pelasgian language was,
he supposes that itwas a barbaric language based
on the language that two or three doubtful states
spoke in his time. Strangely, however, he does
not mention the language of the Lemnians,
whom he himself attests were Pelasgians oj, nor
the language of the other islanders t) - more than
likely because they were speaking the Hellenic
language.si Herodorus elsewhere attests b) that
the Pelasgians of Artica "had been thought
Hellenes", which means that they could not have
had a very different language. He also believes
that all the names of the godswere Pelasgic,and I
that the word "8E6r' (god) was given by the
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h.2.50

g. Iak, Thomopoulos has proved
that two Pelasgic inscriptions
from Lemnos, and IWO from
Crete belonged 10an idiomatic
Greek dialect.

f. 7.95

e.6.136

d.1.57

c. 1.17

b. In vain linguists tried 10 in
terpret Linear Bbased on other
languages, such as the Semitic
language (Gordon), the Lou
vitic (palmer), or the artificial
lndo-European (Georgiev), in
the Etruscan, etc. The simple
idea of the architect Yenlris 10
examine this writing from tbe
Hellenic view brought results.



I'. KQCttu),o<; 406o, 419c, 426c.

o. 11I.2

n.9.294

m. "06000£1(1T.l75

I. 1.56 and 8.44

j .•KQCttu).OS. 396b and 401-8

k.7.94

i. 2,52. TIle correctness of this
ct)!mology is not as important as
the supposilion that the Pelasgic
language was Hellenic.

Pelasgians because god "'£8wtt' (placed) every
thing in the world.e According to Plato, the
Pelasgicnames of the ancient Hellenic gods can
be interpreted by the Hellenic language,n Even
the dual name of Zeus (t.l.6£-Znv6t;) originated
from the Pelasgic expression of 'creating life'
(olOoU; sfJv) - this name was divided into two
different names by later Hellenic races. Hero
dotus himself accepts the fact that the Ionians,
Aeolians, k) and Arheniansu were pure descen
dants of the Petasgians.

The Pelasgians were certainly using a Greek
dialect that, as many linguists believe, was similar
to the Aeolian one. Homer writes that in Crete
theyspoke a mixed language because Achaeans,
Eteocretes, Dorians, and "well known Pelasgi
ails" resided there mI. That the Pelasgic dialect
was able to mix with other Greek ones suggests
that it was not barbaric but Greek. He also char
acterizes the Pelasgians of Thrace as "having a
rough voice" n), which is defined by the dictionary
ofHesyhios as "thosewho have all unclear accent
and use Sh011 vowels". Thus, the word "barbaric"
characterized languages which differed linguis
tically from the official Hellenic. Strabo
explains that ..We used to call barbarians those
who spoke badly the Hellenic language" 0). That
iswhy Plato characterizes the Aeolian dialects
as 1oreign' pl.

Of the various theories concerning the origin
of the name 'Pelasgi' the most credible is this of
'llt)"no; !;eyo;', ihat is, 'the old residents of the
country', since 'lt~),no£' means old and 'agyo;'
means country». Pelargi or Pelasgi or Pelasgiki
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was not the name that the residents of the Neo
lithic and the earlier Bronze Age in Greece used
for themselves,but it was the name that wasgiven
to them by the invadingAchaeanse. On the con
trary, the Pelasgians called the residents of Istros
(the river Danube) 'Hyperboreans'n, and they had
contactwith them before theyreturned to Greece.

That the Pelasgians fathered the later
Hellenic stocks is captured by the ancient myth
of the Pelasgian Deucalion who was the forefa
ther of all Greeks. According to this myth, the
children of Deucalion were Aemone, Pandora,
Hellene and others. The sons of Pandora were
Grecos and Macedon. The sons of Hellene were
Doros, Aeolos, and Xouthos. And finally the
sons ofXouthos were Ion and Achaean. Thus, in
a symbolicway, the myth renders the racial rela
tionship and continuity of the Pelasgians,
Aemones, Hellenes, Dorians, Achaeans, Ioni
ans, Graeci and Macedonians.

Greek mythology constitutes a source of.
ancient information, despite the fact that it is
veiled by the mists of time and the symbolismof
the narrative. It can yield precious information.if
one can understand its descriptions. It is also
possible, that some of the names of the ancient
Greek gods could have been in the remote past
some distinguished personalities in the country.
These personages may have lived during that
first Aryan peak of Hellenism. The Greek dei
ties, as elaborated by the popular psycbe, were
finally identified with humanity's several innate
natural 'laws' (family,war, love, agriculture, wis
dom, navigation, etc.)»,
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s. The Greeks, believed that
these innate laws were very
often 1(1 conflict with each other
(as the gods were also in confhct
in Greek mythology); however,
as Xenophanis says, "One is the
greatest godwho stands above the
gods and nlen"; this is nt/,e spirit
who is above nll; who has begot/en
eveT)!(}ring, whithin whicli II,e
happy gocls reside", (4th Orphic
hymn), whom they considered
celestial ("the pure king of the
l111111011oL5 and the monals, the
heavenly 10"'''), and who later on
was personified byZeus. Also in
the primary Hellenic language,
the word 'Olympos' meant the
bright sky, (EU-AaI"'O, means
bright); for Instance, "the SlJ"
revolves around the infinitely
greal Olympus" (Orph. fragm.
7); thus, the Olympian gad
meant the 'celestial, the heavenly
god'. Much later confusion aro
se when a mountain because of
its height was called 'Olympus',
and the simple people believed
that the gods resided 011 that
mountain.

q. Pindar I"OA. 14-16.

r. Strabo C 295.



The information provided by mythology and
other literature leads US to the hypothesis that
in the unknown prehistoric period a tre
mendous Hellenic spiritual blooming had taken
place, which is called "Dios civilization". This
philological hypothesis is verified now by some
anthropological evidence; thus, one can identi
fy with certainty the Dies-civilization with that
of the Aryans.

To that period, during the height of the
Aryan civilization, the Egyptian priest must have
referred to the known dialogue of Plato's 'TI
maeus', According to this priest's testimony,
HeUasat that time was the leader of all Europe
in the war against Atlantis. The war with Atla
ntis cannot be a myth. The fact that Plato him
selftestifies to it, and particularly in another dia
logue,"Kritias", constirutes a very good reason for

Cyclopeanwalls in Pnyx, remmants of the pre-cataclysmic Athens
(pbotoby A. Katanes)
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its historicity. Besides, anthropological findings
verify that indeed there wasa prehistoric period,
during which HeUaswas the leader of the whole
of Europe. Remnants of Atlantis could be the
island clusters of the Azores and Canary islands.

According to the precious testimony of the
Egyptianpriesthood, the DivineWill choseHeUas
because "it had wise people who were superior in
virtue titan the other men"'). Remarkably, during
that period, Plato talks about many Hellenic
races under the leadership of Athens, that was
admired by the whole of Europe and Asia, and
was the Pelasgicmetropolis at the head of aUthe
Aryans. "The Pelasgians colonized mOSI of lite
world and predominated over lite majority of the
people", as Plutarch writes in Romulus,e

The myth concerning the competition bet
ween Athena and Poseidon for the cityof Athens
probably originates from that war with Atlantis,
given the fact that Poseidonwas primarilythe god
and protector of that oceanic country».

The word 'Atlanti' itself, as the Greeks called
that foreignland, proves that it was an earth ("las"
means the stone and "landi" or "Ianti" the rountry)
and not a sea. That land wascharacterizedas 'sin
ful', since 'an' in ancient Greek means "hybris" or
"sin". That is, the etymology of the name itself,
'Atlanti' and 'Atlantis', testifying to the Greek
enmity to that country verifies«Timaeus».

Chronologically, though, the war with Atla
ntis could not have happened at -9500,since the
Egyptian city of Sais w) was built much later. The
reference to the date of the war in "Critias" as -
95()()must be erroneous. How could Sais report
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w. Herodotus also (Xmvincingly
states (..~HekJlteos also docs) that
Sais was built 340 generations
before (B (42), which correspond
to about 8rol year.;, that is, around
the year -8600. if we consider
with 25 )'earS the average of each
generation.

v. KQn\(1. 1130.

u. Due to this mobility of the
Pelasgians their name was gi
ven later on to the migratory
bird stork. See the 'Birds' by
Aristophancs 8 32.

t. T(~alO~24d.
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y. Gemarol belieses that the incised
ponery was nOJ the product of tbe
Mediterranean race, bUI of this
Atlantian race, because it appears
almost ",'C!)Where where its com
munities have been detected. We
cannot exclude this hypothesis
since this particular techoorropy
was introduced to Greece after
-4500, that is, after the supposed
Greek-Atlantic war. Possibly the
Greeks borrowed this technotropy
from the defeated Atlanteans, At
Sesklo this technotropy was intro
duced peaoefully (without a foreign
invasion), and after a period of cul
Jural stass, which is e.'I'lained from
the war activities of the time.
Besides, from Atlantis other ele
ments were also introduced, for
insmnce the sod Poseidon, and also
the 'gold applesofHesperides',our
tata." cilJUS fruits, as tbe relev.Illl
myth of Herndes re\'e3Is tous.

x. In"Timaeus" we do IlO( have a
date for the Greek-Atlantic war,
but the spiritual inJIuence 0( the
Greeks for 9000 years CHer the
city of Sais isdescribed, and later
on the war is mentioned, that
'sometime' had taken place (24E).
Besides, as Proklos explains,
Plato's :'9O(X) yerus" meant then
of a "great time" and should nOt
be taken literally. See also
'lPhaed,rost',257A.

an incident that had taken place so many ages
before its establishrnent?»

As far as the anthropological identification
of the Atlanteans is concerned, one can only
conjecture. In Europe there are findings from
tbat period, of some 'steno-dolichomorphic' ra
ce, that later on disappears completely, as Ger
hardt comments's. That race had a very big cra
nial length (195-200), a large cranial height
(142-144), and some relative euryprosopy. So
me anthropologists, like JelineklO7 for instance,
consider this race 'Proto-Mediterranean', while
others connect it with the Cromanoid race be
cause of its euryprosopy, and still others classi
fy it separately (Vallois, for instance, classifies it
as tbe Chancelade type2.1S).It is possible that
this strange race formed the Atlantian people)
10Europe some traces of this race dating up to -
5000have been detected in the entire central axis
of the continent, mainly to the west.

The views, however, that Greece had at that
time a very advanced technological civilization
are extreme. These views are influenced by the
modern technological revolution and our over
estimation of it. Of course, metal should have
beenknown at the pre-cataclysmic period, since
the well carved polygonal boulders could not
havebeen carved otherwise. But from this point
10 the supposition of the existence of aeroplanes
and rockets, the distance is too far away.On the
contrary, the evidence which exists about the
cultural influence of Aryan Hellenism at that
primordial time in the entire world, besides
Europe, is very convincing.')

PALASGJANS AND
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The plethora of Greek linguisticmaterial that
has been detected in the Mayas by the best of Ihe
linguists, von Humbold, as well as the plethora of
other evidence (pottery, votings, inscriptions,
words, etc.) from America up to Asia and
Australia convince us that there was such expan
sion. However, itwasnot a massiveexpansion,so
that we could find skeletal fragments, as had
happened in Europe.

With this time fixing of that first primordial
HeUenicblooming, the other mythof history that
talks about the "most ancient Chinese civiliza
tion" collapses, It is known now that the Greeks
were much older than the Chinese and in the agri
culrura1 period (whichstartedinChinain the3td mil
lennium),and in the Bronze Age that started in
China after -1700. The Hellenic civilization of
the Aryan Age was the first civilization of
humanity.
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z. For further reading, see;
Atlantis, by Hcnrieua Mertz
(1976), 17,. 1hlO Prehistory, by J.
Passes, tho Odyssey, by 2.1'.
Petridis, "Ths Inkas "'ere speak-
0'8 Greek",by S. Dorikos and K.
Cbatzigiannakis (1998), and a
series of articles by K. Georganas
in the periodical "Davlos" (Is
sues 77,'({/,89$9). Besides, the
existence of America 'vas well
known in the prehistoric period,
as "Timaeus" reveals (25a);"And
from Ii_ (AdIwis/ YOII miglu
pas$ I() tlu ...1.ok of IIIl! opposiJe
COJIIinenJ ",hid. SU/TO.uuJedIiUs
trueocean; 1711J1olher isa _I seQ,
and the sWT(}"ndi1lSland may be
most fndly called. boundless COn
tinent",



Palaeoanthropology has detected the extensive
retreat of Hellenism in Europe that took plaee
before-3000, but it eannot provide evidence for its
causes.This would be the work of archaeology. It is
not knownwhether the Hellenes were defeated by
theDinarics in a series o~wars or if the metropolis
suffereda natural catastrophe (perhaps a cataclysm).
which left the Hellenes weakened and caused
them to retreat from the invading Dinaries. The
battle with the Atlantcans must have taken place
at the earliest around -5000, while the natural
catastrophe of Hellas that followed should not
exceed -4000. Thus, the events which are men
tioned in Plato's Ttuaio; occurred in the fifthmil
lennium, that is, during a period in which
Hellenism dominated everywhere. It is, however,
very doubtful wbetber this natural catastrophe
that followed can be identified as the "cataclysm
ofDeucalion".

In Ke1r(a,') it is stressed that several other a. 11l.Aand 112.A
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catastrophes had taken place inHellas. On record
are those of Ogygusand Dardanus. But we should
take into consideration, that after a great physical
catastrophe, memories soon vanish and very few
things survive for future generations. When
particularly more than one catastrophe takes pla
ce, then naturally the memories that survive are
reduced and referred only to the biggest catastro
phe. Thus, the "cataclysmof Deucalion",may pos
siblyrefer to an agglomerationof memories of mo
re than one catastrophe, memories which concen
trate into one unique catastrophe - the last one that
KingDeucalion experiencedin his lifetime.

Thus, today, in accordance with existing evi
dence, the last catastrophe in HeUas occurred
with the explosion of the volcano of Thera at
about -1520.That catastrophe, however, was not
limited to the Cycladesas it brought tidal waves10
Crete and southern Hellas. The explosion of the
volcano of Thera cannot be related to the ancient
Hellenic-Atlantic war (as Professor Spires
Marinatos believed) nor, of course, to the cos
mogonica1change in Thessaly, The date of the
cataclysm of Deucalion is based on the known
Parian Chronicle, which refers basicallyto the his
tory of Athens. This chronicle, written on a mar
ble plate in Paros in -264,givesmuch information
about many'ancient historic events that took place
after -1600.Based on tills chronicle, the cataclysm
is dated circa -1529,which coincidesapproximate
ly with the explosion of the volcano of Thera.b)
That explosion could havecreated enormous tidal
waves, destroying not only Crete and the south
eastern Peloponnese, but also Attica and Boeotia.

OF THE HELLENES

b. Nothing though bas been
reported in this chronicle
about Thera, even though it is
• neighboringislandof Pares.
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Moreover,Deucalionwas,accordingto all ancient
traditions,the king of Boeotia. However, nobody
canconnect that cataclysmwith the areas "around
DodOT111 and Acheloos,' asAristotle mentions <)
that catastropbe would be a memory of an older
event.Besides, the fact tbat tbe Mycenaean Pelo
ponnese had reached only after 300 years the
power to campaign against Troy, does not coin
cidewith the hypothesis that the catastrophe of -
1529was in mainland HeUasa catalyticevent.

There are many theories concerning the an
cientcatastrophes that have taken place on eartb
and especially in the Aegean area. We record
brieflytbe following:

A) The split of the mountains of Olympus
and Ossa, and the outflow of the waters of Thes
saly,whicbwasonce a lake (as the name itself te
stifies),to the Aegean. This cosmogonicai spasm
inThessalywasperhaps a cause for its sinking,as
the Meteora rocks reveal. This cosmogonical re
mouldingof Thessaly could not have taken place
before 40,000years because the bed of the river
Peneus, as it is today, is studded with palaeolith
ictools and findings of animals of that age.

B) After tbe end of the Ice Age in Europe
and the floods that followed, there were possibly
extensiveevaporations and floods, untillhe time
thewaterswere redistributed inEurope either to
flood the Black Sea and to overflow into tbe
Aegean.

C) A collision of a comet or an asteroid with
our planet, which on the one hand, caused our
planet to deviate from its initial rotation axis,and
on the other hand caused extensive destruction: c.M""Ill(/O),o'II%<i 35e.
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perhaps the sinking of Atlantis (if the collision
had taken place there), the change of the climate
to the once temperate Sahara and Siberia and to
other places on earth (because of the shiftingof
the poles), etc.

D) The split of the Heraclean Pillars (Gi
braltar), which was once an isthmus between
Europe and Africa. Perhaps, this happened si
multaneously with the previous event. The result
was the violent entrance of the waters of the
Atlantic to the Mediterranean and the creation
of the homonymous sea. Thus, the peaks of the
old mountains were transformed into the Cy.
clades and the other islands of this sea, which
was earlier a valleywith lakes.

E) The explosions of the volcano of Thera.
Ifand when all these natural catastrophes took

place is still unknown. Geology has not provided
any certain answers. We only know that about
25,000years ago, tile first enormous explosionof
the volcano of Thera had taken place, which
would have created most certainly far greater
catastrophes than that of the year -1529.We also
know= that the last Ice Age in central Europe
must have ended about -6500, and that the ice
meltdown had already started by -14,000.The ice
meltdownprobably caused powerful evaporations
and pelting rains. Thus, we can suppose that one
or two catastrophic cataclysms occurred in
Hellas at about -10,000or -12,000.

Within the Hellenic myths and legends there
have survived traditions for primordial natural
catastrophes that occurred in our area, connected
either with a cataclysm or with earthquakes and

OF THE HELLENES



f. Besides it is known that the
tenth fellt of Heracles was his
conquering of the land of
Geryon, as Diodorus Siculus
describes.

c. 289·294 and 514-520.

d. Met6 .6 CI>uo<x6 983b.33,
MUE(I)QOAoy.A14 and 35e,
CI>uoIl<622a.28.

fires. Aristotle refers repeatedly to the cataclysm
and to a most ancient Hellenic time "long before
thegenesis of the present" d). «Broyovia»e) descri
bes seismic and volcanic happenings in our coun
try (the popular myth of the war between Zeus
and the Giants presented these occurrences as
the latter's result) and records the war against
Atlantis, which symbolically attributes to the
struggleof Heracles in the ocean against Geryon,
but also with the imposition of Zeus over Me
noetius and Atlas at the Hesperides.e Strangely,
Hesiod's work does not mention Deucalion at all,
a fact that points to the work having been com
posed probably before the -16m century, More
over, "'Ef!ya xal 'HJ.1ieat" records glorious old
ages, and past human races (gold, silver, etc.), but
notes with clarity only rwo race catastrophes
whichwere due to geophysical causes, and which
buried the Golden and the Silver race - the de
struction of the others was probably the result of
battles and wars. However, because Cronus dom
inated during the Golden Age, and since the war
withAtlantis had taken place during the reign of
Zeus, I presume that the Silver Race should be
related to what Plato mentions in «T(JlaI09>. As a
result, the Golden Race was probably destroyed
in an earlier catastrophe.

Prometheus, the father of Deucalion and helper
of all peoples, as Aeschylus asserts, personified
pro-cataclysmic Heltenisms. According to the
myth, Prometheus, besides his "crossing" to for
eign lands (to enlighten other peoples), descend
ed to the underworld; thus, tbe myth symbolizes
thenatural destruction of the Hellenicmetropolis,
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until the time that Zeus pardoned Prometheus
(and with the intervention of Heracles Prome
theus came back strong again to life). This des
cend to the underworld probably correlates to
Hesiod's "covering by the earth" of the Silver Race
of the Hellenes, and with the "when terrible earth
quakes and floods occurred" of «T(~t(u()S»- re
gardless of the fact that probably all these did not
concern the catastrophe during the time of
Deucalion, but the catastrophe at the time of the
Atlanteans.

A chronological approach to the events of the
cataclysm that we find in "Timaeus", can be
found in the same ancient source on which the
platonic dialogue itseif was based, that is, in the
ancient Egyptian priesthood, which had retained
aUthose ancient memories. A little bit later, in the
-3rd century, there is a new flow of information
from the same source. Another Egyptian priest,
the Hellenist Manetho, recorded the dynasties of
the kings 'of Egypt based on the secret documents
of the Egyptian pyramids.

According to this chronicle of the kings, most
of the leaders of the last dynasty before the cata
clysm were the later apotheosised Hellenes:
Hephaistus, Hellos, Agathodaimon, Krenos,
Osiris, Typhon, Horus, Ares, Anuvis, Heracles,
Apollo, Ammun, Tithoes, Sosos, Zeus. After the
cataclysm, the first reported king is Minis, syn
onymous with the king of Crete, Minos. This
approximate dating of the cataclysm is estab
lished thus to the dating of the reign of Minos.sl
Based on Manetho's ·indications about the dura
tion of several dynasties b), the total time that
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h. Manetho was conscious of
the mistakes of the old darings
in Egypt, which were due to the
occasionally different duration
of the years (the lunar years of
the 30 days On the One hand,
and on the other as 'hours', that
is, three monthly). As a conse
qucncc, thc dates that he re
cords should be in real 'solar
years', and be therefore reliable.

g. Minos was not the name of
only one king in Crete. More
than one king carried this
name. Perhaps the name Minos
in Crete was synonymous with
the name of pharaoh or king.
The known Minos, who bad
reigned before -3200, was cer
tainly not the first one, an'd not
the most glorious one.



i. The duration of the dynasties
Iup to XI add up 10 1926years.
Later on the dynasties XII and
Xlll total 700 years. Thus, we
have 0 total of 2626.

passed from the rime of Minos up to the 1311>
dynastywas about 2650 years», Since the begin
ningof the XIV dynasty of the Hyksos is known
to us, that is, about -1730, we conclude that the
cataclysmmust have taken place at about -4350,
a date which agrees with the palaeo-anthropo
logicalevidence (and which, of course, refutes
the theory about the -9·h millennium) recorded
earlier.
In addition, Manetho records the cataclysm

ofDeucalion as having occurred during the reign
of the Pharaoh Misfragrnouthosis, that is, in the
-16m century, without mentioning, however,
anythingabout the volcano of Thera.
I!is not certain if the scuttling of the Aegean

Sea coincideswith the older cataclysmof -4350,or
if it was an even older geophysical event - for
instancethe flood of Dardanus in -12,000.In any
case, the Hellenes experienced that event that
happened in the Aegean, as the etymologyof the
wordAegeall Pelages proves. This word meant the
"oldflooded country", since the word 'pelages'
meant the "old/country" (ltEt..etOVCiQyoC;),and the
word'Aegean' is derived from the verb 'aLooro',
which meant rush into, flood. Similarly, the
Mynoon Pelagos, in the north of Crete, derives
from the Aeolian "J.luQ"thus, the word "nAlJJ.I
IlUea"(flood). The word 'n€Jn:yo-; (pelagos) only
lateron started to take the meaning of the "sea".
Initially, it referred only to the area of the Aegean
andmeant the 'old land' whichwas flooded by the
waters-an ancient memory whichproves that the
Helleneswere alwayspresent in that area.

The ancient traditions refer to a catastrophe
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that took place during the reign 'of king
Dardanus, when Zeus crushed his uncle Iassios,
the son of Atlas. In this tradition perhaps the
enmiry between Hellas and Atlantis is masked,
as is tbe opening up ofDardanelles and the flow
of the waters of the Black Sea to the Aegean,
whichwas surely flooded from the melting of the
glaciers. The name of the 'Aegos River' in the
Dardanelles is perhaps connected to that flow.

According to a Iegend,»Heracles opened the
isthmus of Gibraltar and made it a strait (He
raclean pillars). This legend perhaps reveals that
these cosmogonical events had taken place dur
ing the years of Hellenic sovereignty.And if the
destruction of Atlantis-had taken the shape of a
'thunderstruck', then tbe one that followed in
Hellas perhaps had taken the shape of the flood
ing (cataclysm). Proklos is in favour of this view,
commenting in his "Timaeus'w that the "sub
mersion" of Atlantis caused an "bnllA.voj.lov"
(overflow',flood) of the sea in Hellas, and from
that time Poseidon, the god of the Atlanteans,
took the name of "06l0CXeWV" (earth shaker)
and "XUCl.VOXCl.('tl1S" (blue-haired).

Moreover, Athanasios Stageiritisiw records
that according to one tradition, a strange change
in the shape and track of tile planet Venus was
noted before the cataclysm, which modern
astronomers explainas the approach of a comet
somethingwhichstrengthens our suspicionabout
the comingcollisionofa comet on earth. Besides,
the particularcause of that destruction is precisely
noted in Tlj.lCl.LOSI), whicbdescribes the collisionof
Phaethon,and itsoutcome,that is, tile"transposition
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of the heavenly spheres that revolve around the
earth"!

Thus,we can suppose that the natural destruction
causedby the oollision of an asteroid on earth had
takenplace about -4350, with catastrophic results
notonlyfor Atlantis, but also for the Mediterranean
and the Aegean. At that particular time, geologists
assert that the Sahara was transformed into a
desert. However, besides those catastrophes and
the subsequent one at 'DIem, it is probable that
anotherearlier catastrophe had taken place, perhaps
the so-called catastrophe of Ogygus, which de
stroyed the Golden Race. That first catastrophe is
per:bapsrelated to the explosionat Thera in -25,!XXl
or to the opening of Dardanelles in -lO,!XXl.

Inany case, the cataclysm of -4350 destroyed
Dotonly the glorious "Dios civilization", but also
me memories related to it. The fact that the
intellectual civilization of Thrace up to the _2nd

millennium was far more advanced than that of
southern Hellas was probably because Thrace
bad not suffered in the same degree from the
cataclysm of tbe southern country. Besides, tbe,
flood victims found refuge there, establishing
Dewsettlements and colonies and expanding
fromthere to the rest of Europe. This is revealed
in the myth of Deucalion, according to which
Deucalion "wolk{sj ahead throwingbehind him
rocks": he should have moved to new oountries
where he creates new peoples. Thus, after the
cataclysm, tile Mediterranean civilization spread
again to all the corners of Europe. Much later,
at about -3000, the descendants of the northern
Hellenes would return with new dialects and new
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names (Achaeans, Dorians, etc.), carrying also
the confused memories of that ancient natural
cataclysm that their fathers bad described to
them.
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a. \Ve shall see how in Asia
Minor the Mediterranean race
was constricted and alienated 10
a high degree by the Touranians.

Duringthe historic millenniums that followed,
the Aryan race (the Mediterranean) had as main
livingspaces the three southern peninsulas of
Europe(the Balkan, the Italian, and the Iberian)
aswellasAsia Minor. The survival of these three
Mediterraneanpeoples in these southern penin
sulasresulted over a period of time in racial dif
ferentiationamong them. From the racial varia
tions which developed in these separate settle
mentsS;,three distinct yet related stocks were
slowlycreated, the Hellenic, the Italian, and the
Iberian(or Atlanto-Mediterranean).
In the Middle East another branch of the Me

diterraneanrace had been shaped. the so-called
FAsrem-Medilermllcall, while Asia Minor, espe
cially its western coast. remained Hellenic in
population,thanks to the Aegean Sea and its is
landswhichwere always dominated by the Hel
lenicrace.sl

However,in these three European peninsulas-
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especially in the two peripheral- the Mediter
ranean race survived, despite the pressures and
invasions of foreigners. The geographical shape
of the peninsula, which does 110t aUow for a
replacement of populations, contributed to the
race's survival. The Mediterraneans pushed from
tbe north, they could not leave. In the worst case
they would intermingle with other races. While in
central Europe there prevailed racial mobility, in
which peoples were pushing each other, in the
three peninsulas (as well as in Nordic Sean
dinavia), there was relative papulation stability,
and thus racial equilibrium. The same applies, to
a greater degree, (0 (he whole insular Hellas,

In tbe Balkan Peninsula the Hellenic race was
never displaced. At Limes,it was strongly pressed
by foreigners, and suffered certain intermixtures,
but .remained immovable, Poulianos points out

The modern living space of Ibe Medllerraoeao, according to TOD
EicJcstedl.
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b. Polymorphywasnatural for
a people who lived in such a
large geographical area.

IlIat "these influellces lVere of a small relative
imponance and did 1I0t 1nallage 10 change mor
p/wlogicallythe initial types, but they brought, nev
mheless, certain variations'Yl». Thus, we must deal
with the history of these pressures and with the
racialstructure of the entire Balkan peninsula. In
thisway,conclusions can be drawn for both the
ethnological structure of HeUas' neighbouring
countries and their relation to its ethnological
picture.
The Bellas of the ancient and hellenistic years

always remained racially Mediterranean; palaeo
anthropological evidence verifies this undis
turbedracial continuity. The American anthro
pologistAngel studied the skeletons found of
ancientHeUas, both those from the Achaean pe
riod and those of the meta-Mycenean, the Clas
sieal, and the Roman. He even studied and com
pared a small number of skulls from the By
zantineperiod. His conclusion was clear: that
despite relative polymorphy.si these skeletal
remains are of the same Mediterranean people, a
stablepeople who remained unaffected by the
passingof the agesB• The main elements of these
calculationsappear below in Xirotiris' concise
tablel62•

The only gap that exists in the research con
cerns the Dorians, who had the habit of burning
their dead.Thus, pure Doric skeletal material has
Dotbeen found. Only indirect conclusions can be
drawn from a comparison of the earlier Myce
neanperiods with the later Classical and Roman
periods-when tile Dorians had intermingled to
somedegree witb other HeUenes and cremation
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had ceased. Thus, from this comparison, the stabil
ity in the main dimensions of the skull is clear.
The unalterable cranial height especially show
that the Dorians were nOI a Dinaric race-since
it is known, the main characteristic of the Di
narics is a cranial height in the order of 140mm.
The same thing is revealed from a diacbronical
comparison of the cranial lengths.

However, a small increase in facial breadth
(zygomatics) as well as in the nasal height is noted
These differentiations may indicate a somewhat
Dinaric admixture of the Dorians, even though
they are not accompanied by a respective increase
in facial height and nasal breadth,o and even
though the same phenomenon had appeared in
the morphological development of the other Me
diterranean populations of ItalytSI and Spain48.

Wilamowitz acknowledges a somewhat my·

Co During the same period the
Dinarics of Serbia had a racial
height of 71-72, zygomatic
breadth of 136, nasal breadth of
25.5, and nasal beightof 52-53.
as Oavrilovic testi1ies~

d. C.326

Earlier Achaeans Iron Age Oossical Roman Age
Bronze Age (-1450 (-1150 (-650 (-ISO
(-2500) -lI50) -650) -L50) +450)

Cranial length 186.2 185.4 184.0 186.7 183.4
Cranial breadth 140.5 140.2 141.8 140.7 141.6
Cranial height 132.9 133.7 133.0 132.7
Index BIL 75.6 76.0 n.3 75.5 n.2
Index JilL 72.0 73.0 71.5 72.4
Z),&omatics breadth 129.6 1293 132.5 131.5 133.7
Facial height 68.2 68.4 68.0 68.6 69.6
Facial index 52.7 52.9 51.2 52.6 52.1
Nasal breadth 25.1 24.0 24.4 24.S 24.8
Nasal height 49.5 49.5 SO.3 50.8 52.0
Nas.1 index 51.1 48.5 48.5 49.0 47.7
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h. The fada! breadth or lMng
people is abOOt t2-15mmlarger
than the breadth of skeleroas.
11.ehead length isabout 7-1Omm
of the cranial one. The decrease
of about 3-4mm in the bead
length between the ancient and
modem times is due to the
bmchyccphali7J1tion,whichaffected
mainlyheadbreadth.

g. Herodotus 09 and 18.

f. C.95

e. B.81

rian mix of the Dorians. According to StrabodJ,
!heIlIyrians made some appearances in Hellas,
particularly in Boeotia, but also in Epirus, some
thingwhich Thucydides also detected about the
Acarnans, about whom he wrote that they were
"barbarians".), and spoke an "intelligible lan
guage"f). A specific Dorian race was also called
'Hylaeoi', coming perhaps [Tomthe Hylaea in the
Ukraineg). The psychical endurance which char
acterized the Dorians was possibly due to a
Dinaric admixture, in accordance with what we
haveseen in the psychical characteristics of the
European races. Thus, without excluding any Di
naricparticipation in the branch of the Dorians,
this could not be in any case considerable. A
Dinaric admixture, on the contrary, is noticed
much later in the Roman period - there is an
increase of tbe index BIL and of the dimensions
of the face, but not of the cranial height.

In addition, the anthropological data con
cerning the Hellenic race certify that from
ancient times it was a Mediterranean race char
acterized by gracility, mesoprosopy, leptorrhiny
and being in the limits between chamaicrany and
orthocrany; however, the diachronical stability of
itscharacteristics was remarkable.

A comparison of the anthropological data of
the ancient Hellenes with the contemporary ones
(even though modem research is scarce and in
sufficient)yields a complete correspondence. Ac
cordingi&,the research of Poulianos115 and Papa
konstantinou'w, the modern head length of 186-
189 corresponds approximately to the cranial
length of the above table, as the modern facial
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breadths (139-143) correspond to the ancient
zygomatics breadth (129-133).b)

Since ancient times a differentiation can be
detected mainly in bead breadth (which bas
increased to about 6-7 rom), and as a consequence
to the cranial index of breadth/length, which from
the mesocrany of the ancient times has developed
today in the bracbycrany.o But, as I shall explain,
this is due to the pan-European phenomenon o(
Brachycephalization, in which the Hellenic nation
became part of this process - even from the clas
sical times the Hellenic nation ceased to be
dolichocranic and became mesocranic.

Besides, according to Apcsrolakis', the cranial I
height of the modem Hellenes is 131-134, the
same with the ancient Hellenes; thus, the cranial
index of H/L is about 74. Therefore, the basic
anthropological traits have remained similar to
those of ancient times. Thus, rightfully, Poulia
nos bas concluded that "the palaeoanthropologi
cal.evidence reveals that there is a genetic continu
ity in the population of Hellas from the Neolithic
period till today. The incessant shifting of the pop
ulations was taking place-fi~ some relative an
thropologi.caltypes,. and they reflect more the phas
es of the struggle between the several races and not
the coming of a new racial element". The German
historian VOJl Rotteck had reached the same
conclusion a century ago: "this chain of unified
tradition, and even more that of language must ha
ve linked into one Nation the several Hellenic ra
ces (even though, initially they were different and
intermingled) with the main mass of the basic stock
from which they carne from, and kept them contin-

i. We 118ve 'mesocrany' with- indexes from 75 1080, 'brachy-
crany' with indexes greater
than 80, and 'dolichocrany'
with indexes smaller tban 75.
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j. However, the most ancient
found Hellenic letters are dated
from the -13th century in
Egypt. Sec a relevant article of
O. Oeorgalos in the periodical
"00uI05", issue 170.

UOIISIy together despite their internal dissension"l!I1.
The arrival of the Dorians in southern Hellas

created an upheaval, that was either direct and
aggressiveor indirect and cultural Thus, not only
doesa serious cultural gap in the archaeological
researchof the period appear, but also a misun
derstanding as far the genesis of the alphabet is
concerned, which supposedly derives from the
Phoenicians.The Hellenic alphabet must have
succeeded, however, the Linear B of the Myce
Deanperiod at about the -12th or -13th century.
The Hellenic civilization of that period was so
advancedthat only it could be in a position to
movefromsyllabicto phonemic writing.Unfortu
nately,archaeological evidence ofwriting inHel
las between the -12th and -&b century has not
been discovered so far, but this does not mean
that the Hellenes then had ceased using anywrit
ing method) Because the alphabet issue is
important,I shall briefly·refer to it, even though
thisis nOIthe basic focus of this study.

Syllabic writing followed hieroglyphics, in
whichevery word was represented by a picture.
In this method, every syllable was represented
by a symbol that reminded a word whicb started
with that syllable. To this second stage 'Linear
script'belonged. The great revolution in writing
camewith the third stage, the phonemic script:
everyphonemic now had its own symbol It is
also known that the Hellenes were responsible
for this revolution in writing, since the Phoe
nicianswere writing only with consonants, dis
missing the vowels- that is, their script was
essentiallyan imperfect syllabic script.

THE HELLENIC



The question is whether the symbols of the
Hellenic letters were borrowed from the Semitic
script of the Phoenicians, as manypeople believe,
or on the contrary were of Hellenic origin. I be
Iieve that the writing symbols were born of the
Hellenes. and this for three reasons:

a) In the Hellenic linear scripts, there were
already the germs of phonemic writing which
followed, since there were symbols for some
pure consonants (and not syllables), and for pu
re vowels (which the Semites never acquired).
For instance, in the Cyprus-Minoan script there
were symbolsfor the letters K, <1>, P, Il, M, while
in the Linear B there were also symbols for all
the free vowels.

b) In the new phonemic writing, there are
some letters (y, 0, M, K,N,Z. 1:, /I. and1)which
correspond to the previous Cyprus-Minoan
Linear script.

c) The representations of all the phonemics
correspond to Hellenic words, which started
from thaI phonemic-and not Semitic words.
Nevertheless, it is obvious that the letters should
represent again one thing, as this was happening
in the previous progressive writing stages.

Indeed, the letter T symbolizes the hammer,
whichwhen struck (TWttE~)creates the analogous
sound. The letter ~ represents the triangular tool
through whichhumans create 'Ll.oUItOV', that is,a
pounding noise, while the letter K represents a
similar tool that strikes woodwork or a door
Tsatsomiros describes the difference in sound
from the strike to unseasoned wood (doup) and
to dead wood (kag)2Il6.The letter r also repre-
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sentsthe angular tool which one uses to incise
creating the analogous sound-as it is in TUr)~,
the plough that furrows the earth. Moreover, in
the Cyprus-Minoan script, the syllable 'ya' in
writtenform had a pointed shape, which turned
downwards.The letter A has the sbape of a sharp
stone('Aa~' in the most ancient Hellenic root).
which, however, does not point downwards
similarto the Cyprus-Minoan. The letter P, as
farits sound is concerned, is related to the 'Pori'
(Dow).and it pictures the (Psov) flowing liquid
froma round vessel. In the Cyprus-Minoan linear
script,respectively, the letter P was symbolised by
a fallingdrop. The letter M is related to maternity
('N((I' in the Dorian dialect) and symbolizes the
legsof a woman giving birth. The letter 0, from
theverb '0€wllcu' (to view, behold), symbolises
the eye. The letter n came from 'ITv~'. breath
ofwind, that causes the 'ID..ouv' (sailing), and is
represented by the square sail of a ship, in con-

Letters of the Cyprus-Minoan script with their respective pronunciation.
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trasr to the letter <P, (from the verb '<l>uo<ii'
'blow') that is symbolized by the swelled sail on
the mast,» And in the Cyprus-Minoan script, the
syllable 'It(l' reminds us of a mast with sails.
Similarly, the letter B, conceived from the 'BO!]'
or bluster of the north wind (BoQQ~), is pic
tured by two spread triangular flags. The letter
3, with awell-knownsound from the '3UCHj.lO' or
carding of the lambs, has the shape of the card.
The letter I: represents either the retrogressive
movement of the earthquake or the hissing
sound of the snake,» while the letter Z came
from the name Zeus and represented the shape
of the thunder - as this is shown in the Cyprus
Minoan script from the syllables 'ze' and 'zo'.
The letter X perhaps shows the clepsydra (sand
glass)with which they counted XQ6vo~(time) or
the shape of a dancer with open legs and hands
(XoQ6~=Dance), while the leiter W is a photo
graphic representation of the touching (lJIauov)
hand. The letter N, in its initial shape \vith per
pendicular lines (r-'), represented the steps of a
temple ('Na(oo'=reside). The Cyprus-Minoan
script of the late period had respective symbols
for the syllables 'VE' and 'vu'. The letter Y, asTsa
tsomiros states22S, "expresses by its shape the most
ancient of the shapes, which denoted the closed
concavity in which naturally or by artificial means
it was possible to gather the water 'Y-<5w~'or gen
erally the liquid 'Y-r~a".

The rest of the vowels represent [he human
mouth that pronounces them - the Semites did
not write the vowels.Obviously the 0 represents
the round mouth, the 1 the straight mouth that

ELLENESOFT H E

I. Orpheus AQyOv(lvnx« 998.

k. TIle digit <Pis more recenr=
initially il was written with the
digits ITH. Respectively, Ihe e
earlier on was written with the
digits TH. These digits (as well
as the digits Z and X), according
10 Lucian and Suidas. were coi
nedby the wise man Palamedes,
that is. during the lime of the
Trojan war. The other digits
were even older: from Ihe mid
dle of the second miJIenium.



n. Z.IS

m. As we shall see, the Semitic
homoglossy did not develop
from a raoe absolutely SII1IDgeto
the MeditelTOnean. It was
developed from Orientalides,
who later on semitized,gJossically
speaking. those Annenoid oom
ing to the area (Jewsand others).

pronounces this sound (in a straight position, for
the facility of writing), while the K (which was
initiallywritten53) represented the lipswith the
lineof the teeth, which pronounce this phonemic
(inbetween the 'i' and 'e'). The letter E (was ini
tiallywritten-e) showson the side the mouth with
the tongue that pronounces it, while the A (who
se initial shape was reclining<c) showsalso on the
side the wide open mouth that pronounced this
phonemic.

On the contrary, in the Semitic language
there is no pictorial relation of B withthe house
('betb' in the Semitic language), of the A with
the door (daleth), off with the camel, ofZ with
the weapons, of N with the fish, etc. - and the
relation of the reverted A with the ox (aleph) is
unique and far-fetched. The Semites, while ap
propriating through the Pboenicians the Hel
lenic phonetic letters,m) also took the initial
from the right script of the Hellenes, a method
that is still inuse today, while the Hellenes later
on proceeded in the method which went from
left to right and right to left alternately, and
later on to the script from left to right.

After the upbeaval of the Dorian invasion,
some Hellenes thought (still unknown how)
that the letters were of a Phoenician origin,
thus, creating this historic misunderstanding
themselves.Without a doubt, the letters are of
Hellenic origin, since these represent words and
sounds of tbe Hellenic language. In ancient ti
mes this position was also supported by Dio
dorus Slculusw by Evans today, who believes
tbat the letters were transmitted from Crete to

HE



the Philistines and Phoenicians, to return later
to Hellas. As the existing analogies with the Cy.
prus-Minoan script reveal, the final formulation
of the alphabet is perhaps due to the Hellenism
of Cyprus; from Cyprus the alphabet moved to
Phoenicia and from there to Ionia and to the
rest of Hellas. From Phoenicia, the Hellenes re
ceived only the names of some of the letters, for
instance, alpha instead of aleph, beta instead of
beth, etc. This is what Herodotus meant with
the term "Phoenician letters".
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a. Rathenau, a minister of
Germany after the \VWl, was
murdered in 1921 by German
nationalists.

Towardthe end of the 19">century, the German
Britishwriter Chamberlain, wishing to become
acceptedinGermany where he Jived, argued that
fromtheancientA1ydD raceonlythe German people
haveremained until today pure, and that to these
peoplethe contemporary renaissance is due. At
the beginning of the twentieth century, a Ger
man-Jew social-democrat, Walter Rathenau,»
combininghis mishellenismwith his psychological
need to become accepted in German politics,
supportedChamberlain's views, asserting that all
ancientcivilizationswere due to the Northern Eu
ropeanrace, that that race had extended to Hellas
and had created then its classical civilization,and
that the admixture later on with the Hellenic abo
rigineswas the cause of its cultural collapselBS•

This ideology was later adopted by scientists
whowere well-disposed toward German Natio
nal-Socialism,the latter made the mistake to extol
the Nordic race (instead of the "ethnological

Guenther's Theory



race" of the undoubtedlygreat German narion)»,
Of course, Hitler himself did not believe in this
theorybut he allowedit to spread as propaganda.o

Thus, the German anthropologist Hans F.
Guenther undertook the mission to support this
theory scientifically, with the publication of a
book, in 1929110. In this book, Guenther alleged
that the Hellenic and Latin civilizationswere the
products of the Nordic race. Later on he claimed
the same theory in another book on the ancient
Median civilization.

BecauseGuenther's argumentswere not, how
ever, sufficiently based on anthropological e
vidence, anthropologists and palaeoanthropoto
gists were sent to Hellas, during the time of the
German occupation, to collect more evidence.e
In 1943 Guenther believed that he was better
prepared to present his theory which he did
after the war with the publication of two books
concerning the HeUenic and Italian civilizations.

What. was disappointing, though, was that
Guenther, all anthropologist, used in his booksl
very lirtte anthropological data, and the fewdata
that he mentions are superficial (he gives, for
instance, onlythe cranial indexesofB/L, evidence
which does not have any diachronical and racial
interest). Even more disappointing is that he
ignores completely the impressive results of the
researches of other scientists and colleagues,
such as Angel. Guenther's only reference to an
thropological research was the study of his com
patriot Fuerst on the royal tombs of Mycenae»,
where the few skulls that were found there pres
ent a large cranial length (194.6).Angel, however,

RIGIN OF THE HELLENES
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d. Of course, the main achieve
ment was Onully the discovery of
the lower [nw of the so-called
"Hellenopithccus", who had pre
ceded the humanization, in 1942
in Attica by • German paleo
anthropologist, as well as some
palaeolithic tools in Copais.

c. OlaracteristicaJly, in "Mein
Kampf', Hiller writes that "ifdie
Genna/IS in tllc ancient times h~
livi/lg ill ,", scum, tlreywould have
built (J similar civilization 10 the
Hellenic one". Later, on January
18, 1942,talking about prehisto
ry to his collaborators, Hitler
said tbat "our ancestors lven? cer
taurly no' of (iris country. Our
country is (J diny land, and they
had probably J1(USed {rom dru
land. When (irey tJJk "$about Our
ancestors, "'" sirould ahmys indi
CtIle d,e HeJlores"!l83

b. As we shall see on pp, 229
(footnote I), the German people
do nOI form a pure 'anthropo
logical' race, but an 'ethnologi
cal' one. It is a mixture of three
anthropological races, mainly of
the Nordic and ihe Baltic, but
also of the Dinaric.



e. The closely knit eyebrows
which appear in some of the
Mycenaean golden masks of
kings could never be a charac
teristicof the nordicrace.

believesthat the royal familyof Mycenae did not
comefrom any northern country, but from the
sameHellenic population of the Middle Bronze
Age9•Perhaps this family came from the Proto
Mediterraneanrace, whichwas indeed long-hea
ded,andmaintained with its endogamy its ances
tralcharacteristics. For this reason, royal skele
tons are never considered representative of a
people.Torgerscns", for instance, does not con
sider the skeletons of the princes found in
Norwayrepresentative of the then population of
thecountry.v

Angel's cranial measurements are enough to
refuteGuenther's theory that the carriers of the
ancientHellenic civilizationwere Nordics. I deal
here with this theory because it is a commonly
held conviction among Europeans. So far, this
theory, without the slightest reaction from the
Hellenicside, hasmanaged 1.0 prevail in the minds
of educated Europeans, not only Germans, and

Modem restoratlen of the faces or the royal skeletons of Mycenae
(from the British professors Prug, Neave, and Musgrave) revealed
purelyMediterranean characteristics: pictures left and centre. For
comparison, right, typical Nordic.

GUENTHER'S
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has become a commonplace that the blond,
Northern Europeans built in Hellas the classical
civilization, which collapsed after the admixture of
the Nordics with the aborigine Mediterranean!

Only among anthropologists is there hesita
rion to accept this belief. lise Schwidetzky, for in
stance, even though she does not exclude the con
tribution of the Nordics in the Hellenic civiliza
tion, notes that "to interpret the cultural fall with
the dis-Non/ism, is an extremeiy superficial and
petty conclusion. The conclusion would be logical
only ifwe had recorded every 'gentle', 71ighminded',
and 'creative' quality to the psychological potential
of the Nordics, and then to consider as dis-Nordism
every decrease of these qualities. From the few,
t"ol~g/~ data which exist in the field of racial psy
chology, such a correlation cannot be deduced''1.l6.

In fact, I would say exactly the opposite. As I
mentioned in the Introduction, the Nordics are
from the purest races in Europe, as far as the
merits of the culture are concerned. Burkhardt, a
specialist in racial psychology, notes that "(here is
110t a predisposition in the Nordics for any love of
(he arts and ceremonies. These are things which are
foreign in the consciousness of the Nordics>. As 1
have remarked formerly "the Renaissance; with
its exaltation of the European spirit which still
touches our days, bloomed mainly ill Italy, France,
south Germany, Spain, and Austna - not of course
ill Scandinavia?». The Nordics, gifted in the field
of technical civilization, if they were present in
ancient Hellas, would have developed technology
more, and not the arts and the letters, whichwasthe
main achievement of classicalHeUenicculrure.e

I
OF THE HEt..LENES I

f.Guenther himselfmentions tbe
poor spiritual life of the Nordics.
In tbe areas of the Nordics, tem
ples were absolutely unknown in
prehistory, in contrast to the nu
merous Pelasgic temples. Guen
ther wanted to prove with this
that Ihe Pelasgians were native
Mediterranean, and not Nordics.
The temples, however, and the
intense religiosity in Hellas con
tinued and even later - that is,
after the alleged arrival of the
unreligious Nordics. -



g. About the cultural decline in
Hellas at that time and itscauses,
see my Jotrodu&ti9nto Biopolitics.
As Strnbo mentions(c291), during
the Hellenistic period, the
Germans lived primitively in
huts, and had no knowledge of
ngricuIture"Mo"""",r. according
to the German historian Sehie
bier, the Germans of that time
did not have any type of script,
and their "kllowletlg"for 'he cul
t/VDt/OIl of 'he gro",.d should be
I.ol.-efisleJJ/"1I11.

According to Guenther, the Ionians, Acha
eans,Macedonians, Dorians, and llIyrians were
blond Nordic races which conquered Mediter
ranean(Pelasgic)Hellas and created the Hellenic
civilization- that is, a variation of the today fall
en myth of the Indo-European race, which ac
cordingto him is called Indo-Germanic. The dis
integration of classical civilization started with
the liberation of the slaves (the old Mediter
raneans who did not speak Hellenic), the
entranceof the Armenoid from AsiaMinor, tbe
admixture of the populations, and finally the
entire"dis-nordism" of the country.

One wonders, though, why the Nordics in
their own countries were so back..ward in culture,
whileinHellas they supposedlymanaged to build
sucha tremendous civilization. Even centuries
later,in the Hellenistic period, which Guenther
scoffsasa period in decline,whatwere the cultural
achievements of the Nordics? Could they be
compared to the "small poets and small artists",
ashesays,of the Hellenistic period? g)He should
have answered first these simple questions
beforetrying to weave his theory.

Besides,back in those days, the Nordics were
stillon tbe northern shores of Europe (southern
Scandinavia,Denmark and the shores of the
NorthSea) and forcenturiesdid not descendtoward
!he south. Aocording to the German historian
Schiebler,"southern and northern Europe were 1I0t
in allYcontaa; only after the shores of the Northern Sea
flooded, when laq;e stretches of land ,\/ere immersed. in
lI'11ter,did a la'l,'(!portion of the population nlove /0 the
sotul: (Cimberians and Teutons, 120 be.) lookingfor
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land, a fact that contributed 10 the initial CO/l

jliclS"207. In other words, during the time of the
Mycenaean civilization, the Nordics had not
even reached central Europe. When the Nordics
came into contact with Greece for the first time
in the fourth century with Alaricb, they "con
tributed" to Greek civilization by plundering
Delphi and Olympia and by destroying com
pletely the sacred site of Eleusis.

It is true that in Guenther's time, the anthro
pological view that the Mediterranean race was
the macrycephalic (long-headed) race from the
BalkanPeninsula that had spread the firstcultural
elements in Neolithic Europe had not yet been
crystallized.But what was the situation of the o
ther European races in the Neolithic period?

When the Mediterraneans started to cultivate
the earth systematically,to create a ceramic civi
lization,b)and to build colossal megalithic build
ings, the other European races possessed canni
balistichabits, as Wiercinskystatesw. And when
later on, during the Bronze Age, these northern
races increased in central Europe, the
Mediterranean habit of formal burialsof the dead
(a customthat "shows a respectfor death"lfn) ceased
and the dead are again thrown into ravines,while
simultaneouslycustoms of cannibalismdominated
aswell as the use of skulls for masks and for wine
glasses'?'.Would this then be the civilizationthat
the Nordicswould bring to Hellas?

As they moved to the north the Mediter
raneans carried linguisticseeds to Europe, some
of which were Pelasgic. Thus, for instance, the
root "AUx~"that denotes light is Pelasgic- this

RIGIN OF THE HELLENES

h. The construction of palaces
(~'€Y<lQcx),which according to
Guenther was of Nordic inspi
ration, was established inHeUas
even from the -61h millenium
(Sesklo, Otzak, ctc.),



i. Ifwe exclude the German god
Ziu, who was for them the god
of war-perhaps because they
heard the Hellenes invoking
him in battles-s-and the father
god Odin - from a poor hearing
of "0 ow."-, tbe religious men
rality of the ancient Germans
was absolutely different from
that of the religious Hellenes.
They had neither rempies nor
priests as Schiebler writes.
Unlike the Hellenes they bad a
"god of evil", Locki, something
inconceivable to the religious
conception of the Hellenes.
The German lack of religiosity
was revealed later on-perhaps
when the influence of the
proro-Medirenaneans ceased.
According 10 their mythology,
Odin and the other gods finally
killed eneh other ("the twilight
of the gods"), and the world
remained wilhour gods!

rootwas implanted illall the languages,as lumen,
luna, light, Licht, look- and the word "mJ(/yo~"
(castle), that became "burg", etc. Even the god
Dias(Zeus) became in Latin Diespiter, because
ofa poor rendering of the words Dias Pater, whi
le in northern Germany Zeus becomes Ziu. The
transmissionof such Pelasgicwordsand deities in
\VesternEurope proves their dispersion from the
south to the north, since the supposed "Indoger
manic" invasion to the south occurred later on.
According to Guenther, "perhaps some of these
deitieswere taken from liteforeign pre-Hellenic cull,
but were transformed, however, iruo pure Indo
European deities". Did the IowbredPelasgi slaves
havesuch influence on their "northern masters,"
thatthey could transmit to northern Europe gods
Q and words? And if in Hellas there lived two so
completelydifferent peoples, how then can we
explain Herodotus's characterization of the
Hellenic nation (H.l44) as "having the same
bloodand language"?

The interpretation of the Linear script pro
ved that both the Mycenaeans of the Pelopon
nese and the Minoans of Crete spoke the Hel
lenic language; it also reveals their racial kin
ship, if not identity. This, however, conflictswith

Tbey used the skulls "f the dead 8Smasks (sketch given by Jelinek)
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Guenther's view according to which the Cretans
were Mediterranean while the Hellenes of the
mainland were Nordic people.

Among the little cranial evidence that
Guenther mentions is the Neolithic skull that
was found in Agiorgitika, Arcadia. C. Coon and
Debetz considered th.is skull Mediterranean.
Breitinger also examined this skull and noted
some distinctions between the Mediterranean
and the Northern skulls - which were aU at that l
time oblong - especially the point of the occiput
that in the Mediterranean race is higher.
Despite Breitinger's categorical assertion - an
assertion that Guenther also notes - that the
skull 'of Agiorgitika is Mediterraneans,
Guenther stubbornly writes that "I want to con·
sider it of the Nordic race"!

Guenther, however,wasunluckybecausein1962
other NeolithicHellenicskuUswere discoveredin
Nea Nicomedia near Thessalonike'st, They were
skulls belonging to the Mediterranean race, with
perhaps an Alpine proportion, and not a Nordic
one.o Guenther does not mention anythingat all
about these skulls in the second edition of his
book.

The recent craniometric data of the My
cenaean and the post-Mycenaean age (see table
on page 91) do not leave any doubts about their
Mediterranean descent. The cranial index of
height/length - one of the main features of ra
cial characteristics-is about 72-73, which for
the Nordic race did not exceed 70. The cranial
lengths are about 184-186,when the respective
ones of northern Germany were larger than 190.

OF THE HELLF-N'ES

k. Cranial lengths of 183.5 are
very small to be considered
Nordic-and heightsof 135.3are
inconceivable for the Nordic
race. The cranial breadth of
144.8implies an Alpine mix
an opposite direction of the
northern stenocrany. The same
is true of the facial height (65.0)
and nasal dimensions.
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The cranial breadths of the Mycenaean age
exceed 140, when at the same time the Nordic
race had less than 137. The fact that the Myce
naean skulls belong to the Mediterranean race
was recently verified also by R.P. Charles".

Ifwecompare the cranial features of the ancient
Hellenes with those of the ancient Spanish, we
notice a great similarity-since they both belonged
to the same Mediterranean race - but also we
notice a sign of differentiation. The Hellenic nation
had started since then to differentiate itself: More
specifically,we notice mesoerany (index BIL larger
than 75), smaller facial height, and thus a smaller
facial index (52.5 instead of 53.7 of the Spanish)
and bigger nasal index (48.5 instead of 46.8 of the
Spanish). These figures suggest that the Hellenic
nation,within the framework of the Mediterranean
race, had already discarded dolichocrany, was less
leptoprosopic, and less leptorrhinic, That is, chara
cteristics that would not be expected by a mix with
theNordics.

Guenther's theory received another severe
blow when Angel asserted? that the Mycenaean
skeletonsshowed that a common cause of death was
thalassaemia,whose gene presented ail incidence of
22%.The existence of such a characteristic disease
for the Mediterranean race does not leave any
margin for doubt about the Nordic race.

Guenther, without considering the findings in
Lema and the measurements of J.L Angel, writes
that "instead of the direct racial elements, for the
Homericperiod, thai is, the period of the burning of
the dead, we can consider the physical descriptions
of the Homeric gods and heroes given in the Iliad

l
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and the Odyssey'». This is a naive assertion.
People do not attribute to their mythical gods and
heroes their own common characteristics; they at
tribute to them rare and exotic qualities. Guen
ther certainly accepts this, writing, however, that
the mythical characteristics reflect the ideal type,
Qne that the degenerate people recall from their
€lIdbetter racial self. Therefore, when Homer pre
sents the gods and heroes as blond and blue-eyed,
this according to Guenther means that the degen
erate people remember the mighty Nordic race €If
the past. If this applies, however, to a degenerate
people, it can also apply to a healthy people who
imagine its heroeswith rare and unusual characteris
tics. In ether words, this mythical description €If
unusual characteristics does net necessarily indi
cate a degenerate people.or" not, And this is the
fallacy inGuenther's Iogic.e

Let us examine mere specifically the issue €If
the hair lightness from an anthropological per
spective. Generally in biology, colour is consid
ered a trait €If secondary importance». Darwin
used to say that "anthropologists consider cotour all
unimportant element". Once the Periactic race had
a uniformly. .deep colouring - and as the anthro
pologist Debetz and many others assert - but later
€Iii in the north discoloration occurred, This dis
coloration, that is, the reduction €If· the color sub
stances, was a kind €If limphatism that appeared
suddenly. According to the Swedish anthropo
logist Lundman, this discoloration must have
taken place at the end €If the Palaeolithic or at the

I. In Logic this fallacy is called beginning €If the Mesolithic age. Perhaps this
"sophisma per OCCideIlS"SS. mutation is connected to the fligbt €If Phaethon,
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whichoccurred in the middle of the -511>millennium
(see page 96).

The discoloration was more intense in the
north and the northeast of Europe (areas of the
Nordicand Baltic races); and less intense inwestern
and central Europe (areas of the Alpine and
northern breeds of the Mediterranean). \Vith the
passage of time, because dark hair is a dominant
trait (as Biology asserts), the Alpine and the
northern Mediterranean became darker. Their

Themutation of ligbt colouring took place in northeastern Europe. The
human ethnic groups that were there weot through this mutotion: the
Nordics, the Bnlttcs, and part of the Mediferranean (Ncrtb-Medlter
rancons) and the Dinnrics (Nories). Inmore distant areas tbis mutation
was less Intense.
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Nonc type, that
Is, light-coloured
Dinaric.

eyes, though, remained light
coloured since thisquality is not
"recessive", as it is called in
Biology. This explains why the
Alpines and the Nories (north
ernDinaricbreed) havegeneral
lybrownhair and light-coloured
eyes, Furthermore, after -3000, '--~""
northern Mediterranean ele
ments from the northern Balkan
peninsula infiltrated Hellas and
brought a great degree of light-coloured eyesand
a lesser degree of light-coloured hair.m)It also
seems that in ancient Hellenic the word "~a,,66<;"
(fair-haired) isrelated to the word "~€"o~"(stran
ger, foreigner)- as the relationship that thewords
";£\10<;" (stranger) and "naea;£v~"(strange) 0)
have today. The Achaeans and the lonians, who
in mythologywere the sons of Xouthos (in Do
rian :::(l.ve6~),must have had auburn hair.

The rarity of fair hair and eyes in Hellas cer
tainlycontributed to the fact that they were con
sidered beautiful and were attributed to many
heroes and gods. It is not, however,correct that all
of the gods and heroes of classical HeUaswere
described as light-coloured.It was natural that the
sun god Apollo was considered "go/dell-haired",
and itwasobviousfor 10,the goddess of the dawn
to be described as "rose-fingered" (Guenther's
conclusion that "rose-fingered" refers to the "rosy
skin of the Nordic race" is at the least naive).It was
also logicalfor Poseidon to be considered "dark
haired" and hiswifeAmphitrite "dark-eyed".

Perhaps the Hellenes attributed fair hair

OF THE J-IUl.l.ENES

n. Similarly, there is an etymo
logical relationship in French
between the words etronger and
mr:mge.

m. The degree of fight-coloured
eyes in HcUas today is 3-4%,
while mixedcoloured eyes (bro
wn-green for instance) exceeds
40%. On the contrary, as Pou
tianos ossertst7S, the degree of
auburn hair is 1·20/0.



r. Aristotle, in lPIJOU1't>'aJIlIXti,
presents the brave man as luwing
skin and eye colour not as dark
as the Egyptians, but not very
light as well, having coarse bair,
and not the soft hair of the north
em race. White skin and light
blue eyes are signs of cowardice;
the intelligent man has brown hair,
v..biIe the decent man bas black
eyes.

q.This reminds usofthe biogenetic
law of Ernst Haekel 89. Even
Ihough this law is not absolutely
acceptable today, still there are
some traces of truth in it.

p. For almost all peoples tbe
sun was usuaUy tbe first deity.
lIS brighl yellow colour held a
significant influence 10 tbe
human consciousness. That was
the reason why gold, the shiny
yellow metal, became so dear
to humans for the production
of cosmetics and a universally
recognized means of numismatic
transaction. TIle atavistic human
worship or the sun is latent-as
well as of silver for the moon.
In the Balkan peninsula the
rare blond hair colour which
shines in the rays of the sun is
worshipped, Subconsciously fair
hair has a charming quality for it
was related to the sun worship.

o. The reeling or beauty for the
combination or dolichcccpbaly
leptoprosopy or brachycephaly
euryprcsopy which is referred
on page 32 is also atavistic.

and light-coloured eyes to their mythical heroes
for atavistic reasons, since part of the Hellenic
population had fair-haired ancestors from the
northern Balkans.o) But it was also due to other
reasons. First, the subconscious relationship of
the blond colour to the sun,» since the latter is
the life giver. Second, blond hair makes women
appear younger, since the blond colour is sub
consciously related to the fair hair of children,
whichbecome darker later on. It is known that
babiesare the carriers of many atavisticelements,
such as dolichocephaly and light-coloured eyes,
whichpeople attributes ... to the milk feeding of
the babies.si

For all these reasons there was indeed in an
cientHeUasrespect for fair hair and the light-co
louredeyeswhichgraduallywaned when the Hel
lenes came in contact with northern European
races.o Throughout Europe women continue to
dye their hair blond to look younger. Euripides in
his plays refers to "l;avSf.aI.uX'Ca",that is, to the
dyeing of hair blond. Dionysios of Alicarnasus
notes that from the beginning of the _51hcentury,
therewere some artificialmeans for dyeing hair.
The theatre masks of many mythical heroes had
blond hair. All these testify that the hair of the
ancient Hellenes was generally dark, since they
had a desire for artiiiciailigbt colouring.

Since fair-hairednesswas a relativelyrare phe
nomenon in Hellas, naturally it was considered
unique and eccentric~Moreover, the same was
true not ooly of curly hair and the small distance
between the nose and upper lip, but also of the
so-called "Hellenic nose", which was in reality
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anything but Hellenic. According to Lundman,
"hypsirrhiny" is a characteristic of the Armenoid
race, and thus a rare feature in Hellas. Niccolucci
indeed discovered that the ancient Hellenic skulls
found so far had a low nose roo(l61. It would be
then naive to attribute the mythical characteristics
of the gods and heroes to the actual morphology
of the Hellenic people. Guenther, supporting the
"Nordic fairness" of the Hellenes to the mythic
characteristics should also have accepted the
curly hair and the bypsirrhiny (the Hellenic nose)
as Hellenic characteristics - something that he
did not do because he knew that these were not
Nordic characteristics.

As H00d asserts'w and as surviving wall pain
tings reveal the Mycenaeans had dark hair. The
wall paintings ofMycenae, Pylos, and Tiryns as,
well as other objects such as glasses and swords
show faces with dark hair and eyes. The same
holds true in Thera and Minoan Crete- the wall
paintings are explicit. The same applies later for
classical Hellas. On the wall-and vase paintings of
ancient Hellas, deep eye and hair colour domi
nate.')

Aristotle (llee! XQUlIU~,[UlV VT.46) refers to
the child's fair-hairedness, saying that the bair of
the young becomes darker later on -the same
thing happens today. In ancient times, it seems
that only the Thracians of northern Hellas who
resided in the area west of the Black Sea, were
more light-coloured people'). Plato, referring to
the "beautiful eyes of the statues", considers them
black (lloAL'tela r.420C and ¢>aIOQo,;253D). In
the _4~1c, tbe historian Dikearchos notes that

RIGIN OF THE H'ELLENES

s. Characteristically we can note:
the clay metope of the temple of
Thermo (Athens museum), _7~1
c,where Chelidon has dark hair
and eyes. The wooden board of
Korinthos, where the people of
the procession have brown hair
andeyes (-{jth c,Athens museum).
Heracles with the lion of Nernea
on a vase (Bresia museum), He
racles with the Amazons
(Arezzo museum), Hcracl es
with Apollo (Berlin museum),
all vases of the -6th C, every fig
ure with dark \va")' hair. The
vase painting of Peleus and
Atalanti (Munich museum), all
have dark hair except Peleus (-
6th c).The charioteer of Delphi,
with wavy hair and brown eyes,
The golden-ivory statue of
Artemis with brown eyes; that of
ApoUo has blue eyes (Delphi
museum). Hermes by Praxitelcs
(Olympia museum), small head
ed with cmly hair. The bas-relief
of Bleusis with Demeter,
Tnptolemos, and the Maiden, of
the-5th c, withwavyhair (Athens
museum). The feat of Heracles
with the snakes (vase-painting
Louvre museum), where all
except Heracles have brown
hair, the goddess Athena is
included, The vase-painting of
Heracles at the \Vuerzburg
museumwithdarkwavy hair. The
birth ofAthenn ala vase-painting
ion tbe Louvre museum, whereall
themales havedark complexions
and all the women have white
skin and dark hair, At the same
museumwehave thevase-painting
of Heracles with the deer of



u, Guenther cannot explain how
a dark-haired Odysseus was the
hero about whom for centuries
the "Nordic" Hellenic people bad
sung. And he attributes this to the
fraudulence of the Hellenic peo
ple, and he considersOdysseus of
a mixed Phoenician origin!
Furthermore, Guenther believes
that Homer iswrong in describ
ing the Troyans as having black
hair, since for him the Troyans
were blond Nordics.

t. Xenophanes contradistin
guishes Ihe Thracians with the
Hellenes and writes that the
fonner had Iight-coloured eyes
and auburn hair (see page 282,
footnote c). This means that the
other Hellenes did not share
this quality as • general charac
teristic.

Kerynitis Alsowith dark W'dVYhair
(-51" c). The feats of Theseus in a
vase-painting at the British muse
um with dArk hair (-SIb c). The
wedding procession in a vase
painting of the _SIh C, all "ith
dark hair (Vatican museum).
Themis and Aegeus at a lcyIix of
the _SIb C, with brachycepbaly
and dark hair (Beron museum).
The while lecythuses of the -SIb c,
where we have mostly brown hair
(Athens museum).The coloured
clay woman of Amfipolis with
brown hair and eyes (Thes
salonike museurn).

I

blond people were almost non-existent. Polernon
the traveller, describing the Hellenes of the _2nd
c, depicts them as having soft brown and often
wavyhair, and as being broad chested and pale
skinned with thin lips, straight nose, and with
"the most beautiful eyes of the world". Inparticu
lar the Nordic race is narrow chested with
straight hair, and the size of the eye, in height,
much smaller than the Mediterranean one.

Guenther overlooked tbis evidence and con
centrated only on the Homeric epics where,
because of the poetic tendency, all of the heroes
are blond. As Finsler notes=, even Odysseus,
who repeatedly is described with black hair,u) is
at one point described as blond. JaxwriteslO6 that
in theHomeric epics all of thewomen are blonde!

Guenther avoided any referenoe to the many
busts andstatuesofactualgreat Hellenicpersonalities
housed in museums around the world. Ancient
Hellenicsculpturecouldindeedaidone todetermine
themorphologyof theHellenicpeople of that time.
Even if we did not have any skeletal fragments
fromthe Classicalage, the survivingbusts of those
greatHellenes (tbat is, of "the elite Nordic class",
according to Guenther) would give us with
absolutecertainty theroorphology of the Hellenic
people. Guenther bas ignored this. However, all
these busts reveal Mediterranean physiognomies
with mesoprosopy, a low nose root, brachy-and
mesocephaly, and often wavy hair; no relation
whatsoever to the dolichephalic, leptoprosopic
then Nordic race with straight hair.» Even the
bodybuild is Mediterranean - no relation to the
tallskinnyNordic body.w)
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Furthermore, Guenther pays toomuch attention
on the adjective "yM:luxGmU;"attributed to the
goddess Athena. Guenther translates this word as
"blue-eyed". However, the actual meaning of the
word is "witl: eyes of an owl", as Lekatsasw points
out, or asLiddell and Scott dictionary writes, "she
with lite glaring and gleanling eyes", which also
explainsthat the adjective"yM:llJKiJJrtU;"has nothing
to do with the colour of the eyes. The frightful
snake of Colchis is also described with <<yAUII'A<l»
-glaring- eyes ('AgyOVUutLXU,936). Besides, the
owl does not have blue eyes, but grey-yelloweyes.
The Hellenes depicted the goddess Athena with
brown eyes (see her ceramic statue in Olympia
and her bronze one in the Piraeus museum).
Pausanias (A 14.6) was surprised once when he
encountered a statue of the goddess with blue
eyes.

It is a fact that Guenther, in order to prove his

IN or THE HEI.LENES

W.Guenthersees inthe restrained
tranquility of !be divine statues
!be "restrainedpsycJIOIS)7IdresU" of
!beNordics. He also refers 10the
Venus of Melos, HOI,,,,,,,r, Aph
rodite'S Meditem\DCaD CW\'C$ are
anything but Nordic

v. Petersonl82 tried in valn to
show that some of the busts
have Nordic elements, but l1C is
not convincing that tbese busts
are not of a Mediterranean type.
For instance, the morphological
index is nOIbigger than 90.

State of tbe goddess Athena with
brown glaring eyes (Pirneus).



x, II is also apparent that he had
never visited HeUas and her mu
seums. At some point (p. 63) he
refers to Miletus 35 an island!So
mewhere else in describing Ale
xander the Great as having white
skin, light-()()Iouredhair and blue
eyes, he refers to the relevant
work of Plutarch, Plutarch,
though, refers only to Ibe white
skin of Alexander, Besides, in his
portraits Nexander is presented
with brown eyes and hair, Re
mains found at the Vergina gra
ves testify that both Phillipos
and Alexandros had a slightly
crooked nose (which signifies,
perhaps, a Dinaric and not a
Nordic intermixture). At another
point, Guenther, wnh an obvious
deviousness, mentions theprogress
of medicine and the growing
numbers of doctors in classical
Hellas as an argument for her
racial deeline and the subsequent
increase of diseases! At another
point, he writes againSt Ibe Pe
• matrian:hy inorder to praise
the Nordic patriarcby of Ibe
Achaeans; later 00. be condemns
the limita,tions of the women
during the OBSsicalage inorder
to praise again the high position
of women in Scandinavia, Im
provisations and contradictions
like these are in abundance in
lhe work of Guenther.

theory, did not deal so much with anthropological
elements, but resorted to arguments of a philolo
gical and artistic nature, where his limited knowl
edge, despite his verbosity, is obvious.') He writes,
for instance, that the Hellenes named the colour
of the cornea "Iris" (that is, rainbow) because it
was light-coloured - and if it was brown in colour,
the)' would not have called it so. Inaddition to the
fact that blue and brown-green eyes always existed
among the Hellenic population, we should note
that the ancient Hellenes never called their eyes
"ielS". Thisword was introduced into the Hellenic
vocabulary in +180 by Polydeukis, that is, during a
period which, aocording to Guenther, the Hellenic
people had degenerated into Mediterranean!

Guenther, referring generally to the "bar
barization" of the Hellenes, which is for him the
"ex-Nordism" of the Hellenes, does not take a po
sition on a very important matter: how one can
explain the fact that the peak of the Hellenic civi
lization OCCUlTedin the -5th and the -4~'centuries,
that is, during periods of advanced ex-Nordism?
Guenther insists that this "barbarization" occur
red when the slaves, descendants of the old Me
diterranean (Pelasgians), and Orientals from the
Near East gradually intermingled with the pure
Hellenes and caused a cultural collapse. However,
Hellas has never experienoed a cultural collapse.
Compared to other European peoples-and up to
the Turkish domination - Hellas always upheld
the sceptres of civilisation. Hellas has experienced,
of course, declines, but never a "collapse".

It is not true that the slaves were barbarians of
a Near Eastern descent. According to Aristotle

I
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most of them were "natural slaves", that is indi
viduals who had the natural body build suitable
for manual work; and only few of them were
slaves "by the law", that is, prisoners of war ,I.Al
most all of the wars of that period were between
Hellenic cities; for this reason nowhere is itmen
tioned in ancient Hellenic literature tbat the sla
ves spoke any other language tban the Hellenic
one - the only exceptions were the cities of Asia
Minor, Ephesos, Klazomenai and Phoeaea (He
rodotus 1, 142-4).Inmore recent times it seems
that they bought slaveseven fromThrace (Getae
and Dakians), but not Skyths z).

In the plays of Aristophanes, which depict
common people speaking, there is no non-Hel
lenic presence. The little-educated vase painters
always wrote in Hellenic and with few misspel
Iingsl2.9.The same holds true of the numerous
lead tables of the -3rdc, which were written by
simple people, to accompany their donations as
well as of other individual remnants of ancient
Hellas2AS•

While Guenther talks about the linguistic
expansion of the Hellenic language in the East,
he does not attempt 10 explain wby later on this
language disappeared everywhere else except on
the Hellenic mainland. While on tbe one hand
he defends the unhistorical theory of Fallme
rayer about the later Slavism of Hellas, on the
other hand, he admits with incredible naivete
that the Mediterranean race, which dominated
during tbe period of the Pelasgians, "forms today,
after the extinction of the Nordic Hellenes, the
racial makeup of the Hellenic people".

OF THE HELLENES
1

z, Strabo c,J04.

y. Aristotle, who was in favor of
slavery, praised the harmony
between masters and natural
slaves, bUI nOI of the law slaves
(politika A6). That most slaves
were slaves "by nature" is TC
vealed in verses 1255a 32-35,
while it becomes obvious that
there was not always a family
tradition of slavery (Aristolle
writes that the cbildren of
slaves can become masters).



Thus, despite Guenther's claims about the Il
lyrian mix of the Hellenes with the Dorians,
about the later Armenoid mix with tbe Asian
slaves,and about the Slavicmix in the Byzantine
period, be finally accepts Wachsmuth's viewZ38
concerning the distinct Mediterranean structure
ofHellenism today, and recallsKohl's ascertain
mentsl28 that in present Hellas he "found the
most beautiful looks and body builds whichremind
one of the works of Praxiteles" - to add, though,
that this is because the Mediterranean race, with
the exception of its lack of the light colours, is
similarto the Nordic!

GUENTHE



B.

CONNECTIONS WITH THE EAST



The ethnological research on the Near East is
arduous because this area was a "racial junction",
that is, an area of extensive racial mixtures. In this
area, the ancient presence of the Proto-Mediter
ranean race, that is, of the human type from
which the Mediterranean race in the west of the
Aegean sprung, is clear. In Asia Minor Mediter
ranean skeletal fragments dating from -lO,ODO
existas well as traces of a cromagnoid presence.
It is not known when the Proto-Mediterranean
human being moved to Asia; however it is certain
that its presence was there long before the cre
ation of language. Perhaps, the spread to Asia
had taken place even before the creation of
humanity itself, if we judge from the fact that two
great racial nuclei had been formed there: The
Indides and the Orientalides- known also as the
Indo-Dravidic and Eastern-Mediterranean race
respectively.

Before we examine the ethnological process

Indians and Aryans
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.a. According to Diodorus
Siculus, Diooysos (Osiris) was
the first who brought to India
the knowledge of agriculture,
when he reached there with his
army (A 19).

in the Near East, it would be helpful to study
first tbe ancient formation of the Indian race.
Osteologically speaking the Indides of the
Neolithic period resemble the Mediterranean, as
the palaeoanthropological findings of the period
-3000 reveal. The Neolithic (agricultural) period
began in India somewhat late, after -40000).Thus,
the older findings that Gupta studied83 reveal
basically a Mediterranean type, but in conjunc
tion with an Australoid type. The Australoid race
is.the known primitive race of whom some pure
remnants today survive in Australia; it is a race
with an intense dolicho-hamaicrany,strong orbital
arches, and platyrrhiny.

Keith, as well as Krogman, Seawell,and parti
cularly Ehrhardt'", detected inIndia's prehistoric
findings a Mediterranean base. It is everywhere
revealed that this cohabitation of the Proto
Mediterranean had the Australoids, with an

Left:Weddoid (ace. to Lundman). Right: Typical Indian (photo by lliichi).
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b. It was believed before that
this catastrophy happened
later. Today, however, based
on certain measurements with
C 14, this date is verified.

increasing tendency of intermixture. The Indian
racewas an ancient racial mix of Mediterranean
and Australoid.

AnthropometricaUy the Iodides are charac
terized by dark skin, mesorrhiny and prog
nathism- it is unknown if the above characteris
ticsoriginated from the mix, or from the anthro
pogenesisof this mixed race. This mix, however,
of Proto-Mediterranean and Australoid must
have been the cause for the late arrival of the
Neolithicperiod there.

TIle Hindu civilization of India's Stone Age
bad very close "commercial ties with Persia, Me
sopotamia, evell with Hellos and Egypt", and this
exhibits similarities with the civilizations of
those countries», The Indians of the Stone Age
spoke the Dravidic or Veddic language that had
no relationship to the Iapetic homoglossy. This
proves that the Proto-Mediterranean race had
colonized India before the birth of languages.

Hindu civilization disintegrates at about
2000b). Foreign people violently invaded the
country from the northwest, destroying the
Indian civilization and intermingling with it.
Manycenturies passed until India found again a
racial equilibrium and developed again a civi
lization.Just after -800, the Bronze Age begins
and a new language prevails, Sanskrit - a lan
guagenow of the Iapetic homoglossy.

The ancient Indian Rigveda describes the
invasionof that foreign people (at -2000), of the
"light-coloured Aryas" who made their authority
felt by the aborigines who "had 110 nose". Ap
parently the difference in nose between the lep-
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torrhinic invaders and the Indians with the flal
nose was obvious. From this Indian name,
Aryas, the more general name of the European
race as Aryan derives.w

Those Europides, however, who conquered
in -2000 the country of the Indians, were not
Nordics, as one would have thought from the
characterization "light-coloured". The anthro
pologist Ehrhard did nOI trace any Nordic pre
sence in the palaeoanthropologic findings of the
country59. The conquerors were light-coloured
only in relation to the dark-coloured Indians.

Thus, the Indodravidic race, even though des
cended (in part) from the same Pre-anthropos
with the Mediterranean, and even though in -2000
intermingled with the invading Europides, had
racially dissociated itself from the European race.
The most important differences are the following:

a) It is basically mesorrhinic, that is,with a flat
ter nose. The higher "cast" of the Indians, the
Brahmans, where the Europidie blood dominates,
has a nose index of about 71.9, but the lower
castes have an index of 80 (closer to platyrrhiny).
In Europe the average nose index is just 63.

b) They have a tendency to prognathism.
c) They have a brown complexion. And here

the higher caste of the Brahmans is more light
coloured (15.3 degrees), while tbe lower castes
have a 25.6 of the Luscban scale.

d) They have a large leg length compared to
the body. The adjoining chart by Lundrnan (ba
sed on Biazutti's evidence) reveals the great dif
ference bet .....een the Indians and Ethiopians
and the Europeans.

Co Gobineau firsl baptized the
European race as Aryan.
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e) They have a scarce beard (with the
exception of northwest India), similar to the
Australoid race.

f) They present important blood differentiations,
particularlyto the rhesus system, where the gene

Thc analogy 01'leg length to tbe height of U\Ctorso
l=small, 2= medium, 3=large, 4=very large.

•
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'cde' has a frequency of 11% (while in Europe it
has 39%); furthermore, the genes 'CDe' and 'Cdc'
are found with a frequency of 68% and 6%
respectively (while in Europe rhe analogy is 42
and 0%).

These sixgroups of body differentiations prove
that the Indian race differentiated from the
Mediterranean race. Thus, the theory of the Indo
European race cannot be supported either from
the view of historical progress or from the viewof
racial classification. Racially, the distinction
between the Indian and the European race is in
disputable. Today the confusion of the Linguists
with the notorious "Indo-European common
Language",which had once misled Anthropology,
has been cleared, We know now that only the sec
ond Language of Iodia, Sanskrit, belongs to the
Iapetic common language (homoglossy), and thai
this language was grafted there by the Aryan con
querors of -2000. This conclusion was first drawn
by the research team of von Eickstedt, who had
studied the country in 192960; today racial anthro
pology generally accepts that a unified indo
European race does not exist.

The racial influence of the Aryans on the
Indodravidic race is still obvious. In the north
western region, a separate Indian breed was
formed, the so-called "Indo-Afganian", possessing
lighter skin colour, leptoprosopy (morphological
index about 89), and a nasal index near the limits
of leptorrhiny as Buechi points out31. Lundman's
chartl42 shows the variation of the nasal index
from the northwestern border of India up to the
southeastern "Australian-Indian" border.

OF THE HELLENES
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About the identity of the Aryans who had
invaded India, Bueehi and others suggest that
tbeymust have been Hittites, who in the middle
of the -20<1millennium had troubled the entire
area with subsequent conquests (persia, Syria)
until their submission to the "peopleof the sea".
The conquerors of India were not Orientalides,
since the Sanskrit language belongs to the
Iapetic group and not to the Semitic one, Also
the Hittites, as it is known, had not started wars
of conquest as early as -2000.

The nasnl index in the map of
Indio (lice. to Landman).
In the uorthwest it falls to
62-63 (Icptorrhiny) because
of the anclent Aryan influence.
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The conquerors of India must have been of
Tbracian origin, who were ill Asia Minor from
the time of the Aryan-Hellenic peak. The
word "Arya", found in Sanskrit writings that
were in wide use on mainland Hellas and in
Thrace, ntached'lndia through Thracian in
vaders. The relationship of India's invaders
with Thrace is also revealed by the relation
that exists between Rigveda and the Orphic
hymns, but also from the fact that the ancient
name of Thrace itself was according to Strabo
"Arya"d).

Most likelyIndia's invaders were Medes.The
Medes were of Thracian origin and for this rea
son called themselvesAryans.o According to leg
end the Medes were related to a Thracian peo
.ple livingby the Danube. Herodotus, expressing
his wonder about this, commented that "every
thing could have possibly happened in the distant
past".Q According to Hellenic mythology, the
"Aryan" country of the Medes began when
Medos, the grandson of Aigeus, first resided
there.sr It seems that the ancient Hellenes
retained a memory of its contribution to the
racial formation of the Medes and its neighbour
ing people.

Etymologically the word "Arya" originates
from the Proto-Hellenic root "ao",whichmeans
earth. Thus CiQtO'; meant indigenous or Hellene
in contrast to the foreigner and barbarian - and
connoted the valiant man. Many other Hellenic
words originate from this most ancient root "ue"
such as: "EClg"(spring), "aQ6w" (to plough),
"aQOtgo" (a plough), "uQouQa" (arable land),

OF THE HEI.LENES

g. Pausanias 13.3,8 and Hero
dotus Z.62

f. E.9

e. Herodotus, Z.62

d. There is also a Sanskrit tra
dition concerning the sinking
of a sea land like Atlantis, that
probably reached there from
'the Hellenic invaders.



i. In time the name Arya lost its
initial meaning. becoming a
characteristic of the East. while
the Hellenes were using ber to
signify an eastern behaviour
(for instance Aeschylus' Xon
q;OQOI423).

h. Homer in the Iliad (N. 301)
informs us tbal Ares and his son
Phobos came from Thrace-the
valour and the fear are indeed
parallel feelings.

•

"aeyo:;" (country), "IlQYIAO:;" (white clay),
"aeol1Q<lt~"(field mouse), "Oe<iXVll"(spider),
"aQUxU<;" (fresh peas), "aQf3uA.<X" (boot),
"CLQUw" (to draw water from the earth), "atQW"
(to raise), "oQL9,w<;" (area, number), "llQto<;"
(bread), "~Qll(.LO<;" (desert), "ffiQa" (hour),
"uQWl-la" (any seasoning or spice), "oQE90uoa"
(fountain), "~QYOv" (work), "f36.go<;" (weight),
"1l6Ql-luQOv"(marble), "0(6llQO<;" (iron), the
goddessof the earth Rhea and, of course, the
nameof the earth itself, "yii", (from GQytu-yta).

The same root can be found in many other
languages such as Latin (aro, arena), Gothic
(arjam), German (ur-, Arbeit, Erde), Old En
glish(ear), and even Japanese (ar). Also the na
mesof the countries Arcadia, Armenia, Arabia,
Iraqand Iran aswell as the suffixof Bulgaria and
Hungary originate from the same Proto-Hellenic
root.

The Thracians called their great god of war
Ares b). Inmainland Hellas they used the com
parativesof the word "IlQLO<;"("nQetwv" better,
stronger, "UQL<rtO<;", best, strongest). From the
same root the words "IlQQllV" (male, masculine,
strong),"aQXil" (sovereignty,dominion), and "n
Qrnl" (manhood, prowess, valour) also originat
ed, (since valour, a male characteristic, is a
virtue),as well as the prefix "aQEl" (superior) for
manyadjectives I).

From the above we can conclude that the
term Aryan meant the Hellenic race. In the
broadest sense of the word we could call thisway
the entire White European race. Whoever,
though, uses the term" Aryan" to identify otber
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European races (such as the Nordic for example)
is committing the same scientific impropriety
that Hans Guenther committed.
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a. Indeed, !he ancient Egyptian
skulls h...-e crnniaJ lengths of 183-
185,heighlSof 133-135,zygomatic
widths of 125-130, and facial
index of 54-56 (leptoprosopy).
During the reign of the Pharaoh
Achenatou, prognathism was
consldered u characteristic of
noble descent.

The Proto-Mediterranean had settled not only.
in India and the Middle East, but also in Egypt.
Palaeoanthropological evidence proves their
presenceup to ca. -10,000.Later on, Egyptseems
10 be flooded by a new population, what is
knownin history as the ancient Egyptians. This
newpopulation was of an Indian origin.

Accordingto Cappieri, it seems that the Dra
vidicpeople of the ancient Indian civilization
constituted the eastern branch of a great race
whichdominated at that time all of Near Asia.
AncientEgypt constituted tbe western branch of
thisrace. A plethora of evidence contributes to
tile view that the Indians and the Egyptians
belongedto the same Indian race (before the
lndianswere grafted by the Aryans). The most
importantevidence is anthropological.
Thus, Karve, examining a series of ancient

lndianskulls, reports that they showa relation to
the ancient Egyptian skulls58•They are similar 0)

The Ancient Egyptians



even in the feature of prognathism. The expert
Indoanthropologist Ernst Buechi was surprised
by the statue of the Egyptian prince Re-Hotep
(dating ·2600) and noted that "this man with the
brown skill and the black hair could be easily
considered a southern Indianr»,

In the blood groups of the ABO system, the
modem Egyptians (with p=25, q=21, and r=54)
are closer to the Indians b) rather than the
Europeans. The average analogy in l:ndia is 20-
20-60, while in Europe the 'q' ranges about the
6%. In the rhesus system, modern Egyptians
have the group 'CDe' to a degree of 49%, lower
than the lndian 68%, but this is probably due to
their intermixture with negrides, who have~ this
blood group to a degree lower than 10%.

The ancient Egyptians were rather short with
brown skin, black or dark brown hair, black eyes
and scanty beard; they were also mesorrhinic.
Anthropologists hesitate to classify the Egy
ptians with the Mediterranean race. Sergi classi
fies them with a separate African branch of this
race. The Egyptians mainly differ from the Me
diterranean by their dark colours and oasal
index. This index was measured in skulls to be
from 50.6 to 53, with a decreasing tendency from
the 4th millennium (because of an Armenoid
mix, as we shall see), when at this time the Me
diterranean race measured about 48 and the
Armenoid 46.

The Egyptians represented themselves in
paintings with red or brown colours; they painted
the Armenoids as yellow, with long beard and
hooked nose. At the same time they painted
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b. Original research was COn.
ducted some years ago on some
ancient Egyptian mummies to
isolate their blood groupl9.
Even though Ihe number of the
mummies was quite inadequate,
the result is srill worthmentioning;
23.4% were type A, 12.8%were
Iype B, 6.4% were type AB, and
57.4%were type O.These corre
spond to gene degrees IS·l()'75.
The same analogy exists today
in the Arabian peninsula: lS.l()'
75 (BcmhartJ23). As far as the
blood system M·N is concerned,
in the Arabian peninsula, the M
is almost catholic. Bernhard no
tes that "this[act is observedonly
in the veryctJSI, to lndla".



g. As Ihavenoted,the Ethiopians
like the Indian, have long legs.

c. Herodotus refers to the dark
colour of the Indians and to the
similar colour of the Ethiopians
(f. 101).He presents the Ethio
pians asdiffering from the Egyp
tians-besides the language
only in hair texture, sinoe the in
termbaure with the NegroesinE
gypt was far more advanced in
the years of Herodotus. (Z, 70).

f. '06000EICl A.23

d. B.15

c. These four anthropological
types are found 18tCrOn(_9tbc)
also in Assyrian mosaics and
Roman victory steles.

white and black human beings (Hellenes and
Negroes)').

Anthropologistsalso hesitateon the issueof the
racialclassificationof theEthiopianswhoresembled
the Egyptians;some anthropologists attribute the
Ethiopian'sdark colours to their intermixturewith
the Negroes. But such a supposition fOI tbe Egy
ptians is groundless,since as the anatomistsElliot
Smithand Morant testify,no intermixture had yet
takenplacewithNegro blood.

Herodotus writes that the Egyptians came
fromtbe south to the Mediterranean Sea d) a by
pothesis that supports the theory that the Egy
ptians are of Indian origin. The Hellenes called
both the Indians and the Ethiopians, ..Ethio
pians" (that means 'dark skinned) indiscriminate
ly. Moreover, Herodotus even calls the Indians
"Ethiopians who live near to where the SWl rises"'),
whileHomer refers to the "Ethiopians who are
divided in. two, in the western and the eastern cor
nersof earth'": Indeed, the characteristics of the
Ethiopians and the Madagascarian, are even to
day intensely Indian - if one excludes the inter
mixturesthat took place with Negro etemenrs.e

The German historian Karl von Rotteck first
wrote about the arrival of the Egyptians from
the south: "the mass of the population of the
Egyptians came from Ethiopia whose residents
came; crossing the sea, from south Asia. For rna-
11)1 reasons we reach the conclusion that the
Eastern Indies and in part south Arabia were the

, countries from which that population movement
set OUI"192. The anthropologist Karl Saller also
writes that "the 1I10s1 ancient group of the
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Egyptians consisted of Hamitic people. They
caIne from the south, from Nubia together wilh
some kinds of cereals and sheep of Asiatic origin.
Perhaps they had immigrated first from. Asia to
Abyssinia and fran'! there to the eastern Sahara
(between ·4500 and .4000)"'JJXJ.

The ancient movement oflbe Iodides to Ibe west: through Arabia to
Ethiopia and Egypt.

OF TI~l! I-lELLENES



When did the indian invasionof Africa take
place? The little palaeoanthropologicaJ evidence
from the area reveals that after -9000there lived
in upper Egypt a people with an obvious prog
nathism(gravesofWadi Haifa). InEthiopia many
skeletal fragments dating from -9000 have been
found,which have been classifiedas Proto-Medi
terranean, but which are distinguished for their
prognathism'», This is the result of the findingsat
the Gambles cave, in Naivasha and elsewhere.
Kurthcomments about these that ''we have not yet
found evidence which proves that there is a direct COII

neaion between these and the Mediterranean area at
the end of the Pleistocene epoch with the same or
similar combination of charactenstics", And this is
10be expected, sincethesefindings do not belongto
Mediterraneanwho came from the north, but to
Indideswhocame fromthe east
It seems then that the Indides had reached

Ethiopia even before-10,000,but their descent to
Egypt must have taken place later on. Perhaps
they had reached Upper Egypt even before -
9000,but undoubtedly there are palaeoanthro
pologicalelements only for the period of -4500.
The skeletal- fragments of this period (Badari,
Naqada etc.) reveal an obvious mesorrhinym
whichproves the Indian origin of the area's inha
bitants.

In the fifth century, the Egyptian poet NOMOS
wrote an enormous book called the Dionysiaka,
whichwas based 00 ancient Egyptian elements,
and inwhichhe describes the Indian's prehistoric
invasionof Egypt and Arabia, an invasion that
the Hellenic army faced successfullyunder the
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leadership of Dionysos. The invasion is said to
have taken place from the south (Ethiopia). Of
course, the Hellenic victory perhaps subdued the
invaders but apparently did not send them back
to Ethiopia - the eternal error of the winners
who underestimate the biological factor: in the
long run the developing people win.h)

The Indian invaders were greatly influenoed by
the Aryan Hellenism of Egypt, to which aU the cul
turaI achievements of the prehistoric period are due.
Indeed, these-called Egyptian civilizationwasdue to
the presence there ofAryan Hellenism, asthe names
of many Hellenic towns testify (Thebes, Abydos,
Helioupolis etc.). For thousands of years the
Hellenes were the elite ruling class in Egypt. They
instituted the country's religion (the Thrice-greatest
Hermes), developed astronomy (AktiS)I99, built ber
pyramids,» and governed the country D. Since J.F.
Champollion hasdecoded the egyptian hieroglyphics
using the hellenic language,we understood that the
priesthood spoke hellenic. Herodotus's statements
about what the Hellenes had taken from Egypt,refer
to the ancient Aryan Egypt, and not to the later
Indian Egypt. This explains the adoption of the
"Egyptian" names of the Olympian Gods, names
which were, however, Hellenic.o The ancient Egy
ptians of the later historical period gazed at their
country's pyramids and other prehistoric monu
merits withwonder, not believing that they had built
these monuments themselves.')

Anthropologically, we cannot establish the
magnitude of the Hellenic presence there over
several periods because that presence was arith
metically small and only apparent in the ruling
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I. And they boasted that these
monuments were theirs, but as
Diodorus Siculus says, "theyare
tellingtheseout of ambition and
not out of veracity" (A. 29.5).

j. See also p.94.

k. 250

i. In the Egyptians there was a
memory of a Ulan named "Fili
lion", who buill the pyramids
(Herodotus B. 128). Perhaps his
name was "Haemon", who ac
cording to some evidence was
the "lord of the works of the
PIWTUO/l" .

h. Besides, Diodorus Siculus
presents Dionysos not as a
violent invader, but as a great
benefactorofEthiopia (A 18-19).
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m. Civilization of small stones,
humped ox Zembou, the cow as
a sacred animal inEgypt (Hero
dorus B.41). barley, sugarcane,
and also" dialect of the eastern
Indies found in Madagascar .

The pre-historic expansion of tbe Indides to northern Alrien (ace. to von Eickstedt and
Scbwidetzky). Above, before Arabia and the. Sahara became deserts. Below, after the
drying up and desertion of the area.

Egyptianclass, Also, the cranialelementsof the In
dides and the Mediterraneanare not differentiated
with exactness.

Meanwhile, the Indian-born population of
Egyptcontinued to have relations with India, as
these countries' common cultural Mesolithic
and Neolithic clements m) attest.

Thus, even from the Mesolithic period, a
great Indian race with two branches had been
developed: the eastern branch of the Dravides
(in the Indo-Pakistani peninsula), and the west
ern branch of the Ethiopides (in northeastern
Africa and the Arabian peninsula). The eastern
branch, as we have noted so far, was subject to
intermixtures with Australoids in the south and



Europides in the north. On the other hand, the
Ethiopian branch began in -2200 to intermixwith
Armenoids and later on with negrolds.v

As a result,we could summarizeEgyptian pre
historyas follows:between -10,000and -9,000, the
Indians reached the Arabian peninsula, Ethiopia,
and perhaps the Sahara, but they did not moved
into Egypt because the latter was under the
dominion of the Aryan Hellenes. During the 5tb
millenium, the Indides travelled to the north,
then they fought with the Hellenes, and finally
the latter undertook their administration. The
prehistoric participation of the Hellenic element
to the Egyptian people is also testified by the
words of Prometheus to 10: "You will bear the
famous son of Zeus, thedark-hairedEpaphus, who
will develop the area that is irrigated by the broad
riverNile".oJ

From -2200, Armenoids began to enter
Egypt. The gradual intermixture of the latter
with the Egyptians is revealed by the skeletal
fragments: Even from the time of the 9th dynasty
the cranial index of height/length begins to grow
(from 73 it reaches 75.5),while occipital flatness
also appears. According to ancient Egyptian his
tory, a foreign Semitic people, the Hyksos, had
invaded and plundered the country since -1730.
These people were the Hebrews.

The Hyksos ruled Egypt for about two cen
turies (Dynasties 15, 16, 17), until the Egyptian
people led a heroic revolt that liberated Egypt
at about -1450: this is the Egyptian view of the
story of the exodus of the Hebrews (Mane tho).

The cranial indexH/L after the exodus of the
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o. Aeschylus "neOI,~e.",de
OjIoInl," (846) .

a. The negroid tri-gene cDE of
Rhesus appears in modern E·
gypt to a degree of23.9%, while
many scmatoscopic elements of
theNegroes can be found in the
Egyptian population.

•



Hebrews becomes again smaller, as palaeoan
thropologicalmeasurements showzu.

We do not know preciselywhen the Hellenes
leftEgypt for good. Perhaps, this had taken place
in .1700,when the Hyksosundertook the admini
strationof the country. The fact that a large wave
of refugees, who, leavingEgypt, settled down in
Rhodesand in the Peloponnese, reverberates still
in the Greek tradition. Those were the Danaans,
aname tbat the Peloponnesians later on adopted.
The name "Danaus" (the first King of Danaans)
originates from the word «Danos», which in
archaicGreek meant «large river»- perhaps the
oldGreek name of Nile Riverwas «Danos». The
Dames of other large rivers, such as Danube,
Rodanus, Dnieper, Heridanos, originate from
thesame root.

HE ANCIENT



The presence of the Mediterranean race in the
eastern Aegean area brought rapid cultural
progress to the Middle East, progress which
preceded that in the Balkan peninsula. Rem
nants of rural settlements, the most ancient in
the world, have been found in Mesopotamia,
dating before -7000. According to Strouhal22I,
the agricultural revolution started there at about
-8000.Thanks to the moderate climate and the
fertile land of Mesopotamia, the Proto-Me
diterranean race first developed agriculture
there. However, it is unlikelythat Mesopotamia's
progress spread to the Balkan Peninsula,because
in the interlyinggeographical areas the mesolithic
period continued. British archaeologist Colin
Renfrew stresses that the "immigration theory
about the origin of the Aegean civilization is
absolutelygroundless", and that "the Aegean civi
lization did not come from outside,but wascreated
insituand isOUtOIlOIIlOLlS"I$1. The beginningoftbe

The Near East



a. AI the peak of ihe Aryan
period, Medhellanean expan
sion also reached the nucleus of
the Caucasic stock. The road 10
Colchis was from theo on
known to the Hellenes.

agricultural period probably occurred both in
Mesopotamia and in the Balkan Peninsula inde
pendently and developed in parallel with each
other.

While the Orienralid branch of the Medi
terranean race preceded Mesopotamia in the cul
tivationof the earth, it lagged behind in the devel
opment of tbe arts. For example, pottery existed
in the Balkan Peninsula before it did inMeso
potamiall6• Monochromatic pottery appears in
HeUasin -6000 (Ales of Locris), while in Meso
potamia in -5500. Sbined pottery begins in the
Balkan Peninsula in -5700, while inMesopotamia
440years later. Thus, although the cultivation of
theearth began later in the Balkan Peninsula, the
Neolithicperiod accelerated and finally surpassed
Mesopotamia. Both Mesopotamia and the Bal
kan Peninsula were inhabited at that time by the
Proto-Mediterranean race, but the delay of the
former was caused by its mixtures with foreign
races.

The eastern branch of the Proto-Mediter
ranean race, the Orientalid, created its own homo
glossy, the Semitic. It is wrong to believe that the
Semitic homoglossy was a creation of a foreign
race.This homoglossy was formed in the Middle
East at the time when the Proto-Mediterranean
branchof the Orientalides dominated there. It was
lheywbo transmitted their language to the AI
menoidbreed that came later to the area. On the
contrary,the Armenians, who did not descend to
theMiddle East, do not speak Semitic, since they
wereabsorbed from the beginning by the Iapetic
homoglossy.v

THE



Not surprisinglythe Semitic languageswere a
creation of the Mediterranean people, This was
entirely natural, since a large race, the Proto
Mediterranean, had spread to an enormous geo
graphical area prior to the creation of language,to
create in these areas several linguisticnuclei.The
Iapetic and the Semitic, (as well as the Dravidic
and the Hamitic bomoglossy),were the creations
of the then great Proto-Mediterranean race.v

We can understand then how dangerous it is
to use in Ethnology linguistic terms. We do not
have a Semitic and Hamitic race, but only
Semitic,Hamitic, and lapetic languages.We also
have races which have completely different
names (Mediterranean, Orientalid, Nordic, etc.)
By confusing the names of the races and lan
guages, one creates unwillinglythe conditions for
serious ethnological misunderstandings.

After -4000, the Sumerians appear in Meso
potamia and developed a superb civilization.
The Sumerian language was neither Semitic nor
Iapetic. It was an agglomerating, peculiar lan
guage which at about -2000 gave way to the
Semitic homoglossy.The origin of the Sumerians
is unknown. According to LivasJ36, they probably
came from Egypt. However, their peculiar
anthropological characteristics (cranial length
193, cranial height 143) correspond to the
"steno-dolichomorphic race", which pre-existed
in Europe and completely disappeared later on
(p_87). Perhaps the Sumerians were Atlanteans
who after their defeat by the Hellenes were
obliged to leave northern Africa..There are no
traces of this race inancient Egypt, but there are

RIOIN OF THE HELLE

b. Perhaps there were other lin
guistic nuclei which at Ihe lime
were absorbed by rhe more
powerful languages. Thus, we
cannot exclude the possible
existence of a Mediterranean
language in some areas of pelas
gicHellas,



f. Homer calls the Phoenicians
"()lotQecpd," (cherished by
Zeus), and "()lIcpO.oU;" (friends
of Zeus) (Iliad I 607 and 168).

g. Herodotus B.44 and 49

e. According to Herodotus (Z.
90), the Cypriots came in part
from the Phoenicians and from
the mainland Hellenes (Sala
minions and Arcadians).

d. Herodotus (A 1,Z.89), aswell
as Strabo (6.766) lestify to this,
the Intter adds lhnt 'he town of
Tyre which they built had the
same name with an island in the
Persian Gulf. The departure of
the Phoenicians from their first
habunt was perhaps due to the
increasing infiltration there by
the Indides.

c. The PI\oeniciRl\S~with cranial
length 190, height 133, index
H/L 70.5 and a narrow forehead,
were classic orleotatides. Their
relattves, the Gefirei in Athens,
were not Hebrewsas somepeople
believe. The Gefirei were not
Jewish in religion,since theybad
a temple dedicated to Demeter
(Herodotus D. 61).

some traces of it in the west. Therefore, the
Sumeriansmost probably originated from the
Mediterraneancoast of Tunisia, fromwhich they
leftfollowingtheir defeat by the Hellenes.

It must be noted that it is a mistake to con
siderthe Phoenicians as Semitic people, relatives
of the Hebrews. Based on indisputable pa
laeoanthropologicalevidence (Bernharde, Ber
tholon24), the Phoenicians were Orientalides,
thatis,they originated from the palaeolithic Me
diterraneansettlement of the Middle East.e) Lin
guistically,they were "Semites", but this had
nothingto do with the Hebrews, who were an
Armenoidpeople that had adopted the Semitic
languagein the Middle East. The Phoenicians
camefrom Arabia d) ca. -2900and settled in the
coastalarea of the present-day Lebanon. Hel
lenicsettlers, whose leader was Phoenix, the son
ofAgenor, carne to that area later on (-1515),
andmixedwith the local Semites, but they gave
tothe latter their own name (Phoenicians). The
Phoenicianswere not only excellent sailors and
tradesmen,but were also good fighters, taking
partsuccessfullyinmanysea battles.They created
prosperoussettlements in Thasos, Carthage, and
elsewhere0). They worshipped Zeus,n Heracles,
andDionysos,a>and were also excellent crafts
men(especiallyarchitects and sculptors).
Shortly after -2000 the Hittites invaded nor

themAsia Minor, destroying the old towns and
creatingthere a powerful nation. Much has been
written about the origin of the Hittites, Some be
lieve, giventheir brachycrany.that theycarne from
the Caucasus; others believe that they were

HE



Thrace-Macedonians because their language
was Iapetic. The anthropological evidence testi
fies today that the Hittites were relativelybrachy
cranic, but they did not have occipital flatness.
Schaeuble considers them Alpine205• Their low
facial index of 51-52 (within the limits of Eu
ryprosopy) and lack of hypsicrany testify to this
view. Thus evidence suggests that the Hittites
invaded the shore of northern Asia Minor from

OF THE HELLENES
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representation

of the movement of
several ancient peo
ples to Asia Minor

and the Middle
East.



h. Tnthe Old Testament, Ezekiel
(25. 16) Slates: "lherefo11!, thus
~ tlu: LINd God, '&hold, I will
srreld, 0'" IIty hand against the
Cretans and destroy the remnosu
of the senecasl"', Furthermore.
Zechariah (9. 6-13) adds: "And I
will CUI of! the pride of the Phili
stifles. And I Ivill rei/lOve ,I,ei,
blood frollliheir mouth, And their
detestable t!tincs from between
their teeth.•.•And I willstir II{J )'OIU
sons, 0Zio,~ against your son.<,0
Greece; And I willlllok you like a
"wrior:t $"'onJ~In Zephariah
we read "Woe 10 ti,e urhabiliUlls
of the $eocoa.rl, The nation of the
Cretans! 11,.won! of tire Lon! is
against )'0", 0 Call1la,; land of
the Phillstines; And I will destrOy
)rOLI, So IJ,lI' there lvill be 110

inhabitant, So the l'ell(;(){u1 lvill be
pastures, ,,11" ('aves for shepherds
and folds for flocks". Even in SI.
Paul this hatred against the Cre
tans isevident (filos a 12-(3).

the Crimea. There, in the present-day Ukraine,
the Alpine people, the ancestors of the Sarma
tianswho were already greatly affected by the A
ryan-Hellenic cultural influence, dominated.

Whether the invasion of the Hittites was the
cause for some Median breeds which were bap
tized Aryans in India to be pushed to the east,
is still under consideration.

That Asia Minor became brachycranic during
the second millennium is due to the Hittites as
well as the Armenoids, who moved from the
Caucasus to the south.

Later on, ca. -1200,an extensive immigration of
Cretans occurs at the Mediterranean shore of the
Middle East, south of Phoenicia: the Philistines.
The Egyptians corrupted the word to "Peleste",
fromwhich the name to Palestine, the land which
the Philistines settled, derives. The Philistines were
in continuous conflict with the Phoenicians and
later on with the new arrivals, the Hebrews, who
were destined to vitiate them. From the Hebrews
themselveswe have testimonies that the Philistines
were indeed of a Hellenic, and specificallyof Cre
tandescent .h)Moreover, palacoanthropological evi
dence, as Macalister asserts, testifies to thisisi•

At the same time, the whole Near East falls
again into the hands of the Mediterranean. In the
middle of the 2nd rnillenium, the people of the sea
invaded from the west and dominated the area,
destroying the Hittite nation. From then on Asia
Minor, and to a Jesser extent the Middle East,
returns to Mediterranean anthropological char
acteristics, as Bernhard asserts». Numerous emi
grations were carried out, originating either from
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n. Skull dimensions 188X136
(index H/L=72.3, index
BIL-76.5), Facial dimensions
134.6X69.8 (indcx=54.8),
nasal dimensions 24.7X51.7
(in(lox=47.7).

QI. Herodotus A.171 and Z.92.

j. Z.73

k. Z.75

I. C.295

Thracc, the Aegean islands or from Crete. I
Herodotus refers to the "Thracians that were ;/1
Asia" ;) recalling specifically the "Vhrygians",
who in Asia Minor changed their names to
"Phrygians" I), and the "Bithynians",» Moreover,
Strabo talks about the Mysians, the Lydians, the
Troyans, the Migdonians and others.u This
"Thracianizing" of Asia Minor must have been
the result of Dinaric pressure that the Thracians
felt in their country. There were also numerous
immigrations from Crete to Asia Minor and the
Middle East - Karyans, Lycians, Kavnians.m)

From then on the Mediterranean race domi
nates the whole of Asia Minor and the Middle
East. Divided into different peoples and separate
nations, it was writing its own history. The main
antagonists were on the one hand the old Semitic
people, and on the other the newly arrived Ary
ans, Gradually, the Semitic homoglossy prevailed
in the Middle East, while the Hellenic prevailed
in Asia Minor. The Hellenes continued to pour
into Asia Minor, especially after the Dorian inva
sion. The coastline of Asia Minor remained
always Hellenic, and its Ionian civilization was
not only equal to, but also a contributor to the
HelJenic civilization of the Metropolis.

From an anthropological point of view, the
findings in Ionia of the classical period are
absolutely Hellenic-', identified with those of
mainland HeUas.n)

i, f.90
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The term Arabians refers to the Islamic people
who spread from Iraq to Morocco, that is, all the
people of the Middle East and of northern Afri
ca.But the Turks in the north, the Pakistani, the
Afghanians, and the Persians in the east, are
Islamicpeople though, without being Arabians.
The Arabians are characterised by a common
language, Arabic, which as a carrier of Islam
supplanted ail the old Semitic languages.Arabic,
however,is a Semitic language.

Inorder to understand the ethnological stru
cture of the Arabian world, we should first take a
lookat the origins of northern Africa.At the end
of the mesolithic period in northern Africa, in
the west of Egypt, there were two civilizations:
the Mauritanie and the Capsian. The latter
spread to the east (Tunesia, TripoJis) and, as
Ferembach notes, "seems to be imported to lite
COllfltry"6S. The former civiJizationdominated the
other north African shore, having as an epi-

The Arabians



centre the valleys and the Atlas Mountains
across Gibraltar (Morocco, Algeria). It seems
that the carrier of the Capsian civilizationwasa
Proto-Mediterranean people, while the carrier
of the Mauritanie civilization was the ste
nodolichomorphic race of the Atlanteans.

The findings of Mechta, Taforalt and others
reveal the same strange skull (with the over-di
mensioned sizes of length and height, the eu
ryprosopic and mesorrhinic) found in some areas
of central Europe and in the Sumerians. In
Morocco and along the coasts of Algeria and
Tunis, this skull dominates. After -5000, though,
the Mediterranean race appears, the Mauritanie
civilizationvanishes,and the Neolithic-agricultural
civiJizationmakes its appearance. Simultaneously,
the Atlanteans started to move toward the west,
and this pressure, as Ferembach states6S,"would
end with the victoryof the Mediterraneans", since
the Atlanteans receded to the Atlas Mountains
havinglost tbeir viable space.

This evidence, based only on palaeoanthro
pological findings, agrees chronologically with
the hypothesis that the Atlantean war must
have taken place between -5000 and -4350.

As I have noted, at about -4500 the Medi
terraneans moved to northern Europe through
the Moravian Gates. It seems that until that time,
the area of the Gates was inhabited by
Atlanteans.o At that time, in Moravia, (such as in
North Africa), tbe Atlanteans, who had devel
oped there the Unetice civilization with a re
markable engraved pottery, suddenly disappear
palaeoanthropologicaUy. Fifteenth-century Spa-
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a. EVen though Jelinek charac
renzes Ibe mesolithie findings in
Vestonice and Stare Mesto as
"Proto-Mediterranean", they are
rather "Atlantean", since they
had a cranial beighl of 144(sec
p.49).
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Co According to Hellenic my
thOlOgy, Heracles during his
tenth feat had passed from Ky
rene (Diodorus SicuJus, 0.17),
where he married Queen TiW,
and their son became the new
king of the country, ruling the
country with the Hellenic army
(Plutarch, Senor. 9).

b. The Atlanteans, "ruled Afri
C(/ "I' 10 Egypt and Europe up 10
71""",10" (T(~(ILo~25.B).The
palacoanthropologists have de
tected skulls like those of A
tlantcans in western Europe:
from Spain to Czechia and Ita
Iy, but also in the Ukraine.

Dishsettlers in the Canary Islands found some
remnants of the ancient Atlantean5I"lO-a few
people with a curious euryprosopy, isolated there
for thousands of years; furthermore, the anthro
pologist Collinion found similar anthropological
types in the modern population of 1\mis65.

According to Ptaro,» the Atlanteans were
mainly in northwestern Africa until the Hellenes
defeated them. Hellenic mythology tells of the
Hellenic presence in that area with the figure of
Heracles, who defeated the local Antaios and
also introduced agriculture and civilization to
that country,e TIle myth also complements the
bypothesis that the Sumerians settled from there
to Mesopotamia (p.154). Thus, tbe
Mediterraneans, pushing the Atlanteans to the
shoresof North Africa, pushed the inhabitants of
AJgeria and Morocco to the Atlas Mountains,
while they chased the eastern inhabitants of
Tunis, forcing them to the east, to Mesopotamia.
The Atlantean Sumerians did then the inverse
emigration that the Phoenicians would do 3000
years later to Carthage.

The origin of these Mediterraneans who
brought agricultural civilization to North Africa
is debatable. Some researchers believe that they
came from Palestine. It is highly probable though
that they came from Egypt or the Sahara before
the latter suddenly dried up because of the ca
taclysm. It is worth noting that the Mediter
raneans of Northern Africa suffered from thalas
saemia, a disease endemic to the Mediterranean
race (not, however, endemic to the eastern
Mediterranean race or to the modem Arabians),
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and one which is still endemic to the Berberians.
Secondly, the Berberians, in part descendants of
those Mediterranean settlers, have a lowq in the
blood group ABO (only 6.5), compared to the
Arabians who have about 16.

The increasing mixing, though, with the
Egyptians and the Negrides from the south
would differentiate the people of north Africa
and would finally place them in the great
Arabian world.

Generally, the Arabs belong racially to the
Orientalides, but with various mixtures. The
Orientalides are characterized by dolichocrany,
leptorrhiny, and dark hair and eyes. They differ
from the Mediterranean race from which they
originate mainly in their larger chamaicrany, in
their narrower forehead and thicker lips. in
some areas, Libya for example, the presence of
the authentic Mediterranean element is obvious.

The Indian race, as we have already mentio
ned, had a decisive influence in the shaping of
the Arabs. This race with its two branches (the
Dravidic and the Ethiopian) spread throughout
the Arabian world. In the east, the mixture was
intense in Afghanistan and less so in Persia; in
the west (from Arabia and Egypt), there was an
Indian infiltration in the centre of the Middle
East, and inNorth Africa. Lundrnan stresses that
the mixture with the Indians in Afghanistan and
Iran is such that the boundaries between the
Indian and the European race are difficult to
determine, The same is also true of the western
part of North Africa.

The Annenoids formed the thirdracialfactor in
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e. In the Armenoid communi
ties, in the blood system M·N
the group M is only about 56%,
wltile in the system ABO, the
gene r (orthe groupO) is about
only 45% (compared to the 65%
of the Mediterranean), nnd the
p exceeds the 40%.

d. Guenther describes the nose
of the urmenoids as "hanging
Will, a thick edge".

the shaping of the Arabian world. The Armenoid
descent began in the Middle East at -3500. This
race, known also as the "Near Eastern" race, had
as a cradle the area of the Caucasus between the
Caspian Sea and the Black Sea. FoUowing the
shores of the Tigris River, the Armenoids moved
toward the south. At first they were few and their
descent was peaceful; graduaUy, however, they
increased. The gradual increase of the Arme
noids in the Near East is detected by palaeoan
thropological evidence. Aocording to Swedish
anthropologist Lundmantss, in ancient times, the
inhabitants of the Middle East were dolicephalic
and chamecranic-with the exception of the
Sumerians who were ortbocranic-and only in
later times, with the arrival of the Armenoid race,
isthere the beginning of an increase in the hypsi
brachycephalic. The brachycranic skeletons of
the fourth millennium in the Middle East consti
tuted 13.7% of the total, while in the first millen
nium (after the massive descent of the
Armenoids) they reached 75%.

The Armenoid race is characterized by
intense brachycrany, and hypsikrany, dark hair
and eyes, pale skin, intense facial hair growth
and long hooked nose.e In the blood system
ABO, the Armenoids exhibit oj a very high per
centage of blood group A, and a low percentage
of blood group 0, while in the system M-N they
exhibit a very low rate of M.

The Armenoids who descended to the Middle
East mixed with the area's older inhabitants. A branch
of them who remained pure were the Hebrews,

The entire Middle East, even from ancient
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times, was a racial mixture of Orientalides- Indi
des-Armenoids, and Negrides in the west, where
in certain areas different racial components do
minate. A common language (Arabic) and re
ligion (Islamic) could not create a unified nation,
given the lack of racial purity and homogeneity.

While the Middle East became a multiracial
mixture, a fact which had a negative influence on its
spiritual development and progress, Asia Minor,
especially along the coast, remained for a long time
a Mediterranean area, where the Hellenic breed
dominated. The Indian race did not infiltrate Asia
Minor; gradually, however, the Armenoid race did,
since from the classical period the Persian state
controlled almost the entire area - except Ionia In
the Roman and Byzantine periods tbe population
of Asia Minor gradually underwent an "armeniza
lion", meaning that the christianized populations of
Hellenic and Armenoid descent, mixed to form a
unified people.

Therefore, with the exception of coastal
Ionia, the population of Asia Minor became a
mixture of Armenoid and Mediterranean. In a
relevant chapter we will discuss the Touranids'
(Seljuk Turks) modem racial interposition in
the area.
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Asuperficial handling of this subject would give
theimpression that the Hebrews form onlya reli
giouscommunity. With their own religion, Ju
daism,Holy Scriptures, customs, rabbis, congre
gations, etc., they try to live unobtrusively in
everycountry of the world. Theoretically, one
couldaccept Judaism, and become a member of
the Jewish community. But only theoretically,
becausethe Jews do not proselytise.
In practice, the Jews for centuries have been

a closedcommunity; to enter or leave this com
munity is strictly forbidden. For the Jews,
Judaismwas what united them in their long his
toryof dispersion, as Christian Orthodoxy was
theconnecting link for the Hellenes under Tur
kish occupation. In the eyes of non-Jews, who
with some cautiousness believed that the Jews
forma separate biological community, a foreign
people,Judaism also became the pretext of the
Jews'closed living.

The Hebrews



The Jews themselves avoid, whenever pos
sible, acknowledging that they form a nation.
Specifically,today there is a plethora of atheists
worldwide-among Hebrews as well-making it
impossible to assert the old view about a "reli
gious community". The Hebrews do not support
this view because there are many of them who
deny anyreligious faith; they talk generally,how
ever, about a "cornlnunity" without any adjectival
complernenta'. What else are they?

Some Hebrews proud of their descent, boldly
assert that the Jews form a separate people, dif
ferent than tbe people who provide shelter to
them - a view that has been criticized even by
their own people. .

The great Hebrew leader Theodor Herzl,
whom aUZionists respect, emphasized first that
the Jewsconstitute an actual people, and that this-is the reason that some consider them a foreign
body94.A century ago, the Hebrew Marr wrote
that "the Jewishproblem is not religious, since it is
about a race and the difference lies in blood"152.
The contemporary Jewish writer W. Schlamm
notes that "the Jewish problem is not the sordid
invention of dirty minds. The Jewish problern is as
real and difficult, as the most real and difficult
problem of human existence-the problem of
differentiation. Because the Jews exist.And they are
di!ferent"2O'S.

Furthermore, the famous Jewish anthropolo
gist S. Landmann asserts that Judaism is not the
result of socialconditions, nor can it be interpre
ted bysuch criteria, but it can be ioterpreted only
with the ''finn inherited natural beginnings of the
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R. See rhe magazine Jewish
Youth of Athens, 37/1980.

Jews"iI'I. Landmann further believes that the
raciality of creators can generally be detected
from their cultural expressions,which applies to
Jews as well. She added that "from the natural
qualities of the Jews we can determine their
spiritual and mental qualities, and inversely, from
SOlliespecific mental symptoms to be led to the
respective racial type"138.Karl Saller, the only
German anthropologist who opposed tbe Natio
nal-Socialistmovement, stresses that "Jews and
non-Jews are different, on the one hand because of
their beginnings, and on the other because of their
tradition. There call be 110 doubt about this"Z1.9.

That the Jews form a separate nation is now,
with the creation of the state of Israel, indeed
indisputable. As Scblamm bas already noted,
"the existence of Zionism proved that the Jews
were 1I0r only a religious community, bell a
national community as well, since they wanted a
country and a national life"; today, the Jewish
minorities that exist around the world declare
that they form "a national religious minority",
and that they consider Israel "their own state''».

Let us turn our attention again to SchialDln208;

"Sante's famous statement that 'it is not the Jewish
character that creates anti-Semitism, bUI rather
anti-Semitism that creates the Jew: is not exact.
Anti-Semitism does not create the Jew-it sill'ply
keeps hill' in life. TheJew even if he were a Chri
stlan he would keep his peculiar tint. ..According to
the degree by which Christianity would remain
faithful to the Jew Jesus and would also finally con
vince ali the other Jews, under this degree only
would the Jews disappear as a gro~p'; To this and

j
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only effect, it is true that anti-Semitism-creates the
Jew".). In other words, even if all Jews became
Christian, the character of the Jew would not
change, only Judaism would disappear as a polit
ically oriented "group",. as Schlamm underlies.
The Jews as individuals would retain their pecu
liar qualities. Schlamm's revelatory text reminds
us of the opinion of the German philosopher
Schopeuhauer, who did not consider the Jew the
enemy of Christianity, because even if Chri
stianity disappeared, the jew would again remain
isolated. According to Schopenhauer, the Jews,
despite the fact that they are nationalists, live "par
asitically" of other people, and for this reason we
should not talk about "Jewish faith", but about a
"Jewish nation".

The German biologist Lenz noted once that
"the nucleus of the Jewish soul isformed by Near
Eastern (Armenoid} characteristics. The spiritual
idiomorphy of the Jews is more intense than the
physical one. The Jews could be characterized a
spiritual race"ts. Of course, the term "spiritual
race" does not form today a valid scientific term.
According to Haertle, the Jews who have inter
mixed with non-Jews cannot be called a "race"
anymore, but "people'w, However, all people
more or less are intermixtures, and as I have in
dicated», today we call "races" these homoge
neous and stable racial mixtures. The term "peo
ple" reduces the diachronic dimension of a com
munity, and therefore it would be an unfortunate
term for such a strong and stable community like
the Jewish one, if we used it to compare it with
other "races".

OF THE HELLENES

b. TIle Jewish writer Auerbach
had already responded to
Sartre's view: It is not so much
anti-semitism, but rather the
Jewish belief that they formed
God's chosen people, which
bas "keptt"~ raciallypure"
until today 82.



.
g. Deuteronomy 23.2.

h. In Hellas, the Central Jewish
Committee does not allow mar
riage between J",'IS and Hellenes,
because "lllteed lnarriages are not
allowed by ".. re'igio" Of Israel",

r. Ezra B, O.2 and 12

d. Nehemiah 13. 25-25, and
Deuteronomy 7.3.

e. Joshua 23. 12.

c. Deuteronomy 17.15.

As the Jewish anthropologist Kahn notes,
"theJews form a race -1I0t ill a strictly zoological
sense, and even less, as we hear them say with
erroneous pride, 'a race purely maintained for
thousands of years' - but a race in the broader
and higher sense, that the cultural history and the
use o[ language render ill the (elm race" t2A.

Tile Jews maintained their relative racial
purity by strictly prohibiting intermarriage.
Both the Old Testament and the Talmud dis
suade the intermarriages with foreign people,
who are considered "alien, hostile people", and
"who is not your brother's), intermarriage is a sin
against Godd) and is severely punished.<) Such a
wedding constinnes the holy sperm as sordid,!)
and no illegitimate child is aUowed to enter the
community of Jehovah, not even after ten gen
erations.sl

The rules of the Talmud are stricter; even
religious proselytism is prohibited. As Andics
writes, the "Talmud is thefirst racial law according
to which the Jews themselves, one thousand years
before the National Socialist laws of Nuremberg,
anathematized any mixture with non-Jews?', But
according to the modem law of the state of Israel,
mixed marriages are not allowed in Jews. The
children of such marriages are Dot recognised as
Jewish.The children of a non-Jew mother are not
aUowedto marty or to be buriedl»

The anthropologist Salcia Landmann bas
analyzed the long-term attempt of the Jewish
leadership (rabbinism, etc.) to establish eugenic
rulesf However, the strict purity of the Jewish
race was maintained mainly after the writing of
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the Talmud (ca. +900), since serious mixtures
had already taken place. In the first centuries;
most of the Jews, after their dispersion from
Palestine, moved to the north through Russia to
Europe; a few, through the west, went to North
Africa. During the first centuries of the disper
sion, when Russia was still not christianized,
many mixtures took place with the locals, who
accepted the Jewish religion. After the writing
and the spread of the Talmud,' but also after the
Christianization of Europe, proselytism to Je
wish religion ceased. From thence forward Jews
could become Christians hut not vice versa.n
However, in Ethiopia, Yemen, North Africa and
Spain, where the Talmud had not fully spread,
the flow of foreign blood continued and even
later in,the Jewish race. Thus, the Jewish race is
a rather mixed race despite the eugenic lawsthat
were strictly applied during the last centuries.
- The Jews form a breed of the Armenoid or
Near Eastern race, of which I have already writ
ten. Their most ancient traces are from the time
of -1800(Abraham, etc.); later on, we find them
dispersed in ancient Egypt,k) from where they
were expelled (-1450), but under the leadership
of the successors of Moses, they conquered Pa
lestine, exterminating a great number of the lat
ter's inhabitants. Years of war against and cap
tivityby the Assyrians, Babylonians, and Persians
followed. When finally tbe king of Persia, Cyrus,
allowed the Jews to return to Palestine, only a
part of them did; otbers preferred to disperse to
and do commerce with the neighbouring coun
tries. During the period of the Roman Empire,
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k.Sec also p, 150.

j. It is characteristic that Ihc
Jews do nor proselytize for
eigners to the Jewish religion.
.They exercise religious prose
lytismthrough several heresies,
such as that of the Jehovah
Witnesses, they never allow the
proselytized to enter officially
the Jewish communities. They
consider them "second-class
believer'S"'__

i. According to these rules,
celibacy, marriage with foreign
people, and marriage by law,
were not allowed -love songs
do not even exist in the higher
Jewish class. However, the Jews
of the lower classes fell UDder
the temptation of love in the
foreign societies that they lived,
and thusagreatdegree ofmixture
was created-not, however, in
the ruling class. Jews seldom
married foreign women, while
the Jewish women who married
foreigners ceased to belong 10
the Jewishcommunities. To this
effect, the Jewish race remained
pure enough, while many of its
members escaped to the safety
of nations that sheltered them:
TIle Jewish ghettoes were Dot
only the result of European
pressure but also, as Haertle
points out, an inner need of the
Jews themselves. The aversion
was mutual. According to
Schlamm, even today the Jews
in the U.S. live in luxurious
ghettoes.



1. In many Hellenic cities there
were synagogues even before the
dispersion,as the visits of the
Apostle Paul10 themproves.

theyspread everywhereand lived in all the towns
of the empire.uAccording to Srrabo, "they flood
ed all the towns and it is difficult to find a town that
)Vasnot visited by them, or to be more exact, not
conquered by them". Schultz asserts that only
10%of the Jews lived in Palestine at that time111•

When the emperor Titus burned the Temple
of Solomon (+70), and when particularly Ha
drian razed Jerusalem and forbade the Jews (0

return (0 Palestine (+130), (hen the famous
Jewish dispersion occurred in earnest Thus,
Hadrian became the agent of an international-

The course of tbe Ashkenazim (A) and Sefardim (S) after the expulsion of the Jews
from Palestine.
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problem to which for 1800years no solution has
been found.

The Jews then migrated en masse to the
north, through Asia Minor and Russia gradually
to Europe, forming the branch of the Ashkena
zim. A few others, moving to north Africa fol
lowing the Arabian conquest of the Iberian pe
ninsula, spread to Spain and formed the branch
of the SefardinL

Several anti-Semitic demonstrations in Eu
rope, especiallythose of the 14th century, promp
ted many of the Ashkenazim to retreat to Poland
and Russia,whilethe ann-Semiticdemonstrations
of the fifteenth century in Spain- following the
departure of tbe Arabs- also forced the Sefardim
to move, some to Holland and others to Turkish
occupied HeUas (maioJy to ThessaJooike). The
Ashkenazim created a German Hebrew dialect
known as Yiddish,while the Sefardimcreated the
dialect known as Spanioli or Ladino.

These two Jewish branches, the Ashkenazim
andSefardim, havesomeserioussomaticdifferences.
The Ashkenazim are to a great degree brachy
cepbalic (head index BIL about 88), while the
Sefardimare mesocephalic(bead indexup to 75).
The differenoeis such that it is verydifficultto find
a Jewwith a head indexof about SO.m)

Today the prevalent view is that the Ashke
nazim are the purest descendants of the ancient
Jews. The palaeoanthropological findings in La
chish (the period of the Jewish conquest of
Palestine) and inAzor (the period of -1100)testify
to the Armenoid mixture of the Jews, (skull
height 138, index HJL=75.4, nasal height 51.5).
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m. Thus, there were doubts at
first about the existence or not
of the Jewish race, and then
about the real descent of the
Jews. There were many who
supported the view !hat the Jews
came from the dolichocephalic
Oriental race and tIla. !he Sefar
dim are the purer descendants
of tile ancient Hebrews. Aceor
ding to this view (of FISCher,
Guenther, er 01.), the Jews in
ancient Palestine mixedwith the
Armenoids and mainly by the
movement of the Ashkenazim
through Armenia to the north.
Chamberlain used to say that
the pure Jews are the Sefardim,
who cannot be compared in
quality to the antipathetic Ash
kenazim, who arc from mixed
marriages. It would be impossi
ble to believe, though, that the
Jews during their quick passage
through Armenia became Ar
menoids, when the Ashkenazim,
as Guenther affirms, represent
90% of the total population of
Jews. Morever, wall paintings of
the Assyrians of the -athcentury
present Hebrew captives with
obvious Armcnoid <:baraderistic:s
(booked nose, etc).

n. In these findings Ahrcnsburg
and his coUcagues managed to
delect the blood groups ABO.
The low percentage of the group
0, whichwas 35%, caused. sen
sauon, We have p=O.40, q=O.42,
and r=0.18. These conclusions
coincide with the blood cha---ractcristic:sof the Annenoid raoe.
(sec footnote e.p. 163).
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r. Herzl notes in his diary that
"anti-semuism; ""Iie/l is in loa
something serious and uncon·
SCiOf~is no' b"Oi1fg fO hun theJew.
I C();ISidU;1a ",m'ellrenl usejul io
Ill.Jewid. cloamClet'''15.Even the
"Protocols of Zion" stresses thai
"anu-semitiss» is necessary Jor Its
/0 rule Ollf liltlc brothers",

q. \Vecnnnotexcludethe possibility
tbat die name "Scfurdim" ori2inates
from the \\ord "Samaritan", -

o, Ferenbach often reaches inac
curate conclusions concerning
the descent of the Jews. For
example, even though she at
tested the Armenoid elements
of the findings of Azor, she
attributes them to the Philistines.
Moreover, site conside-red the
findings of Gezar Phoenician,
but they nre clearly Mediter
ranean - in contrast to Maca ..
lister who had found them iden
lienI to the contemporary Cre
tan and had pronounced them
Philistinet51.The same anthro
pologist who supposedly sup
ports the Mediterranean de
scent of the Jews, insists that the
Armenotd race originated in the
Balkan peninsula, a view expres
sed paradoxically even by Pou
llanosl16, However, as AJek,see\r
notes, • .... n ,Ioough the Anne·
niar Jalrgr_logt Stems (0 originate
frQm 110. sOllllo of ,10. Balkans,
Annenoid ele''ICllts /UI\1t! lJOI been
[ound III '"" formation of the
Hellenic a/lI/.rQpologicaJ type''''.
TIle Aryan inlluenoe On the Ar·
menian language is known.

p. John (4. 9) reads:"for Iewshave
110l/t!(lliIJgs uril}' Samaritans".

wish, but it seems tbat
theyare rather Samaritan.w It is known that the
Samaritans were not of Jewish origin, but the
descendantsof OrientaJid captives that the Assy
rians had deployed there, and who bad em
braced the Jewish religion. For this reason there
wasa serious conflict between the Jews and the
Samaritanspl the latter had actually refused to
fight the Hellenes during the Maccabeao wars.
Thus, it seems that the differentiation between
the Ashkenazim and the Sefardim existed even
from the time they lived together in Palestine.
The destruction of Jerusalern pushed the pure
Jews to the northeast, while the Orientalid Sa
maritansmoved to Egypt.q)

The lackof any anti-Semiticdemonstration of
theArabs became the cause of further intermix
tures of the Sefardim, while on the contrary, the
anti-Semitismof Europe proved advantageous to
the Hebrew Ashkenazim for they retained their
national identity.') The Sefardim witnessed the
firstanti-Semiticdemonstrations after 1490, that
is, after the expulsion of their protectors, the

In the recent findings 0) of
EI Gedi (about + l(lO) the
skulls are smaller (length
178,5up to 183), and the
nasal heights larger (up to
53,5).

InLachish some other
findings exist (of -500)
with a strong Mediterra
nean structure. Ferern
bach considers them Je-
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Arabs, from Spain. Since the Sefardimhad a mo
re liberal consciousness than the Ashkenazim
(being Orientalids), they agreed by the thousands
to turn. Christians. These Sefardim were later
called "Maroni",

Thus, the Jews form a branch of the Arnie
noid race. In the prehistoric period this branch
broke from the Caucasic stock and descended to
the south - I have extensively referred to this
Arrnenoid descent. This descent is recounted in
the Jewish mythconcerning the Jews' first ances
tor Noah, who had survivedat the top of Ararat,
in the Caucasus where the Jewish people lived
and multiplied.

Noted anthropologist John Baker describes
the typical Jew (and particularly the Askena
zim») as very brachycephalic, but this brachy
cephaly does not give the impression, as in other
races, of a broader skull. The Jewish brachyce
phaly is due to the very small cranial length,
which is combined with an extremely large cra
nial height. Thus, we have "hypsi-brachycrany"
with occipital flatness at the back part of the
head. At the sarne time the s"'U1Iis round, giving
the impression of a standing egg.The forehead is
round and inclined from whicheverside we look
at it Ina horizontal section the forehead does not
form angles with the temples (as with the
Europeans), but a continuous curve. The skull,
which is flat on the forehead, higher up becomes
narrower and ends up in an accent top. The lips,
especially the lower, are dilated, and usually
there is a groove below the dividing line of the
lower lip. The nose is large in all its dimensions,
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t. Koumaris adds to the Arme
noid characrcrisdcs ute smalleyes
and the large, protruding ears,

s. The typical Armenoid race,
as the remains in the proto
medieval cemeteries or Garni
and Cork esi. (in Armenia)
reveal, exhibits a cranial length
of around 175.5 and height
136.5 (like the hypsi.ranic Di·
naric race), but a far smaller
fa ee (width 130.5, height 69),
again within the limits of meso
prosopy6.



u. Mnny Arabs present such
uplifted nostrils, a great proof
for an older Armenoid inter
mixture.

especiallythe lower edge, and is slightlyhooked.
Thenostrils are thick,with a deep upper groove,
sticking out and uplifted. The nasal index,
despite the large width of the nose, is not high
because its length is also large. According to
Koumaris,tlthe combination of a large nosewith
the small face gives the impression of a "bird
face".The skin is fairly dark, the hair dark and
more wavy than the Europeans, facial hair
growthis strong and the body is of medium size.
Becauseof short legs,stature is small to medium
and the body is compressed; the shoulders are
broadwith a tendency toward curvature.
In actuality, these "typical" characteristics

can be viewed only in part, depending on the
percentageof the mixture in the ancestors of e
veryJew. These traits are more intensely vie
wed, however, in the Armenians, who did not
suffermany racial mixtures in their history.
In contrast the Sefardim have a long skull,

like the Iypical Orientalid or Mediterranean.
Theyhave lighter skin and hair colour and thin
ner, less booked noses. In the Sefardim there

Drawings of noses (according to Jacobs): Armenold,
Dinaric and European.
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also survive some Armenoid characteristics like,
for instance, the uplifted nostrils - a very stable
characteristic.w It is a fact, however, as HaertJe
writes, that the Sefardim were not the targets of
"anti-semitism because their dominant Oriental
origins did not differentiate them much. from the
European?»,

Based on blood research, the Jews wherever
they live present a higher analogy of the p genes
and a lower r of the ABO system, compared to
their neighbours; they also greatly differ from
the Europeans in the other blood systems1S6•
According to the research of some Jewish
scientists conducted in 1956, the Jews have
some singularities in their fingerprints.v More
recently some other Jewish scientists-since ra
cial research is consistently conducted only in
Israel- detected in the DNA itself a relationship
between the Jews of different origins and he
terogeneity with the peoples of those origins.w

RICIN 01' THE HELLENES

w. B. Bonne-Tamir (University
of Tel Aviv), and Sam. Marlin
(Stanford University). See
Nelle Anthropologie, 2/1987.

v. Leo Sachs (Weizman Insti
lute) and Iv!. Bat-Miriam
(Israeli Institute of Biological
Researche ).



The German socialist Eugen Duehring, at the
endof the 1911>century, dealt firstwith Jewism as
a purely racial subject. Duehring believed that
"theJew will always remain a Jew whether he is all
atheist or a baptized Christian; since his peculiarity
lies in his physiology, ill his inherent character",
and added that the Jew "asks for sympathy to
have the freedom to be ruthless", Indeed, beyond
the relative physicalcharacteristics of their race,
theJewsexhibit a characteristic spiritual identity.
This spiritual physiognomy is the same for all
Jews,past and present, but it is more valid for
tbeAshkenazim and lessvalid for the Sefardim.
The German political scientist A Ehrhardt sum
marizesthese spiritual characteristics as "clear
sightedness, vigour, determination; flexibility,
impudent cruelty, adaptability to foreign environ
ments, a feeling of solidarity 10 those who belong to
the same race"$7.A century ago, the French eth
nologistLapouge wrote that "the Jew is arrogant
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ill success, servile ill misfortune, treacherous,
extremely avaricious, intellectually talented, but
incapable of creation. He is COl1l1eOllS and a profi
teer, Ilever a worker orfarmer. lie is a usurper and
above all he is bourgeois" 139.

One wonders whether tbe dispersion caused
this Jewish character, or if this character became
the main cause for the dispersion. According to
Pierre Proudon, forerunner of communism, this
parasitism of the Jews was a far more important
motive for the dispersion than the violence of
Titus and Hadrianw, The dispersion did not start
in Hadrian's time; it then occurred on a massive
scale. Proudon believed tbat tbe Armenians, the
relatives of the Jews, are also not capable of hav- I
ing their own country. And even Landmann
accepts that the Jewish people are by nature
nomadic. If the short-Jived violence of Hadrian
was the cause for the dispersion, then the Jews
could have returned later to Palestine,» which
for centuries they did not do.

However, during the extended dispersion, the
Jew, whether by need or by character, followed a I
certain conduct which was not acceptable in Eu- I
rope. On the one hand, he exhibited an in-,
credible adaptability to the several foreign enVi·
ronments, but this was only superficial. In prac
tice, the Jews associated mainly with their fellow
countrymen, lived in ghettos, did not participate
sincerely in public life, they were introverted,
keeping the Jewish religious and other customs.
This conduct made them look like 1\ foreign body
or people, like a "state within a stale", as Bismarck
used to say. Schlamm acknowledges that spiritu-

a. TI.!. Emperor Julian offered
to rebuild the Temple of Solo
monl40, but in response be was
murdered by • JcwSO.
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h. Deuteronomy. 32. 41.

g. Deuteronomy 3. 3-·21, and
Joshua I·IA.

d. Deuteronomy 26. 19 and 28. I.

e. "AndI~ ...i11 bllild lip your
"nil" and "u:irkings ""iIJ ,,,inisturoYOUj
And )'<X" gates .",11 be ()JX!II C()Ill;'llInll)~
so ,Jill' men maybriJl8 tQ)'Of' tJrcv.'t!t1ldr
01d""."iOllS, with dleir 1d,'8' ltxf in~
<=ian. FCf'/he114licnaruiO",~
,..#UtI, ,..i/lnot Jtn\!)IOlI "ill perish. and
the llilrionS MiD be Ulfer/y ",inet! You
»in atso Sflck the milk Of IUlliO/IS, and
niO Slick ,lie bretiSl (JfkiJlgs'~(I.s.1iall60.
1()'16). And they dream ~,e power of
lsrncl''IospMcup bel",.aU OJ<:nalicns"
(ls:Wh61.11). Funhcm>ore, the Bible
teaches them thai ....110is like >"'4 a
people saved by me Lord, 11'1,0is the
.,hld" olyou,"dp, andO,<swordo!J<1flr
nl(lje.I'ty/ So )'OUT t'ncnrit!.f shall cringe
before )'011, andyou sJlllll trend upon
dleirhidt pIixd' (Deu"'rooomrn. 29).
t "And),ou shall ck/txJl ''''''', thenyou
s/I.oII utterly desrroy them, YOII sholl
make uo CO'I'fIlOIII ""th l/utlU mid 5hol v
no fa~'(),to IlteJ"" (Deuteronomy 7.
2). "8111 ,I" Lord JOur God s".ll th·
m't1' 1l~111Mfore)l:IU, 011d ";0 Iluow
dtetn bUD great cqnfusjqn unlil they are
destrl1)<d.And H. ",illddi" .. ,h<ir kings
uuo )'Olir ha/rd so 1/",1 )'011 sllall nJake
their IIt"n6 perish from ullIler heaven;
no nla/t will be able toJIOJuJ before )'Ou
until )'0" have da,ro)Y/' them"
(Deuleronomy 7. 23). And again,
usJWliU Ihe loins of lhost ""to fist up
agtlillst Isme~and tlwse ",'''ol,ate }'int,
so Ihl" they tnoy /101 risc again"
(Deuteronomy 33. 11).

b. Deuteronomy 3Z. 8·9.

c. Exodus 19, 5·6.

ally,the Jews differ from the Europeans. Besi
des,as the Old Testament teaches them, the peo
pleof Israel are different from others, as they are
God's chosen people.o "If YOIl will indeed obey
My voice and keep My covenant, then yOIlshall be
Afy OWIIpossession among all the peaples, for all
the earth is Mine. Alld you shall be to Me a king
dom of priests and a holy nauonr», and "I shall set
),011 high above all nations'vi.

Given their spiritual and social isolation, the
Jews'hatted for those around them was terrible
and unjustifiable.The Jews considered everyone
subjectto submission and exploitation. The Bi
bleand theTalmud reveal relentlessly harsh feel
ingsfor the non-Jews.o The cruelty directed at
other nations which permeates their holy books
is relentless.n During the siege of Palestine, the
Jewsnearlyexterminated the people there, along
withtheir women and children ("and we smote
them until no survivor was left"), prophesising at
thesame time,S)"so the Lord shall do to all the
killgdoms into which you are about to cross". And
still,"If I sharpen Myflashing sword, And My hand
rokes hold Oiljustice I will render vengeance on My
adversaries,And [will repay those who hale ",e. I
will make my arrows drunk with blood, and My
swordshall devour flesh, With the blood of the slain
and the captives, From the long-haired leaders of
theellemY'h).Voltaire used to say that "rheJewish
are ignorant and barbarian people who combine
the II1OS/ obscene avariciousness and repugnant
superstuion with an overpowering hatred for all
proplewho abide them and make them rich"Q.

As, I have already discussed, generally it is
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religion that renders the psycho-synthesisof e
verypeople S,. If the Jews lived intheir own coun
try or space, then the people would be indifferent
to Judaism, despite the hatred that the latter cul
tivates toward others aswell as the need to domi
nate which it inspires in its followers. Then it
would be their right - and perhaps their duty- to
believe that they are God's chosen people. That
would be an expression of their nationalism.The
problem arises, though, because the Jews live
among other people wbom they hate and whom
they try to corrupt in order to dominate them. In
this sense, whether the Jews are faithful or not to
their religion, their Jehovah, that is, their psycho
synthesis, becomes very intrusive, if not danger
ous fOI the people who offer hospitalityto them.

The Jewish intellectual Schlamm explains
that the Jewish religion does not deny the world
in favour of life after death, but asks onlyfor jus
tice in this world (justice,of course, tbat the Jews
define for themselves).It alsoteaches that there
is one God, who has chosen the Jewish people to
rule other people. Schlamm adds that "the Jews
as human archetypes were always in search of not
the eternal Universal God, that is redemption, but
of God in their own world, that is, justice. 771e
Messiah was promised to them. But Jesus Christ
did not come as their own Messiah, but for allpeople.
To accept Jesus Christ, the Jews would have to deny
their own selves"1I1l.In other words, Jehovah is a
reflection of Israel's racial soul,»

The basic characteristic of the Jews is extreme
individualism,the feeling that they do not belong
to the people among whom they live, and their
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j. Salcia Landmann writes that
the Jews, being nomads, did
not have a stable image of God,
but always carried with then),

i. Indeed, whenever tile Je\\'S
were inpower, theywere relent
less. To avoid the recent exam
pies ill the Middle East, let us
remember the event of +117,
when the Jews inCyprus, Egypt,
and Cyreoaiea rose against the
Hellenes and massacred tens of
thousands of innocent people.
According 10Ernest Rcnan, the
cruelty of the Jews was such that
they ate the raw flesh of their
victims, and used their guts for
belts! The famous historian Ed
ward Gibbon78, describes the
following events: "humanity is
astounded by the recital of the
horrific crimes of IheJews againsl
the indigenous Hellenes, WIlD

considered them friends. The
Jews betrayed the friendship and
massacred 220,000 Hellenes in
Cyrenaica, and slaughtered
24(),()()O Hellenes in Cyprus, as
well as a largepercentage of the
Hellenic population of Egypl.
Many 0/ the unfonunate victims
l",eJ~sawed intwo, ill accordance
10 all old .t.,vish tradition; acco
rding 10which Davie!had blessed
this kind of execution by his
example". This horrible mas
sacre slopped with the violent
intervention o( the pnilhellene
Emperor Hadrian, who ordered
tbe Jews' expulsion from Cy
prus and later on from Pale
stine.



k. Hobsbawm's phrase about the
national Oagsis characteristic: he
charaeteri z.es the tlags as "simple
pieces 01 coIollredclou: which are
attached wilh 1!.XI1.meiy cI,allJed
rilllalistic celebm/ions"?? Accor
ding to Hobsbawm, "the catholic
idetJlogioolprevalence of nationa
lism today is a killd 01delusion"!

wherever they were: the people
should be the carrier of the di
vine; thus, tile people should be
the chosen of 000138• Feuer
bach made the following re
marks: "profil, "tility are who,
count triON lor the Jews. The
beliel in a specifIC divine provi
dence is the charactesisticfaith. 01
Iudaism. 8111 lire beliel in mira
cles is that nature is considered
only lor aro/lrmy purposes ...· IE
verything} occursfor Israel's prol
it; only wllh 'he command 01
lehovoh, who cortS Olllylor Is
mel; and who actually is the per
sonir~dvanity ol,he Jewish peo
ple, aeluding all other people, Ihe
absolute bigo'f)! -Ih. secret 01
monotheism! The Hellene culti
vated humanism, the liberal ans,
philosophy. 17,e Jew never rose
above tire everyday study 01 rheol
ogy. 71,e Jews have kepi until
10day Ilreiridiosyncracy, theirgod
is tbe praaicat beginning of the
world - egoism in lire snape 01
religion'>66.

1

indifference to the foreign country in which they
live. They do not share the aspirations and the
ideals of the people who surround them. And
even worse, they are kind and affable only when
they need the people that they live among, but
when these people are in misfortune, then the
Jews become deserters and executioners. Their
only concern is their own good living,which they
pursue with avariciousness and other similar
methods: acquisition of power, influence, etc.
Moreover, in order to deceive the people whom
they live among, of their spiritual differentiation,
the Jews vulgarize and ridicule the national tradi
tionsand ideals as well as the cultural and spiritual
manifestations k) of the former. The Jew, Otto
Weininger supported that even the spirit of mod
ernism itself, in whatever form, is of Jewish origin.
Any renunciation of traditions and detachment
from national roots in favour of a supposed pro
gressiveness constitutes, Weininger stated, a profit
for international-but for itself chauvinistic
Jewry.

This international pursuit, though, runs parallel
to individualism. Only with the destruction of
nationalism will the Jew become indeed invisible.
Only with the dissolution of borders and with
catholic cosmopolitanism will the Jew feel safe in
organized communities. His pursuit was always
the "One World", the absolute levelling and lack
of national and racial distinctions. In such a
colourless environment, his action would be unin
hibited and safe. They will continue, of course, to
believe tbat they are God's chosen people, and
their hidden nationalism will then flourish.
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Their great obstacle is the nationalism of other
people who have countries. The nationalism of
others must be corroded, their cultural founda
tions must be destroyed; they must forget their
traditions and ideals, lose their self confidence,
and be absorbed by their petty material pursuits.

TI1US,jUStbecause the Jewscannot-or do not
want-to have a country, then others must not
have a country, too. The Jews instead of assimila
ling themselves to the foreign environments,
insistthat foreign peoples adapt to their mentality.
The Jewish journalist Bernard Lazar, known
from the Dreyfus case, notesw that the Jewish
nature is unsociable, cosmopolitan, anarchistic,
rebelliousbut at the same time conservativewben
his self is concerned I). Moreover, the contempo
rary Jewish writer Nathanial Weyl acknowledges
that Hebrewism ahvays promotes international
equality, opposes nationalistic movements and
regimes, uses minorities (such as African Ame
ricans) for destabilization purposes, etcU3•

The cosmopolitan pursuits of the Jews are
not a modern phenomenon and are not due to
their kind and peaceful ideals. They alwaysused
consciously,or unconsciouslyeverymeans lawful
or nOItoward this end. They called other people
"nationals"m) because the idea of a nation domi
nated their lives-a repulsive idea for the Jews.
According to the German historian Mommsen,
"lire Jews during the Roman period formed an
active element of cosmopolitanism and national
disintegration", something useful then for the
multinational empire. But even later on, the Jews
tried in various ways-through secret societies,

OF TRE HELLENES

m,This \\l1IS tJ1C word used in the
Septuagint. Later on, in the En
g1ish translation the word "na
tional" changed to «heathen".

J. He clearly writes that "wi/h a
reduaion of national is<>kltioniS1n
rite Jews will goin rite weakening
of r/Wi, disrillerfeatures, and the
pl'OlJTf!SS of imemationalism will
bring abour the decay of anti
semuism' .

•



p. The "Great Turk"who invited
the Jews to "his" country was
the Sultan Bayezid, the son of
the Conqueror, who bad an
nounced then: "J thank the king
of Spain who made my country
ricb"! A fewyears later Bayezid
was overthrown by Selirn, and
was poisoned by a Jew who
wanted to be of service to tbe
new master!

o. The "Chronicle" of the great
Hellene G. Frantzis provides us
with relevant evidence. But the
Jews even in older times bad
turned the Persians under Hos
rois B' (7th century), and later
on the Arabs against Byzantium
(9'h century).

n, Islam was an early Jewish
attempt to disrupt tbe spread of
Christianity, and mainly to
destroy the Byzantine empire.
Under the cover of Islamic
expansionism, the Jews could
spread everywhere.1)1the +11'h
century the Jews created (under
Sabath) tbe society of the As·
sassins. The Knights Templar
was another Jewish society, as
weUas the Rosicrucians (under
Rosenkreuz), societies which
were the forerunners of Free
roasonry228. Other known secret
Jewish societies were the
illuminati (under Weisshaupt),
the Theosophical society (Bla
vatsky and Olcott), the Mar
tinists (of Paschalis), the Mil
lcnarians (Rothernam and Lea
cher), the Esperanto language
(of Zamcnhof), etc.

revolutions, etc. - to destroy the existing status
quo, to demolish borders and nations. A descri
ption of these attempts would escape the limits
of this book, and would lead to a very long cata
logue indeed.ei I could say, however, without
exaggeration, that there was never an organized
internationalist movement in the world which
wasnot of a Jewish inspiration, or at leastwithout
generous Jewish support.

With their fishy dealings with Mehmet the
Conqueror, the Jews 0) also helped in the desta
bilization of the Byzantine Empire. Thus, when
Constantinople fell in 1453 and the whole popu
lation was enslaved, only the Jewish community
of Ballat remained intact. The new Ottoman
Empire welcomed the, persecuted Jews from
Spain, who flooded into Constantinople and
Thessalonike. Lugo('l41asks in a boastful manner,
"isn't the entireJewishhistory along victoriousbattle
ojjustice against injustice? The Egyptians, Chana
neans, Assyrians, Babylonians, Persians, Romans,
and Byzantines, who oppressed Israel; aren't they
all sleeping now in their dust? The Jewish people
can go through ordeals, but will not disappear.
Persecuted by Nebuchadnezzar, the Jews caIne
back to life again under the veryeyes of theirperse
cutors.When Rome was oppressingthe Jewishpeo
ple, the latter found refUge in Babylon. When
Ferdinand the Catholicpersecuted them, the Great
Turk opened the Gates 10 them''v).

The Jewsparticipated in the mass kidnapping
of children (paidomazoma), usuallyselecting the
children and contributing the janissary uniforms.
Within a few years they held in their hands-
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thanks to Turkish incompetence - the commerce
and wealth of the Ottomans, including the gold
mine of Chalkidiki and the Ottoman mint that
existed there.

This time old anti-Hellenism of the Jews is
quite well known'?'. We find it even in ancient ti
mes from the battles with the Philistines (Cretan
immigrants), reaching a climax in the _2nd centu
ry with the wars of the Maccabi. Seleucids' at
tempt to Hellenize and civilizethe Jews-an un
fortunate inspiration of Alexander the Great
elicited their violent reaction, but Seleucid sue
ceeded illHellenizing many educated Jews any
way_The hatred of the Jews for the "Hellenized
Jews" (including the Apostle Paul) and mainly
for the Hellenes was legendary and remained
inextinguishable through the ages. The Hellene
was characterized as "gohim" (dog)140,and tbe
exhortation of the Rabbi Yokai that "he is the
best of the gohim, kill him", has remained notori
ous.e

Renan states that the coexistence at that time
of Hellenism and Jewry, "two absolutely contrary
elements like fire and water, naturally created the
greatest of exptosions'w, The massacres of the
Hellenes in +66 and +117 led tbe Roman em
perors to take violent measures against Israel.
Since that time the Jews have considered
Hellenism their greatest spiritual (and not only)
rival in the eastern Mediterranean. They never
forgaveHellenism for the desertion of Jerusalem,
and as Dendrinos writesw, merely because
through Hellenism Christianity triumphed.

From,Bernard Lazar, who a century ago had
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q. The word "gollinl" survi ves,
neatly translated. even in the
Gospels (Mark 7 26"27,Mat. 15
26). It is also certain that such a
characterization also existed in
the Gospel of John (1220-22), a
characterization which 'vas later
deleted bya transcriber in order
to obliterate the obstacles to the
Christianization of the Hellenes.
The phrase that follows ("111,
hour has come for the SOli of
Man tobegforijied") isnot related
(0 what comes before, but to
what comes after: The verses 12
23-25 form a unity which refers
to the forthcoming Passion.
That there was some tampering
J1C(eis revealed in the manu
script of the Bible of Eusevios
of PamJilos, the Episcope of
Caesaria (+265). In the manu
Script,which was discovered by
E. Prokos in 1974, in Vatican,
the phrase that "only Hellos
bean human beings; Hellos is
God's rear and celestial plant
that createsreasonandfrom that
sceece" was added! Besides,
the author of the Apocalypse
considered Hellenism the
greatest obstacle to Christian
teaclt.iJl,g, the real "Anrichrist".
The Antichrist for John, the
666, is [operas (Japheth), the
forefather of theHellenes, as G_
Georgalas ingeniously notes in
Daulos (173/1996).



s, "Das lIederlicile Aestheten- und
Anistenvoelkchen der Griechen",

r. For instance, the reaction of
the Jews to the Hellenic War of
Independence is well known
from varius incidents (Kosmas
Aetotos, Patriarch Gregory V
etc.). In the Smyrna catastropbe
of 1922 they wore of their own
volition a yellow star to be dis
tinguished from the Hellenes;
and also participated in the
massacre of the Hellenes.

,

declaredl'O Ihal "the Aryan invaders had found
Hellas crowded wilh Semites and Hamits", and
thai thanks to the Semitic influence,Hellenic my
thology,Hellenic art, and the Hellenic alphabet
had developed, to Martin Bernal whose recent
work22 attributes the origin of the Hellenic civi
lization to Israel and ancient Egypt, Jewish
hatred for Hellenism has never ceased to act,')
whenever the chance arises. Thomas Mann's fol
lowing phrase is characteristic: "The Jews, thanks
to their religion, their faith in a just god, superseded
the centuries, while the supeficial hoi-polloi of the
aesthetic and artistic Hellenes .) disappeared quick
lyfrom lite proscenium of history":
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MEDIEVAL INVASIONS



In the Balkan Peninsula two anthropological ra
cesprevailed: the Mediterranean and Dinaric. In
the north of the peninsula other races, to a lesser
extent,made their appearance. As I discussed ear
lier, the Mediterranean race, even from ancient
times,was pressed by the Dinarics of the north, a
pressure that finally reached an equilibrium. The
Mediterraneans were compressed to the south
east of the peninsula, while the Dinarics settled
down to the north and northwest part of it. Ge
neraUy,the Dinarics dominated the areas of pres
ent-day Rumania, Albania and the former
Yugoslavia,while the Mediterraneans the areas of
Hellas and Bulgaria.

As I have already explained, the Dinarics for
med a branch of the Caucasic stock that sprung
up in the area of the Caucasus. One branch of the
Caucasic stock, the Armenoid, moved to the
Near East; another, the Dinaric, moved to the
west, entering Europe. The main body of the
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Dinaric race descended to the Balkan Peninsula,
but there were also some other offshoots which
moved farther west to Bavaria, southeast France,
northeast Italy, and round the bay of Biscay.
These Dinaric offshoots mixed with the Euro
pean races but retained more or lesssome ances
tral elements. Their anthropological characteris
tics proved of course stronger in time,» but some
linguistic remnants were also detected: the
strange language of the Basques, for example,
shares some common TOOtswith the Caucasian
languages. However, these Caucasian roots also
exist in the modern Albanian language, a lan
guage that descends from the myrian.b)

It is remarkable, though, that before the Ibe
rian Peninsula acquired its name, the ancient
Hellenes called those people who resided west
of the Caspian Sea Iberians. Close to those "I
berians" - and north of Armenia - there lived
the Albanians.c) The emigration of those Dina
ric peoples to Europe resulted in the transplan
tation of their names in their new countries.

There are a number of other similarities
between the two "Albanias'', the one of the
Caucasus and the other of the Balkans. In the for
mer there was a town named "Albanon" or
"Albani", while in the latter there was the town
"Arvon'' or "Arvanon"l48aswellas "Alvanopolis"
(Elbasan). The Hellenes called parts of the
Caucasus Mountains "Keravnia", as well as the
mountains of Balkan Albania. Ptolemeusn and
Straboe write that near the Caucasusthere existed
the people of "Touski"or "Doski", who are almost
the same as the "Tosks" of southern Albania.The
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e.11.2

d.5.9

a, SehwidelZky verifies the
strong presence of the Dinarics
in Southern Ocrmany212.
About the Basques see note a,
page 70.

b. Von Arndt first detected this
relation of the Albanian to the
Basque language and their com
mon roots from the languages
of the mountainous Caucasus.
He presented his evidence in
Peter Pallas' Cmnporatn-e Di·
ctionary (published by the inei
ternent of the Russian Empress
Catherine IT).

e. See Strabo (11, 4). Plutarch
(pomp- 34 and Luk. 26), and
Plolemy (5, 11). That area of
the Caucasus is called today
Azerbaijan and Georgie.



g. There were myths in the
Caucasus related to Jason and
the argonautic expedition, and
about their descent from a
grandson of Iapetos (Strabo,
11.so3, Tacitus, 6, 34 etc.). The
Circasians, who lived in the
Caucasus, believed that tbey
were of Thracian origin.

f. Even as late as the fifteenth
century, the Albanians caUed
their language "Skiperian", as
Bir,s mentions. The Hellenes
called them Albanians even
before the time of Ptolemy.

"Tosks" call themselves "ATher" - and thus the
word "Arvanites" O.

These and other similarities point to the rela
tionship of these two people; as Koupitoris points
out, it is "a most ancient relationship, before
recordedhistory"'lIJ.As we have indicated, the Di
narics bad infiltrated the Balkan Peninsula in
prehistoric times; the Albanians formed their
southern brancb. We do not know what prompt
ed them to invade Europe at thai lime, and more
particularly 10 descend to the Balkan Peninsula.
One can only conjecture. Being culturally unde
veloped, but knowing and admiring Hellenic civ
ilization,&lthey might have attempted a war of

Map of the Caucasus by the geographer Ptolemeus Oil which Iberia and Albania are
underlined.

(
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conquest. However, from the language that they
spoke, IUyrian, almost nothing survived since
they would abandon their language when they
encountered the languages of other more devel
oped people. Then, in the southern Balkans
where the Albanians reached, they encountered
the Pelasgic language, from which they certainly
borrowed many elements. InR,9man times the
IUyrians of tbe northern Balka~ Peninsula, gave
up their language to adopt Latin and later 00
Slavic.

The modern Albanian language is a mixture of
Latin, Slavic, and Turkish as well as Illyrian and
Hellenic. The Illyrian linguistic roots99 which relate
to the Caucasic, are certainly few and SOme of
them uncertain - since the ancient Illyrians did not
leave written documents. The words, however,
which are of Hellenic origin refer to the Pelasgic
antiquity, as the pronunciation of the rough
breathing (helk= EAX(l),draw, puJI) and the 'diga
rna' (voe=toov, egg, var=atg(l), raise, lift) prove86•
Koupitoris has presented the relationship of many
Albanian words to the ancient Aeolic dialect
concluding from this that the Pelasgic was the
nearest to the Aeolic. This linguistic data proves
the ancient arrival of the Albanians to that area as
well as their intermixture with Hellenic-Pelasgic
elements. However, this is not evidence enough to
prove that the Illyrians "form a Hellenic race", as
Koupitoris insists'20• The latter view is somehow
stale. It is a common mistake of researchers to
draw ethnological conclusions only from linguistic
elementsf»

Let us examine then the anthropological ele-

b. Koupitoris, particularly, who
supports the arrival of the
Albanians from Caspia, does
not excuse the inconsistency
for the 'Hcllcnicity' of the
IIIyrians.
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k, The anthropometric evidence
for Hellas derives from Pou
lianos' pioneering book11S,
Poulianos' research, however,
bad the disadvantage that it was
not conducted on a "random
sample' or the population, but
on the polilical refugees who
bad taken shelter in the Soviet
Union after the civil war in Hel
las. And because it is known
that Ihere is • racial connection
between the physical and the
mental characteristics, one can
doubl about the validity of the
chosen representative sample.
Nevertheless, Poulianos's book
is silil a pioneering book io
Hell" s,

j. \Ve have dolichocrany with
indexes smaller than 75. meso
crany with 75-SO. and bracby
crany with indexes larger tban
SO. In Ihe livingpeople. the lim
its of the 'head index' are 76 and
81 respectively.

i. As Alekseev proves the
anthropological relationship of
the Dinarics with the ancient
people of the Caucasus is indis
putablc6.

ments to have a clearer view. However, J should
remind the reader of the main racial features of
theMediterraneans and Dinarics ~in order to follow
the diachronic tug of war that exists between
themwithin the broad Balkan area. The Dinarics
are taller than the Mediterranean. Their cranial
index(breadth/length) was always much larger j):

In antiquity it was about 80 (the Hellenic type
wasabout 77); today it is hyper-brachycephalic
(more than 85), while in the Hellenic area it is
about82. The backskull of the Dinarics is flatter
(occipital flatness) and their ears usually pro
trude. In contrast, the Mediterraneans have
smallears (even smaller than the Nordicsr'). The
Dinaricshave a smaller skull, flatter and higher,
than the Mediterraneans. The face of the
Dinaricsis also bigher and their nose is crooked.
.1have already mentioned that in antiquity the

Dinarics first infiltrated the Hellenic area, par
ticularly from the northwest. The Illyrians by
gatheringto the Adriatic coast with their infiltra
tionto Epirus and Acarnania, and with their pos
sibleadmixture with the Dorians, brought main
lytowestern Hellas a Dinaric contribution to the
Mediterranean population. Anyway, the anthro
pologicalfindings of ancient HeUas do not prove
that this contribution was significant, since the
mainMediterranean features were not affected
by a Dinaric influence.

We could say the same about the modem si
tuation.The head length in HeUas is 18S-l88mm
(wb.ilein the Dinarics it is about 180). Occipital
flatnessin Hellas is limited; it differs from area
to area k) from 2.5 to 13%; in southwest Hellas
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(in the Peloponnesejrs it is just 3.5%. In Epirus,
where occipital flatness exceeds 40%, the Di
naric influence is clear. The nose height in Hel
las is about 53-54mm (only in Epirus does it
exceed 55), while in the Dinarics I) the nose
height is about 58.

Generally, a somewhat Dinaric admixture
appears in Hellas only in Epirus (where there is
hyper-brachycephaly with an index beyond 87),
while the Dinaric participation in the other parts
of the country is very small m). Xirotiri's view
then, that "racially western Hellas is basically
Dinaric, while eastern Hellas is Mediterranean'w-,
is not justified. Pitsios's research on the Pelopon
nese does not leave such possibility'P. Further
more, the opirtion of the German anthropologist
K. Saller is very clear on this: "the evolution of the
Hellenes until the present day remains basically
Mediterranean and less Dinaric, compared to the
other southeastern parts of Europe"lOO.Beyond
that, the great dispersion of the few Dinaric fea
tures among the Hellenic population also proves
the antiquity of this admixture.

It is a fact that the Hellenic race in the course
of time became brachycephalic, mainly exhibit
ing an increase in cranial breadth: from 141mm
it gradually reached 145-148 u). This means an
increase in the crartial index BIL from about 77
(mesocrany) to about 82 (brachycrany)», This
phenomenon, however, is wrongly called by
some "Dinarization", since it is not due to a mix
ture with the Dinaric race. The correct term is
"brachycephalization". The Swedish anthropolo
gist Lundman writes that "the rounding of the era-
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fl. We are refcring to cranial
dimensions and not head ones.
That is, there is a widening of
the skull of about 6mm from
antiquity up to the present day.
Brachycephalizatioa affected to
a lesser degree the cranial
length, which became smaller,
about 3mm. The Thracians
today arc still near tomesocrany
(indexSO).

~ pre-historic' times the
Mediterranean race was doli
chocranic, Saller refers to von
Luschan's research on ancient
Crete2OO,where a gradual bra
chycephalization was certified.
In the -year -3000, the cranial
indexwas about 73.5, the -2000
was75.5, at about -1500 reaced
the 76.5, and at ca. -1000 ex
ceeded 79.

DL Of course, the safest way to
verify the degree of the Dinaric
participation in Hellas would
be uie measurement of the cra
nial height on recent skeletal
material; but this unfortunately
is not possible. The Dinaric
race has a large cranial height.

I. According to Necrasov, the
Albanians have more than 57,
and according to Coon tlte
Ghegs of northern Albania
have58.1.



nialshape continues 10 our days, and this 1101USIl

a/Jydue 10 population ItJOVeI1JenIS,bUI to a local
change ill type, probably by a IlIulOtion"··2. Bra
chycephalization was indeed a general phenom
enon throughout Europe, and not only in Hellas,
This phenomenon was also noted in the Mon
goloid race in the last 2000 years220• In the
Neolithic period, the European cranial index was
less than 76, with the exceptions being the
"Alpine" area in central Europe (76-80) and the
Dinarics who invaded at that time. Both the Me
diterranean and the Nordic races were dolicho
cephalic; thus, as Baker notes'", the skulls of the
se two races are difficult to discern, unlike the al
pine skulls. The tendency toward-brgchycepha
lization appeared as a phenomenon inau of Eu
rope.As the anthropologists de Froe and Schwi
detzky note?', "{this tendency] was 1I0tdue to the
Alpine race's increasing influence, as previous writ
en; believed", nor, of course, to a Dinaric influ
ence.

Left, an ancient I1lyrinn skull with obvious occipital flatness (photo by Gavribovic).
Middle, typical Dinaric (photo by Necrasov). Right, a Greek Mediterranean (photo by
Xirotiris).
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Today in Europe there are no longer dolicho
cephalic people. The only people who are meso
cephalic are the Spanish, the southern Italians,
the English, tbe Flemish, and the Scandinavians.
All other people are brachycephalic and even
hyper-brachycephalic. Thus, the division of the
indexes- that is, dolichocephaly, mesocephaly,
and bracbycephaly- do not serve contemporary
anthropological needs, but only to palaeoanthro
pology.Today, the areas of central and southern
Germany, western Austria, Czechia, Slovakia,
southern Poland, northern Italy, central France,
and of course the Dinalic areas are hyper-bra
chycephalic,

Brachycepbalization began in ancient times
and continued in Europe, particularly from the
beginning of tbe Middle Ages and approximate
lyup to the previous century. Basically,it bad as
a result an increase in cranial breadth and a re
duction somewbat in the cranial length. Bunak
points out that "(here was also an influence in lire
face breadm?», while on the contrary Valloisde
tected an increase in leptoprosopys».

Much has been written about the causes of
brachycepbalization. Fischer considered it rele
vant to the civilizationof the people. On the con
trary Lundmao connects it to "poverty, as far as
food is concerned; and (0 the coldness of the a
reas". Many thought that the child rearing me
thods exerts an influence. Thus, for instance, in
fant swaddlingand the placing of infants on their
backs increases their cranial breadth, while on
the contrary the placing of infants on their side
reduces the head index. While this is true, wedo
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q. In mountainous populations
the high nnitude perhaps exer
cises an influence on bracby
cephalization, The solar radiation
is Cargreater on the mountain,
especially when tbls isextended,
and it perhaps causes a relevant
mutation in lhe geneticsubstaoc:e.
Uving a year on a mountain with
an allirude of 1500m (according
to an announcement of Hes
sing-5liCrunllof Augsburg)brings
an inRuenceof 73mRem, equal
to 243 chest x-rays, Amazingly
even Plalo had detected a dif
terence in the people living in
high uhltude ('fi/Ia/Qr; 22 D).

p. "OC(?t o.eQUlv. 6oatUlV. T6-
n(l)v",59.

I

not believe that today this influencewasdecisive.
There are some historical examples of artificial
cranialmoulding due to the local customs of the
Incas,the Huns and the Tatarians. It seems that
something similar happened in Epirus, where
midwivespressed the sl.."1111of a newborn, so that
becould become "a seller of rolls in Constantino
pie"! Hippocrates p) also refers to a people near
tbe Azofic Sea, probably the Kirghizians, who
mixed with the Mongoloids, and who reacted
against their brachycephalization with an arti
ficial moulding of the infant's skull into an
oblongshape. We know today that such customs
do not have a permanent physical effect, since
the acquired characteristics are not inherited.

The most prevalent view for the cause of
brachycephalization is that supported by HuI
SelO2and Schreidert'", who believe that persist
ent endogamy, that is, the long isolation of a
population in one area, increases brachycephaly.
Populations isolated in mountainous and diffi
cult-to-reach areas tend toward brachycepbaliza
tion- perhaps by rhe combined influence of
some recessive genes, or perhaps because bra
chycephaly is a prevalent quality.v The hyper-

Len: artificinl molding of the skull by the Jokas (ace. to Rieger).
Right: artincially molded skull of an ancient Kirghizian (photo by A1ekseev).
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brachycephalization of mountainous Austria,
Bavaria, and Epirus r) can be explained in this
way. Generally, the closed societies of the Mid
dle Ages might have affected the brachycephal
ization of Europe, while on the contrary, given
the modem means of transportation, the mobili
ty of modem people led to de-brachycephaliza
tion. Indeed, in the last century, a reverse of the
phenomenon is detected - especially in the large
cities where endogamy is reduced. For instance,
Vallois detects this reversion in France2l5, where
the head index in the last century averaged 78 to
88, while today it averages 78 to 84_Gloor indi
cates the sane tendency in Switzerland», believ
ing that the cause for this reversion is the reduc
tion of endogamy; he adds that de-brachycepbal
ization now occurs with an elongation of the
skull rather than with the reduction of itswidth, I
Poulianos also certifies a de-brachycephalization
in Hellas in the last decadesl7s•
It has been noted that the Albanians, who e

migrated to Kossovom and other countries some
centuries ago, do not present a high degree of
brachycephallzation.e Thus, the high altitude of
Albania and Epirus exerted a reinforcing influ
ence on the phenomenon "f brachycepbaly, but
not, however, a decisive influence. It seems that
the other Dinaric characteristics (occipital flat
ness, crooked nose) were not affected by the
environment.

The anthropological data for Albania clearly
indicates that Albania is a typicalDinaric country,
as Saller commentssw. They have large brachy
cephaly(especiallya largeheadwidth),hypsicrany,
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s. Today, 90% of the people of
Kossovo are Albanians, and that
is why this area is disputed by
Albania.

r. This is what Poulianos also
believes, that "the ,\1cdiltl7Wtean
origin of th« Epirol type is cenain.
Compared 10 Ih. other types of
He/las, tlu: Epiro: '>1ielives ill rela
livelygreater gcogropilic isolation;
and in more (/If/lel'/I,o,,'lJllt/rer con
ditions, and COIISCtltlCI,I/y to 11Jore
specillili/. conditions. W. beli...",
tluu Ih. extreme brochycephaly
tha: churoclerizlis lite Epirol and
distingui.hes him from "WIl),other
HeYenie '>'P" isdue 10 a deyree 10
a ctHnbination of Iilese caus..,..
Of course; but up to adegree be
cause byper-bmchycepbaly does
not bring about occipital Oat
ness which is widely spread.



t, According to Poulianos175,
65.6 is the relevant index,while
the index in the Pelopoanese,
according LO PitsioS172, is even
higher (67.3).

occipital flatness, long and at the same time
broad face (usually triangular), long nose, deep
hair colour, brown or olive eyes114•However, the
mixing of the Albanians with the ancient
Hellenes, in that area, renders them JessDinaric
compared to their northern neighbours, as
Lundmann states!".

Generally, one can certify a gradual anthro
pologicaldifferentiation from the north of Alba
niawhere the so-called Ghegs live, to the south
where the Tosks live, and further to the south,
the northern Epirots. Of course this differentia
tioncannot be entirely absolute and clear, despi
te the mountainous area and the difficulties in
transportation. The river Shkumbi is the geo
graphical border between the two Albanian
breeds.The Ghegs speak a different dialect from
theTosks, while the Northern Epirots speak the
Helleniclanguage.The Ghegs46have a very long,
thin, crooked nose, with a nose index of just 58.4.
TIleTasks (according to researches of Tildesley
andNecrasov) have a straighter nose and a larg
er nose index (60.5 to 64). Research specifically
on the northern Epirots does not exist; however,
the northern Epirots have about the same nose
indexwith the other Epirots of Hellas, that is,
beyond65.'>

Thus, the increasing influence of the Medi
terranean race on the Albanian south becomes
obvious.As far as the head index is concerned,
theTosks havea smaller head length, an indexof
88-89, that is, hyper-brachycephaly, while the
Ghegs have about 85. This phenomenon is at
tributed to the infiltration of the Slavs (whowere

\
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light-coloured and had long heads) to nortbern
Albania at the beginning of the Middle Ages2t4.
Indeed, the Ghegs have more light-coloured
eyes than the Tosks.w

There is also a differentiation from a mental
point of view. According to researcher Koupi
torist2(), who specializes on Albania, the Ghegs
are wilder, while the Tosks are more ingenious.
According to Christoforos Perrevos (the friend
of Rigas Pheraios), the Gbegs are duller. Incon
clusion in Albania one can discern the Dinaric
race with the decreasing influence of the Slavs in
the south, and an increasing influence of the Me
diterranean race. As Amantos writes', "the Tasks
mixed with the Hellenes and were influenced by the
Hellenic civilization'vi. Biris calls them "Helleno
albanic Tosks'w: During the Middle Ages most
of the Tosks and the northern Epirots·emigrated
to Hellas and became the first "Arvanites".

Thus, from an ethnological view, a point can
be raised for the area of the Tosks (modern cen
tral Albania), which Hellas could even claim, if
the linguistic, cultural, and religious differentia
tion would not be a problem. The Hellenicity,
however, of Northern Epirus cannot be disputed,
since the northern Epirots clearly exhibit the ra
cial prevalence of the Mediterranean type, and
also the Hellenic consciousness (language, reli
gion, will).

When in 1913 the Hellenic army liberated
Epirus from the Turks, and the Great Powers of
the time, giving into the demands of Italy, adjudi
cated Northern Epirus to the newly-established
Albanian state, the people of the former, under
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v. This bad already been
detected by Strabo, who bad
called only -northern Albania
"Illyria", while about the
southern area be writes that
the IlIyriansmixed with Epirots
(C.326). He also maps out
Epirus up to the Egnatia way,
that is, up to Durazzo.

u. The somewhat light-co
louredness of the area is also
justified by its isolation, since
endogamy contributes to the
"homozygocity' of the recessive
genes of light-colouredness,
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the leadership of G. Ch. Zographos, declared
their autonomy. The Albanian attack then was
repelled successfully, and their autonomy was
universally recognized (Treaty of Corfu). Later,
with the outbreak of WWI, the Entente Powers
agreed to let Hellas control once again northern
Epirus, but in 1916, when Italy joined the En
tente Powers, Hellas was again obliged to with
draw. The Hellenic army invaded northern Epi
rus for the third time in 1940, fighting against
Italy. The heavy toll tbat the war took on the
nation - the thousands of dead soldiers and offi
eel'S- establishedpermanently and undisputedly
Hellas' right to the area. The victorious forces of
wwn referred the issue of the settlement of
northern Epirus to the future Peaee Treaty, but
before this happened (in 1989with the reunion
of Germany), the Hellenic government hastened
to give up her rights, raising the typical state of
war that existed between Hellas and Albania,
and proceeded in guaranteeing the present
Hellenic-Albanianborders. I must stress, though,
that these Hellenic governmental initiatives do
not coincide with the feelings of the Hellenic
nation. Hellas should not claim only human
rights for the northern Epirots, but also national
rights.

OF THE I-IELLENES



After the tenth century, and especially during
the fourteenth century, the Albanians emigrated
en masse. The Ghegs in particular emigrated to
neighbouring Kossovo, actually changing the
latter's ethnological structure. In smaller num
bersZ14,Albanian-speaking people descended to
Epirus, the Peloponnese, and southern Hellas.
Those who descended to Hellas at that time, the
"Arvanites", were northern Epirots and Tosks,
most of whom also spoke the Hellenic language.

The descent of this Albanian-speaking popu
lation to southern Hellas did not take place
because at that time the area was sparsely popu
lated (as some have argued) but because south
ern Hellas was rich both in agriculture and trade.
This is verified by Frankish sources (Miller1SS),
since,as it isknown, the Franks occupied the area
till then. That descent is similar to the recent
descent that takes place since 1990.

Of the Arvanites that came to Hellas at that

Arvanites
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time, many emigrated to KaJavria and Sicily
during the next two centuries (as well as many
Maniols)t09, while HeUas was under the cruel
domination of the Turks. Quantitatively, only a
few Arvanites stayed in Hellas. However, their
number seemed greater later, when with the li
beration of Hellas, many communities spoke
the "Arbanian" dialect. Then, the question was
raised about the ethnological position of those
Arbanians. Arbanian communities were esta
blished in Boeotia, Attica, Euboea, Argolis, Co
rinthos and else where.

Sourmelisl98 explains that under the Turkish
occupation, many Hellenic communities which
were cohabiting with Arbanians preferred to
dress and speak like the Arbanians to avoid the
Turkish persecution. For Ibis reason the bilin
gual communities multiplied. Bins points out
that "in tireplaces where the Hellenic and 'he
Arbanian languages intermixed; 'he fatter Ian
guageprevailed"l4il. This is the reference to the
Arbanian communities that existed in Hellas
after 1830.As we shall see, anthropologists ver
ify this view today.

Indeed, Srephanos, in 1911, had noticed thai
none of the Arbanian communities in Hellas was
hyper-brachycephalic.') Everywhere the average
head index wavered between 80 and 84,with the
Arvanites of ArgoJis tending towards hyper-bra
chycephaly, and the Arvanites of Attica, Euboea,
and Corinth tending toward mesocephaly'<.

Pitsios's recent research on the Peloponnesew
verifies that the Arvanites who live there do not
have any relationship to the Dinaric race, but are

a. The bead indexes that Ste
phanos measured, even though
they do nOIshare many similari
ties, were not outside the spec
trum of Hellenic head index
measurements.
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c. During the Turkish oocupation
in Hellas, a large number of
Albanians converted to Islam,
particularly the Ghegs, These
Muslim Albanians are known as
Thrk·o/b<JniDlU; they combined
the hardness of the Albanian
charncterwithreligiousfanaticism.
The Turks used them in their
military campaigns,

b. Moreover, orthornetopy,
which is a pure characteristic of
the Mediterranean race, is
found in the Arvanites to a
degree of 90%, that is, the
same degree as in the other
Petoponnesians, while in the
Ghegs the degree is below
40%.

even more Mediterranean than the Hellenes of
Epirus. Thus, for example, the nose height of the
Arvanites is about 53.5, of the Epirots about
55.5, while that of the northern Albanians, ac
cording to Coon's research, exceeds 58mm. Mo
reover, the jaw breadth of the Arvanites, which is
small in the Dinarics, forming a triangular face
(in the Ghegs it is just 107.7), exceeds 110mm,
which is the same as the other Peloponnesian
populations-the Epirots have about l09.b) This
and other evidence prove that the Arvanites, "do
IWt differ from the Hellenes of the neighboll ring vil
Iages"'72. That is why the Franks did not differ
entiate them from other Hellenes (they used to
write that 'they form one people'), and distin
guished them only by their language and their
inclination toward the military art, as Biris points
outl48.

This military inclination of the Arvanites,
which caused the Franks to identify the name
"arvanitis" with "soldier", denotes a singularity
in their mental idiosyncrasy. And there is indeed
a singularity in the mental character of the
Arvanites, who are considered even today callous,
stubborn, and self-seeking. Karnbouroglou had
long ago detected this differentiation of the
Arvanites from other Hellenesll2-even though
he accepted that the former came from Epirus
and not from Albania like the Turkalbanians.v
But Bids also writes'43 that «as the Arvanites
proved ill exercising their military skills, Ihey did nOI
lack ingenuity, bill their lack of versatility made
them rOllgirin manners, persistent, and obstinate»
(what we call in Hellas, 'a stubborn Arvanian

I



head'). This mental singularity of the Arvanites
recalls the mental description of the Dinaric race
(p. 38). And because mental characteristics are
almost us convincing as anthropographic ones as
far as raciality is concerned, one can conclude
that the Arvanites have a somewhat Dinaric origin
even though the Dinaric participation is minimal,
as physical traits reveal. This contrast between
mental and physical traits certifies that mental
racial characteristics can be occasionally more
stable and diachronic than body elements, a fact
that I have already mentioned and interpreted»,

The Hellenic national consciousness of the
Arvanites is indisputable. The consciousness
forms the second component of nationality. We
can support then without doubt that the
Arvanites, even though their origins are mini
mally Dinaric like that of many Hellenes, do not
differ ethnologically from other Hellenic people.
Language alone is not an indication of nationali
ty. Besides, the Arbanian language is rarely spo
ken today - and only as a second language.

RIGIN OF THE HELLENES



By"Slavs" we mean the people who speak the
Slavic languages, that is, the Russians, Poles,
the Czechs, Slovakians, Slovenes, Croatians,
Serbs and Bulgarians. These people, though, do
not share a specific racial relationship. That is,
we do not have a Slavic nation or a Slavic na
tionality, but different people sharing a lin
guisticrelationship.

As I have discussed in Introduction 10 Bio
politics, the basic components of a nation are race
and consciousness. In other words, a racial ho
mogeneitymust exist in the people, and simulta
neously a consciousness of their communal sin
gularity.All other elements, such as language,
civilization,morals, religion, etc. which are im
portant,of course, are secondary However,when
oneof these twobasic components is absent, then
thecreation of a unified nation is unfeasible.This

The Slavs



is exactlythe casewith the Slavicpeople. They do
not share a specificracial relationship, except, of
course, that they all belong to the white
European race. Thus, the linguistic relationship
by itself cannot make a unified Slavic nation.
There were, of course, in the past such visionar
ies and so-called panslavistic attempts took
place, but nothing really happened, since a true
relationship among these people did not
exist-neither physical nor mental.

I have already discussed= the existence of
"strong languages"that possessthe abilityto cross
borders and under the appropriate conditions to
prevail in different nations, and of "weak lan
guages" that alwaysremain with the people who
created them. Various criteria distinguish strong
from weak languages. It seems, at first, that the
grammatically complicated languages, that is,
the most ancient languages, do not stronglyreact
to their intermingling with other more simple
languages, and finally the latter prevail. Second,
people with a national consciousness and highly
developed civilization do not change their lan
guage easily.The third reason, of course, is mar
riages to foreign people, since without the mix
ture of families, the foreign language cannot
infiltrate. The Slavic language was particularly
strong because most of the neighbours of the
Slavic cradle were culturally and mentally less
developed and so accepted the Slavic language
easily.»

The cradle of "Slavic homoglossy" is con
sidered the area of eastern Austria, Slovakia
and Galicia. Racially speaking, this area is part

a. The Rumanians consurure
an exception.
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b. The Bailie race look this
name because it considered
tbat around lhe area of the
Ballic Sea there are most of its
representative types. The COun
tries. however, of the eastern
Baltic (Lithuania, Estonia,
Letonia) are racially mixed
witb the Nordides, and as far as
language is concerned, they do
not belong to the Slavic people.
The same is true of the raciality
of northern Poland. In the
west, in Prussia. the presence
of the Bailie race is quite
intense, Scholars have given to
this race several names such as:
"eastern Baltic". "eastern Al
pine", "Laponic", "eastern Eu
ropean", etc, Because I do not
",'ant to confuse the reader with
such little differences, I use
throughout the book the term
"Baltic" as the basic anrhropo
logical type of the entire area.

of the so-called ..Baltic race". From the first
and particularly from the fourth century the
spread of the Slavic language began from this
centre.

Paparigopoulos writes about three basic Sla
vicbranches, theAnles, the Vendes,and the Vm
desl67• The Antes formed the main Slavicbranch
whichspread the Slavic language to Russia and
Bulgaria.The Vendes, who formed the popula
tion of Slovakia, carried the Slavic language to
Czechiaand Slovenia.The Vindes moved to the
south, to the Byzantine Empire. The Antes bad
attempted an invasionof Thrace in the sixthcen
tury,but were defeated by the Byzantine Empire
and retreated. On the contrary, the Vindes did
not attempt any military campaign against the
ByzantineEmpire, but in groups moved peace
fullyto the south seeking places to reside. This
slowand gradual movement of the Vindes began
in the fifth century and lasted for more than five
centuries. They settled down in an area of the
northBalkans,mixedwith the locals, and gradu
allymoved farther south.

The geographical centre fromwhich the Sla
viclanguage sprung is today racially Baltic. The
eastern branch of the Continental race is called
Baltic. The western branch of this Continental
Raceb) is the so-called" Alpine race". From an
anthropo-geographical point of view, the Con
tinental race is absolutely different from the
other European races (Nordic, Mediterranean,
Dinaric, etc.) so they cannot be confused. The
Continental race has always had a tendency
towardbrachycephaly; today - after the general
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brachycephalization - it tends toward hyper
brachycephaly, but without occipital flatness.
Thus, it cannot be confused with the Dinaric ra
ce. However, its main characteristic is euryproso
py, that is, a short and broad face, or compressed
face. The morphological height is just 118-119,
and the morphological index 83-84. The nose
index is similar to that of the Mediterranean race
(that is greater than the Dinaric); .however, the
nose of the Baltic branch is neither straight (as in
the Mediterranean) nor crooked (as in the
Dinarics): but snub (pug nose).A particularity of
the Baltic race-compared to the alpine one-is
the light coloured hair and eyes, which distin
guishes this race frOIU the Dinaric and from the
main branch of the Mediterranean race.e

The representative population of the Baltic
race is.today found in the area of south Poland
and Slovakia. The typical characteristics of this
race prevail there: euryprosopy, small head
length (whichresults in hyper-brachycephalyand
orthocrany), and light hair and eye colour.e
Similar traits, but without the fair hair are found
in the western "Alpine race", which is, however,
mixed in a larger scale,o

Based on what we have examined so far, one
would expect that the initial Slavic nucleus, the
protoslavs,would be anthropologically speaking,
a Baltic type, However, this is not the case. The,
/existing paleoanthropological evidence shows
that the protoslavswere dolichocephalic (or even
mesocephalic) and leptoprosophic. Of course,
wedo not have ampleevidence because the Slavs
of that period used to cremate their dead.
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e. A great, participation of the
"Alpines" is found in the
French people, perhaps greater
than 50% (if one considers that
the euryprosopic represent
25.3% of the populslion235),
and also a far greater participa
tion in northwest France.

d. See the anthropological
studies of Suchy2l.l, Bergman,
Bielicki, and Sawicki21.

c. The typical Baltic is blond
with deep blue eyes. In terms
of the iris of the eye, we must
take into consideration that we
do not have only two extreme
colours (brown and blue), that
is, only two genes. There are
many genes which give several
shades to the iris-like the grey
in the Nordics, which the
Baltics lack. The iris consists of
sections, each having 8 pile of
different shades- a result of
heredity. Thus, the method of
measuring the colour of the
iris. depending on the light or
deep colour, in brown, blue
and intermingled, is too simple.
In reality, «intermingled» eyes
are nOIthemixtureof blue with
brown.



However, the existing evidence is more than
enougb and proves that:

a) The area of Slovakia-south Poland up to
the fifth century was not inhabited by Baltics but
by Mediterraneans (mixed more or less with
Dinaries).

b) That area which was the Slavic centre,
appears as Baltic only later on - and as long as
the Slavicspreading had been concluded.

c) The few skeletal fragments of protoslavs
that exist have a distinct Mediterranean struc
lure.

d) The area of former Yugoslavia, which re
ceived tbe Slavs moving to tbe south, did not
show the slightest Baltic influence, but on the
contrary, showed a Mediterranean influence,

These critical observations lead to the con
clusion that the branch of the Mediterranean
race that flooded central Europe in prehistory,
beganat about the fifth century a massivereturn
to the south. Meanwhile, the Slavic language (a
branch again of the Iapetic homoglossy) had
spread to the neighbouring people. And the
areas that the Mediterraneans had left flooded
withnew people from the northeast, inhabitants
nowof the Baltic race who also adopted the Sla
viclanguage.This process of population replace
ment is not clear today. Possibly the Baltics
pushed out the north Mediterraneans, who in
their turn moved to the south. What is certain
fromexistingevidence, thougb, is that these pro
toslavswere racially a branch of the Mediter
ranean race.

The Russian scientist Bunak gives an exam-

THE



f. The findings present a facial
height of 69.5, zygomaric width
of 131 (thus leptoprosopy with
an index of 53.2), cranial length
186,4, and height 137.6, the
index Of B/L=73.5
(dolichocrany).

pie of a protoslavic cerneteryx, He refers to the
findings of Cemjachov, which belonged to the
Antes.o According to the findings,we have Me
diterranean people with a somewhat Dinaric, but
not Nordic or Baltic intermixture,

The Austrian paleoanthropologist Toldt2lO
offers some very interesting evidence from
research that he conducted on 12 protoslavicce
meteries (dating from the seventh to the twelfth
century). He describes long skulls with a com
plete lack of bracbycrany, and of some prog
nathism, establishing the great difference of the
protoslavs with the modern inhabitants of tile
same areas. As Weninger notes, while earlier on
in eastern Austria "the Mediterranean combina
tion of characteristics continued /0 form the great
est percentage, afterwards, the Mediterranean char
acteristics lVe~ drastically reduced compared to
earliertimes"?.•Z.

As far as Slovakia is concerned, as Jelinek
comments, in the beginning of the Middle Ages,

Typical Ballies (photo by Torgersen).
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So Essentially it is not about a
"racial homogenizauon", since
the Nordic race dominates the
northern part of Poland, while
the Ball ic dominates the south.

"the Slovakian, bUI also some south Moravian
populations, had a smaller body height, dolicho
crony, a IIIOrt! slender morphology, which denotes,
based 011 the typical typology, a serious Mediser
ranean panicipatton'w'. And he adds that, even
though the brachycephalization had generally
begun at that time, it was not started by the
Protoslavs (the latter, however, slowlymoved to
mesocrany). The skeletal fragments of the Mid
dle Ages found in the country up to the tenth
century reveal clearly a Mediterranean and not
at all Baltic presence: cranial lengths between
184 and 189, heights from 133 to 137.5, a facial
index greater than 53.8. The differentiation that
exists with the oncoming elements of the six
teenth century is impressiveW.The typicalBaltic
race which replaced the retreating Mediterra
neans had now a facial index of 50-52 (eurypro
sopy).

By studying the paleoanthropological picture -
of Poland, we discover that the Mediterranean
participation in the population was radically re
duced from 22.5% in the eleventh century to
4.3% in the eighteenth century; in an analogous
way, the Nordic participation increased (from
17.5to 38.6%) and the Baltic (from 5 to 37.1%),
so that Wiercinslcyl" talks about "a process of
racialhomogenization which covered the whole of
Pola/ld"ll.

THE



In the area of the former Yugoslavia,where the
Protoslavs prevailed, a de-brachycephalization
took place.While the Dinaricswho livedthere had
been for ages undergoingbrachycephaJization,the
descent of the Mediterranean Protoslavs inter
cepted that process and reversed it.·) The anthro
pologist Gavrilovic provides the diagram of tbe
progress of the cranial index B/L in the former
Yugoslavia, stressing that the southern Slavs
(that is, the Protoslavs who entered his country)
were dolichocephalic, "0$ were the eastern Slavs
and the western Slavs" (meaning the Antes and
the Vendes)», The diagram shows that the
descent of the Mediterraneans from central
Europe to the southmust havebegunmuchearlier,
as from about -500 the cranial index in northern
Yugoslavia starts to decrease gradually from the
78 that it had reached then.b) Southern
Yugoslavia (that is Serbia-Montenegro) which
wasmore denselyDinaric and thus more brachy-

b. That was not due to the Bal
tics,who had then a largercranial
index B/L (78-31), but to the
nonh-Medltcrrancans, those
whomStrabo callsCelts(c.314).

a. In de-brachyeepbalization, it
was not only the specific mix,
ture with the dolichocranic
people that contributed. but
also the mixture by itse1f, as the
raising of endogamy.

Return to the South



c. The n3.<;31index of livingsub
jects is On tbe Dinaries much
smaller than the Mediterranean,
but on the skulls (of skeletons)
inversely the Mediterranean
index is a bit smaller (about 48
compared to the 49 of the Di
naries). This fact can be explai
nedby the following: the nose
consists of • bony pan and of a
fleshy part. One race with a
small bony part may have a very
large Oeshypart, as is true of the
Dinaries, Something analogous
happens with the Annenoids
(see footnote f on page 289).

cephalic, experienced a north-Mediterranean
infiltration later at the onset of the Byzantine
era; thus, the cranial indexwhich had reached a
maximumof 80,S, began once again to decrease
towardmesocrany. The same diagram indicates
that around the twelfth century, the Dinaric
population finally absorbed the incoming
Mediterraneans, and as a result the cranial index
started again to ascend toward the present-day
hyper-brachycephaly.

Clearly the picture would be completely dif
ferent if the Protoslavs were Balrics. There
wouldhave been at least a reduction of the facial
index in the former Yugoslavia - from the
Dinaric leptoprosopy to euryprosopy. But this is
not the case. Based on the paleoanthropological
data that the Serb scientist Gavrilovicprovides",

The development of the crania index in former Yugoslavia. With broken
line the northern country, withunbroken line the southern.
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the index remained stable (at about 53.5) to the
north of the country, while 10 the south it
became evenmore leptoprosopic (from51.6dur
ing the Roman era, it ascended to 53.2 in the
twelfth century). Analogous was also the pro
gress of the nasal index in the area. ITit had been
a Baltic invasion then the index would have
increased- that is, a tendency toward mesor
rhiny.The opposite, however, took place. There
was a reduction of the nasal index (on skulls) in
the northern country ,) from 50.2 to 46.5, and in
the southern country from 49.5 to 47.5.

Generally,we can ascertainwithout anydoubt
that the Slavic invasionof the area of tbe former
Yugoslaviaresulted in a Mediterranean and nota
Baltic influence on the Dinarie population. MIr
reover, in the north the Mediterranean anthro
pometric elements prevailed. But Serbia, Bosnia,
Herzegovina, Montenegro, Kossovo, and Voivo
dina are ratber Dinaric areas, with hyper-brachy
cephaly, occipital flatness, lcptorrhiny (with often
a hooked nose) and macroprosopy. Poulianos
notes, "the Slavic races crossed the Danube toward
the Balkans during the six/It and seventh centuries.
These movements, however, as the anthropological
data reveal were not so massive as to change the
physical type of the people who lived in those
areas'v». The American anthropologist Coon,
comparing the small Serbian skuJls to the
"Slavic" ones, suggests that the Serbs, anthropo
logicallyspeaking, are nOISlavs". The invading
Vindes, however, managed to transmit the Slavic
language almost 10 tbe entire Illyrian population
(except Albania).

OF THE HELLENES



d. There are also other differen
tiations among these three peo
ple. Linguistically,Slovenian dif
fers from Serbocroatian,
Serbian uses the Cyrillic alpha
bet, while the Croatian and Slo
venian the Latin. The Serbs are
Orthodox Christians, while the
Croatians and the Slovenes are
Catholics. These three people
also had a different course in
history. The Slovenes were
under the Bavarian-Austrian
influence for ages; Croatia was
autonomous only between the
ninth and twelfth centuries,
after lhal she was subject to
Hungary, and later to the
Ottoman Empire; while Serbia,
after gaining its autonomy in the
eleventh century, also became
subject to the Ottoman Empire.
These three people unified in
Yugoslavia after WWJ; howev
er, during \V\VIJ, Slovenia and
Croatia formed distinct state
entities Onthe side of the Axis.

Anthropologically speaking, the Slavs were
more active in the northern and western regions
(Slovenia-Croatia). The somewhat increased
percentage of light hair and eye colour of these
populations (with a brown iris less than 50% and
dark hair less than 65%) derives exactly from
the lightcolouredness of the Slav invaders. The
Slovenes and Croatians do not have the strong
Dinaric characteristics of the Serbs. Thus, there
is a racial differentiation among Serbia, Croatia,
and Slovenia,which has also caused their ethno
logical differentiation, having as a result their
recent secession from the Yugoslavian srate.e

From a racial point of viewthe Protoslavs did
notdiffer much from the classicalMediterranean
race-the Helladic. First, they were fairer since
theywere also affected by the de-colourization of
north-eastern Europe, which had probably taken
place in the -Slh millennium. Second, they were
still dolichocephalic, since the process of brachy
cephalizationhad not advanced somuch in them.

Consequently, the Protoslavs can be consid
ered a distinct breed of the Mediterranean race
under the name "Nonh-Mediterranean", Today,
even though the latter has been totally
absorbed by its neighbouring peoples, it can still
be classified as a branch of the great
Mediterranean race beside the Helladic race, the
Atlanta-mediterranean (of the Iberian) and the
Eastern-Mediterranean (of the Middle East).

The North-Mediterranean race is found
today more in Slovenia, but also in Austria
(where subsequently it infiltrated along with the
Nordic race, spreading the Germanic language
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to tbe country). It can also be found in Croatia
mixed with tbe Dinaric race and to a lesser
degree in Serbia. It seems that from this data
Hellas relates racially more to Slovenia, western
Austria, and Croatia, than with Serbia, even
though both countries are Christian Orthodox.

After the Slavicdescent,theDinaricscontinued
to dominate central YugoslaviawithMontenegro
as their racial centre. As Gavrilovic notes, the
Mediterraneans prevail on the Dalmatian coasts,

Map of former Yugoslavia
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Ltn thefourthand fifth centuries
the Huns and Germans had
invaded the area successively.

e. For lhe racial sout and Its
manifestations see also the rela
live chapter in my Introduction
to Biopolitics.

and mainly in (Northern) Macedonia. But we
shall return to this later.

In conclusion, we ascertain that what we call
the "Slavic boom" at the beginning of tbe Middle
Ages, was actually an attempt by the descendants
of those Proto-Hellenes who had spread to cen
tral Europe 4000 years ago and bad flooded the
northern area ncar (he Danube and the Carpa
thians up [0 the Moravian Gates to return to the
sea (Aegean, Black Sea), mainly to return to the
south. It was an incredible attempt to return to
the roots! Of course, the Antes' attack against
Byzantium in the sixth century was subcon
sciously motivated by the same desire as the
return of the North-Mediterraneans to the
south. Certainly this subconscious desire, which
caused the Protoslavs after thousands of years to
return in groups to the area from which they had
set out once, cannot be explained rationally. This
desire can be interpreted only as a tremendous
manifestation of the immortal racial soul, which
actually moves people and creates hisrory.» Of
course, it might be a subconscious force also
movedby some external causes.oNevertheless, it
was an incredible expedition that persisted for
many generations. Finally the Slavic cradle area
was almost emptied of Mediterraneans,

Meanwhile, from the time of the exodus of the
Proto-Hellenes and their return to the Aegean, a
newfactor appeared. The Dinarics had infiltrated
the Balkans from the east and had cut the former
off.The entrance then of the Dinarics had led the
Mediterraneans to tile south of the Balkan
Peninsula, but had left to the north another
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branch of them: the Protoslavs.si These
Protoslavsmust havebeen the descendants of the
ancient Dakians, Tlu:acian people (relatives of
the Getes) who resided around the Moravian
Gates.u The Patriarch Fotios and the historian
Theophylaktos Simokattis used to call the
invading Slavs "Getes", The descent of the
Protoslavs fell on this concrete Dinaric bulk and
was in a way absorbed by it. Only a fewgroups of
the Protoslavs, and only after many generations,
reached the sea. The return of those Dakians
under the form of a "Slavicdescent" and their
infiltration to the Dinaric race constituted a kind
of "revenge" in this race's ancient penetration
into theMediterranean cradle.

Those Protoslavs who set out for the south
did not possess a Hellenic consciousness nor did
they retain the Hellenic language, except for
some roots) As I have stressed, racial descent
alone without a unified national consciousnessis
not enough for the creation of a nation. If we
conjecture then that the Slavs had reached
Hellas at that time, then certainly they would
have created many problems. Because for thou
sands of years they had not participated in the
development of the Hellenic consciousness and
civilization, they formed a foreign body, that
could shatter the metropolis of Hellenism. In
this sense, the fact that theywere pushed back by
the Byzantines, and were absorbed by the
Dinaric populations wasjust as well for Hellas.

The general effect of these two racial move
ments in the Balkan Peninsula (of the Dinarics in
the _3rd millennium, and of the North-Medi-

OF THE HELLENES

i. Many proto-hellenic words
survived in the language of the
Protoslavs. For instance, the
words "<po),~"(foil), "<i>QUyw"
(roast), "iIOlr~"(shcild), "ilUQ
j)aQo~" (barbarian), "tEJkVW"
(cut), "<p<lY~L'" (eat), etc. (see
Vasmer's etymological diction
ary). According to Tzenoff,
"Ze(l~TICtniQ>t'was transformed
into Gospodar (the counterpart
to the Latin Jupiter)234.

h. Indeed, Strabo places the
Getes no~th of Istros and near
the Black Sea (that is, in
Vlachia); he also places the
Dakians in the west, near the
springs of Istros and up to the
Black Fores! (C. 295 and 304).

g. Except for the Mediterranean
islet of the protoslavs, islets like
these of the Aryan period were
also cut off from northern
Europe (see p. 66).



jThe great majority ofKossovo
is indeed Albanian, who moved
there during the period of the
Ottoman rule. substituting the
r.trolling Serbs. Thus, rightfully
today KOSSO\'Ois claimed by the
Albanians. The Serbs, on the
other hand, do not intend to
abandon this historical area for
them which is connected to the
Serb-Turkish battle of 1389.
and their hero Obilic.

terranean in the first millennium) was to bring
these two initially foreign races closer together.
The Dinaric influence in the Dorians, and later
on the Mediterranean influence in the Serbs and
Croatians through the Protoslavs is probably the
cause today for the limited degree of relationship
that exists among these people. Besides, the pre
historic invasion of the Dinaries had not com
pletelyturned awaythe Mediterraneans from the
areas near the Danube, so that the Mediter
ranean racial participation is not absent from any
area of the Balkans.

The area of Bosnia-Herzegovina does not
differ at all racially from the rest of Serbia. The
difference lies only in the Islamic religion,
whichabout half of the people embraced during
the long Ottoman domination. The low cultural
and national standard made easier this change
in their faith. Even today the same lowstandard
renders the issue of religion in the area as the
most important factor of national conscious
ness,and has led to the bloodysecessionstruggles
in the area. Rightfully, though, Serbia considers
Bosnia-Herzegovina and Kossovo as Serbian
areas.

From a political point of view, there is no
doubt that Hellas should support the cause of
Serbia, despite the racial differentiation between
the two people.One should take into consideration
that the Islamic populations of Bosnia-Her
zegovina,Albania, and Kossovo.n may become
satellitesof Turkey, which ruthlesslyuses religion
to exercise ber political influence in the Balkan
peninsula.
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Given what we have proven about the racial ori
gin of the Slavs, it is absolutely clear that Fal
lmerayer's theory is fundamentally wrong.
However, in order for tbe reader to have a
complete picture, I will briefly present this
theory.

Philipp Fallrnerayer had created an uproar
when, a few years after the liberation of Hellas
from Turkish rule, he published some tracts in
1830 concerning the Siavizatioo of Hellas62•
Fallmerayer asserted that the Slavshad attacked
the Byzantine Empire in 589, occupied Hellas,
massacred the entire population of Hellas, and
as a result the country was "enslaved" (a word
that derives from 'Sklavini', as the Slavs were
called at that time). For more than 200years the
Slavsdominated Hellas,whileAthens, whichwas
plundered, remained deserted for 400 years.
Thus, FaUmerayer stressed that "the modem
Hellenes are Skythian Slavs, descendants of

Fallmerayer's Theory
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b. Leukias speaks sarcasticallyof
Fallrnerayer, who took as Slavic
the place- names "Pcrivoli"
(orehard) and "Ahladokarnpos"
(pear-grove), and writes that "it
is el,o"lI" lor him {pa/lmerayerj
to !iI,d a .),lIobI8 01 a Hellenic
word similar to a Slavic syllabk in
order to discard the wordfrom the
Grttk dicliOllaryand send it 10
th. Nonllmr Poi.!" A similar
refutation ooeured in1941when
D. GeorgaJcas36 proved that the
place-names that Vasmer had
considered Slavic were of
Hellenic crigin,

c. Leukias managed 10 put in
the epilogue of his book the
then recently publisbed tract of
Pnpnrigopoulos.

8.Bernhard Schmidt's refutation
in 1871 focuses as well on morals
and customs.

northern people, and are of the same race with the
Sebs; Bulgarians, Dalmatians and Muscovues'w:

Hellenes as well as German historians and
linguists seriously challenged Fallmerayer's
view. In 1832, Zinkeisen detected linguistic
errors in FalJmerayer's interpretations of Slavic
place-names in Hellas, In1847,von Ow completed
Zinkeisen's research. The first reaction in
Hellas appeared in 1843, when professor
Anastasios Georgiadis-Leukias'P presented a
series of Hellenic customs dating aJ from
ancient times, and concluded: "everything that I
have presented so far constitutes clear and sound
evidence that there was always in Hellas an
indigenous people, and these people constitute the
present generation. If this is IIOt true, then who
introduced the language and customs after, the
descendants of Avaris? Or the dliierate Bulgarians
who came from the shores of the river Volga?"bJ
In 1843, appearing simultaneously with

Leukias' book,c K. Paparigopoulos published
the first historical refutationl67 which later on was
completed in a series of tracts and appeared in his
Hellenic Historyl68. From the German camp, a
complete answer with historical arguments was
given in 1870 by Fallmerayer's compatriot Karl
Hopflo,.
Inhis theory Fallmerayer does not record the

infiltration of the Slavic masses (Vmdes) to HeUas
during the eighth and ninth centuries, but the
attack of the Antes in Thrace in the sixth century,
an attack which was repelled. For this reason
Paparigopoulos writes that "it is about a strange
historical belief', and continues that "we do not
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give to this absurdity any scientific or national
value". A peaceful infiltration of strangers does
not cause the extermination of the indigenous
people. Extermination would presuppose a war
invasionand extensiveslaugbter, forwhichwedo
not have any historical evidence.e

Remarkably Fallrnerayer showed some
hatred in his campaign, something incompatible
to a researcher, which reveals a hidden agenda.
Thus, he has repeatedly used as evidence his own
standards and beliefs. For instance, he asserts
that according to the columnist Procopius, the
Slavssettled down in Tbessalonike and Larissain
the sixthcentury, something that Prokopius does
not mention at all. Moreover, he used tbe so
called "Chronicle of Monemvasia" to argue that
Hellas was dominated by the Slavsfor 200years.
He cut, however, the passage that records that in
807 a Byzantine army came to the Peloponnese
and "defeated and finally annihilated the nation of
the Slavs, restoring order". This chronicle, as
Kyriakides bas proven'P, exaggerates the Slavic
danger as it is based on the boasting of the Ar
cbbishop of Parras at that time,who desired pro
motion using the argument that St. Andreas bad
helped them to annihilate the Slavs. Indeed, in
807 a Slavic uprising occurred in the Pelopon
nese. The Slavs besieged the town of Patras,
whichdid not have any army. Before any outside
help could arrive, the people themselves took the
initiative and cut up the Slav forces.oThis proves
that Hellenism in the Peloponnese was at that
time prospering - and not non-existent as Fall
merayer asserts- and that the Slavswere so few

OF TIiE HELLENES

e. Konstantinos Porfirogennitos
describes this victory of the
"Greeks" against the Slavs.

d. The Slavs invaded Thrace in
578, and as the contemporary
historian Menandros wrote,
they "plundered Thrace and
111(1'IYOIlier areas". No historian
wrote about the Conquest of the
whole of Hellas, or about a
slaughter of the population. At
that time tbe Byzantines had
sought the assistance of tbe
Avarians (wbo are the ancestors
of the modern Hungarians).
The Avarians made a diversion
ary attack into Sklavinia (Se
rbia), where the Slavs had their
women andchildren, Thus, the
Slavic raid was terminated. Me
nandros also mentions that the
chief of the Avarians boasted
that tie bad Liberatedthousands
of Byzantine prisoners that the
Slavshad captured fromThrace,
In the following years many
other similar invasions in
Thrace followed which aU re
sulted in their expulsion. The
columnist Theophanes and the
historian Simokatis provide
detailed evidence of these
incidents. After 600, the Antes
did not attempt to invade the
Byzantins,



It. POrfirogennilOS's phrase thai
",Ire kf>ok CWIII1y "CS truitnw
(lJu/ barlxuizetf' is an <=ggeralioo.
According10M. Vasmer, il prob
obly corresponds to what we say
today for instance, "a German
/O~'''''became Jewised", that is, it
has monyJews,

g. However, Keramopoulos's
posilion that the Slavs came 10
the Byzantine Empire only as
Ihe slaves of the Byzantine army
is extreme. The truth tests in
Ihe middle, thai is, the Slavic
masses were coming then freely
to Hellas 10 find land, and the
Slavic place-names which sur
vived here, should be attributed
10 those people as Kyriakides
810105121• However, the Slavs
who were working in Hellas
were the servants of the Hellene
landowners and bourgeois, and
in lime !hey were absorbed by
the Hellenic population.

f. The Byzantine columnists
describe two other Slavic
uprisings in the countryside. In
675, the Slavs tried to seize the
coast of Thessalonike, and in
783, Ihey mutinied in the Pe
loponnese, and the Byzantine
army bad intervened again.

that they were beaten off by the civilians of
Parras. And later tbe intervention of the By
zantine army proves that the Empire was a mili
tary presence there,o

These Slavic uprisings prove that the Slavs
were working in the fields as serfs. According to
Keramopoulosu", in Byzantine times, Slavs were
used as slaves in stock raising and farming. That
is why the word "slave" derives from Slav s) as
well as the word "Serb" from serf, servant.

As King Porfirogennitos wrote to his son, the
Slavs had reached the Peloponnese after the
famine 0(747, that is, in the middle of the eighth
century- and not from the sixth century as
Fallmerayer asserts,» Moreover, Hopf assertswr
that "the Hellenic cities were almost all fully
populated, so that Constantinople could bring
more immigrants from these cities in 755". The fact
that we do not have Byzantine culturaJ findings
from that period in the Peioponnese does not
mean that the latter was deserted. Gian
nopoulos writes that "thisphenomenon does nOI
appearonly ill thePeloponnese, bid also in the rest
of the empire", adding that Slavic findings do not
exist eitherJ8.

Fallmerayer, in his insistence to set up his
myth, became a victim of forgery. He bought in
Athens a Monastir manuscript, the so-called "A
nargyrio", which supposedly proved that Athens
was plundered by the Slavs and was deserted for
4()() years. Paparigopoulos proved that the man
uscript dates from a much posterior date (1651),
and that the city of Athens following a plunder
ingby thieves was deserted for only three years)
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Moreover, Hopf also detected the forger who
had sold this manuscript to Fallmerayer, and
pointed out that "it is indeed a wonder that
Fallmerayer did not perceive the forgery. What
made him insist on. his silence was the fact that his
whole dissertation would be destroyed''w',

Fallmerayer's anti-Hellenic campaign was
fuelled not only by his hatred but also by his
petty interest. As Biris explains, "when the
diplomatic documents of the Viennese Ministry of
External Affairs became unclassified after WWZ; il
was revealed that the Russian general Osterman
Tolstoy, by order of his government, accompanied
Pallmerayer 011 one of his journeys to Hellas.
Thus, it became clearly evident that the German
historian had undertaken to serve the interests of
Tsarist il1lperialism"I48. With others words, this
supposed researcher was just a common agent
of Panslavism who worked with the former
Minister of Defence of the Russian Empire,
count Tolstoy-the latter was also looking for
Slavic place-names in Thessaly and Macedonia.
Hopf, who was then not aware of this secret,
discovered that "the German diplomats who
considered the discovered relation between the
Hellenes and the Muscovites dangerous, well!
1II0rereserved toward Fallmerayer, who was pro
viding the Panslavists with new reasons for war
against Islam, in accordance with the orders of Czar
Peter, that is,for the conquest of Constantinople". It
was the time of the great conflict among the
Great Powers in the Balkan Peninsula, and the
Russianswere trying to reach the Aegean.

When Fallmerayer talked about the "Slavi-
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i, Kambouroglou proved that
what appears in the manuscript
as "[oustai" does not mean
Slavs, but pirate ShipS"2.



zation" of Hellas, he did not mean the linguistic
alienation of the country. There was no linguistic
alienation in Hellas, even though the Slavic lan
guage prevailed almost everywhere where it
came in contact with other languages. Hopf
writes that "wherever the Slavs seuled, within a few
generations they absorbed everything, even the pre
vailing elements which werefew and not dominant
enough". Hopf adds that "since this did not hap
pen in Hellos, then we must suppose that the Slavs
did not outnumber the Hellenes, and they did not
flood or dominate the country"lOI. Besides, as
Hopf asserts, only 1/40 of the geographical na
mes in the Peloponnese is of Slavic origin. Pro
fessorGiannopoulos addsJ8 that "the Slavic place
names are today limited only to non-important
communities or to uninhabited places. No signifi
cant town has a name of Slavic origin. Finally, the
place-names of Slavic origin are rarely found in
fertile or intensely cultivated areas. This fact sup
ports the view that the first Slavs of the Peloponnese
were of II nomadic lind pastoral character".
ZerIentis aptly notes that "it is indeed strange that
since the Peloponnese was 'enslaved and bar
barized', how is it that the Fronk invaders who ill
1205occupied the Peloponnese as a Hellenic country
donot record the existence of any Slavs there ill their
chronicles''SS. The "Chronicle of Moreas", for
example, which was written by a Frank, com
memorates the name of the inhabitants which
was"Romioi": "from Rome they took the name of
the Romans", but "there lVereHellenes IIIho took
thisname, they were simply calling them so". There
is not even one reference to the Slavs.
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As Paparigopoulos notes, the Slavs who
settled in the Peloponnese during the seventh
and eighth centuries were fewand worked in the
countryside as farmers or nomads. The Slavic
language was easily forgotten, and the last who
used it were the so-called Melingi and Ezerites
of Taygctos, who were there until the thirteenth
century) Even today in the mountainous area of
Taygetos there is a high percentage of light iris
(8.3%) as weU as thinner face and longer
skulll72. But the Slavic language did not in
fluence the Hellenic language at all grammati
cally or phonetically, and there was no cultural
or spiritual kinship with the Slavic people. The
Slavs,who managed to restructure linguistically
and culturally so many great people of Eastern
Europe and theBalkan Peninsula,did not succeed
in changing anything in Hellas, because they
were few, despite the havoc they raised with
their "mutinies". The great Dinaric populations
of the northern Balkans functioned as filters
which allowed only a fewSlavic factions to reach
HeUas.

When Fallmerayer talked about the
"Slavaation" of Hellas, he meant the anthro
pological, and racial Slavization.He was thinking
of the example of Pomerania,» that is, of the
infiltration of the Baltic race in and the racial
alienation of the area which was formerly Ge
rmanic-because the Polavs were "secondary
Slavs", belonging racially to the Baltic race, as
Bach menuons's. And for Germany this is a fact,
and it isa fact not only for Pomerania but for the
whole of eastern Germany.u But in the case of

IN OF THE HBl.l.ENES

k. He attributed the etymology
of the word to the Slavic "more"
(sea), and he supported tbe
same etymology for "}>ftXellS"
(anotber word for tbe Pelo
ponnese), Of course, the Slavic
word i,sclf, as Livas, explains
J13S a Hellenic root: Il,1JO''',
from which the word ",l<tOeO'
,101" (sail) derives, or :'III}'r",
. from which the words "")'~Il'lll-
I)<t" (Oood), "aA",UQa" (salti
ness), derive. There are many
theories about the origin of the
words "MortaS'" and "Morailis~
(inhabitant of Peloponnese).
\Vhat is certain is that this word
is not Frankish, since it is
recorded even from 1111, as
Sathas notcst93. It is possible
that it originates from the culti
vation of the mulberry tree
(morea) in the district of Elia,
as Hatzidakis supports. It is
most probable though tbat
·,I{oraills'· is a corruption ofthe
word ""1DrtioiJls". The Mardai
reswere the Byzantine warriors
of the Near East wbo were
brought to the Peloponnese
during the ninth century, per
haps to restore the order which
was disrupted by tbe Slavs.
Thus, these agents of 'the law
were called Mardaites or
Moraites, and by extension the
native people.

j. Later they caused two slight
mutinies, one it, 849 during the
reign of Emperor Michael, and
the other under Roroanos in
930; both were successfully
defeated.



I. The "slavization'' of Germany
which started in the 7,h century
from the east with the inJiJtration
of the Polavs, Onthe one hand,
extended the Slavic language
up to the geographicalperpen
dicular which comes (rom
Denmark, and on the other
band reduced the cranial length
(from abour 189 10ISO) and the
racial index (from 55 1049). Of
course, later on the German
language spread again 10 tbe
east, thanks 10 the new Nordic
inbabitants. Today the Baltic
and the Alpine intermixture in

Hellastherewasno racialalienation,particularly
as Fallmerayer thought - from the Baltic race.
When Fallmerayer wrote those grandiloquent
phrases that "there is not evell olle drop of pure
blood ill the veins of tirepeople of modem Hellas",
itwas natural for the people who were living in
Hellas to consult historical sources and refute his
theory. At that rime ethnological research on
racialelements was 1I0tpossible. However, today
weknow that the Baltic racewhich had infiltrated
Germany did 1101touch at all the Balkan
Peninsula. Slavic immigration here was on the
contrary "Mediterranean" racial injections,

The dislribut'ion of Ihe gene r of the blood group 0 in Europe (at
cording to Mouranl and Lundman).l=below 50%,2=50-60, 3=60-70
and 4= more than 70%. The differentiation of Hellas from her north
ern neighbours is obvious.
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which alienated only the north Dinaric countries
of the peninsula. Hellas remained racially unaf
fected, as the blood groups of the systemABO
reveal. The European chart of the Swedish
anthropologist Lundman cited below showshow
the posologies ofthe gene r (for the 0 blood

)

eastern and central Germany
remains obvious212.And this
intermixture is SOobvious that
the German anthropologist Felix
von Bormann asserts that his
country should not be called
Gormania but Germano-slaviat",

Tri-axonal diagram of the blood system ABO in Hellas (H), and in
Mediterranean, Dinaric, and Baltic countries. M=Ceotral Spain,
m=Sicily, D=Rumania, D=Slova!da,D'=Ukraine,
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n. According to Poulianos, Ibis
profile, which is graded from 0
10 3,wavers in Hellas from 2.93
to 3.00, while in the Pelo
ponnese, as Pi1sios 53)1$. it is
2.94. In comparison, as Bunak
mentions, the Russian profile is
about 2.0.

m. For the Baltic race the mOSI
representarlve blood elements
have been taken from Slovakia,
and for the Dinaric from
Rumania.

1

j

group) waver geographically, and how Hellas
differs from the other Slavic countries. More
over, the diagram of the three co-ordinates of
the blood groups indicates that the position of
the Hellenic blood (H) is placed between the
two other recognized Mediterranean areas, of
Sicily(m) and Spain (M), without entering in the
areas m} of the Baltic (B) or the Dinaric (D) race,
which they have more q and much less r.
Nevertheless, while the Protoslavs belonged to
the Mediterranean race, today when we refer to
"Slavs"we mean the Slavic-speakingpeople who
do not have any relationship with the Mediter
ranean race - or among themselves.

We know today that in Hellas the Mediter
ranean race resides, which does not have any
relationship with the "Moscovites" and other
eastern European people. The Hellenes have a
morphological index of 86-88, that is, within the
limits between mesoprosopy and leptoprosopy,
a fact which by itself is enough to completely
distinguish them from the round-faced Baltic
race. Facial width, especially in the Peloponnese
(about 143), corresponds absolutely to the zygo
maticwidths in the skeletons of the Classical and
Roman periods (Mycenae and elsewhere).
Furthermore, Mongoloid traces, by a supposed
mixture with the Avarians, are absolutely nOD
existent. The profile of the Hellene (the head's
horizontal section) differs from the profile of the
eastern European, which is flatter.D) The light
coloured eyes in the Peloponnese are of the
samepercentage with the rest of Hellas; the skin
colour is a bit darker than the skin of the inhabi-
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tants of Crete-which was not "conquered" by
the Slavst72.We could also mention many other
anthropornetrical elements, but I think that
these given elements are enough. Besides, the
racial homogeneity of the Hellenic people has
been proven by recent medical research focusing
on transplants which has ascertained tbe histo
compatibility of the Hellenes.

Exactly the opposite happened from what
Fallmerayer believed. The intermixture took
place by "Mediterranean blood" in the eastern
European Slavic-speaking people who inter
mixedwith the Antes (Mediterranean Protoslavs).
Now that we know that the Protoslavs were basi
callyMediterranean, we can conclude that even
if they were in great numbers in Hellas, they
would not have caused a racial differentiation
there. If they were many, they would have
caused only a linguist and cultural differentia
tion. But they were neither many nor belonged
to. a foreign race. For this reason they were
absorbed easily, without leaving the slightest
trace. All those who entered Hellas were easily
Hellenized.w

ELLEN.ESOFT HE

o. There arc historicalrefer
cncest22 concerning tbe easy
Helcnnization of tbe Slavs in
northern Hellas by the Emperor
Vasilios I, the Macedoniao.



The descent of the Slavs during the Byzantine
period made Slavic linguistically the Dinaric
populations of the former Yugoslavia- but not,
however, the Mediterranean population of
Hellas. The differentiation of the populations
who spoke Slavic and those who remained Hel
lenic-speakingwasnot, of course, absolute.Some
where in between a narrow transitory zone was
created, that is, the zone of the so-called "Slavo
Macedonians". And it was natural that this lan
guage differentiation was not absolute, since it
occurred without any state intervention or state
education, that is, during a multinational period
within the framework of the Byzantine Empire.
Despite some exceptions, as Keramopoulos
mentions,"Byzantium neaher dlought nor desired
the Hellenization of the Slavs; on the contrary, die

I same religion was she cause for die Slavaation of
many Hellenes or Hellenic communities which were
located between 'he Slavic populations of Thrace
and Macedonia" I 17.

Northern Macedonia



There, in the transitional zone, a mixed
linguistic dialect was created, a mixture of Hel
lenic, Slavic, V1achic, and Turkish words. The
percentage of each language in this mixed dialect
differs in each area. As Sinopoulos notes, "ill

Hellenic Macedonia, the Hellenic words are ill
excess, in the northern areas, the Slavic words, and
in the areas of 'Almopia-Gianrutsa, where a Turkish
population had settled, Turkish words"I96. The
Slavic words are rather of a Bulgarian structure.
Martis explains that "the 1I10stimportant causes of
the shaping of this Slavic dialect occurred. during
the Byzantine period, when (l number of Bulgarian
prisoners were brought to work in the greatfields of
the Byzantine landowners. During the Turkish
occupation which followed, many poor Slavs, be
cause of a lack of essential borders in the Hellenic
peninsula, moved to the northern paris of the
Hellenic area inseardi of work. The communication
problem was solved by the use of Hellenic,
Bulgarian, Turkish, Albanian, and Vlachic words.
That was II common means of communication for
all of them. The Hellenic population was obliged to
use thatidiom to communicate of course, but also
to escape the hatred of the Turks and the mass
kidnapping of Hellenic children")». However, as
Tsioulka's research has revealedv', the roots of
thousands of the words of this linguist dialect are
HeUenic and also Homeric.

In the last few years a problem arose in the
area with the creation of a Macedonian state,
firSt>within the confederate Yugoslavian state
which has as its official language this mixed
dialect, and later with the declaration of the
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c. 'lxenof.~, 250·259

b. A.56

a. According to the Hellenic
mythology, Macedon was the
son of Pandora, and thus be
was the grandchild of
Deuealion, the first man of the
Pelasllio. Paion, who was a
mythical King of Macedonia,
was considered tbe son of
Endymion, the Dorian king of
Elis.

autonomous State of "Macedonia", which plans
to include within its borders Hellenic Mace
donia and the Bulgarian area of Pirin. For these
reasons we must clear the issue from an ethno
logicalpoint of view.

Macedonia is the area of the Hellenic pe
ninsula to the north of Olympus and to the
west of the mountain of Aemos. But where are
the borders of Macedonia to the north? There
are no geographical borders in the north, but
only ethnological borders. Macedonia is the
area that is inhabited by Hellenes - Hellenes
in breed and in consciousness.

There was never a distinct "Macedonian" na
tion, and it is not possible to create one now.
States are born out of historical circumstances,
and they can die. Nations, however, do not die.
Nations are diachronical entities that cannot be
artificiallycreated. A Macedonian nation never
existed.There was, however, a Macedonian state
in antiquity, but the main characteristic of that
Macedonian state was its tendency to unite all
Hellenes, and for this reason, it was even more
Hellenic than the other Hellenic states. The
Macedonians felt so strongly the hellenic spirit
that they managed to unite then all Hellenes.

The Hellenic character of the ancient Mace
donians is revealed even in prehistory through
myth.s These myths symbolically rendered the
relationship of the Pelasgians,Dorians, and Ma
cedonians, a relationship that Herodotus de
tectsb)and Aeschyluspraises,e

The Macedonians formed the last Hellenic
breedwhichencountered the Dinarics' movement
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to the south, and was the rearguard of Hellenism
confronting that strong Dinaric pressure. Even
Guenther testifiesto this: "theMacedonians could
be considered the Hellenic breed which remained
back during the moving process front the Danube.
Given recent historical research, this is now a
certainty"81.Furthermore, professor Ap. Daskala
kis writes that "it is absolutely cenain that if the
Macedonians had not guarded against barbarian
invasions south of OIyI1IPUS, then Hellenism
would not have remained for so many centuries
undisturbed and able to lay the foundations of
freedom and reach those magnificent creations of
thought and art"49. This is exactly what tbe
historian Polybiusalso srressec.o

Of COUISe,the geographical distances then
and the natural obstacles made close communi
cation among the south Hellenes, Macedonians,
and Tbracians difficult, and the result was that
some linguistic differences appeared as well as
differences in consciousness. Such differences
existed, as it is known, even among the other
areas of south Hellas. However, in all of Hellas,
myth alwayspreserved the memory of common
descent and kinship as well as the common
Hellenic language-which was a witness of this
national relation. Therefore, when the historical
circumstances matured, Hellenism was unified
by the MacedonianKingsPhilliposand Alexander
the Great. Strabo asserts epigramatically that
"Macedonia is Hellas as well".

The common morals and customs of the
Macedonians and south Hellenes were also
recently revealed by the findings at Vergina,
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e. See the deciphering of
Kaltim. Diogenis, magazine
UDavlos" (March 94).

f. PhilipposwascaJJed "VJippos".
The word ""eJ..,~(old), accor
ding 10Strabo (C 329), was also
Macedonian, and from lbisword
the name of the Pelasgi comes
from.

where the burial methods proved purely
Hellenic, and particularly characterized by an
archaic conservativeness of a Homeric type2.
Moreover, the golden burial masks of the graves
of Sindos and Trernbeniste reveal a direct My
cenean influence. Hoffmanntt considered the
Macedonians "an Achaean breed", an opinion
that Kallergis also shares who compared tbe
linguisticidiomorphies of the Macedonians and
Achaeansus. After the Mycenaean script Linear
B was deciphered, it was revealed that in the
Mycenaean scripts ihere were words, which so
me time ago were considered Macedonian i
diomsl79• Moreover, the recent discovery of the
table of Dispilio (Kastoria), written in Linear
script A in -5250, proves that Hellenic was also
the language of PelasgicMacedoniaw,

Despite its singularity, the language spoken in
Macedonia was a Hellenic dialect, and possibly
wascloser to the archaic Pelasgice. According to
the Roman historian Livius Titus, the Mace
donians spoke indeed the same language with
the other Hellenes. According to the _5tb century
historian Hellanikos, both the Macedonians and
the Thessalians spoke an Aeolian dialect, The
votivestelae of Ihe Vergina graves mention sev
enty-five names of Macedonian citizens-all
Hellenic.Andronikos notes that "01the end of the
5th century B.C. the Macedonians who lived ill the
fiT$tcapital of the Macedonian kingdom, that is, ill
the cradle of the Macedonian state, had Hellenic
names. This testimony absolutely proves the view
of historians who support that the Macedonians
constituted a Hellenic breed, as all the other breeds
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who lived in the Hellenic area"2. Perhaps there
were in the Macedonian dialect some Illyrian
words99, but "the Macedonians wereHellenes and
no/ Iliynans", as Abel points out'. The German
linguist Kretschmer stresses that Macedonian
was a Hellenic dialect which differed from the
others "as the Teutonic differs from the Germa
nic", and adds that "the Macedonian language re
mained static at a stage which the Hellenic fwd
abandoned some time ago. Ir is then certain that
the Macedonians were closely related 10 the
Hellenes, and if they had emigrated (0 the south,
then they would become as Hellenic as the
Dorians, the Thessalians, and the Boeotians'we.

I mentioned some elements concerning the
Helleniccharacter of ancient Macedonia because
they may not be well known. It is, however,
superfluous to deal with the Hellenic conscious
nessof the modern Macedonians.Throughout the
course of medieval history,Macedonia followed
the fate of the rest of Hellas, as wellas within the
frame of the Hellenic Byzantine Empire, with
Christianity as in the modem times under the
Turkish occupationand the national regeneration.
Macedonia and Hellenism are two inseparable
concepts.

But the creation of that mixed linguistic
dialect in northern Macedonia cannot be the
cause for the creation of a new nation. For the
creation of a nation a common descent and
consciousness of the population are demanded,
which are differentiated from the descent and
consciousness of other people. Language as a
factor might influence the consciousness of a
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h. Xirotiris, based on his own
research, denies such asingularity
in western Macedonia.

g. For instance, the bead index
BIL.which in Serbia and Mon
tenegro exceeds 85.6 (hyper
brach)'cepbnly)7J, in Hellenic
Macedonia'7S is only 83, while
occipital flatness, which is a
catholic Dinaric feature, in
Macedonia is found to a degree
of 9%.

population, but it does not constitute by itself a
cause for the establishment of a nation. Mo
reover, a mixed linguistic dialect, which is actu
ally an occasional linguistic mixture, cannot
even form a factor affecting the consciousness of
a population. Thus, in the case of northern Ma
cedonia, we must trace elsewhere the reasons for
the declarations about "a Macedonian ethnic-
ity'I .

As far as descent is concerned, there is no
racial singularity in Macedonia. Macedonia
always belonged to the Mediterranean race. The
differentiation of the Macedonians from their
northern neighbours, the Dinarics, was always
clear. There is a minimal intermixture with the
Dinarics in the whole of Hellas, but this inter
mixture is not greater in Macedonia - as it is in
Epirus.si Anthropologist N. Xirotiris writes that
"there is not any mixture of Eastemeuropids in
northernHellas,and whateveris writtenconcerning
that is inaccurateO/'inadequate'w-.

An issue was created about the triangle of
western Macedonia, about which Poulianos had
noted that "in Hellos themost lightcoloursappear
in the Hellenic- speaking groups of western
Macedonia, and 10 a degree in northern Thessaly,
and ill 'he Vlach and Slav-speaking groups of
Macedonia. Generally, the COIOIiTtestifies to the
existence of intermixture in these grOllpS"I1S.
Lightcolouredness by itself cannot be considered
as evidence of intermixture with a foreign
breed.o Moreover, I have already mentioned
that the North Mediterranean breed which
moved to the south (Slavic descent) had retained
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some old Mediterranean characteristics
(dolichocephaly, Ieptoprosopy), and was more
light-coloured, but anthropometrically speaking,
it was clearly a Mediterranean breed. This was
certified recently by the unique medieval Slavic
cemetery that was found in Hellas (on an islet of
Prespes); the skulls found there had a small
zygomatic breadth and a relatively small skull
height. Poulianos considered these skulls
Mediterranean!". Thus, in this geographical
triangleofwesternMacedonia,beyond'therelative
lightcolouredness, greater leptoprosopy and
narrower skull is noted 175, elements which
exclude a Baltic or Dinaric intermarriage and
speak for an intermarriage with the northern
branch of the Mediterranean race. There is the
same picture in the mountainous area of
Taygerus (p. 228).This, however, is not called an
'admixture', since it does not concern a mixture
with a foreign breed. The Protoslavs were
Mediterranean. TIluS, it would be impossible to
have an admixture either in Macedonia or in any
other place-of Hellas,

Concerning the Slavomacedonians, that is,
the Hellenes who speak the mixed dialect,
Poulianos writes that they are not racially dif
ferentiated from other Hellenes. On the con
trary, "the average Slavic-speaking type of
Hellenic Macedonia differs significantly from the
anthropological types that the Soviet scientists dis
cerned in other Slavic peopte''v», that is, the
Baltic and the eastern European. Thus, there is
not in Macedonia, or in any part of Macedonia,
such an anthropological singularity that can jus-
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k. The Macedonian Pelagonia
has the same derivation as the
Pclasg] (that is, the laod of the
ancestors). In Pelagonia there
were grear Hellenic Cities, such
as Idomcni, Heraclea, Stovi, etc.

j.They form 30% of the total
populat.ion of the former Yu
goslavian Macedonia.

i. For example. while in the
Dinaric epicentre (Montenegro,
Bosnia and Herzegovina) tbc
head index is about 86, in the
part of Macedonia it wavers
from 81 to 83.S. In eye colour
Ihe Muccdonians of Skopje dif
fer in Ihnt they have a lesser
degree of lightcoloured iris than
nil the other populations of the
former Yugoslavia-a fact thaI
proves a complete lack of
Slavlsm.

tify a claim for "Macedon ian ethnicity", as the
Skopjeans allege.

Is there, however, such a cause in northern
Macedonia, that is, in the part that Yugoslavia
possessed? The anthropologist Gavrilovicv
concluded that the residents there "share some
similarities; they art!differentiated from the neigh
bouring populations of Yugoslavia and Bulgaria
in that/hey have a largerdegree of Mediterranean
characteristics'th The German anthropologist
Scbade'lOJand the Bulgarian M. Popov reached
the same conclusion, that is, the Macedonians
of Scopje are basically of Mediterranean origin
with a Dinaric admixture.

But here a serious point should be stressed.
The so-called "Macedonia" in Yugoslavia
forms a broad area, almost double the size of
the real northern Macedonia in which
Macedonians reside. The whole area of Skopje
Koumanovo, in the historical past was not a
part of Hellenic. Macedonia and, of course, its
residents are not only Mediterraneans. In the
recent past thousands of Albanians infiltrated
there, and now make lip more than half of the
population there) Therefore, any anthropologi
cal research on Yugoslavian "Macedonia"
includes by necessity and real Dinarics who
falsifythe results.

On the contrary, the residents of the area of
Monastir-Gevgeli-Stromnitsa, that is, the real
Northern Macedonia, are to a large degree
Mediterraneans, that is, people of Hellenic ori
gin. This Northern Macedonia, the ancient so
called "Pelagonia"k), also extends to the east
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within Bulgaria itself. Today it is the so called
"Macedonia of Pi/in" (the area of Petritsion,
Tzoumagia, Neurokopi), up to the Rhodope
Mountains.

Let us proceed now to the other basic element
of ethnicity, which is consciousness. First let me
remind the reader that when the Ottomans ruled
Macedonia, they had divided it into three
'viIayets', Thessalonike, Monastir, and Skopje.
The vilayetofThessalonike today belongs in part
to Hellas, while the areas of Strornnitsa and
Neurokopi are occupied respectively by the
States of Skopje and Bulgaria. The vilayet of
Monastir is occupied almost entirely by the state
of Skopje - with the exception of Florina. The

Achart of northern Macedonia
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I. In 1913. in Mon.slir 1,696 s
rudents were studying at Hel
lenic schools, 1,200 in Strom
nitsa, and 557 inCroussovo. All
of the Vlach speaking had a
heightened Hellenic consclous
ness, the same 3S today.

great Maccdonian War took place, however, in
the entire area of these two 'viIayets'.

According to the last Ottoman statistics of
1904, the 'Vilayet of Monastic' was inhabited by
261,000 Hellenes, 178,000 Bulgarians, and by
some minorities'P. By the name "Bulgarians"
the Turks meant those who spoke the mixed
dialect (the Slavo-Maccdonian). In 1903, there
were 27,000 students who were studying at the
Hellenic schools of that viJayet, and only 8,000
students in Bulgarian schools. Gradually,
though, with the intensifyingof the Macedonian
war, the difference increased even more. Mo
nastir itself had a teacher-training college like
Thessalonike. These towns of Thessalonike and
Monastirwere the great bastions of Macedonian
Hellenism and the two bastions of the
Macedonian War (19()4..1908).InMonastir they
did not speak the 'slavomacedonian' dialect at
all, only the Hellenic, and a little bit the Vlach
dialect.I)

The Macedonian War should be perceived it
in its entirety, not only as an armed conflict, but
as a national war. The Macedonian warriors on
the one hand confronted those murderous Sofia
agents, the Comrnitadghis, protecting the Hel
lenic-speaking people of the area; on the other
band, however, theywanted to take by their side
those speaking the mixed dialect After so many
centuries of slavery,the populations of that area,
and especially those who spoke the mixed
dialect, had a confused national consciousness.
The nineteenth century, which swept Europe
withnationalisticmovements, found the so-called
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'Slavomacedonians' experiencing internal unrest
'r

and national insecurity. They believed that the
dialect they spoke could not classifythem under
any Nation, and for this reason they remained
nationally disoriented. Thus, the Bulgarian
agents attempted to win tbem over.

The main purpose of tbe Macedonian War
was to certify to those speaking the mixeddialect
that theywere of a Hellenic descent and that the
language does not form a dominant element of
nationality. The Macedonian War was success
ful. Not only did distinguished members of the
'Slavomacedonians' become protagonists of the
Macedonian War,m)but also entire villages em
braced Hellenism. Since then the Bulgarians
have called these populations "Graecomani"
(Hellenic-bred), and have hated them more than
they hated the Hellenic-speaking ones. The
Macedonian War was successful, in so far as the
population who spoke tlie mixed dialect finally
became Hellenized in consciousness. It is also
known that guerrilla warfare cannot succeed
without the solidarity of the population. The
Macedonian War succeeded because the entire
population, Hellenicspeakingor not, supported it.

The strange thing about the Balkan war that
followed is that Hellas was obliged to become
allies with Serbia and Bulgaria to liberate
absolutely Hellenic land from the Turks. The
result was that these three countries divided
this Hellenic land among them selves. Thus,
Serbia took northern Macedonia (with
Monastir, Gevgeli, and Stromnitsa). Each allied
country occupied the land that its army gained.

OF THE HELLENES
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Kirou, Nikotsaras and others.



o. 111emutiny of 1903 of those
"Meccdonianized'', that is, tile
so-called mutiny of lliden,
failed because it was not sup
ported by the populations of
the area.

n. It is sad to !hink !hatlhe luck
of Monastir was decided by the
two days that the Hellenic
army delayed in reaching there,
It is also sad because Serbia
was not interested in Monastic,
turning her nuentlou to her
exodus to Adriatica. But Hcl
las, facing tbe danger of losing
Thessnlonike to the marching
Bulgarian army, turned her
auenrion to Thessalonike,
sending only a battalion to the
unprotected Monastir. Thus,
almost by chance, northern
Macedonia was lost. And when
the great powers insisted on
the creation of Albania, ex
cluding Serbia again from
Adrlatlca, Serbia was obliged
to insist on the domination of
northen Macedonia in order to
win something from that war.
HeUas, facing tben the Second
Balkan war witb Bulgaria, did
not want to risk her good
relations with Serbia-and
Monastir was sacrificed ....

The land that Bulgaria occupied was regained
by Hellenic forces in the Second Balkan War
and WW r. But Monastir and northern Mace
donia remained Serbian.w Thus, from tbe total
Macedonian land, 20% remained Yugoslavian,
13% Bulgarian, and only 67% remained under
Hellenic sovereignty.

The initial idea of "Macedonian ethnicity"
was born in the secret service of Sofia around
1890. It had preceded Sofia's successful attempt
with Eastern Romilia, another absolutely
Hellenic area which had at first, in 1878, become
autonomous and then later on was absorbed
easily by Bulgaria. Bulgaria thought to attempt
something similar with Macedonia, making the
latter at first autonomous and then absorbing
her later, Thus, the Bulgarians began to spread
propaganda about the existence of Macedonian
ethnicity, even though later on this propaganda
collapsed under the pressure of the Hellenic
reaction, and Bulgarian maximalism.

The success of the Macedonian War is due to
the isolation of the Bulgarized and "Mace
donianized" people. The great mass of Hellenic
speaking and non Hellenic-speaking population
of Macedonia supported the fighters of Pavlos
Melas and his descendants.e Later on, after the
national mission of the fighters of Pavlos Melas,
the populations of Northern Macedonia, having
acquired now a Hellenic consciousness, expect
ed their liberation from Ottoman occupation
and their annexation to the free Hellas. This
annexation, however, because of some unfortu
nate historic events, was not realized in 1912.
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The worse thing is that Hellas since then has for
gotten the Hellenism of Northern Macedonia
and has pushed it indirectly toward Slavism, To
the people of Northern Macedonia, the feeling
remained that Hellas simply used them in the
Macedonian war to annex Thessalonike. The
people of Northern Macedonia knowing, that
they were not Serbs or Bulgarians, were obliged
to believe in a Macedonian ethnicity. What else
was left for them to do?

Bulgaria never denied her aspirations to
annexNorthern Macedonia, either directly or in
directly, through the stage of "Macedonianism".
It is characteristic that in 1912, Bulgaria pro
posed to Venizelos Macedonia's autonomy, and
in 1941, she attacked Hellas in order to "protect
the Macedonian brothers", as she declared. Fur
thermore, governing the area of/Skopje in 1941-
42 the Bulgarians had the opportunity to impress
upon the people the "Macedonialr' idea and also
to consolidate pro-Bulgarian sentiments. Thus, it
seems that in the future the problem ofNorthern
Macedonia will not be a Hellas-Skopje problem,
but an Hellas-Bulgarian one. Serbia never tried
seriously in the past to make the area Serbian.re

After 1922,Hellas with her wingscut ceased
to have territorial claims. She deserted not only
Ionia, but also Eastern Rornilia, Northern
Epirus, and Northern Macedonia. Hellas forgot
'the Hellenic or non Hejlcnic-speaking Hellenes
who lived beyond its present borders. Those
speaking the mixed dialect within or outside the
borders recognized them either as a "Bulgarian
minority' (protocol of Kalvov-Politis,1924),or a
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p. Serbia never cared much
about Northern Macedonia.
Only during the Communist
period did she eagerly accept
and promote the idea of an
autonomous Macedonia in
order to destabilize Hellas. But
in 1991 it was Serbia who pro
posed to Hellas the partition of
the Skopjean state between
them, a proposition that Hellas
paradoxically denied.



r, Had not something similar
happened to the Ionia refugees,
when the indifference of the
Hellenic slate to their enor
mous problems forced most of
them to turn to communism?

q With lhe exchange of popula
tions by the treaty of NeuiUy,
only 10,000Hellenes consented
to abandon their ancestral land,

"Seraian minority" (Pangalos,1926).The residents
of Northern Macedonia recognized them as
"Slavs" and as Martis notesl<;, "the residents [of
Northern Macedonia J had 110 relationship with
theMacedonians, since they were Slavs"!

Hellas's self-isolation after 1922- if not an
avoidance of the problems of the Hellenic areas
which in bondage - forced manyHellenic-speak
ing people from the Monastir area to immigrate
to liberated Hellasjs) however, it forced many
Slav-speaking to deny their Hellenic identity.
Thousands of Slav-speaking Hellenes, with no
country in their consciousness,manned the com
munist guerrilla army of 1946-49.But why and
howdid all these people end up with no country
and anti-Hellene? Why did they believe in the
supposed "Macedonian ethnicity"? Was it com
munism that caused them to deny their country,
or was it the lack of a nation whichmade them
communists?r)

Hellas is to a great degree responsible for the
situation tbat befell the Slav-speaking people.
For someone to speak the mixed dialect was a
sin- as a token of Slavism, Those who spoke it,
mainly the residents of Northern Macedonia
who earlier on believed that they were really
Hellene Macedonians, felt alienated and isolat
ed from their own country. There was no psy
chological outlet for them, only the belief in an
artificial Macedonian ethnicity, an idea that
connects them if not with their nation at least
with their land!

This is the essence of the problem. Hellas is
responsible for the situation that developed there
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because she is not interested in that Hellenic area
and its residents. She turned her back on them
and forgot them completely. And they remained
without a national orientation. What were they?
A people without a national descent? They had
to be something. And thus they accepted the
myth of the "Macedonian Nation". The need for
ethnicity is the strongest need in peoples' life. By
accepting "Macedonianism" and not Bulgarism,
they revealed that they still had hope in HeUas!
Kyriakidis writes that "the Hellenic spirit and llie
Hellenic Byzantine civilization can still be found in
the land which the Hellenes tamed and civilized;
moreover, abundant Hellenic blood flows in lhe
veins of the residents today who do nOI speak lite
Hellenic language and do not have a national con·
SC;oIIS11ess"122.

Because of Hellas's obtuseness, indeed a new
Macedonian ethnicity will crystallize in the state
of Skopje. HeUas did not have the chance to
avert the creation of a "Bulgarian consciousness"
during the 19th century; but today, it must avert
this fabricated "Macedonian" ethnicity even by
intervention - not to conquer, but to liberate.

From an ethnological point of view, the Ma
cedonian problem is not a matter of "Macedonian
ethnicity", as the Skopjeans support, but on the
contrary, concerns the re-Hellenization of
Northern Macedonia.

The projection of Macedonian ethnicity by
the Skopjean 'nomenclature' is an insolent act.'>
Giokas stresses that "one cannot imagine a more
greater and insolent misinterpretation. of history.
There is no doubt that most of the lands that this
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<s. Mcusiairas, points out that
"here we don '/ have simply a
fKJ81"OI1l agairut an ethnological
fp'OClP> a fJOfi1Ot" tllQJ one ..cu/d
reaa to; hete .." 1111'''wuJer the
guise of the !!dmtific manJIe 0

tknaliOlllJliullion of people and the
pn!St!1JCt! of (J new el}lJfich)~lv/,id,
,WI OI./y demands acceptanceand
t" ..mlllle<!,bllt alsowilh much inso
lence{)lIIS ,wilorial claims to areas
outside of Yugoslavia" 141.

state possesses were Macedonian, and thus
Hellenic from the beginning of the world. But
since, however, these "Macedonians" accept that
they reside in a part of ancient Paionia,
Pelagonia, Lyngistis, and Dasartia, they must
learnthat the ancient residents of those areas were
Hellenes and always fought hard against any bar
barian for the freedom and security of the
Hellenes. Therefore, if they consider themselves
Macedonians, they must, as Macedonians, learn
theHellenic history of their ancestors?». But how
could the residents of Northern Macedonia
express their Hellenicity, when Hellas itself
denies tbeir Hellenicity? Livas emphasizes that
tbe residents of Northern Macedonia "are pure
Hellene-Macedonians", and he goes on to point
out that "it is not an exaggeration if we say that

, those who spoke or still speak the Macedonian
dialect-and this is true to a great degree in the
north.lip to the springs of tireAxios and Strimon
Rivers and beyond -were undoubtedly Hellenes,
andwe say this with much more certainty than we
couldfor any other modern Hellene''v».

Hellas' strategy for the Macedonian problem
shouldnot only focus on the name of the newly
established state, but should avert the stabili
sation of the consciousness of a Macedonian
ethnicity.Hellas should not allow the creation
thereof an autonomous state. The name "Ma
cedonia"that our neighbourswant in the state of

I Skopje,may bother the official Hellenic state
becauseit reminds Hellas that she has not done
her duty to a historically Hellenic area. This
name,however, instead of working against the
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interests of HeUas, would boomerang against
those who inspired it HeUas should declare the
HeUenicity of the lands and the populations of
Northern Macedonia and demand the latter's
annexation.
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Another bilingual community in Hellas whose
origins are controversial, is that of the Vlachs,
who reside mainly in central Hellas.

There are many theories concerning the ori
gin of the Vlacbs, many of them based on preju
dice.According to Lundman, the Vlachs (orAro
mouni, as they call themselves), are the last
descendants of the Roman settlement in Mace
donia, a view unsupported by historical analysis.
Safarik, on the other hand, believes that the
Vlachs are the descendants of the Celts who had
invaded Hellas at -280, and who during the Ro
man period were linguistically Romanizedw',
According to this view, the name 'Vlach' derives
from the Celtic 'valac', a term attributed to some
Celtic races. This theory also cannot be proven
historically, since the Celts suffered several suc
cessive defeats in Hellas and settled in Thrace
along with their wives, after which they were
forced to move to Asia Minor.

The Vlachs



Some scholars believe that the VIachs were
indigenousHellenes whowere Romanized during
the Roman period, and since then never
managed to get rid of their 'romance' language.
Koumas notes that "only in the largecities did tile
Hellenic language resist, and the mountains of
Illyria held back the foreigners. The residents of the
villagesand of the valleys mixed their language with
the Roman. one, and thus developed a dialect that
still survives ill many parts of Macedonia, Epirus,
Thessaiy and Southern Hellas. All these people are
commonly called Vlachs"n9. Keramopoulos adds
that the name 'Vlachs' derivesfrom the corruption
of the word "Velahos", the name the Romans
gave the natives who protected the borders of the
Roman Empire in EgyptU7• In this sense, he
writes, at all the borders of the Empire breeds
developed with similar names (Vlachons, Val
Ions,Welshmen, etc.), and some of these breeds
got used to the Latin language,»

This would be a valid theory if there were
not the testimonies of Byzantine.writers of the
tenth and the subsequent centuries, which doc
ument a Vlach descent into or invasion of
Macedonia and Thessaly, As foreigners the
Vlachs of that period lived not in the cities, but
in the country, being farmers and sometimes
even marauders. For this reason the HelleJ1€S
generalized the word 'Vlach' to refer to. the reo
sident of the countryside.

Keramopoulos's view about the meaning of
the word Vlach does not exclude the origin of
the Vlachs from Rumania where this language
of Latin derivation is still spoken - quite the
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a. According to Moralidis, the
initial etymology of the word
Vlach derives from tile verb
'((lIl'.(iooro, ((lIlMlX0>'(protect,
guard)1S0.



d. Those foreign V1acbs had, of
course, some Slavic linguist
elements, if \ve take- into
consideration that Rumania
was conquered by the Slavs in
the seventh century. Possibly,

Co Ka1.sougirulnis's viavl14 that the
Roman legionaires carried this
dialect from Hellas, which was
previously conquered, to Rumania
is not plausibte. The Romans
would cony their own 1anguage,
and not a corrupted diaIeCL

b. KntsOUgiannisll4, Lazaroul'33
and others record a testimony
of Lydos, a Byzantine writer of
the 61h century, in order to
show the prior existence of the
Latin-speaking Hellenes, How·
ever. Lydos's testimony proves
the opposite, that "there was
allvltys a 1(1'\1according to which
Ih. declslons of the sub-prefects
and of the other public authori
liesshould b.phrased only in Ihe
Italian language. Eventhough
th" majority of the inhabitants
",e", Hellenes, they were fo".d
to obey this law, and thus speak
Italian, especiallythose who had
10 deal with Ihe aushoraies",
Evcn though the writer was not
a Hellene and supported the
usc of Latin, he accepted in his
SlUdy (which was also written in
Hellenic) Ihat the populations
were mainly Hellenic and used
Latin only out of necessity in
their relations with Roman
authorities.

•contrary. If the Vlachs were the old border
guards of the Roman Empire, then they would
have had nothing to do in HeUas as it was not
within the borders of the Roman Empire. But
still, if they had such a function in ancient
Hellas, then they would have bad this name
since then. But this is not the case. Before the
tenth century the word Vlach is not mentioned
anywhere in Hellas.b) Thus, it is obviouslya new
element that entered the Byzantine Empire just
before the tenth century. All the By-zantine
writers (Kekaumenos, Choniatis-Akominatos,
Chalkocondilis, et al) certify that the Vlachs
were foreigners who carne from Vlachia. As
Paparigopoulos notes.68, "holll could lIIe explain
the origin oj the name oj the Vlachs IIIho lived on
both sides of the Istros River, and the similarity oj
their language", if the Vlachs of HeUas did not
come from Rumania's Vlachia?c)

According to Gyoni84,the massiveVlach set
tlement in Hellas was established in the tenth
century. It is not certain if there were earlier
Vlach descents to HeUas of a lesser scale, but
probably oilier descents followed. In the ninth
century,a disorderlymob called Slavs,descended
to Thessaly from the north and settled in the
countryside there. The Byzantine writers were
unaware of the several ethnicities, and confused
thosewho did not speak the Hellenic language
eveninpreviouscenturies, theyhad associatedthe
incoming mob with the 'Slavs'. Possibly, those
whom the Byzantines thought to be the Slavs of
Thessalywere in reality (all or part of them)
RumanianVlachswho spoke theLatin languege.v
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Thus, in order to ascertainwhether the Vlachs
ofHellas originated from the Vlachsof Rumania,
we must, beyond the historical evidence that we
have, resort to anthropological evidence.That is,
we must compare the evidence dating from the
Middle Ages of the Hellene-Vlachs and the
Rumanian-Vlachs. The anthropological charac
teristics of the Vlachs of Thessaly, western Ma
cedonia, and eastern Epirus that Poulianos has
recorded'», do not present any difference from
their neighbours, the other Helleues.v

In antiquity Rumania was inhabited by
Mediterraneans, as was the entire area near the
Danube. The Thracians who at that time inha
bited the area were called Getes.u Gradually,
however, Rumania became more Dinaric, as
did the entire northern Balkans. The first Dina
rization of the country had begun in Transyl
vania ill the Bronze Age, and intensified during
the Iron Age and later on. Until the Middle
Ages, only Vlachia retained its Mediterranean
character, as the Rumanian anthropologist Ne
crasov indicates'w. Vlachia, which was inhabit
ed by the descendants of the ancient Getes, was
until then like a Mediterranean islet surround
ed by the Dinarics. Moldavia, Transylvania, and
the other areas had a strong Dinaric character
with an Alpine participation.

A great population shift on a Dinaric base
occurred in Vlachia after the tenth century.
Indeed, the remains found inVlachic cemeteries
dating between the seventh and fifteenth
centuries reveal a cranial length of 184-186,an
index of B!L=78-81, facial height of 67-68, that

ELl-ENESOF THE

f. Strabo, C.304

e. TIley have a head length of
187-188 (in Epirus, because of
mixtures or (he altitude, it is a bit
smaller), a head index of 83, a
morphological facial height of
123-124, a nose height of 54.
These characteristicscorrespond
10 a pure Mediterranean breed
which has nothing to do with the
Dinaric-or any other race.

Vagiakakos was right when he
noted that "naturally 'he Vlach.
also been/lie the comers 0/
Slavism and also broughr'mallY
Slavic placenames, (JIJd Slavic
WOr€Js to HeIJas"J3. Even in
the modern "coutsovlachic"
language there still remain
2.8% words of Slavic origin, a
fact which proves by itself the
origin of the Vlachs from the
north (Katsougiannis, who gives
us this evidence, calculated
wrongly a smaller percentage).



h. Onvrilovic7J,who noted that
"stmllgely theAromOlJJli [VIaehs!
look more similar to the Hellenes
,110" 10 ,lie Rumanians", made
the same mistake.

g.The skeletal findings especially
of Moldavia(16tb.19'hcenturies)
reveal cranial lengths of only
173·175 and cranial beights of
138·141 (thai is, • HIL index
greater than 79). From the
southern Dinarics of the Ba1kan
peninsula, the Rumanians to
day are differentiated mainly
by their lighter eyes: about
650/. of the Rumanian people
has u mixed eye colour, and
only 15·30% has a deep brown
colour. This is probably be
cause during the Middle Ages
there was an increased invasion
of Noric elements from north
east Europe -a fact that is
8150 revealed from the high
percentage of gene q (13%) of
the blood group ABO. The
Vlachs in HeUas have to a
degree or 39% mixed (green)
eyes, that is, the same percent
age with the rest of Hellos.

is, as Nccrasovmentions, "a Mediterranean basis,
10which Proto-European elements, vel)'gracil were
added - Dinaric elements were still rare". This
evidence thus explains how the Vlachs of Hellas
have Mediterranean anthropological characteri
stics- even though they descended from
Rumania. From the tenth century the descent of
the Vlachs of Rumania to the south occurred on
such a massive scale that their cradle gradually
lost its Mediterranean elements. Since then
Rumania possessesa strong Dinaric population.sl
as NecrasovlS9, Lundman-<, Bakert? and others
certify. That is why it is a mistake to compare
anthropologically the Vlachs of HeUaswith the
modem Rumanians as Poulianos has done.»

There is anthropological evidence certifying
that the people called Vlachs or Aromouni in
Hellaswere pure Thracians who had abandoned
the old Hellas around the Danube in order to
avoidconquests from other races. At that time,
theVlachsof Rumania faced enormous pressure.
There were many invasions by foreigners
(Sarmatians, Goths, Slavs, Bulgarians). In the
eighth century Bulgaria bad declared her own
emperor ruler of "Bulgaria and Vlachia", Their
expatriation\0 ByzantineHellas occurred to avoid
foreign tyranny. Choniatis comments upon the
Thracian origin of the Vlachs, (he said "they are
wfysians"), as do Katakouzinos and Kekaumenos
whorecord the Vlachs as Dakians. It also seems
that the names "Aromoutli" and "Aro" derive
from the ancient HelJenic root "&.Qia", and not
fromits subsequent «Roman» corruption!

Linguistically speaking the Vlachs were
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alienated even from the time of the Roman
occupation, and their national consciousness
was certainly not Hellenic. They were so few in
number though and racially so similar to the
Hellenes that they easily absorbed the Hellenic
wayof life and morals. But even if they did not
have a Hellenic consciousness i} then their
descent could still be considered another
descent of a Hellenic breed from the area of the
Danube-following the ancient descent of the
Achaeans, Ionians,Dorians, and the later descent
of the Slavsj) During the Turkish occupation,
central Hellas, because of the many Vlachic
settlements, was called "Small Vlachia" in
contrary to the "Great Vlachia" of Rumania.

The descent of the Vlachs to mainland
Hellas should not be falsified by Hellenic writers
as if it was a descent of foreigners; but on the
contrary, it should be praised as an "exodus to
freedom". Similarly, their descent from Vlachia
should not be exploited from the Romanian
propaganda, because their escape from there
occurred precisely to avoid their becoming
Romanian.

When in 1850Rumania became independent
under its first kingAlexander Cuza, it attempted
(0 triumph over the Vlachs of the south Balkans
who spoke the same language. From then on the
Ottomans called the Vlachs "Coiusovlachs'w.
Even though this attempt lasted for 60years and
also had the support of the Ottomans and the
Bulgarized Macedonians, it did not have the
slightest success. Inall the Vlachic communities
no more than 10% had became Rumanized in
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k, Other interpretations con
cerning the origin of the name
"Coutscvlachs" from the
Hellenic word "XOUtOO;" (lame)
(either because they spoke
Hellenic badly Or they did not
possess many flocks) are not
convincing.

j. The descent of the Vlachs, like
the prior descent of the Vindes
Slavs,succeeded because it took
the form of unorganised
groups. The Byzantine State
was not reacting to such in
comings of poputauoas-ceon
trary to the attack, for instance,
of the Antes-Slavs that was sue
cc$Sfullyrepelled.

I, At first tbere were cases of
antl-Hencne actsby manyVlachs
<asmarauders or together with
the Bulgarians, as the Asian).
By that time, though, their
consciousness and their Ian
guage became Hellenized. The
Vlaehic dialect survived as their
second language.



conscience.The V1acbsas pure Hellenes reacted
withcontempt to the Rumanian propaganda!'-.

Today, the V1acb-speakingpeople possessing
aHellenic consciousness livemainly inNorthern
Macedonia (250,000) and in Albania (150,000).
In Hellas, tbey do not exceed 80,000, since
naturally their dialect here iswaning.

THE



In order to conclude our examination of the
ethnological research on Hellenism in tbe
Byzantine era, we must take a look at the period
of Frankish rule when Hellas was occupied by
western European "Franks".

As there was a decline in the internal social
and national unity in the Byzantine state,
conditions matured for foreign invasions. The
decline of Byzantium was the result of a reduced
national vigilance - since only religious con
sciousness differentiated its citizens from
foreigners-and tolerance of every Christianized
foreigner, according to Christian teachings. The
long history of the Byzantine state had created in
its citizens a feeling of absolute security; moreover,
the lack of direct contact with foreign nations
had waned Byzantine's national consciousness,
and they did not pay the proper attention to
foreign races (they believed that Christ would
never abandon them). Thus, Hellenism as a

Frankish Rule



national quality had fallen into oblivion. The
citizens called themselves" Romans" (POOIllOC)to
indicate their official subordination to the
Byzantine Empire which tbey resented for the
taxes it imposed on them. The Frankish conquest
of the Byzantine Empire in the thirteenth century
awakened the national consciousness of Helle
nism (Palaiologos, Plethon, Vissarion, et al), As
Cavafy writes, "waiting for the barbarians ... Those
people were a kind of solutio 11".

The Frankish occupation, however, was not
short. Even though Constantinople was soon
recaptured and the Byzantine state re-estab
lished, many Hellenic areas remained under
Frankish rule for two centuries; this rule was
replaced, almost without an interval, by the
Turkish occupation. Thus, it is imperative to
examine Frankish rule from a national-racial
perspective and its influence on Hellas.

Frankish rule was imposed on the Hellenic
area in 1204 with the Fourth Crusade. The
Crusaders were few in number to influence
racially the closely united Hellenic population.
Their force was military, and their conquest of
the Hellenes, even though they were few in num
ber,was easy, since the people reacted to the con
quest with indifference. Despite the great dura
tion of tbe occupation, the Franks did not con
tribute decisively to a racial or spiritual alienation
of Hellenism. The fact that there was no signifi
cant racial Frankish influence is proved mainly by
the lack of intellectual influence: the manners,
language, and religion (Orthodox) of the people
remained the same, that is, Hellenic. Moreover,



Frankish rule caused a national awakening
that created a serious national and religious
confrontation between the population and the
conquerors. The Peloponnesians wrote to King
Henry that "we are of a different race and we
have another bishop; you might have conquered
our bodies, but n.ot 0111' soul and spirit",

On the other hand, it is true that the Franks
came to Hellas without their wives; thus,
naturally there was intermarriage with Hellenic
women, and the result was a gradual intermin
gling of the two peoples. Kalonaros writes!'! that
"because of a lack of French WOlnen or women of
a Roman origin and religion, the third or foun"
generation of Frankish invaders were all mixed,
from the children. of Prince William Villeardouin to
the last Roman knigh: or bourgeois".

A large number of Hellenic intermarriages
with the Franks occurred in the Cyclades, the
Ionian Islands and the Peloponnese. In the other
Hellenic areas, though, the strong conflict
between the population and the conquerors did
not encourage such intermarriages. The mixture
in the Ionian Islands was due to the long duration
of Venetian rule, which lasted for about six
centuries. The Frankish influence in the
Cyclades was much stronger because the Franks
there outnumbered the indigenous population;')
On the other hand, in the Peloponnese, because
of the wise administration of the Villearduins,
there was no conflictwith the Hellenic population,
a fact that facilitated intermarriages with the
Franks.

At first, those people of mixed race were

8. TIle influence is obvious even
today from the numberof the
Frankish names thai have sur
vived as well as by the strong
presence of Catholicism.
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b. 11,e French scholar on
Frankish rule, Antoine Bon,
referring 10 a document of
J 337, notes .hOl "Concerning
the population, based on the
1I0m~ of the people who ore
recorded, aUIIDSIall of Ihe rural
population is Hellenic. If we had
cO/Jjec/l,re(/lllot in the thineenth.
and founeentn centuries a
sig"ijicanl immigration of
Westeme,. look plact!, a docu
mem like Ihis of Ihe endowmem
would /lOlly contmdia u. The
Wcslen,.,. did /101seale down
like fam,.,. in lire Moreas, bUI
tllCY remained in tIle towns and
constttuted a feudal aristocracy;
i" 1111,l,I,SOl11C Hellenes also par
tici/){JI(!t/1'26.

notorious and were called "yaOJ.lOUAoL".These
people spoke the Hellenic language, but
remained Catholic in religion with a definite
Frankish consciousnessn'. At that time it was
inconceivable for Franks to convert to another
faith. This strict conservatism of the Franks was
the cause [or their gradual reduction; as Miller
writes, this conservatism "led (hen, to racial
suictderi». Reduced in numbers and later on
with an unstable Frankish consciousness, most
of them left for Venice when the conflict with
the Hellenes intensified. Those who remained
wereabsorbed in consciousness by Hellas and by
the Hellenic way of life, and gradually any
differentiation was eliminated mainly after the
barbaric Turkish occupation. The Frankish last
Dames that have survived today reflect those
Franks who were assimilated at that time.
Boutsikas writes that "[in.Elis] one encounters ill
Hellenized types some Latin-born names, mainly
lasl names, reminders of that faraway period of
Frankish rule. They are the descendants of those
Romans who loved the place, embraced Orthodoxy
and acquired Hellenic consciousness'wt.

Therefore, that the Hellenic population signi
ficantlymixed with the Franks cannot be sup
ported,since the laner were fewfrom the beginn
ing,and finally those few of their descendants
became Orthodox and remained in Hellas, The
majority of the Hellenic population remained
uninfluenced by the Franks.» Maltezou writes
that the "Hellene-Frankish cohabitation noted ill
the years of IIJe rulership of Villeardouin, occurred
most in the classes of the local aristocracy and less
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to the people. The few occasions of the Hellenes
who changed theirfaith, and the relativelyfew inter
marriages did not affect the population'tvo.

In order to measure, though, the extent of
any intermingling that occurred then with the
Franks, they must be racially examined. Thus,
the so-called "Franks" of the Fourth Crusade,
basically came from north-eastern France and
Italy, and during the second phase of the
Frankish nile from Spain (Catalanians). Onlya
few Germans and Flemish participated in the
Fourth Crusade. The Italians and Spanish (the
former were residents mainly of Venice and
Lombardy) were basically people of the Medi
terranean race. The French-speaking came from
French Flanders (the. area of France near the
Belgian border), Campagnia, Burgundy and the
Belgian areas of Hainaut and Namur, Thus, the
Franks of the Fourth Crusade were mainly the
"Vallons", as we know them today.

Relative light-colouredness is not a racialcri
terion for a people who reside for thousands of
years in northern Europe, Anyway, the Vallons
are more dark-coloured than their Flemish
neighbours and the Germans, a fact that proves
that they are not Nordic. Their antbropometrical
elements are more revealing: the Vallons and
the French of Flanders are sub-brachycephalic,
leptoprosopic (but within the limits of me
soprosopy), and not soIeptorrhinic (the indexof
living subjects in French Flanders is 62-64, and
the index on skulls in Belgium is 49)<).These ele
ments reveal a Mediterranean race, which eight
centuries ago was probably more pure.d) As 1
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c. As Ibe Belgian anthropologist
Twiesselmann notes132, only
37% of the Vallons have blue
eyes and 22% are blond. ValJois
notes that inthe French areas of
Flanders and Campagnia the
blue-eyed are more than 50%,
while the percentage of brown
eyes is also high (inCampagnia
about 40%), while brown hair
dominates (60%). Twtsselmann
points out that "the di/fere/rces
in ,II. ligill-cowurcleness between
the Belgian populations (Vallo"..-
Flemish} Seelll 10 1'(IVe been.
reduced since the last censusy",
Therefore, the Vallons in for
mer times should have been
more deep-coloured, And the
Burgundians have a similar per
centage ofblon<i hair (20-30%).



c. Dictionary Hellos, entry
"Vnllons".

d. By the diadlronical comparison
of amhropometrical elements of
the Vallons (3 reduction of
index HIL and an increase of
facial index), the gradual
Nordic admixture is certified.

have already mentioned, the Vallons are
considered the northern Mediterranean com
munity, remnant of the ancient Aryan spread in
Europe. Even today the people of Flanders
(French and Belgian) are conscious of their
singularity and are prone to separatist and
independence movements.

In terms of racial psychologythe Vallons are
clearly distinguished from their Nordic neigh
bours. According to the "Helios?v dictionary,
"the Val/oils are characterized by their flexible and
lively character and their social adaptability; the
Flemish, on the contrary, are characterised by
inflexibility,persistence; and stubbornness", elements
which describe the Mediterranean and Nordic
race respectively.

The French, however, who come from Bur
gundy and Franche-Comte are considered "No
rics" by Valloism, that is, light-coloured Dina
rics,but with an Alpine participation.

Therefore, the "Franks" who ruled Hellas
from the thirteenth to the fifteenth centuries
were basically Mediterranean in their racial
descent (Italians, Spanish, Vallons), and in part
Dinarics (Venetians and Burgundians), There
wasalso a degree of AJpine and perhaps Nordic
participation in those Franks. But their main
Mediterranean descent facilitated the smoorh
absorption of their remnants in Hellas.

Independently, though, of the racial investiga
tionof the Frank conquerors, we must generally
note that the foreign occupations never change
the racial tank of the conquered people. They
may"steal the leading role" in history, that always
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describes the actions of the rulers, but they do not
affect ethnologically the people, who remain
silent like a "chthonic force" always in place. The
conquerors remain in the veneer of the historical
being, while the people survive and arise again
and again in history. The conquerors never create
a racial differentiation, despite the voluntary or
non voluntary intermixtures, intermixtures which
remain on the faces of the people only as wrin
kles. Perhaps when the conquerors manage to
impose their own cultural elements (language,
religion, etc.), we can speak of some ethnological
differentiation. But a racial differentiation may
be caused only by massive population move
ments, usually in a peaceful way,which always,as
historic phenomena, are very rare.

Thus, neither the few numbered Frankish
aristocracy nor other long-standing occupations in
Hellas affected the racial-ethnological structure
of Hellenism. There never occurred in the
Hellenic peninsula a massive population invasion.

OF THE HELLENES



a. According 10 Adamantios
Koruis, these nomads brought
with them the name "Tsigganoi"
from another country, while the
name "atsigganoi" or "athig
ganoi" was given to them due to
a misunderstanding - thus, the
"a" is redundant.

The Romany constitute a nomadic Indian race
that had broken off from India at about the third
century.They remained for a long time in Persia,
where they acquired several sun-worship doc
trines, and at about the eighth century they flood
ed the Byzantine Empire. According to one ver
sion, the first Romany who entered Byzantium
came from Phrygia and were worshippers of the
religious heresy of the "A/frigga/li" (a Christian
Jewish heresy with elements of magic).
Accordingto another version, the citizens should
not mix with them (a-e~Y'f(tv(l),don't touch), and
thus the Hellenes gave this name (Athiggani) to
those nomads of Indian descent.»

For centuries the Romany remained in the
Byzantine Empire and called themselves
"Rom" and "Romany" to indicate that they
were citizens of the Roman Empire. The
Romany mixed in their Indian language many
Hellenic words. Such corrupted Hellenic

I
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words are still found today in the "Rom"
dialects throughout Europe. From the fifo
teenth century onwards the Romany spread to
the rest of Europe and received similar names
to "Athiggani": Cygan in Slavic, zingari in
Italy, zingali in Spain, Zigeuner in Germany,
etc.

A second branch of these Indian nomads
came from·the east to Egypt remaining there for
a long time. Later on some of them spread to
northern Africa, Spain, and Europe, while others
moved to Turkish-occupied Hellas and the
northern Balkans. These Romany were called
"gyfti" in Greece, from the word "Egyptians",
gypsies inEngland,gitanes (from the "egyptianes")
inFrance,jijtu in Romania, etc.

That the ROQ1anydescend from the Indian
race is indisputable. Suchywrote that "based on
much evidence, especiallyglossological, the initial
country of theRomany must beplaced in the inner
valleys of West India. There are also a number of
anthropological qualities thai prove their Indian
descenr't». Despite the strong and various mixes
in several countries, the Romany are often
mesocephalic and mesorrhinic.n Moreover,
Bunak describes the Romany as havingrelatively
flat nosesx. Tills characteristic is one of the
most prominent differences between the Indian
and European race. Furthermore, the Romany,
depending on the degree of their mixture, retain
the deep brown skin colour of the Indians. In
Hellas, because of their long-term residence and
intermixture, they are leptorrhinic and not 100
dark-coloured.

b. Purer mixed groups have a
nasal index o( 70·73, as Suchy
indicates.

OF THE HELLENES



c. ln the rhesus sys,em, lite
Romany have a negative de
gree of about 13%, that is,
much less than European
countries (14.5-18). In India
because the gene cdc is rela
tively rare, the negative rhesus
just reaches 10%.

Moreover, in terms of blood group, as
Lundman notes, the Romany present the same
characteristics as the Indiansl42• In the blood
typeABO the gene q of the blood group B has a
frequency of 0.24 (Suchy222),that is, in the levels
of northern India-while this frequency in
European countries does not exceed 0,10.<)

Older than the Gypsies in the Hellenic area,
the Athiggani are more mixed with Hellenic
blood. The Gypsies, on the contrary, were used
by the Turkish conquerors for the cruellest
deeds against the Hellenes. KampourogJou
writes that "the Gypsies who are and always were
vile wanderers, were usually blacksmiths, copper
smiths, musicians, sieve makers, and al the same
time were the executioners of cruel and ruthless
deatb sentences against the Christians, subjecting
the latter to unspeakable tortures. By torturing the
Hellenes whenever they surrendered 10 their hands,
the gypsies took revenge for the age-long contempt
of all nations and their constant persecution and
suffering"1I2. For this reason, the Hellenes have
associated the so-called "Turk-gypsies" with
their worst historical memories.

Today, of course, the Gypsies and the
Athiggani are mixed, and their names are used
in Hellas indiscriminately. At the beginning of
the century their total number in Hellas was
50,000; today they exceed 300,000. The dialect
they use is called "dortika", Those of them
who are more mixed with Hellenic blood have
tended lately, under the unfortunate auspices
of the Hellenic state, to establish their own
urban working class communities, although

THE



they are opposed to every form of education.
The Romany are certainly musical; from

them the word "boheme'vl derives.As nomads,
however, who live amidst civilized European
countries, they tend not only to odd jobs, but also
to illegal occupations (magic, fraud, robbery,
etc.)e).

In Europe the racial problem that the pres
ence of the Romany causes is serious. Parti
cularly, their gradual assimilation puts in danger
the ethnological purity of Europeans.u However,
their expulsion from one country to another
beoomes impossiblebecause neighbouringcoun
tries deny them entrance. Of course, this does
not mean that the only solution to tins racial
problem would be assimilation- that would be
the worst solution. Hellas, for instance, should
prohibit interracial marriages and revoke
Hellenic citizenship from the Romany. J have
alreadydiscussedthe dangers of racial admixtures
generally (and particularly with the Romany)».

OF THE HELLENES

e. The Hellenic courts are
overloaded daily with penal
offencesbyGypsies.

C. The Gypsies, exploiting the
desireof childlesscouplesfor a
child, proceed methodically
and cautiously to market their
ownbabies.Thus, hundreds of
gypsychildren enter Hellenic
society in such a way.

d. The French had named
Bohemians a wave of Romany
who had come from Bohemia.



The ancient Thracians were racially Mediterra
nean and composed the main body of the Medi
terranean race that had spread to the entire
eastern side of the Balkan Peninsula, from the
shores and valleys of the Danube up to the
Moravian Gates. Depending on the place, they
spoke several dialects (divided mainly into
Thracians, Messians, Dakians, Getae a), etc.),
which were all related to the Pelasgic Proto
Hellenic.

In antiquity, after the descent of the Dinaric
lllyrians, the Thracians were divided into two
parts: the northern part, which was destined to
return later 01) as Vlacbic or Slavic, and the
southern part, which is found today in the area
of Hellenic Thrace and Bulgaria. From that
time there was certainly a Dinaric racial
influence in Thrace, though not significant. We
find, for instance, an increased cranial height in a. Sec Herodotus, D. 93 and
the ancient Thracians, but there was neither Strabo C.295.

Thrace



occipital flatness nor had the cranial index B/L
reached the area of hyperbrachycephaly.

The index B/L found in Thrace is indicative
of the relatively smaller tendency toward bra
chycephalization. Up until the +6!h century this
index had reached 82.8 in the area north of the
Aemos mountain and 77 in the south. From
that time onwards, because of the Slavic influ
ence, debrachycephalization began. In the four
teenth century it decreased to 75.5. Since then
brachycephalization has increased, and today
the head index in Hellenic Thrace and in south
Bulgaria is 80-81, while in northern Bulgaria,
because of the larger Dinaric and Baltic partici
pation there, it exceeds 83.

In Bulgaria, because of the descent of the
Slavs, there is a linguistic influence. However, in
terms of the racial structure of the country, the
influence of the Slavs was relative. While
Eastern Romilia, in the south of Aemos moun
tain, continues to exhibit classic Mediterranean
characteristics, northern Bulgaria and the area
of Pirin have an increased degree of light
coloured population and a morphological index
somewhat smaller, about 88, within the limits of
lepto- and mesoprosopy. It becomes clear then
that the Slavic invasion did not disturb the
Mediterranean characteristics of the Bulgarian
population - and this did not happen since the
Antes were North-Mediterranean and light
colourednesswas a characteristic of this northern
Mediterranean branch.

The Bulgarian anthropologist Boev writes
that "Bulgaria's south exhibits today a cleargracil
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Mediterranean structure, which is due to a higher
percentage of proslavic population and closer
encounters with the Mediterranean people. On the
other hand, northern Bulgaria, given its closer
encounters with eastern Slavic and Proslavic
(Skythian and Sarmatlc} populations of the Black
Sea, is more affected by the PO/Uwn variety of
Medlterranean (more brachycephalic and dis
cotouredy'». By Pontian type, Bunak meant the
Skytbic people who belonged to the Mediter
ranean race, but possessing a Dinaric admixture,
though. On the other hand. the Sarmatians, who
compose the ancestral population of the
Ukraine, were typical Alpines. Consequently
northern Bulgaria has a Mediterranean
(Thracian) basis, but with an Alpine and Dinaric
admixture (brachycrany and broad face). while
the relativediscolorationcomes fromthe northern
Mediterranean Protoslavs.

In the seventh century Bulgaria suffered a
Turkish-Tatarian invasion, which brought to the
country a Mongolian admixture. Despite the
fact, however, that those conquerors ruled the
country and conducted fiercefuJ fights with the
Byzantine Empire, their traces were finally lost
amidst the Thracian population, linguistically
and anthropologically. No Mongolian trace can
be detected today in the Bulgarian people, even
though the Mongoloid characteristics in the
paleoanthropological findings of the seventh
and eighth centuries (Novi Pazar cemetery, etc.)
are clear. It is a common phenomenon 10 find
foreign racial evidence of the several conquerors
in the palacoanthropological findings, and to



called Burgarians, as a Hellenic inscription
found in Phillipoupoli and now housed in the
Sofiamuseum proves». Emperor Vasilios II first
gave the name "Bulgaria" officiallyto the coun
try when he conquered it.

If, however, the etymology of the first com
ponent of the word "Bulgaria" comes from the
word "bourga", the second component is the
word "aria" (land), which shows its ancient

miss those completely in the contemporary pop
ulations. b) This phenomenon has puzzled
anthropologists and has given rise to several
theories. The most probable is that the indige
nous population, considering these foreign
characteristics as "inappropriate" slowlyisolated
the carriers of these characteristics, giving them
fewerchances to crossbreed.With the continuous
application of this "automatic isolation", the
foreign cbaracteristics after some centuries
disappear. Of course, the first Tataric invaders
of Bulgaria were also few in number c).

Some believe that, from that Tataric invasion
derives the flame of the country "Bulgaria", as
the cradle of the Turk-tatars was the river Volga.
Another view has it that the name derives from
the Touranic word "bulga" (mixture), in the
sense that the Bulgarians called themselves
"mulattos". Keramopoulos's theory, however, is
more convincing:that theBourgarioi were people
livingon the borders of the Roman Empire who
guarded the "bourga" (castles), and because of
them, those who resided on the shores of the
Istros River Were called "Burgarians". Indeed,
even from +200 the residents of that area were.

RIGIN OF THE HELLENES

C. Livas notes that "what me
historians call Bulgarians, that is
the group of Asparuch, did 1101
exceedthe 2-3,000jig/lleTS. Iswas
about all insignifican: group ill
quafllil),. The ana/Of.I)'of theforeign
element that existed ill the grollp
of Asparuch is lIegligibie COm
pared 10the indigenouspopulation
of th» Hellenized Thracians who
lived then in the modern
Bulgarian areal and belonged. 10
the Pelasgicand ancient Helle/lie
racel36_

b. In Hungary this phenomenon
is more intense. The Avars,
with an extensive Mongoloid
admixture. who conquered the
country and imposed their
language, did not leave any
trace of their characteristics in
the Hungarian people.



d. Th81 area, as the Bulgarian
anthropologists certify, is in a
way isolated, and marriages are
nOI contracted with tbe rest of
the populalion2J3.

Thracian origin. The same is also valid for
Hungaria (Hungary) - the ancient Arians were
rooted across the Danube.

Bulgaria suffered twoother mixtureswith the
Turktatars. In the fourteenth century the Turks
brought Tatars to eastern Bulgaria as guards,
and at the beginningof the nineteenth century
with Russia's invasion of Bessaravia- a new
waveof Tatars entered the country, while tens of
thousands of Bulgarians emigrated to southern
Russia. These recent Tatarian infiltrations have
left strong mongolic-touranic characteristics in
the northeastern zone of the country (west of
Varna).d)

Popov's 'extensive anthropological research
in1959 found that there is indeed a series of dif
ferences between northern and southern
Bulgaria. The southern country is less brachy
cephalic, more leptoprosopic (it has a particu
larly smaller facial width) and more deep
coloured.Generally, in Bulgaria, "it is more COIII

man to find a combination of characteristics that
corresponds to the Mediterranean race, a combina
tion that is [rOIlI the Neolithic period the basis of
lire population. This combination is found to a
large degree ill the south. Even 1710recommon is
lire Mediterranean combination in the southeast,
tnat is, ill the Thracian Valley, ill the Maritsa
Valley,and 011 the shores of the Black Sea"I84.This
areabetweenthe Aemosand Rhodope Mountains
isEastern Romilia, a purely Hellenic area.

But the northern country, though basically
Mediterranean, formed the centre of Slavisrn,
sincethis area was first made Slaviclinguistically,



and in this area the new national consciousness,
"the Bulgariannation",wasformed.Thus northern
Bulgaria experienced a national alienation, one
that Hellas would have suffered aswell if during
the seventh century it had suffered a massive
Slavic infiltration.

In antiquity Thrace was even more isolated
from mainland Hellas and had 'a less developed
"Hellenic consciousness" - compared, for in
stance, to Macedonia. With the Macedonian rule
of Phillipos and Alexander the Great, Thrace
became part of a unified Hellas and developed
more intensely its Hellenic consciousness. This
also continued during the Byzantine Empire, but
northern Bulgaria, even from the sixth century,
was detached from the Empire. Thus, northern
Bulgaria's Linguistic Slavization and national
alienation were facilitated. Despite its racial rela
tionship with the main Hellenic body, northern
Bulgaria formed nationally speaking a sensitive
area oj. In contrast, southern Bulgaria (Eastern
Romilia) remained with intervals under the
administration of Constantinople until the Ot
toman domination of the fourteenth century,
and the language that its Thracian residents
spoke was alwaysthe Hellenic one.

During the Ottoman occupation, which in
Bulgaria lasted for five long centuries, the
Islamization of the population, particularly in
the privileged classes, was considerable. And
when the people decided to rebel, and Turkey,
as usual, slaughtered thousands of women and
children, then Russia intervened in 1876.
Russia intervened, of course, to get an exodus

RIGIN OF THE HELLENES

e. It was a national mistake to
teach the Cyrillic alphabet to
the northern Tbracians, be
cause in this way they were
made Slavic. The Patriarchate
should, On the contrary, take
care of their Hellenization.
Livas writes that "theslavic lon
gllage gmdu(J11yprevailed when
the Patriarch of Constantinople
[nintl: century) allowed liturgies
to be held in Slavic":



to tbe Aegean, in accordance with the pan
Slavic attempts of that period. The final fabri
cation of the Bulgarian national consciousness,
whichup to that lime was non-existent, is due to
these Russians approaches.

The Bulgarian national consciousness was
indeed late ill developing. Only after 1840did it
begin to take root under the pressure of Russia's
pan-Slavic plans and with the total absence of
Hellas-which at that lime had started to rise.
Even the Thracians, who were linguisticallySla
vic, tended toward Hellenism. Kormalis writes
that those people "did not want to be called
Bulgarians; and 'he wealthier spoke the Hellenic
language, married Hellenic IVa/neil, and studied ill
Hellenic schools and universities"1I8. The harbinger
of Bulgarian consciousness, the monk Paisios,

Mop of Easlern Romilia (Ioday Southern Bulgaria)
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wrote with bitterness that "1 know Bulgarians
who are so deceived that they do not even recognize
their race, but they learnto write and read Hellenic,
and that they are ashamed to be called Bulga
rians"J64.

In an ethnological chart of the Balkan
Peninsula, published in 1877 in London by
Stanford Publishing House, Eastern Romilia is
inhabited by a Hellenic population up to the
Black Sea (as Northern Macedonia with Sko
pje)1)_ According to Ottoman records, of the
country's 975,000inhabitants, more tban 500,000
were Hellenes.

These events, however, led in 1878 to the
Treaty of Berlin, according to which Northern
Bulgaria and Eastern Romilia achieved their au
tonomy. It was clear to all that Eastern Romi1ia
wasnot a Slavic area. The Hellenic language be
came the official language there (article 22 of the
Organization), and a special stamp of the area
was circulated where the placename "Eastern
Romilia" written in Hellenic was in a prominent
place. Unfortunately, Hellas then did not border
with Eastern Romilia and wasDotin a position to
provide any assistance to the latter's Hellenic
population, not even when Bulgaria conquered
the area in 1885,nor when the nationally "newly
converted" Bulgarians vandalized the Hellenic
population in 1906.

Later on, after the Balkan wars and the Ne
uilly Treaty (1919), an exchange of populations
between Hellas and Bulgaria occurred, but of
course, only 48,000 HelJenes wanted to leave
Eastern Rornilia and go to the liberated Hellas _g)

OF THE HELLENES

f. Stanford himself bad investi
gated the area and stressed its
Hellenicity, But even Turkey
had defined in 1870 the area of
the Bulgarian Ecclesiastical
Exarchate only to the Villaet of
the Danube, excluding Eastern
Romilials, which they called
"R,111l Eli" that is, the area of
the Helleneslls.



g. This treaty did not impose the
obligatory exchange of popula
tions, as the Hellenic Turkish
treaty of Lausannet9S• The Hel
lenes of Eastern Romilia were
then more than 200,000. Even
the Bulgarians recognized the
fact that ·',10.Bulgari(Jndemen,
l\'OS weak" in the area. as Is
chirkofJ mentionstOS.It isworth
mentioning that Bulgaria re
issued in 1908, in Eastern
Romilia, the stamp ofl881with
the Hellenic characters that I
mentioned before.

Keramopoulos writes that "those who did not dare
/0 return toHellos still live there silentlyeven though
they know their agelong Hellenic descenr'ut.
Indeed, in the area between the Aemos and
Rhodope Mountains and on the shores of the
Black Sea there live hundreds of thousands of
Hellenes who, despite their suppressive
Bulgarization,have not forgotten their descent or
their Hellenic language. "In the enslaved Romilia,
the Hellenes,fooling the oppressor, retain unblemi
shed theirHellenic consciousness and their worship
ofmother Hellas,despiteplansfor Buigarization"U8.

Hellas never claimed Eastern Rornilia and
never made an issue of the national rights of the
latter's citizens. Bulgaria, on the contrary,
repeatedly showed aggressive behaviour toward
Hellas. At the beginning of the twentieth centu
ry, having as a pretext the Slav-speaking people
of Macedonia, Bulgaria clawed through vio
lence the whole of northern Hellas, resulting
first in the heroic Macedonian War and the
Second Balkan War later. Moreover, Bulgaria's
conduct was outrageous during World War 11;
she gave "earth and water" to Germany in
order to occupy, with Germany'S aid, Hellenic
Thrace and to try to make it Bulgarian.

Bulgarian nationalists believe that thc
Bulgarians are Thracians, and thus they have

I

The stamp of the autcnomeus Eastern Remilia. The
Hellenic name of the area appears in central position
with Hellenic characters, On the sides the Hellenic
Dame appears again in Cyrillic and Latin characters.



the right to "unite" the whole of Thrace with
tbe Aegean. It is, of course, an indisputable fact
that the Bulgarians arc Thracians, wbo after the
sixth century, however, abandoned the Hellenic
language and consciousness 10 acquire new
ones. Thus, the}'do nOIhave the moral right to
unify Thrace, but the Thracians of Hellas, who
were always faithful to their primordial descent
do.

People who are not racially related caunot
become nationally related. People, however,

Stanford's ethnological chart. The dominance of the Hellenic population
is obvious in Northern Epirus 8Swell as in Skopje and Eastern Romilia.
In the Inlier areas only Bulgarian minorities are detected, Bulgaria is
limited to the north of the Aemos, in the northeastern ZOnein ",Weba
strong Turkish minority is recorded. The Turkish minorities which are
reported to Hellas have ceased to exist today with the exchange of popu
lotions (except ihat ofThrace). Kossovo and poraclC)xieallyMontenegro
are included in the Albanian ethniclty, wbile Bosnia is rightfully char
acterized liS Serbian - despite Its Islamic urlncrity.
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h. In addition to anrbropo
graphical data, linguistic data
show that one- fourth of the
Bulgarian names as weU as
10,000 Bulgarian words have a
Hellenic root. In the field of
ethnography (popular art,
dances, etc), the similarity of
Bulgarian and Hellenic cus
tOOlS is surprising.

who are racially related can change national
consciousness and beoome worst enemies.
However, the hope for reformation never ceas
es. Thus, tbe Bulgarian and Hellenic people are
racially related.v The Bulgarians are the only
neighbours related to Hellas that has, however,
a differentiated consciousness, which many
times bas led 10an acute conflict with Hellas.

For geopolitical reasons Bulgaria desires
access to tbe Aegean. This desire made Bulga
ria in the nineteenth century a permanent pawn
of Russian external policy.Bulgaria became the
flank of the Russian intervention 10 the
Aegean, first of the Tsarist and later of the
Communist Russia. IfBulgaria could overcome
her anti-Hellenic self, then Hellenic-Bulgarian
relations would be excellent. On the one hand,
there is the common danger from the East for
both Bulgaria and Hellas, and on the other,
there is a common internal minority problem
(which we shall discuss later). Hellas and
Bulgaria are racially related countries that form
together the European bastion against the
Turanic threat.



The Pomacs live in the Rhodope Mountains.
Because the greater part of Rhodope extendsto
south-west Bulgaria, the majority of these peo
ple, about 400,000 in number, live there. A small
number of these people (about 35,000) live in
the southern part of Hellenic Rhodope. These
people have embraced Islam and speak for the
most part Bulgarian. There are, however, some
villages in Bulgaria where the Hellenic language
is spoken, for instance, Liabova,» and others
with a Greek name, such as Kokkino and
Mavrozi. The Pomacs who live in Hellas speaka
mixed Hellenic-Bulgarian dialect,22, in which
there are many ancient Hellenic roots - suchas
"pyrostia" (fireplace), "lehousa" (a woman in
child-bed), "pedepsia" (education), "mirodia"
(scent), etc.

The name Pomacs was retained in Hellas,
even though the Pomacs called themselves
Achrianes. The Byzantine historian Akropolitis

a. See, Jirecek's (the Iirst min
ister of education in Bulgaria,
1879) book 77,. OU/S(lri(lll Ru/e.

The Pomacs



b. There are other unconvincing
Interpretations for the etymology
of the word Pomac.

calls this area of the Rhodope Mountains
"Achrida", The name "Pomac" means an un
couth fellow in Turkish, and it was used by the
Turks in a derogatory way,» as the word is a par
aphrase of the ancient Hellenic "agrianes" (stiff
necked).

There are many theories and much ambigui
ty regarding the ethnological descent of the Po
macs. Some believe that they are Hellenes, oth
ers believe that they are Turks, Slavsor Nordics.

The Turkish viewis definitely unfounded, sin
ce the Pomacs do not have the slightest trace of
Touranoid or Annenoid characteristics, and they
are more light-coloured and mesocepbalic. The
view that the Pomacs are of Nordic (north)
descent is supported by German anthropologists
wbo consider them descendants of the ancient
Thracians wbo were ligbt-coloured Nordics.
Schwidetzky notes that in the inaccessible
Rhodope Mountains remnants of the ancient
Thracians remained, that is, the Pomacs with
their Nordic characteristicsu, Tbe Bulgarian
antliropologist Boev disputes this theory, argu
ing that "based more on cranial evidence for the
estimation of the anthropological structure of the
Thracians, rather than on the ancient comments
about the lighl-colouredne.ssof the ancient 11Ira
dans, and having nOI discovered Nordic elements
in the ancient Thracians, I believe that these blond
people of Rhodope have rather a Slavic descelll''15.

Indeed, these people do not have a larger
morphological index than the rest of the popula
tion of Thrace, as the research of Popov indi
catest84• Thus, the theory concerning Nordic
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descent does not seem right. Beyond that, the
ancient Thracians had a large cranial height, a
fact that refutes this view- since the Nordics are
characterized by intense chamaicrany. .

The ancient Hellenic writers deseribe the
Thracians :IS dark haired and mostly as light-co
loured or with "pyrro" (tlame-coloured)e
beards. And it is self-evident that there was
among the Thracians a greater number of light
coloured people, since they formed the northern
branch of the Mediterranean race. Under the
pressure of the Dinarics in the second millenium,
there were probably northern Thracian breeds,
more or less light-COloured,which were pushed
to southern Thrace. The Pomacs may have been
such a breed which had moved not to southern
Macedonia, as other Thracians, but to tbe east in
the Rhodope Mountains. The isolation of the
Pomacs in that mountainous area and their non
mixturewith the other, darker colouredThracians
explainswhy their relative light-colourednesshas
surviveduntil today.

Thus, the Polilacscannot be considered Slavs.
Their presence there is witnessed by antiquity.
The Pomaes do not consider themselves Bulga
rian, and often in the past they reacted to their
subordination to the Bulgarian state.

Strabo-) refers to the existence of these peo
ple in the Thracian mountains, calling tbem ''A
grianes", a name that still survives in a corrupted
form even today. Strabo adds that Illyrians, the
people of Skordiski, usuallycampaigned against
the Agrianes who hid in the mountains. The
Agrianes, who lived in geographic isolation, sur-
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c.The "pyrro" colour is wrongly
translated as reddish. Accor
ding to Plato (T(~u,OS68C), a
"11>'1TO" colour is produced by
the mixture of blond and gray;
it is thus tbe dark blond or
wheat colour.



f. They never reacted against
Hcllas, but were alwaysspiritually
isolated from Hellas, In 1920,
during the liberation of Thrace:
by the Greek army, General
Zimvrakakis attested that the
Pomacs "need OI~1'advance will,
absolute IlIdlfferell""".

e. [t is unacceptable tbat tbe
children of the Pomacs are
required to study in tbe
Turkish minority schools of
Thr.ce.

fered in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries
successive Bulgarian (Slavic) attacks, and as a
result, appropriated many elements of the
Bulgarian language. Most certainly, an admix
ture also occurred at that time. Later on, in 1660,
under the pressure of the Ottomans they
embraced Islam.

Thus, clearly the Pomacs or Agrianes are
Thracian in descent. Neither their language nor
their religion should isolate them from the rest
of the Thracian population. It is a mistake for
people to consider them Bulgarians or Turks.
Just because the Pomaes are Moslem is not a
reason to categorize them imprudently with the
other Muslim population of Thrace.er On the
contrary, Hellas should strengthen the Pomacs'
Hellenic spirit and help them financiallyand cul
turally. However, Hellas should not fall to the
temptation of touching their religion.

The Pomacs' behaviour towardHellas has ne
ver been exemplary.I) Probably misguided by
their common religion with the Turks, they play
the political game of Turkey - in recent parlia
mentary elections, 80% of them voted for Turk
candidates. If they do not want to encounter any
problems in the future, they should cultivate a
more patriotic attitude.

THE
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THE ASIAN THREAT



a. The nasomalar indexwas 142,
the zygomaxillar index was 131-
133etc. In south east Russia the
nasomalar index was 140·142,
the simoric index 40-45, and the
angle or Ole nasal bones 21·26
degrees.

"

In order to study the Turanids, we must examine
the relations between the Europids and Mon
goloids of Asia, since the Turanids (or Ouralides)
are people of mixed Europidic-Mongoloid origin.

In the pre-historic period tbere was, on the
one band, a Caucasian racial centre in the area of
Caucasia (ancestral of the Dinaric and the Arme
noid race), and on the other, an Alpine sub
stratum in Russia - Ukraine. During that period
a massive infiltration of the Aryan Medi
terranean race occurred in Russia, and also a
Caucasian racial extension to tbe west and east
(Siberia, Uzbekistan). The Mongoloid were still
confined to China. The Russian anthropologist
Alekseev writes that "tire borders between the
main European and Mongoloid populations were
1I0t the sante as tire modern ones. Not only the
Caucasus, but also tire whole of Soviet centralAsia
and the south Siberian steppe belonged then 10the
European al"110"6.However, even from that time
some face flatness is detected in Russia,') which

The Turanids



seems to indicate that there was in the Paleolithic
>

period a mixturewith the Mongoloids.
Clearly, though, in the Neolithic period and

the Bronze Age that followed, there is the dis
tinct presence of a "northem-caucasic" race in
Russia and eastern Caspia. Named "paleo-Euro
pean" by Alekseev, this race has large facial di
mensions and cranial height. Zygomatic width
was more than 138, facial height 69-77,and cra
nial beights more than 140. No Mongoloid ele
ments are derected.»

Mongoloid movement to the west began in
the Iron Age (that is, after the weakening of the
Caucasian centre by the emigration of its popu
lation). Generally, it seems that the Europides
retreated, followed everywhere in Siberia by the
Mongoloid and by brachycranic Europide
Mongoloid - the first Turanids, Alekseev notes
that "the Europides now -returned to the west and
the Mongoloid conquerer followed the deserted
areas. This was the first event of the /lewgeographical
direction in the ethnogenetic process during the
[ronAge_ The second event was the spread of a very
gracil and leptoprosopic European race wilh
Mediterranean characteristics in the Caucasus area
and parlly ill central Asia"6. That is, the Aryans
spread both to the north and northeast»

At the end of the second millenium the Mon
goloid-Turanians spread to the west to Siberia,
while in the south there 'vas reverselya strength
ening of the Mediterranean-Orientals in the area
of the Caucasus d) and Uzbekistan. TI1US, Tu
ranism was a phenomenon that started in the
northern Siberian zone, north of Arale Lake.

OF THE HELLENES

d. Cemeteries also exhibit (such
as that of Samtavro) small cra
nial heights (131-4) and zygo
matic widths of 133-8, which
indicate a Mediterranean mix.
Tn the whole of the Caucasus
there is leptoprosopy, but with
absolute face sizes much bigger
than the Mcditcrraneans,

c. That was the result of the
invasion of the Hellenic "People
of the Sea" in Asia Minor that
we previously revealed.

b. The rhombic index is larger
than 73.



e. The Iranian languages that
those conquerors spoke survive
today nOI only in Persia but
also in the Kurds, Tajiks, and
Pamir. 11IU£, the Proto-Iranians
were raciallyNorthcmcaucasian,
but they hardly influenced that
oriental country. Moreover,
from a racial point of view, the
Medes survived in ihe Kurdisb
people. but mainly in tbc
Az.erians. in that ancient time
there was a Caucasian racial
centre in the area of Georgia,
though, with a clear infiltration
of the Mediterraneans: cranial
height 136, cranial length 177,
index HlL= 76.8, facial height
70.2, and zygomarics width
129.2 (Proto-middle Age ce
metary of Cerkessia). In Ar
menia, the "Armenoid" race
prevailed: cranial height 137,
cranial length 175.3. index
H!L.= 78.2, racial hcight 69,
zygomatics width 130.5 (ceme
tery of Garni). Today23, the
Armenians have fin HlL index
between 76 lind 79.3. In the area
ofAzerbaijan the Mediterranean
presence was more obvious from
thai time: index H!L about 76,
slightlybroader (aces (index 52).

f. On tiving subjects Ihe nasal
index of the Annenoid is not so
hyper-leptorrhinic, because
they have a thick fleshy width.
The index is 65-66. The index
61-62 refered to by Alexkeev
and Koumaris in the Armenians
is not comparable because the
nasal height is not measured
from the nasion. but from the
lower side of the eyebrows.

However, the Skythians and the Cimmerians,
probably pushed by the Turanids, moved then to
the south via the Caucasus. They were the
"Proto-Iranian", slightly Turanized, who estab
lished Vactria and Parthia. It was at that time
that the Persians came to their new country by
conquering the Medes.e

Today, based on Alekseev's evidences, the
Azerians have a cranial index H/L=74 (ortho
crany), indexBILjust 79.5 (that is,mesocephaly),
but the nasal index (on skulls) is below47.These
elements certify the Mediterranean structure of
the Azcrians with an Annenoid participation.

A similar situation occurs today in Georgia,
where the index HJL is 75.5 (orthocrany), the
indexBIL is 83.2 (brachycephaly), and the nasal
index (on skulls) is below 45. The Armenoid
participation is clearer here.

In Armenia, the classic armenoid race is
retained with an index of HJL=78 (hypsicrany),
B/L=86.1 (hyper-brachycephaly), nasal index Q

on skulls 47. Moreover, 53% of the Armenian
population has a hooked nose, while in Georgia
and Azerbaijan it is about 35%.

Curiously the Azerians have accepted the
Turkish language; one would expect that they
would have also received a Turanian influence,
something, however, that did not happen. 10
order to study the Turanism of the Azerians and
the other people of the area, we must first give
the suitable characteristic anthropometric ele
ments. These elements have absolutely nothing
to do with those that we have used so far to dis
tinguish the European races. The elements
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which reveal Turanism, that is, the mixture with
Mongoloids, are absolutely different.

The Mongoloids have the characteristic epic
hanthus in the eyes. They have straight, brittle
hair, due to their round profile - in contrast to
the Europides who have hair with an elliptical
profile. They also have a scarce beard: in the fifth
degree of Bunak's scale, the beard growth in the
Mongoloids is about 1, while in the Turanians it
reaches 3.5 degrees. Their face profile is flat,
which means that the horizontal section of the
face gives a very obtuse angle. Concerning the
flatness of the face, which is graded on a three
degree scale, the Mongoloids register about 1
degree; by greater degrees, untiI'2.2, is indicated
the Turanism of a people. Moreover, the Mongo
loid (and to a lesser degree the Turanians) have a
large facial width with developed zygomatics, low
nasal root, a high percentage of blood group B,
while in the infants, the so-called "Mongoloid
spot" appears (that is, a blue spot in the buttock
area of the skin).

In paleoanthropology, when we study skulls,
the characteristics of the Turanians are detected
in a series of measurements:

<t).Thenasomalar angles) exceeds 140 degrees.
When this angle is large, the eyes appear to be
high on the face.

b) The zygomaxillar angle» exceeds 127 de
grees.

c) The angle of the nasal bones (n-rhi) is less
than 30 degrees (tlie Mongoloids have a flat nasal
root)»,

d) The indexes called "dakryal" (d-d) and
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i. To estlmate- the chamerrhiny,
the Japanese anthropologist, H.
Suzuki, uses another .index220,
the quotient of the width of the
nasal bones (mf-mf) by the
length of the arc which they
form.

h. With the lower edges zm of
the zygomatics bones, that is
the angle zm-n-zm.

g. \Vith the nasion as a top and
edges the external points of the
orbita, that is, the angle fmo-n
fmo,



Turanlds (photos by Kiszely
and AJckseev).

"simotic" are less than 52 and 50 respectively.
e) The index of the forehead width (ft-ft) to

the zygomatics width (zy-zy),which we call rhom
bic (because the face has a rhombus shape) is
less than 71. This index,which in the Mongoloids
is 64-65, exceeds 72 in the Armenoids, in tbe
Mediterraneans 75-77 and in the Nordics 78-80.

Starting from the Altai Plateau the Mongo
loid moved slowly to the west to Siberia, making
the Europidic populations Turanic, Ethnological
ly, the Turanians who were created were called
Turks; they bad, though, several different names.
The first Turkish people who appeared in tbe
third century were the Huns who moved later on
through southern Siberia to the west (Kazakstan,
northern Caucasus). Alekseev writes that "this
Mongoloid invasion did not affect 'he people.
evidently the localpopulations had absolutelyno
contactwith 'he conquerors", In tbe fifth century
the Huos moved to Europe, and under Anila
spread terror everywhere until they were defeat
ed and retreated to the east. The Avars appeared
in the sixth century pushing the Slavs and the
Hellenes, but they were pushed back to Hunga-
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ry's Pannonia, while the Koumans settled in tbe
area of the Volga. After the eighth century the
Chazars prevailed in northern Caspia, but their
rule was more political than ethnological. In the
ninth century those Koumans who were in the
south invaded northern Thrace,TIleywere fewin
number, however, and were easily absorbed by
the population there, and were linguisticallyab
sorbed by the Slavs(modern Bulgaria). The Ma
gyars, even though they mixed with the Euro
pides, invaded Hungary and linguisticallymake
the population Turkish there. The first primitive
Turkish state was established in the seventh cen
tury in Mongolia which affected culturally and
anthropologicallyKirghisia and Kazakstan,while
the populations of southern Siberia were linguis
ticallymade Turkish.

The name Turanids refers 10 the racial mix
between the Mongoloids and the Caucasians
either the northern Caucasian race or the
Armenoid. In north east Russia there are TUfa
nids from a mixture with the Baltic race, and in
Uzbekistan from a mixture with the Mediterra
neans. Thus, the Turanids, who are ethnological
ly known as Turks, have never had an ethnologi
cal homogeneity. "Tire people of tire Turkish
homoglossy are morphoiogicaliy the nlOSI unho
mogeneous of all the languagefamilies of lire (for
TIler) Soviet Union"6. Generally, however, ac
cording to Bunak's descriptionx, they are bra
chycephalic up to hyper-brachycephalic, with
dark eyes, large facial width (143-145)and height
(126-130)0,facial flatness (grading lip to 2.20),
and small growth of beard (grading up to 3.50).

OF THE HEI.I.ENES

· j. The Mongols them selves.
who reside north of China.
constituc the stock with the
largest face in the world. Their
facial height on skulls is 77-79
and the zygomatic breadth is
138-142 (Suzukl220).



m. Nasomalar 136.5, nasal boo
nes34, simotic index 55, dakryal
64, rhombic 72.5, facial profile
2.80, beard 3.66.

I. In Azerbeidjan, the rhombic
index of the conquerors rea
ched 66. In Ihe-people, later on,
the index wavers between 71-72;
thus, one can suggest that the
Aze rinns, despite the fact that
they became Turkish-speaking
were hardly influenced by the
Turanians. They have today a
nasomalar index of 137, a nasal
bone angle of 40, simctic index
62, and dakrylll71, and exhibit a
Iacial profil of 2.34, a beard
gtOWIhof 3.62, facial width only
133.5, and a complete lack of
epicanthus.

k. In Georgia in the fifth centu
cy we note an increase of the
nasomnlar index to 139. in the
tenth century to 140, aod in the
fifteenth century 10 143; in the
eighteenth century it fell to
138. Tod.y il is 136,8. The
rhombic index respectively fell
from 73 to 70·71 to rise again in
the eighteemh century to 72-73.

Moreover, depending on the occasion, they pres
ent the previouslymentioned somatoskopic and
anthropometric characteristics (epichanthos,
smaU rhombic index, straight brittle hair, etc.).
A1ekseev writes that "the Turkish nation was
formed in Central Asia as a Europidic-Mongotoid
mix. The remains in cemeteries in Central Asia dat
ingfrom. the Middle Ages reveal brachycrany, broad
faces, a small protrusion of the nasal bones, and
more or less flat faces"6.

The Turanids, strengthening continuously
their position, tried in the Middle Ages and 011-

wards to infiltrate Europe. They had two routes
at their disposal.The first route to Eastern Euro
pe, open from a geographical view, stumbled at
the resistance of the Slavs, the Byzantine State,
and the Germans. The second, through Af
ghanistanand Persia,brought them toAsiaMinor
after theyhad conquered the Caucasus.Knownas
Seljuks, they managed to make Afghanistan and
Azerbeidjan linguistically Turkish, but not
Armenia and Georgia. From a racial perspective
the Turkish influence in Caucasuswas short-lived
and insignificant,» Bunaks- writes that "when the
Azenans were made Turkish linguistically, it did 1I0t

result in the destruction of their ethnogenetic conti
nuity"Q.The Armenians,on the other hand, do not
exhibitanyTuranic influence.'")

Not all of the Turanids spoke Turkish. Some
of them, mainly the A1anians,spoke Iranian, a
language tbat tbey brought to northern Georgia.
But as I have mentioned, only a few Turanian
elements have survived in Georgia.

Thus, the Turanids, through Persia and the
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Caucasus, entered Asia Minor where they vio
lently converted people to Islam and mixedwith
the Armenian and Mediterranean population
there. Having strengthened gradually their posi
tion tbey began to harass the ByzantineEmpire.»
The Uzbecks and the Turkmen belong to the
Turanids who had also accepted Turkish.wThe
Kazachs and the Kirghizians are even more
Turanic, InAlekseev'sdiagrams, the Turanism of
these people, based on several criteria, is reo
vealed, while at the sides we have the Armenoid
(A) and the Mongoloid (E).Moreover, the rhom
bic index of the Uzbechs is 70-71, the Kirghizians

The two routes from which the Turanians invaded
Europe. The northern to eastern Europe and the

southern to Asia Minor.
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o. The Uzbecks have a beard
growth 3.22, rhombic index 70·
71 and an epicanthus percent
age of 6%. The Turkmen have a
beard of only 2.49, facial profile
1.77, rhombic index 70-71 and
an epichanthus of 25%.

n. The Turkish transformation
of Siberia and the southern
countries continued during the
Middle Ages. In the thirteenth
century the Taiars (Turkish
mob, mainly Kournans) under
Genghis Khan dominated eve
rywhere, The Tarars tormented
eastern Europe for 250 years
and were finally divided into
three States, the Tatars of Cri
maea, the Astrakhans in the
Volga estuary and the Kazachs
to the cast. In the sixteenth cen
tury theywere subjugated to the
Russians of Ivan the Terrible.
The Tatars of Volga have even
today a reduced beard growth
(1.50-2.10 degrees) and an in
creased faciallevelling(2 degrees
and below) whicb prove their
Turanic descent.



Abovediagram:
l=Uzbecks,2=Turkmeo
Belowdiagram: 1=
Kazachs, 2= Kirghizians,
3=Burynls (live nortb of
Chinn).
The crlteria ofTuranism
in both diagrams are
from the left: nasomalar,
and zygomaxillar indexes,
dokryal height and index,
slmotte height and index,
angle or nasal bones.

.
67, the Kazachs 65-66and of the people of east-
em Siberia 64-67.

The Muslim religion,which spread to all the
Turkish people of Asia, contributed to their uni
fied ethnological structure. Thus, the Azerians
now belong 10 the Turkish people, even though
from a racial point of view they are not more Tu
ranic than the Georgians who do not speak Tu
rkishand are not Muslim.

After the break up of the Soviet Union in
1991,within the ethnic groups that found their in
dependence are all those Turkish people who
extend from Mongolia to the Caucasus. They
ceased to obey Soviet politics (in actuality
Russian politics) and acquired their ownvoice.A
voice, however, that could be tuned in later on to
unified Turkish politics, like an Asiatic ram to
Europe - Turkey of Asia Minor as the flank.
This is the danger ofwhat J call "Turanism".
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The Turanid infiltration of Asia Minor was not
great innumber,thus not enough tomakeTuranian
the racialstructure of the area. AsiaMinor,where
earlier on the Armenoid (east) and the Mediter
ranean (west) races cohabited, suffered a relative
Turanizarion mainly on its eastern or Armenoid
side. The Turks, exploiting the religious fanati
cism of the Middle Ages and the inability of the
ByzantineEmpire to destroy them, managed bet
ween the eleventh and the fifteenth cenruries to
convert the greater part of Asia Minor to Islam
and impose their language.In the fourteenth cen
rury Tamerlane created his enormous empire
which spanned from India to the Aegean. This
empire did not expand to Europe, but facilitated,
however, the creation of a unified Turkish
ethnicity among the Turanian peoples. Later, the
disintegration of the Byzantine Empire and the
fall of Constantinople constituted the greatest
defeat in the history of Hellenism.

Asia Minor



b. "TIle Mankind Quarterly",
1975.

3. Paparigopoulos estimates it
to one million people, but the
Turkishscientist Halil raises the
number to fivemillion, including
Asia Minor.

Given that the Turks of Turanid origin who
invaded Asia Minor were few- compared to the
large population of the area - and that some
centuries later the greatest part of the popula
tion was Muslim, then one can estimate the
extent of Islamic conversions. Even from the
thirteenth century those inhabitants of Asia
Minor who embraced Islam were known as
Gulam and rapidly increased, mainly among the
Armenoid population. After the fall of Con
stantinople, the terror, the hardships, the disap
pointment, and the violence forced most of tbe
people to change their faith. Thus, the great
Ottoman state was established, mainly from
Islam-convened populations of Asia Minor.

Moreover, the high biological quality of the
Hellenic children gave the Turks the horrific
idea of kidnapping masses of HeUenic children;
from these kidnappings the Jews and Armenians
were excluded. Mass kidnappings started inAsia
Minor and northern Hellas in the fourteenth•
century and intensified after the fall of
Constantinople in the rest of Hellas; it ended in
1705 after Naoussa declared guerilla warfare
against this crime - and because the institution
itself had lost its power because of the reaction
of the Turks themselves, who envied the offices
of the "faithless janissary". The four centuries of
mass kidnapping cost a large blood tax to
Hellenism.') Even though the jaoissaries did not
have the right to marry until the sixteenth cen
tury, Halil believes that the racial alienation of
the Turkish people was big due to this reason.»

The influx of Hellenic blood in the Turkish
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people led many deluded Hellenes during the
Turkish occupation to believe that the Turks
and the Hellenes could create a unified nauono.
There were indeed many "hidden-Christians"
anad "bidden-Hellenes" in Turkey even up unlil
the nineteenth century. As Landau notes, "for
n1l1JlYpeople there the word 'Turk' had a somewhat
derogatory meaning, and for this reason some
intellectuals prefered II form of Ottoman no
tionalism'wt. Even today old Hellenic myths and
customs - even the myth of the "red apple
tree"d)-survive in the Turks.

The Turkish people emerged in the Middle
Ages as a consequence of the religious fanaticism
of the invading Turanians and the violent Isla.
mizarion of basically the Armenoid but also the
Hellenic populations. Near the shores of the
Aegean, the population was basically racially
Mediterranean, while to the east in Anatolia, the
Armenoid race dominated; the Turanid cbarac
teristics are also obvious there. The Armenoids,
who from tbe time of Alexander the Great had
adopted the Greek language, have now become
Turks. The Turanian infiltration of Asia Minor
should not be considered racially negligible as
many people believe. In the beginning they may
have invaded only the Koumides, known as the
Seljuks, but in the following centuries, as
Kuendig-Steiner assertsu', there was a continu
ous Dow to the Ottoman state of Tatars,
Circassians, et al. Along with the Turanians new
Arrnenoids were coming through who were con
verted to Islam following the Turkish invasion of
the Caucasus. The German professor of anthro-
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d. According to this myth,
Greeks will some day push the
Turks .0 the depths of Asia Mi
nor to a mythlcal place called
the "red apple tree",

c. In ll')e seventeenth century,
the famous scholar and monk
Damaskinos of Athens used to
say to the French travellers in
Hellas Ibar "tire value Of tire Hel
lenlc nation 'h-'lZ$ not destroyed. Are
not the soldiers who still fight
against }'Ollr armies and who
enslave )'OlU countries Hellenes?
SIXl1USey<lu C/1l1nOI derry tire fact
thai the elue 0/ lire OriOI1U1"army
consists Of Hellenes who were
stolen front us, as a lax; lire 11(lllle
Ianissasy, however; cannOl exclude
,Ire right of Hellenic descent, nor
does it dest",>, the fIOtiOMI force.
~Yehave aimoss 111esame blood
with the Turks and tire two people
[orm aile nation. And if God wills
for the Turks to embrace Chri
stianity, and thur eliminate tile
difference of religum that exists
between liS, from which differ·
elJCe derives the difference in our
morals and customs, then we
could say with conviction thalli",
emperor of tne Hellenes is already
mOn! powerfUl than the former
emperor of Byzant;um"1I2. Of
course, the difference between
tbe nations is nor only • difference
of religions-el wish that the
Ihings were so simple. Hellenic
blood mixed with Turkish can
not retain its pure Hellenic qual
ities,



g. Sec footnote c On page 163.

f. In Cyprus, the Turkish
Cypriots and tbe Hellenic
Cypriots have 12% and 9.6%
respectively.

c. Liva's positionl36 that only
4,000 Scljuks conquered Helle
nic Asia Minor who have chan
ged the religion but not the
racial structure of the country,
is quite romantic but not realistic
at all.

pology Bernhard accepts that "only 15-20% of the
Turkish-speaking population of Asia Minor is
believed to have come from the conquerors who
had invaded that areaat the beginningof thesecond
mdleniumru. This percentage, however, is not at
all insignificant.")

In this way, the population structure of Asia
Minor changed significantly. If we exclude the
coast where Mediterranean Hellenism continued
to dominate, the rest of the country was dominat
ed by the Islamic Armenoids who had also a rel
ative Turanian admixture. Particularly after 1922,
when Hellenism was tom from its primordial
Ionic country, no one can speak of a high per
centage of Mediterraneans inAsia Minor,

The Armenoid structure of the Turkish peo
ple of Asia Minor is proved by a series of anthro
pological data which derives from Turkish re
search conducted before World War II (under
Kemal).

a) In terms of blood group, the Turks are cer
tainly differentiated frOIU the Mediterraneans in
the system .ABO.They have a percentage of r (that
is, group 0) just 56%, much lower than the
Hellenic (64%) and closer to the typical Armenoid
percentage of 49. Respectively, the percentage ofq
(group B) is 12.5-15%, which shows an oriental
influence (in HeUas it is 8-105%) 1)_ In the blood
system M-N, the Turks have a lower percentage of
M (55-57%), as do the Arrnenoids - while the
Arahs have 75% and the Kurds 60% g).

b) The head length is very small and, as
Bernhard notes, "lt is reduced from the west to the
east''». In central and eastern Turkey it is only
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180, in the west 181-182, and only around the
Bosporus and Smyrna does it reach 183. This
lengthin the Mediterranean race is 186-190.

c) From research conducted by the Austrian
anthropologist Weissbach on modern Turkish
skulls, a large hypsicranywas certified (a typical
Armenoid characteristic): cranial index H/L=79
(tbat is, length 175.4and height 138.6)b).

d) The nasal height is generally large (more
than 56); in eastern Turkey it reaches 58.6.
Extensive research in the area of Ankara found
that the nasal index on skullswasonly 46.6Q.

e) The majority of Turks has a hooked or
inclined nose. And this Armenoid characteristic
becomes even more intense toward the east.

Consequently, the anthropological structure
of the Turkish people, ifwe exclude tbe Aegean
coastal zone where Mediterranean participation
is obvious, is clearlyArmenoid. Indeed, Swedish
professor Lundman characterises Turkey as
Armencid'<. Moreover, German professor W.
Bernhard classifies the Turkish people as an
"anatolid breed", which is a variation of the Ar
menoidv. According to von Eickstedt, the "ana
tolid" breed differs from the Armenoid breed
only by its larger facial height and its leaner char
acteristicss',

While the basic racial structure of the TUrkish
people isArmenoid, there is some Turanian par
ticipation that is not, however, obvious to non
specialists,but can be detected, though, by some
elements. In addition to the fact that the TUrks
have a bigger face23than the Hellenes (a Tura
nian characteristic), the Mongoloid spot is found

OF THE HELLENES

i. The same index in the Kurds
is 47.9.

h. The same index in the Kurds
shows orthoerany (75).



in 12,000 children according to two extensive
studies (one conducted by the Turkish anthro
pologist Kansu 125). This corresponds to 3,8% of
the Turkish popularionv, a percentage that re
veals indisputably the Turanism of the Turks.
From Weissbach's research (on the collection of
Turkish skulls of the Museum of Natural History
of Vienna) a rhombic index of 70.5 was found
(particularly, width between temples 94.4 and
zygomatics 134).

1nconclusion, the contemporary Turkisb peo
ple of Asia Minor are basically Armenoid with
slight Turanism, especially in Anatolia. There is,
of course, in coastal Asia Minor a Hellenic (Me
diterranean) participation, which Hellas consid
ers definitely lost, since it has a Turkish con
sciousness. Ultimately, nationalism is not based
only on race, but also on the consciousness of
each population.
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Turkish Rule

Turkish occupation heavily affected Hellenism,
particularly in a quantitative way, since the
Islamizations, the mass kidnapping of Hellenic
children, and the exile of prisoners to the slave
bazaars of the East dramatically reduced the
Hellenic population.

While the Hellenic population suffered a
quantitative attrition during that period, there
was no significant racial differentiation. Those
who converted to Islam and the Jannisaries were
breaking from the Hellenic people and there was
no other mixture with the Turks. The religious
differentiation was so intense and absolute that it
was inconceivable for Turks and Hellenes to
intermingle. According to the popular song "he
who kisses a Hellenic woman kisses the flint-gun,
and he who kisses a Turkish one kisses the tile".
Kampouroglou writesIJ2 that "everybody acknowl
edgesthe virtueof Hellenic womell who, despite rare
exceptions, never loved a Turk whom they IISed to



b. TIle Hellenic-Cypriots also
exhibit some Armenoid mixture.
But this mixture is an ancient
one and comes before Cyprus's
Turkish occupation. In Cyprus,
a skull dating from the Classical
Period was found with. cranial
length of 181.1, height 132.7,
index H/L~73 (onhocrany),
faci3J dimensions 1303 X 69.8
(index 53.6) and nasal dimen
sions 24.5 X 53.1 (index 46.1).
That is, Mediterranean elements
with perhaps a slight A1menoid
participation revealed by the
small cranial length and the
small nasal index.

a. Rape.Jhat was the result ofa
Turkish raid or reprisal against
Hellenic communities, was the
only possible way for the two
peoples to intermingle. The
majority of the Turks, however,
who were active in Hellaswere
Jannisaries, that is, of Mediter
ranean origin, and subsequent
ly the children who were born
out of rapes were naturally
incorporated as Christians in a
familiar ethnological environ
ment.

calL'the dirty dogs", Thus, the deep religiousand
national division between the Hellenes and the
Turks positively affected the Turks since their
population increased, but also favoured tbe Hel
lenes who remained pure in consciousness and
race.')

Despite the age-long cohabitation of the
Hellenes and the Turks, they remained absolute
strangers to each other and irreconcilable ene
mies. The Turkish language, except for a few
words, remained unknown in Hellas and incom
prehensible.The historianvonRotteck notes that
"when a blood mixture does not lake place, then
even an enslaved people very seldom accepts the
languageof the cOllqlleror"I91. And this happened
inHellas.

Had there been a considerable mb..ture
between the Hellenes and the Turks during the
Turkish occupation, this could be detected only
byArmenoid characteristics. However, the Hel
lenicpeople do not possess such characteristics.
Only a few Armenoid elements are detected in
tbose Pontiansl15 who resettled in Hellas; these
elements originate from their ancient mixtures
withthe Armenians who were livingin the envi
rons of the Black Sea.b) InWeissbach's research
onmodem Turkish skulls, the cranial indexHJL
of the Pontians is 15.6-79,but the rhombic index
is73.5 (that is, absolutely no Turanic influence).

During the Turkish occupation there were
certainlymany Turkish settlements in Hellenic
areas, especially in Thessaly, Macedonia, and
Thrace. According 10 an Ottoman census taken
at the beginning of the sixteenth century, the
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Moslems represented 25% of the total popula
tion in the entire Balkan Peninsula. Ifwe exclude,
however, the indigenous Islamized people of
Albania, Bosnia, and Bulgaria cJ, in the Hellenic
area the analogyof the Moslems to Christiansdid
not exceed 15%. And after Hellenic independ
ence and with the exchange of the populations
those Turks and Islamized Hellenes were
removed from Hellas, The only Turkish commu
nity that remained was that of Thrace - and a
small one in Rhodes.

If because of the Turkish occupation there
wasa deterioration in qualityof the Hellenicpeo
ple, it was not due to the admixture but to a neg
ative choice. Of course, I cannot accept the view
that rhe Hellenic people acquired then bad ha
bits, since this viewis based on the theory of envi
ronmental determinism, while the acquired char
acteristics, as it is known, are not inherited. Ho
wever, during those dark ages many significant
Hellenes escaped to the West, while in the coun
try itself the best of the people were oppressed or
exterminated or they could not easily have chil
dren. It was natural then that in an inhuman
regime of cruelty and tyrrany only the worst, the
petty, and the cruel could survive and not the
best, the virtuous and the intellectuals.That situ
ation wasgenerally "disgenic", that is, a negative
choice, as biologists call it, a choice that the
Hellenic people are still paying for and will con
tinue to pay for some more centuries - but of
course with fewer repercussions.

The positive effect of the Turkish oceupation
on Hellas, no matter how this sounds oxymoron-
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c. According to the same Otto
man census, from the Moslems
who had settled down in the
Balkans, only 19% were You
ruks that is, pure Turkish im
migrants, while the others were
indigenous lslamized popula
tions.



d. KllneUopoulos, oommenting
on Mazari's satire "An Epidemic
ill Nades" (1416). according to
which. in Ole Peloponnese there
reside ""WIlY mixed breeds... La
Ce(/(leII1011"(IIlS,. Italians, Pelopon
IlcsillllJ; .S'/avilli(IIJ.f, Illy/lOllS, Ef!J1..
1}'Ii"Lf (1I,.(l JIDVS", notes that "Ma
Zllris counted Sevell breeds in 11,e
Pelopo/lllt.fe, because Herodotus
IUld also noted: '~/Ithe Pelopon
nese there ore seven nations".
A'fozorisdivided the Hellene: into
Wctlltt,IOIUoru and Ptlopoone
siOlIS. SOIflal,urg w/J;c/l was of
COCInf! obslurf'1I3. \Vbat Mazaris
had written, of course, can beun
derstood onl)' in the context of
the satire. The breeds tbat are
recorded. Italians (Franks), Slavs,
IUyrians (Albanians). Egyptians
(Gypsies), and Jews, were simply
minorities,

ic, is that it functioned as a bitter drug and awak
ened the age-longsleepy Hellenic consciousness.
Hellenism's meaning and essence were slowly
extinguished in the Byzantine Empire; the (eli
gious and the multinational character of the
Empire did not allow for the survivalof tbe Hel
lenic consciousness.Only the Hellenic language
managed to survive and make its influence felt.
But the Hellenic spirit, civilization,tradition and
history, even the word "Hellene" itself had almost
disappeared. After Frankish rule, an initialawak
ening had partially taken place d). The Turkish
occupation was a catalystwhichshocked the con
sciousnessof the people, who- face to facewith
the Turk - realized what "national differentia
tion" meant. Unfortunately only historicaladven
tures with foreigners awaken th~ realization of
the uniqueness of a people, what we call "nation
al consciousness".Perhaps, mature people do not
need such adventures to recognize its conscious
ness.However, the Hellenic people inByzantium
had morally degenerated, and the strength of the
drug for itspurge must have been analogous to its
lownational self-consciousness.

In the beginning, the Hellenicpeople believed
that the problemwas the religiousdifferencewith
the Turks. Consequently, tbey embraced more
Ortbodox Christianity.Thus, Ibis religiousdiffer
entiantion between the Christians and tbe Mo
slems became absolute. The Church tben achie
ved tbe feat of keeping Hellenism close to it and
of protecting it through isolation. Even though
during the Byzantine era the Church's responsi
bility for the de-nationalization of the Hellenes



was serious, during the Turkish occupation its
help, on the contrary, was great since it helped
the Hellenes to avoid alienation by the Turks, 10
the Church the Hellenes maintained simultane
ously their religious and national identity; it rep
resented their potential state.o They came to rec
ognize slowly, however, their absolute difference
from the Turks, which is not only a religious dif
ference, but deeply national. Then, as Svolopou
los writest9S, "a total war will be declared against
tire Ottoman Empire that will carry along the Ecu
menical Patriarchate for two main reasons. First,
because the latter has as a "Great Idea" universali
ty, which rather unconsciously the revolution fights,
and second, since it resides in Thrkey it must be a
pawn of the Turks'":

TIIUS, after 1821, a new, strong Hellenism
emerged. We could even say that Hellas was
among the first countries in Europe - perhaps
the second after France during the Napoleonic
period - that acquired a modern "national con
sciousness". The Hellenic revolution of 1821 was
the first national revolution in Europe, a revolu
tion that was imitated by many other people both
within and outside of the Balkans.
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L The suspicions against the
Patriarchate of Constantinople
were eenain1y exaggerated. Let
us not forget that the
Patriarchate after 1453 suffered
many hardships. The agelong
silence of the Patriarchate is
altogether tragic. Its presence
there maintained however the
·'Megale Idea" of HeUenismfor
a national unification and
deliverance or the violated
Hellenic countries. •

e. Svolopoulos mentions that
"Fro", this time onwards the
Ecumenical patriarch. will Ilot
onty be "arch-bishop" but a
"despot" as well. In the orthodox
temples the psalm will COnfUJUt
to be recited that the Lord
should protect "0lIT arch.IJishop
and despot", but this psalm is
not refemd now 10 /K>o persons,
that if, 10 tIre patriarch as arch
bishop, and II,e emperor as des
POI, bu DIlly to Dllt! person, the
patnard; who becomes a despot
as 'veil. For this reaSOl' lire
arch·/>ishop will also wear the
previous tJtlpen'ol uni/onn"19S.



a. In Cyprus there is also a
Turkish community representing
18% of the population of the
island. As Hali1 supports, this
communi I)' originated [rom the
Turkish invasion of 1571. One
percent of this population
mixed with blacks who came as
slaves in 1668and with Franks
in the area of Paphos'". Of
course, Islamizcd Hellenes are
included in this community. In
the Hellenic population, as
HaJil supports, there is no
black mixture. This mixture
however, in the Turkish-Cy
priers must exceed 1% if we
take into consideration that tbe
tri.gene c:De of the Rhezussystem
is detected in 5% of tbis popu
lation, as Bernhard indicates2'.
The Turkish minority in
Cyprus was strengthened more
after the 1974invasion with the
immigration of thousands of
Turks to the island.

The only remnant of a Turkish community in
liberated HeUasis in westernTbrace,» This com
munityhas created problems inHellenic-Turkish
relations, since Turkey uses this community to
destabilize Hellas and to project its expansionist
plans against her. In this attempt Turkey tends to
include in the Turkish community the Pomaes
who are pure Thracians.

The Turkisb communityofwesternThracewas
formed in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries,
when the Ottoman Empire transported to the
fertile valleys there "Haldoups", that is, pure
Turks from Asia Minor, and "Yourucks", that
is, lslamized nomads. As Kyriakides writes,b)
they settled there as farmers in the areas north
of Komotene (Kirtzali, Sultan Yeti and Dati
Dere). Moreover, the area of Xanthe, as Geo
rgantzis mentions, was "colonized by Yourucks
(crude Turkish and Turkmen nomads) who
flooded the valley and altered its demographic

The Thracian Minority



physiognomy, also establishing their own tOWII,
Yenitze, that became the religious, political and
military centre of the area''37.TIleTurkish-speaking
community increased in the sixteenth century
because of an influx of Islamized Hellenes
(Macedouians and Nortbfipirots), Albanians,
Serbs, and Bosnians'<. who came or were trans
ported to the area for work.

Thus, while the Turkish-speaking community
ofThrace is raciallymixed,givenitsconsciousness,
way of life, morals and customs, it is purely
Turkish. Not only do the Turks consider the
community Turkish, but also the community
itself, whose actions do not leave any doubt for
its Turkish consciousness.e If the community
did not have a Turkish consciousness,then.Tur
key's attempts -againstHellas would be useless.
And in the past, when western Thrace was
under Bulgarian occupation (1918), the Turks
of the area bad asked the help of the Hellenes
against Bulgarian atrocities, but-they stressed at
the same time that "our views concerning, tile
political future of western Thrace obviously differ
from yours"195.

The Turks at western Thrace number about
57,000, that is, they constitute 15% of the popu
lation. However, they tend to include in their
lists the otber Moslems of the area, the Pomacs
and the Gypsies,who are not Turkish-speaking
and who do not possess a Turkish consciousness;
they number about 37,000 and 18,000 respecti
vely.Moreover, they are mainly concentrated in
the prefecture of Rhodope, creating thus a
major internal problem in.Hellas that can at any,
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Co For. instance, rue declaration
of autonomy in October 1913.
or the recent election of turkish
nationalist deputies In the
Hellenic parliament.

b. At another point in his
bookl2J' Kyriakides sup.p~rts
the opposite position that the
Turkish-speaking population
of Thrace derive from the
HeUenes of Asia Minor who
came to Tbrace because of
Turkish persecution. This view,
however, leaves unanswered
the question of why.Islamized
and TUrkishized Hellenes from
Asia Minor were persecuted by
the Turks apd were obliged to
leave their country.



e. According 10 !he Lausanne
Treaty 320,000 Moslems of
Maeedonia, 19,000ofCrete, and
9,000 from the Aegean islands
were exchanged with Hellenes
from Asia Minor and Pontians,
These Pontians have nothing 10
do with tbe none "Pontian t)'J'C"
(page 271).

d. Bulgaria has a more serious
minority problem with 850,000
Turkish-speaking (10% of the
entire population). In this
minorily me Yourucks are included
who came in the fourteenth
century, the Tatars who came to
Dovroutsa AI the beginningof the
nlnereenth century, and others
who settled down in eastern
Romilin between the sixteenth
and eighteenth centuries, and
many Islamizcd Thracians, The
300,000Romany form a separate
minority,

moment function as a time bomb, particularly
in the case Df a Hellenic-Turkishwar in Evros; it
couldputtheHellenicfrontindangerfromtherear.e

Venizelos used to. say that "the borders of Great
Hellas will never be secure unless western 1111"Oceand
Macedonia become ethnologically and not only
politically Hellenic areas". Thiswas achievedinMa
cedonia with the exchange of populauons,» but
not inThrace (article 37 of the Lausanne Treaty).
Turkeydid not want then the removal of the Turks
from Thrace in the hopes of a future return
there- Hellas also desired the continuation of the
Hellenic presence in Constantinople, Imvros and
Tenedos, According EI. Venizelos "(he national
consciousness would rebel if the govemment had
accepted such a monstrous act", that is,the uprooting
of the Hellenes of Constantinople who. then
numbered about 400,000.

Thus, the maintenance of these two.minori
ties in both Hellas and Turkey basically consti
tuted for both nations a speculation, that is, the
possibility of future extension - in western
Thrace for Turkey, in the Bosporus for Hellas.
The issue was which of the two.countries had a
diachronic strategy. And it is proved that only
Turkey had such a strategy. Indeed, Turkey
completed unilaterally the exchange of the pop
ulations, destroying Hellenic communities,
while Hellas, which did not respond to. these
actions, continues to. call the Turks of Thrace
"Hellenic citizens". Vakalopoulos writes that
the Turks exterminated the Hellenic population
of Constantinople, in 1955 ridding itself of this
minority, while the Hellenes remained.with the
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burden of the Muslim minority in western
Thracet-. "It was a mistake for the Hellenicdiplomats
and politicians to exempt the respective minorities
from the general exchange of Hellenic Turkish
populations". While I do not think that the exem
ption of these minorities from the exchange of
the populations in 1923 was a mistake, indis
putably, though, it is a national scandal that the
rights of the Moslem minority were maintained
after 1955.

The Lausanne Treaty wasonerous for HelJas,
since it was the product of the 1922catastrophe
and it should be the constant aim of Hellenic
politics to denounce this Treaty; in particular
article 45 of the Treaty should and must be de
nounced by the Hellenic government.o This arti
cle is directly connected with articles 38-42which
determine the protection of the Hellenic com
munities in Turkey as far as their rights to life,
liberty, civil,and political rights and use of their
own language are concerned; it notes that "the
recognized rights of the non-Muslim minorities in
Turkey are also recognized by Hellas for the Muslim
minorities who reside there".Consequently,the vio
lent destruction of the Hellenic communities in
Turkey renders automatically void article 45 for
the protection of the Muslim communities of
western Thrace.

Hellas did not react either to Turkey's expul
sion of the Hellenes of Imvros and Tenedos nor
to the first blow against the Hellenes of
Constantinople that came in 1942 (with the law
concerning property taxation) since it was under
occupation. However, the horrible massacre of
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f. Other articles of this Treaty
are also burdensome for Hellas,
such as the agreement about
demilitarized zones (24.7.23),
an agreement that should cer
tainly be denounced give}l the
obvious Turkish threat against
the Aegean islands.



h. Turkey first refuted the
Lausanne Treaty in 1925, when
she started to check and control
tbe election of the patriarchs.
limiting the delegates among
the few who had remained in
Constantinople. Thus, the slow
death of the Patriarchate is a
given fact, lt is naive to believe
in the survival of the Patriar
chate. This is feasible only if
Hallas recaptures Constanti
nople.

L Proposals such as spreading
the Turks throughout the whole
of Hellas or Christianizing
them, would on the One band
degrade racially tile Hellenic
people and, on the other, would
spread a multitude of Turkish
agents in Ihe country.

g. With the denouncement of
the Treaty of Commerce, Set
tlement, and Navigation of
1930. the Hellenes of Constan
tinople wore forced to leave
their country penniless (163.-
64). That was the Turkish reac
tion then to the expedition of
the Hellenic anny in Cyprus.

the Hellenes of Constantinople in 1955was such
a blatant violation of the Lausanne Treaty that it
is indeed a wonder that Hellas keeps on declar
ing its dedication to the other conditions of the
Treaty, calling the Turks of western Thrace
"Hellene Moslims". However, the Turks of
Thrace are anythingbut Hellenes.

Since 1964 when Turkey struck the final
blow against the Hellenes of Constantinople.sl
by obliging them to immigrate, the need for
Hellas to denounce the Lausanne Treaty in its
entirety and to declare exchangeable the Turks
and the Gypsy Moslims ofwestem Thrace is im
perative. On the contrary, Hellas should in
clude in its constitutional legislation the protec
tion of the Moslem Pomacs, so that the laner
should not be affected by tbe denounced
Lausanne Treaty.

StrangelyHellenic foreign policy more loudly
declares its dedication to that Treaty than
Turkey,perhaps becauseHeUasfears the expulsion
of the Patriarchate [rom Constantinople.u The
constant strategic target of Hellas sbould be the
expulsion of the Turks from Thrace, even if
they have not givenHellas any pretext. Such mi
nority problems in a distance of a few kilome
ters from HeUas' borders should not go unat
tended.

Any other delay tactics or solution of another
form ;) would be dangerous, given that the
Thracian minority openly declares its Turkism.
It is absurd to give forcefully Hellenic citizen
ship to those who deny it. Ethnicity embodies
both descent and consciousness. When national
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consciousness is absent, then ethnicity is absent
too. A basic article of the constitution should
foresee the revocation of citizenship of those
who deny it in any way. Hellenicity should not
be obligatory. It is not a form of coercion or
punishment. Hellenicity is a privilege, a manner
of life, and a gift.

OF THE HELLENES



a. On the contrary. the creation
of • unified Islamic ethnicity
consisting of all the people of
the fonner Soviet Union under
the leadership of Iran is not fea
sible because Iran has neither a
linguistic nor racial relation
with those people.

By Turanism I mean the political possibility of
organizing all the Turkish speaking people of
Turanian descent into a unified force, which as
a coalition of nations could provide a potential
new danger for Europe in the future. Some call
it "Panturkism", a term that could include,
though, people (such as the Hungarians,
Finnish and Estonians) who speak Turkish
dialects but have absolutely no spiritual link
with the Turanian people.

The possibilityof a Turanian coalition is real
for the people of Turkey, Turkmenia, Kazakstan,
Uzbekistan, Kirghisia and Azerbaijan. All these
people are racial.lyTuranian (with the exception
of Azerbaijan), Turkish speaking and Muslim,
that is, tbey present all the necessary elements
for tbe creation of a unified ethnicity.o

Of course, the Turanians have a varied racial
composition, and consequently the creation of a
unified national consciousness is difficult. Mo-

Turanism
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reover, there are some less developed people
who'derive from interminglings and do not have
the virtues of their originators (Europides and
Mongoloids)53. Even though their coalition is
not overtly visible, it is still extremely dangerous
or even fatal for the future of Europe and of
Hellas especially which neighbours those peo-
pIes. ,

In the past nationalist feeling among the
Turanians was non-existent. Even the officers•
of the mighty Ottoman Empire felt that they
were simply "Islamists" or "Ottomans" - that
is, they were united by their faith in the Koran
and the Sultan - and their unique ideal was
plundering. As Manousakis writes, "the Turkish
nomads alwaysfound a religiousexcusefor their
plunderings - which was their main source of
sutvival= in, the absolute differentiation between
thefaithful and the faithless"l44., ,

At the end of the nineteenth century, when
Turkey had lost most of its European dominions
because of nationalist -uprisings by occupied
people, a form of nationalism started to take
shape in Turkey (Neoturks). Turkish nationalism
intensified especially after the Balkan War. Lan
dau notes that "the successive .defeats of the
Ottoman Empire in the Libyan and Balkan Wa~
strengthened' more the patriotic feelings of the
Turks within, th.eEmpire itself and abroad. The
Neoturks began to SUppOJtmore and more the
"Panturkism'i.solution; that is, Turanism, in.order
to' compensate for the losses of the Empire ill
Europe and Africa. They considered,it proper to
approach. the Turkish. groups of {isia, which
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c. The Germans, in reaction to
Panslavism, encouraged then
Turanian ambitions. At that ti
me the Gennan-Turkish friend
shipwas forged.Today, Russia's
approach to Europe would help
Turkey's isolation, and the COn·
frontation Or the Turanian
threat. Furthermore, the influx
or unemployed Turks in Genna
ny has also shaken German
Turkish relations.

b. In 1912, Chalil Bois, presi
dent of tbe Turkish parliament,
said that "from this Ioiglo floor I
address my nation and plead for

. it not to forgel Thessolonike, the
cradle of 1I/>I!l1)' and constitution, .
th« all·groen Monostir; Kossovo,
lire Skoutari of Albania, loan
nina, (111(1111_ wlrole of beautiful
RoltliliaU!

ultimately could help Turkey reconquer its lost
lerritories"137.The Hellenic national uprising
caused in Turkey itself a growing nationalism,
manifested in Turanian form. At the same time,
Turanism had from its genesis a goal of
"revenge" for the Turks, that is, their returning
to the lost Balkan penmsula»

Two more factors contributed to the genesis
of Turanism. First, the Jewish interference wishing
to stop the reappearance of the Hellenic-Chri
stian factor in the eastern Mediterranean.
Significantly, the first proponent of Turanism was
the Jew, Arminius Vambery, who in 1865 com
mented that "the Osman House, as a Turkish
dynasty, could create, togetherwith other neigh
bouringand relatedpeopleconnectedby a common
language, religion and history, an empire that
extendsfrom theshoresof theAdriatic 10 the depths
of China".Moreover, other pioneers of Turanism
were Jews such as Leon Cahoon and Moses
Cohen, known by the pseudonym Tekin Alp.

Another factor that facilitated the genesis of
the Turanian consciousness in the last century
was the Turks' natural reaction to Panslavism,
Russian attempts to form a coalition of linguisti
cally similar peoples in order to secure an exit to
the Aegean caused the reaction of the Turks and
the Tartars who felt the racial connection
between them.» The communist prevalence,
however, in the Soviet Union subdued any Tu
ranian movement, and the government imposed
on them the Cyrillic alphabet. Kemal, at the
same time, replaced the Turkish alphabet with
the Latin one. Landau comments that "per-



haps u is not accidental that this retraction coin
cided wish Lenin's abandonment of Pan
slavism")».

Indeed, Kemal Ataturk was anti-Turanian.
He wanted to orient Turkey toward Europe and
away from Asia- he believed that the Turks
were the descendants of the Hittites, "an Aryan
people who coincidentally resided in Anoloiia"I4Jl.
Kernal suppressed any Turanian manifestation
in his country. Faithful to the Lausanne Treaty
that be had signed, Kernal forbade any Turkish
design against Cyprus and any Turkish nation
alist expression there, even encouraging the
immigration of the Turkish-Cypriots back to
Turkey!d)But Kemalism was only a temporary
interval. Immediately after the death of Kemal
(1938), the Asian-Turanian mentality returned
1'0 the country. Kemalism was attacked there
after as trying to limit Turkey to its borders and
was called derogatorily "Asia-Minorism",

During World War II, as Weber notes, "Bri
tish and German sources prove clearly that
Turanism was not simply an infatuation of the
masses, deriving from the people, but the Turkish
government's official program which it unfolded
continuously, but secrelly"Wl. Turanism began to
develop at that time not only in the east but also
in the west witb expansionist ambitions against
Bulgaria, Albania, the Dodecanese islands and
Thessalonikes=, Turkey at that time began to
persecute the Hellenes of Constantinople, and
from 1945 turned against Cyprus and western
Tbrace131, facts tbat Hellas absolutely ignored.
Especially,according to Landau, "after 1965Pan-
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d. Under article 20 of the
Lausanne Treaty, Turkey aban
doned all of her rights 10
Cyprus. HeUas refuted this
article by signing the Zurich
Treaty that brought Turkey
back 10 Cyprus as a guarantor.
Turkey's invasion of Cyprus in
1974 was one more de racio
refutation of the Lausanne
Treaty.



f. Dttoman dictionary ..Kms-I
Turk", 1880.

g. Their leader Turkes in 1966
claimed lhnl Cyprus, Asia Mi
nor, \Veslem Thrace and Thes
saJonike are pans of the Great
Turkey, and he demanded that
"nllkey should demand the free
dom of the Tllria who live in
HL-I/OS". There is, however, ano
ther Turanic party in Turkey
(that of Erbakan), which is
intensely Islamic and anti
E\lropean.

e. The 9'Prus invasion in 1974
look offlclally the name of the
Hun brigand Autla, revealing
thus the Turanian mentality of
Ancara.

turkism had begun one of the mOST dominating
policies of Turkish politics", and even more after
1991,when the Turkish people of Asia became
independent.

Turanians are proud of their Mongoloid
descent and praise the achievements of Tamer
lane, and Allila.·) Many eulogists of Turanism in
Turkey, such as Netzip Asim, Giokalp, Mete, et
al., figbt to raise the Turks' pride worldwide in
their Turanian descent. They support that the
Turks and Mongols belong to the same race and,
if united, as Ahmad notes', they could achieve
anything they desired; they dream of a "Turkish
nation extended from the shores of the Adriatic to
tire borders of China and tire mainland of Sibe
ria"C),or a national centre, as Seyfentin points
out, "from Asia Minor to Turkestan, because the
Turks do not have any other national cradle as the
Hellenes had". In his recent book The Pride and
Feelings of TurkiSIII,Arikian asks, "Who are we?
We are a people who descended from the Altai
Mountains", while Eroz, in his book A Study of
tire Cultural Life of the Turks, notes that "from
Turkestan to Cyprus, there is a unified civilization".
Recently @) a special Turanian political party in
Turkey was formed, whose politics clearly
reflect tbe concealed strategy of the Turkish
state.

In his 1952book, professor Erturk explains
that all the Turkish people are connected by a
common language, religion, customs, arts and
history, and that they belong to the same race,
while only the inhabitants of Turkey have a
state. Thus, Turkey's duty is to help her brothers



residing in the Soviet Union and the Balkan
countries to achieve first their independence,
and then to create "tire Great Turon"! Turkey's
participation in anti-Soviet NATO had this as a
prime target.

The independence of the Turkish peoples of
the CormerSoviet Union in 1991paved the way
for the promotion of Turanian ambitions
which Turkish politics pursued with consistency,
without admitting it officially, for decades now
in Cyprus, western Thrace, Bulgaria, and the
Aegean,»

Turkey, in her general external politics, does
not hesitate to play on three fields,sometimes as
a western European country, sometimes as an
Islamiccountry, ally and protector of all surroun
ding Moslems, and sometimes as a Turanian,
Turkish-speakingcountry, the protector of all the
newly-createdTurkish states of Asia. These dif
ferent facades are used occasionally, but the re
sult is one and the same, the strengthening of
Asiatic barbarism. This tendency has existed all
the time as much in the Ottomans as in the Turks
today.

Turkey as an Islamic power did not have any
particular success, since the Arabs have not for
gotten Ottoman tyrrany, and since other coun
tries play this role more convincingly. But reo
cently, Turkey exerted her influence in the Isla
mic zones of the Balkans, having Hellas as a
strategic target.

The other two facesof Turkey, the European
and the Turanian, are stronger. At the Euro
pean level, Turkey used her geographical posi-
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h. Turkey uses the Thracian
minority either to destabilize
Hellos and oblige the lauer to 0
defensive introversion or to
oblige Bulgaria to support pro
Turkish politics. Turkey sue
ceeded in invading Cyprus
without any reaction of Helias.
At the same time she exerts
pressure on the Aegean in Or
der to prepare the ground there
for future territorial demands,
and to divert Hellas's attention
away from Cyprus to ber own
safety.
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lion against the Soviet Union to appear more
"western"; now she is using her geographical po
sition close to the Middle East to claim together
with Israel the role of "policeman" in the area.Jf,
however, the Turkish-Jewish collusion i) is
revealed in the Arab world, then the credibilityof
Turkey in the area willvanish and Turkey willbe
isolated.A~far as Turkey's demand to become a
member of the European Union is concerned,
Hellas should face this with decisiveness and
without any spirit of conciliation. Turkey's entry
into the European Union must be shut off for
ever. That should be the constant unnegotiable
policyof Hellenic external politics.

Turkey's request for entry into the European
Union is still based on the geographical factor,
that is, the fact that she possesseseastern Hellenic
Thrace and that she borders the Aegean. Ozal
used the latter reason to support that whoever
resides in the area is at once a Europeanw. Ozal
adds that "nobody in western Europe has the right to
be called more Aegean than we are. However, in
order to conceive this, one must abandon certain
historical racist conceptions". This iswhere "envi
ronmental theory" and the anti-racial conception
of ethnologyleads!Jivery Turanian who conquers
European land automatically becomes a
European, and Europeans who are driven from
their motherland lose their nationality. With
incredible insolenceOzal states that "Homer, our
compatriot, is the starting-point in Asia Minor of the
'Hellenic miracle' -as this lVas called Ituel"!i)

Hellas should expose Turkey's Turanian face
to Europe. It must become clear to Europe that
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j. Ozal's monstrous views are,
however, (he generalbeliefs of
the Turks. Since 1968;Turkish
school books include'the theory
that it was the Turkish central
Asiatic people who came 10the
Aegean in -2480 aod created
the Minoan, Cycladic, Myce
nean, and Ionian civilizatlonst.
A combination of European
ambitions with Turanian inhibi
tions ...

i. Only under Kemal was
Turkey following anti-Semitic
politics (Fr. \Vcber240).



the probable entrance of Turkey to the Union
would cause in the future the ipso jure entrance
of other Turkish countries of Asia - up to Mon
golia. No one can forbid the creation of a unified
Turkish State extending to Siberia, and tbe right
of millions of Asian Turanians to be considered
European and to flood European cities. Thus,
Europe will be essentially conquered through
Ankara: what the sea battle at Naupactus in 1571,
and the victories of Eugene of Savoy inVienna in
1691-1717 prevented, shall be achieved through
the "European Union".

111isTuranian danger for Europe-peaceful
or war like - is not theoretical. It is a realistic pos
sibility that could be a reality within the twenty
first century. The more than sixtymillion Turks of
Turkey could belong to a unified Turanian State,
as well as the more than forty million from the
newly born Soviet States (17 million Uzbecks, 8
million Kazaks, 7 million Azerians, 3 million
Turkmenians, 2.5 million Kirghizians) and per-

Len: Typical KOllman who (ace. to Landman) was tbe ancestor of tbe Turks. Middle:
Mehmet the Conqueror (from a painting by an italian artist coutcmporaryot Mehmet)
with obvious lb. Armenoid physiognomy. Rigbt: Kemal, with 0 Mediterranean profile.
These three racial types, Turanic, Armenoid and Mediterranean correspond to the
three trends inTurkey (Turanic, Islamic, and European) which Ore expressed in a COn
fused way.



haps some more from Tatzikistan, Afghanistan,
and western Mongolia.

With the conquest of Asia Minor, Turkey has
extended more to the West than the other Tura
nian peoples. Turkey's geopolitical power origi
nates from this fact Like Janus, Turkey bas two
faces, the European and the Turanian. This is her
weakness, though, for anybody who wishes to
take advantage of it Essentially, Turkey is out
side her own geopolitical area. Isolated frOIDthe
other Turanian peoples,Turkey needsAzerbaijan
in order to fOIIDa geographical continuity with
her Asian neighbours. However, the Azerians,
even though they are Turkish speaking and Mu
slim, have absolutely no racial relation with the
Turanians, and it isnot certain that theywill final
Iysupport the creation of the Great Turan k).

The Armenians and the Kurds are also an
obstacle to Turanian geographic continuity, a
fact which explains the abysmal Turkish hatred
against these people. According to Landau, the
deeper cause of the genocide of the Armenians I)

was the Turks' deepest feeling that the former
formed "a barrierbetween Turkey and the other
Turkish people in Russia who resided near the bor
ders".

On tbe other hand, the Kurds, despite their
Islamization and their occasional interminglings
with the Turks, remained conscious of their own
ethnicity.The Kurds, of a different descent - the
same with the Azerians - and speaking a differ
ent language (Iranian), strive for their independ
ence, an independence that Turkey, Iraq, and
Iran deny. There are about 15 million Kurds in

EI.LENESRtGIN OF THE

I. More than One million Arme
nians were slaughtered in 1895·
6 and in 1915.Today about two
million Armcnians live in tile
liberated Armenia and only
about 300,000 in Turkey.

k. TI,. Azerians, feeling the
lack of any racial relationship
with the Turks, despise them
and call them "Levantines". As
\Veber reve.ls240, this Iact
caused the failure of Germa
ny's pan-Turanian plan against
the Soviet Union in 1942.



n. According to Landau, in the
past "the Soviet Union and conl
"filII lsn•• vere the bogey 0/ Tu
m/lis" .. as ~'C'U10 a lesser (iegree d,e
Mega'e ldea of Hellenism", Now
the Ubenuoo Slavicpeople can to
gether with Hellas inrercept any
Turanian danger. Fortunately
these people are aware of the Tu
ranian danger. Recent proof of
this is Russia's decisive reaction
to the Turkish attempt for the se
cession of Chechnya, that fonns
the terminative link of the Turks
in Sibcrili to the Caucasus.

01. Turan was called in Persia
uAIIO)'VI''', that is, ....non-Aryans".

Turkey alone, who if they were organized appro
priately and armed by Hellas, could destroy com
pletely the Turkish rear. The Kurdish question is
the Achilles heel of Turkey and of Turanism.

Turanisrn is an enormous threat against
Hellas and Europe and the struggle to prevent it
should be the main strategic target of Hellas.
The Turanids are the only people of Eurasia who
were not infiltrated at all in the past by the Aryan
race-either linguistically or culturally.w They
are a foreign body in Europe and a fatal danger
for her cultural future. Hellenes and Slavs, allies
by necessity, have to face first this threat. On the
one hand, the liberation of the people of the
Soviet Union from communism intensified the
Turanian threat, yet, on tile oilier, untied the
hands of the Slav-speaking people, who could
approach Europe and face together this com
mon danger.v

The target of Hellas should be the creation of
a great anti-Turanian alliance, of an "Orthodox
Christian bow", that should include Bulgaria,
Serbia, Ukraine, Russia, Georgia and Armenia.

But it is upon the shoulders of the Hellenes
once again to stand as Europe's bastion against
the danger from the East. History holds in the
future another terrible conflict between the
Turks and the Hellenes, from which the fate of
the Aegean shores will finally be determined.
The centuries after 1453form only a parenthesis.
The future battle will give back to the Hellenes
their primordal Aegean cradle and will give
'Turkey the form of an insignificant slate
between Armenia and Kurdistan.



Two views circulate in Hellenic society. One view is that the racial factor
is not an element of ethnicity, considering it a "nazi view", projecting only the
spiritual factor - "those who share Hellene education are Hellenes" etc. The
other view is that modern Hellenism directly descends from ancient
Hellenism and struggles stubbornly to prove that modem Hellenism is not a
product of foreign invasion. Even though these views contradict each other,
they are simultaneously supported usually by the same people. For instance,
an author in the same book supports the first position and a fewpages later
the other position.

This contradiction, found also in the people themselves, hides an inner
insecurity. The people feel the necessity andlor the reality of a Hellenic
diachronal continuity, but because they cannot prove it, they see which way
the cat jumps, for the crossing off of this necessity!

The basic aim of this book is to eliminate this insecurity that the Hellenes
fee). It is not, however, a "nationalistic" book, in the sense that its motive is
only to boost our national. egoism; it is a national book in Solomos' sense of
the word, that "national is what is true". The book is based on the existent
anthropological research which though few are sufficient to prove the truth:
that from ancient times until today Hellenism has the same anthropological
composition, as well as the same language, and the same national conscience.

Epilogue



This research in parallel extends to the entire Balkan Peninsula, studying
its origins and the neighbours of Hellenism. This research could be divided in
two books; however, only the simultaneous research in the space-time would
solve our questions about our issue. Beyond that the modern ethnological
structure of the Balkan Peninsula can be understood only by an explanation
of Aryan prehistory. For instance, the tendency of the Slavs or the Vlachs to
return to the south can only be explained througb a description of the Aryan
exodus to tbe north.

The exodus of the Mediterranean race during the Aryan period was not of

•••

This book proves Plethon's assertion that "we are Hellenes the breed as lan
guage {I/Id traditional education reveal. It seems that the Hellenes have inhabited
this country since times immemorial, and there were nOI other foreign people in
this country before or later, but only the Hellenes who rushed Ollt of this land 10
conquer many other countries without abandoning though their own country".

My research extends to the deepest antiquity in order to shed light on pre
history and to reveal that the Aryan race was none other than the Hellenic
one. Moreover, thanks to irrefutable evidence, my research clarifies once
unclear ethnological issues, such as that of the "descent" of the Acheans,
Dorians, etc., the issueof the Atlanteans whosewar against the Hellenes is not
a myth at all, tbe issue of the origin of the Sumerians, Phoenicians, Egyptians,
Hittites, etc.

Of course, this book cannot fuJlycover Hellenic prehistory that is enor
mous and covers tens of thousands of years. There were times that escape
our knowledge today, the times of the Golden and Silver Breeds of the
Hellenes, times which seem to have irrevocably vanished in the darkness of
forgetfulness. For instance, who can today restore the authentic prehistory of
Egypt, at the time when the Hellenes were in charge and decorating her with
pyramids and megalithic monuments, or the prehistory of America, at the
time when the Cretans were leaving there double axes, and in the Mayans a
plethora of linguistic elements? What tbis book contributes to Hellenic pre
history is no more than shady outlines and reflections .

ELLENESOFT H E



course the same ~"ery where. In some places this exodus was massive - mainly
in the Italian and Iberian Peninsulas-in other places the exodus took the
form of an invasion, as in southern France. But that geographical spread
resulted in the dispersion of a unified conscience. Thus, some peoples .
emerged who were racially related to the Hellenic people, but who created
different national consciences. The Bulgarians, Italians, and Spanish are the
more closely related.

On the other hand, the Aryan-Hellenic Empire of prehistory was the cause
not only for the linguistic convergence of the European people (within the
frames of the Iapetic homoglossy), but also for their racial convergence. Given
that the European races had no relation and no common ancestor after the
period of the homo sapiens, then the Aryan racial contribution becomes clear:
it acted as a solder, making the European people relatives to each other! The
Aryan-Mediterraneans mixed everywhere with the other races and formed the
modem European nations. Thus, these nations created to a degree some
Hellenic blood and psychism. The Hellenic spirit is understandable to and
respected by all, and the love of Hellenic beauty is apparent in all of Europe.
Everywhere we find modem buildings with Hellenic columns, pediments, and
Hellenic-style statues. The Aryan prehistory is the deepest cause of the modern
unified European Spirit, but also of the structure of the European Union
today. The European Union is built upon the invisible ancient foundations of
the Aryan-Hellenic contribution - since all Europeans are more or less
Hellenes! In this sense only, the entire European race can be called abusively
"Aryal~".

The Mediterranean race was alwayspresent and dominant in history.This
race was not only dominant during the prehistoric "Arya", but also later in the
Mycenean period, .inClassicalHellas and the Alexandrian period. But wasn't
the Byzantine Empire, despite its drawbacks, a new universal force of the
race? Did not Christianity become a universal religion because it was adopted
by Hellenism? As a dominat power in prehistory Hellenism illuminated
Europe. But even as' a slave Hellenism illuminated Europe - first under the
Romans and later after the Fall of Constantinople. Those repeated illumina
tions made Europe the place ofHellenic spirit.

But generally speaking those were not the only contributions of the
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Mediterranean virtue. The Roman Empire constituted the blossoming of
another Mediterranean branch, the Latin one, as the Medieval glory of tbe
Spanish and the Portuguese, another glamour and glory of the Mediterra
nean race. But even the Renaissance, which sprung in southern Europe from
the light of the dispersed Hellenes, was anotber feat of the great Medi
terranean race. 10one sense, Slavism,whicb also civilized the then primitive
eastern Europe, was the feat of the always dominant Mediterranean race.

The great danger for tbe Metropolis of the Mediterranean race, tbat is, for
Hellenism, came from Asia. The Caucasian race pusbed Hellenism from the
north and cast: first the Dinarics in the north, who finally lost their power and
stabilized their position in the northern area of the Balkan Peninsula, and
later the Arrnenoid fromAsia Minor. The latter, after their failed expedition
during the Persian Wars, returned more barbarous than ever given the
Turanian factor and conquered the bolyMetropolis of Hellenism- the greatest
historic adventure of all humanity!

Engrafted in their new land by Mediterranean blood, the Dinarics (Illy
rians), during the last milleniums, embraced Hellenism and so no longer
constitute a danger. On the contrary, historically they can become allies of
Hellenism. However, the same cannot be said for tbe Asian wing, whichcon
tinues to occupy one shore of the Aegean and threatens tbe other.

The Turkish occupation cost dearly illHellas. I have already explained the
"negative choice" in the biological body of Hellas that occurred at that time,
which resulted in a quality delay. In addition, typography was invented at the
time of the Fall of the Byzantine Empire, so that the European West- thanks
to that-made jumps of spiritual progress in all the centuries that education
wasnon-existent in Turkish-occupied HeUas.Thus, the gravitycentre of civili
sation moved from the southern Mediterraneran to western Europe. Itwasa
movement caused by violent external factors.

During the Middle Ages the rest of Europe progressed spiritually and
socially. Feudalism tbere might be tyrranical, but had a positive effect on
people because it taught them to work, to be disciplined and to respect the
principles of tbe state. At the same time, when the community spirit was pro
gressing there, Hellas was under a barbarous foreign occupation. The
Hellenic communities' defence was their isolation, but the state was the
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enemy-something that survives in the psyche of the Hellenes until today.
Northern Europeans bad under feudalism a social education that prepared
them later on to face democracy, something that was absent in Hellas. Hellas
lost her Middle Ages .. Hellas' leap from foreign occupation directly to
democracy was great. Hellas entered a period of anarchic freedom without
sufficient communal solidarity, viewing the State as an opposing subject.

By nature Mediterraneans tend to be egocentric and to hold loose ties with
their communities. This further contributes to their backwardness. Their dis
persion was alwaysthe result not only of their ambition, but also of their lim
ited communal ties. During tbe Aryan period and later on in ClassicalHellas
(and even today), the Hellene tends toward dispersion (what else does the
myth of Deucalion symbolize according to which he walks and throws stones
behind his back-but tbe dispersion in other countries and the bloomingthere
of newpeople?). However, contrary to tbeJewish dispersion, the Hellenic dis
persion is a light bearer of civilization.The Hellene, wherever he travels, illu
minates, gives, and civilizes. But, as Livas says,while the Hellenes "civilized
and illuminated the entire humanity, for the Hellenes themselves this tendency
was a serioliS obstacle to their cultural unity and damaged seriously Hellenic
illterests", And this fate continues to persecute Hellenism. Prometheus' liver
is still being devoured by the eagle of immigration to foreign lands.

The transfer of tbe world's spiritual and cultural center from Hellas to
northern Europe and later on to the U.S was accompanied by its two "muta
tions"- since Hellas is no longer the harbinger of spirit and civilization.First,
civilizationcame to reflect the qualities of the northern race- technical and
organized characteristics that do not fit tbe Mediterranean race. Second, civi
lization replaced culture, that is, civilizationbecame financial and consumer
oriented. This civilizationdoes not complement the deeper psychosynthesisof
the Mediterranean wbo tries to imitate this civilization with little success
though.

Philosopher 1.Theodorakopoulos writes that "every nation follows its own
way to acquire self-consciousness. 77Iu~,two elements characterize the being of the
Hellenic Nation, the heroic and the spiritual. Heroism and exceptional spirituality
are found ill every period of Hellenic history". It is unfair to judge the cultural
level of contemporary Hellenism with other measures than Hellenic ones.



Hellenism has a long road ahead in order to reach the level it deserves.
Nevertheless it should turn its attention to three main targets:

First, to the development of a vigorous national morale, with the cultiva
tion especially of spiritual and linguist education. Technological progress
should not be an end in itself. The internal front of the people should be
unbreakable without being dilluted by ephemeral partisanships, Hellenism
should trust itself and should limit its tendency toward self-contempt

Second, Hellenism should aim at the creation of a nationally homogenous
population. What I have mentioned concerning the minorities may be useful.
Thus, in HeJlas there are no other minorities besides those of the Jews, the
Romany, and the Turks, and only the latter form a "minority problem" in a
political sense. Let's not talk about the large inflowof Afro-Asian immigrants
during the last few years...

Third, national integration is a basic prerequisite for the progress of Hel-

*.*

Despite the problems inherited by long-time barbarous occupation, Hellas is
not lacking in spirituality or heroism from any other country, Perhaps, Hellas
is deprived of the organization and the wealth or the discipline that other
countries have, but Hellenism is capable of achieving all these. Guenther
declares that European opinion of the Hellenes "has become more favourable
during the last decades" - not that the Hellenes care in anyway- and that the
German soldiers, during the German occupation, were "impressed" by the
Hellenes, "even though the more educated soldiers certified a difference between
the ancient and modem Hellenes" - as if they had a close look at the ancient
Hellenes.

WesternEuropeansmight haveproduced some great artists,especiallyduring
the period whenmonarchiespaid artists highly, but todaywith their materialistic
"civilization",they lack spiritual figures.The Hellenes taught them the ancient
Hellenic languageand so they are able to read Horner and Sophocles.But since
they do not speak the modem Hellenic language,howcan theyvalue Sikelianos,
Papadiamantis, or Cavafy?The modem spiritual figures of Hellenism are not
equal to their northern European counterparts. They are superior.

JOIN OF THE HELLENES



lenism, This integration concerns the return of Hellenic lands still in
bondage as well as the minimization of immigration and dispersion.

A historical nation likeHeUas that for eight thousand years keeps climbing
and that every nowand then reaches the top of the world, illuminating and ci
vilizing,will return to the top once again. The immemorial breath ofHellenism
never ends: Its time of exhalation will come again.
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